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Abstract: While substance use disorders (SUD) continue to be a global concern, harm reduction
approaches can provide sustainable harm minimization to people who inject drugs (PWID) without
requiring abstinence. Yet, the evidence for the sustainable implementation of harm reduction
approaches is newly emerging. This scoping review sought to map the evidence on implementation
qualities of sustainable harm reduction needle and syringe programs (NSPs). We searched the
Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews, PubMed, ProQuest Central, and Directory of Open Access
Journals for empirical studies (a) with an explicit focus on harm minimization NSPs, (b) with a
clearly identified study population, (c) that described the specific NSP implementation protocol,
(d) that provided information on accessibility, affordability, and feasibility, and (e) were published
in English between 2000–2020. Following narrative qualitative synthesis, the evidence suggests
individual implementer characteristics directly influenced sustainable availability and scope of NSP
provision while implementation processes explained the predictability and continuity of service
provision across services. External factors including community perceptions of NSPs and policing
activity influenced the sustainability of NSP implementation. The emerging evidence suggests that
sustainable NSP programs for PWID require provider, consumer, and community engagement,
supported by enabling health policies.

Keywords: NSP; harm reduction; harm minimization; low threshold settings; PWID; sustainable
implementation qualities

1. Introduction

Substance misuse remains an ongoing health crisis affecting every region of the world,
increasing the burden of disease globally [1]. Across the globe, approximately 250 million
people use addictive substances every year of which 63.5 million have a substance use
disorder (SUD) [2]. Despite substance use disorder mitigation efforts [3], relapse rates
remain high at 40–60% [3], with mortality from drug and alcohol use disorders at 6.9 deaths
per 100,000 globally [4]. Harm minimization approaches appear to hold promise for those
with a history of addiction or dependence not wishing to obtain abstinence [5,6]. Harm
reduction approaches that support people with a poor prognosis for abstinence-based
treatment would make for sustainable needle and syringe program (NSP) practices [5].
Sustainable NSPs are human-centered, cost-effective, socially embedded, aligned to the
health policies of jurisdictions [6], and offered at sufficient intensity to achieve program
goals and population outcomes in the long-term [7].

While, harm reduction approaches to substance use dependency and addiction are
increasingly being adopted, a paucity of research exists pertaining to the sustainability
of their implementation protocols across service types [8]. More specifically, emerging

Sustainability 2021, 13, 2834. https://doi.org/10.3390/su13052834 https://www.mdpi.com/journal/sustainability1
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evidence as to the sustainable implementation qualities of NSPs is yet to be aggregated. As
such, we aimed to scope the evidence for implementation qualities of sustainable harm
reduction NSPs. Such evidence would inform NSP services for those with a history of
addiction or dependence for which abstinence would be less successful.

1.1. Harm Reduction Approaches: Sustainable Implementation Considerations

In the context of drug treatment policy, harm reduction refers to minimizing the health,
social and economic costs of drug use to both individuals with addiction or dependency
and the communities in which they participate [9]. Early adopters of harm reduction
approaches included Australia, Canada, Portugal, Switzerland, the United Kingdom,
and The Netherlands, and have since spread through Asia, Latin America, and Central
Eastern Europe [10]. The sustainability of harm reduction policies and programs would
greatly depend on their implementation design, responsiveness, and resourcing, alongside
financial longevity, social acceptance, and accessibility. We aim to review the evidence on
implementation design, responsiveness, and resourcing of harm reduction focused NSP.

Needle and syringe programs are low threshold services for people who inject drugs
characterized by few to no access obstacles [11]. They comprise of primary, secondary,
mobile and outreach services, syringe vending machines and pharmacies that sell or
provide injecting equipment free of charge, predominately run within publicly funded
health services [12]. The primary goal of an NSP is the distribution of sufficient injecting
equipment, supported by educational interventions to reduce or eliminate the reuse of
injecting equipment among people who inject drugs (PWID) [13]. Needle and syringe
programs are proven to reduce the risks of blood borne virus transmission through the
provision of sterile injecting equipment to people who inject drugs (PWID) [14] and come
at comparatively lower cost than alternative approaches [15]. Despite their relative cost-
effectiveness, NSP implementation is largely shaped by a country or regions philosophical
approach to drug treatment [16], often with little research evidence on implementation
guidelines. Furthermore, while NSPs continue to operate funded through public health
agencies, political, media or community campaigns mean they remain vulnerable to closure
in the absence of the evidence for their sustainability [13].

1.2. Health Policy Frameworks

Health policy frameworks provide the context for implementation of programs aimed
at aligning a country’s priorities with its populations health needs, in partnership with
government, health and development partners, civil society and the private sector for
improved use of available resources [17]. Consensus building across multiple stakeholders
in health policy framing slows the implementation of NSPs, given the politics of drug
policy and stigmatization of people who inject drugs [18]. Moreover, policy framing and
planning that occurs at all levels of a countries health care system can support sustainable
NSP implementation due to increased public buy in [19]. Partners in sustainable NSP
implementation would commit, if they perceived evidence of quality, affordability, accept-
ability, and accessibility [6]. We aim to apply a theory driven framework to aggregate the
emerging research evidence on NSP program implementation qualities with PWID using
the Consolidated Framework for Implementation Research (CFIR) [20].

1.3. Implementation Study Framework

The CFIR defines five implementation determinants: (1) individuals involved in
service delivery (e.g., their knowledge and beliefs about the intervention), (2) the internal
organization setting (e.g., leadership engagement), (3) the implementation processes (e.g.,
executing the innovation), (4) the program/intervention characteristics (e.g., complexity,
accessibility, quality, affordability and acceptability) and (5) the external setting (client
needs and resources). We expect sustainable NSPs would be designed to these qualities,
yet the evidence is unclear as to how the interactions among these determinants would
influence implementation outcomes. For instance, trust building among potential service
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users would be influenced by implementation processes, particularly given that social
stigma has been linked to the mis-trust of health services experienced by people who
inject drugs (PWID) [13]. Similarly, the context of service provision by organizational,
geographical, political, and cultural factors would influence the resourcing of NSPs [21],
while acceptability of NSP services is dependent upon how much they are trusted by
prospective adopters [13]. For those with a substance use disorder, social stigma is behind
the mistrust of health services and therefore detracts from service engagement [13].

Legalization of NSPs increased their visibility which in some contexts, resulted in
client arrests [22]. Noted as a structural barrier to the sustainability of an NSP is police
arrest and prosecution activity. Arrest or prosecution of NSP clients when accessing a
legal NSP undermines the trust PWID have in the inclusiveness of public health laws [23]
and compounds the risk of unsafe drug injecting [22] while also deterring NSP service
uptake. This in turn places PWID at a greater risk of blood borne virus transmission and
overdose [23]. User-oriented NSP implementation can reduce stigma as it is mutually
understood that PWID may not require assistance beyond the provision of clean injecting
equipment and associated paraphernalia (tourniquets, alcohol wipes and so forth) [13].
There is no expectation from staff that PWID will require, nor want assistance for their
drug use [13].

1.4. Goal of the Review

We aimed to conduct an exploratory scoping systematic review [24,25] to identify both
gaps and trends in literature, clarifying definitions, and report practices that can inform
future research and practice. A scoping systematic review is appropriate for summarizing
the emerging evidence on sustainable NSP health interventions.

Objectives

This scoping review aims to map evidence for the sustainability of NSPs defined by
the CFIR framework of implementation determinants inclusive of; program implementers
and internal setting, implementation process and characteristics, and external factors. Our
specific research question was: What is the emerging evidence pertaining to sustainable
NSP implementation qualities including implementers, internal setting, implementation
process and characteristics, and external factors?

Findings would be important for the sustainability of NSPs framed on implementation
qualities evidence in harm reduction studies considering the perspective of those who are
most directly affected by their operation. Moreover, the evidence would inform future
studies on NSP implementation, providing benchmarks for evaluation and improvement
at both an individual, program, and systems level.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Search Strategy for Identification of Studies

We searched the Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews for previous reviews on
the sustainable implementation of NSPs and yielded a null result, which justifies this
systematic scoping review. We then searched electronic databases including PubMed,
ProQuest Central and the Directory of Open Access Journals for peer-reviewed studies
pertaining to NSP implementation, restricting our search to the period 2000 to 2020. Our
selection of databases prioritized studies that described implementation protocols at a
sufficient level of detail to allow for determination of their relevance to the study aims.
Moreover, we searched field specific journals inclusive of Substance Use and Misuse, Addic-
tion, Aids and Behaviour, Harm Reduction Journal and The International Journal of Drug Policy
for relevant studies. We searched each database and journal using a combination of search
terms inclusive of needle and syringe program implementation, implementation science,
addiction, and NSPs (see Table 1).
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Table 1. Overview of search procedure key topics, terms and criteria.

Topic Key Words/Phrases Searched CFIR Criteria

Needle and syringe
program/Syringe (exchange
program implementation)

Needle and syringe program, AND
implementation, AND people who inject
drugs, OR implementation science,
addiction, dependence OR sustainable
needle and syringe, program
characteristics, AND community, health
policy, accessibility, feasibility,
affordability, cost evaluation.

(1) Service delivery
(e.g., their knowledge and beliefs about the
intervention),
(2) Internal organization setting
(e.g., leadership engagement),
(3) Implementation processes
(e.g., executing the innovation),
(4) Program/intervention
characteristics (e.g., complexity,
accessibility, quality, affordability and
acceptability)
(5) the external setting
(client needs and resources).

Needle and Syringe
program/Syringe protocols.

Harm minimization, OR harm reduction,
dependency, addiction, substance use
disorder, AND individual characteristics,
long-term, adherence, fidelity, AND
regulations, providers, sites.

2.1.1. Eligibility Criteria

We included for review empirical studies that (a) were published in English, and (b)
had an explicit focus on harm minimization needle and syringe program implementation.
To be eligible, studies were (i) case studies, cross-sectional, or longitudinal studies, (ii) on
a clearly identified study population, (ii) with description of their specific harm reduc-
tion/NSP implementation procedure or protocol and (iv) with information on sustainability
characteristics of user involvement in design accessibility, affordability, and feasibility. In
doing so, we prioritized studies that included a process and/outcome evaluation of the
harm reduction/NSP implementation protocol by users and/or providers as well as how
program characteristics aligned with health care policy. We excluded studies that were in
languages other than English and did not describe the harm reduction/NSP implementa-
tion protocol they used in a manner that enabled determination of their sustainability. See
Table 2 for variable inclusion and exclusion criteria.

Table 2. Study variable inclusion and exclusion criteria.

Variable Inclusion Criteria Exclusion Criteria

Study Design Empirical studies. Literature reviews and studies that were
not peer-reviewed.

Publication Years 2000—present. Published prior to the year 2000.

Participants

People who inject drugs, needle and
syringe service providers and related
stakeholders inclusive of community
members, policymakers, and police.

Participants who could not be identified
as either a needle and syringe program
implementer, member of an NSP internal
setting or external setting.

Intervention
Needle and syringe program/syringe
exchange program implementation and
evaluation.

Other harm reduction programs inclusive
of; opioid substitution treatments and
medically supervised injecting
centers/drug consumption rooms.

Process Description of implementation protocol,
process evaluation procedure.

Missing details on implementation
protocol.

Outcomes

Sustainable needle and syringe program
implementation characteristics relating to
implementers, inner setting,
implementation process, intervention
characteristics or outer setting.

Sustainable implementation
characteristics not relating to the
implementation of needle and syringe
programs.
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2.1.2. Search Tree Procedure and Outcomes

We retrieved a total of 722 articles for screening (see Figure 1), and screened the articles
by titles and abstracts, excluding a total of 652 at this stage. Our selection process yielded a
preliminary list of 70 articles for further scrutiny against inclusion criteria, excluding 42
that did not meet the inclusion criteria. The first and second listed authors then accessed
the full text of the 28 articles, applying the pre-determined eligibility criteria. We excluded
23 articles at this stage leaving five articles. To optimize our search yield, we browsed
the reference lists of each of the articles that met the inclusion criteria for any additional
articles of relevance. From this manual search, we found an additional study, resulting in
six articles for this study. Final study inclusion was by consensus between the first two
listed authors, moderated by the third listed author as needed.

Figure 1. Search strategy.

2.2. Data Extraction and Management

For the data capture and organization relevant to the research aim, we utilized a
modified version of Arksey and O’Malley [24] data extraction tool. This tool organizes
according to the following categories: (1) author/year, (2) study design, (3) methods and
recruitment, (4) description of study objectives, and (5) outcomes or findings [24]. Our
modification was to include an implementation protocol description and evaluation. This
method modification allowed for data mapping identifying both implementation approach
and NSP outcomes. Table 3 presents the studies included from our search procedure.
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2.3. Data Analysis and Synthesis

We summarized findings from the studies using narrative qualitative synthesis [30].
This data synthesis approach allowed for identifying NSP implementation determinants
framed on the CRFI according to implementers and their inner setting, the implementation
process, and its characteristics (e.g., quality, complexity, affordability, accessibility, and
acceptability) and community based external factors.

3. Results and Discussion

Findings from our scoping review indicate the importance of implementer qualities
(willingness and beliefs), implementation process factors (inclusion of PWID), program
intervention characteristics (accessibility and acceptability) and external factors (policy,
community acceptance and policing) for improved NSP sustainability. Above all, the
evidence suggests sustainable harm reduction NSPs require support from multiple stake-
holders, given the multifaceted requirements of their implementation [31], and interactions
among each of the implementation determinants. The specific findings of each are dis-
cussed below.

3.1. Implementers and Internal Setting Factors of Sustainable NSPs

Implementer willingness and self-efficacy or beliefs about NSP feasibility would en-
hance sustainability [18], as would leadership resourcing [26,29]. For instance, pharmacists
who agreed with the public health impact of NSPs were more likely to provide clean needles
and syringes to PWID and dispose of used needles and syringes within the pharmacy [26].
Kentucky community pharmacists expressed 3.56 times more willingness to provide clean
needles. However, the perceived barriers to selling needles and syringes without a pre-
scription differed between Kentucky independent and chain/supermarket pharmacists
with independent pharmacists reporting workflow barriers contrary to chain/supermarket
pharmacists who reported clientele safety concerns as a barrier to selling needles and
syringes without a prescription.

Local business support for NSPs influenced implementation feasibility in that they
might show token support for NSPs at fixed sites as opposed to widespread automatic
dispensing machines (ADM) [28]. Automatic dispensing machines are a sustainable and
inexpensive method of increasing needle and syringe distribution to PWID. In Australia,
although general support for harm reduction programs was high among survey business
leaders, their awareness of such services operating in the immediate vicinity was less
so. For instance, significantly lower proportions of businesses indicated awareness of
fixed-site NSPs generally (63% vs. 83%, p = 0.01), the existence of pharmacy NSP (29%
vs. 50%, p = 0.03) and an ADM (31% vs. 53%) (p = 0.03) in the local area comparatively to
residents [28].

Peer implementers of NSPs with high literacy demonstrate service provision aligned
to community sentiment and are more likely to remain engaged with NSP service provision
then those less literate. As such, supporting improved literacy and employment retention
could benefit the sustainability of peer led NSPs [27], suggesting both an education and
internal program function.

3.2. Sustainable Implementation Process and Characteristics

NSP implementation process and characteristics of (a) community coalitions, (b)
community activists or (c) bottom-up approaches enhanced NSP sustainability [18], as
did implementers flexibility to adopt emerging empirically based interventions [28]. This
could be explained by the fact that grassroots based approaches have user buy-in, and
flexible hours are a well-known low threshold service access quality. Evidence-based
practices are important for legitimizing NSPs [29]. For instance, Strike, Watson, Lavigne,
Hopkins, Shore, Young, Leonard and Millson [15] reported implementation success of
the Ontario Needle Exchange Best Practice that followed evidence-based needle and
syringe recommendations, including distribution of sterile water ampoules and safer
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inhalation equipment. NSP processes that (a) are respectful of political and cultural
norm sensitivities, and (b) prioritized coalition building and community involvement,
would be more sustainable than those lacking in these qualities [29]. Greater community
support for NSPs would enhance sustainability of implementation [18], so too would
long-term financial commitment [8] minimizing risk for rapid depletion of the pool of
available resources [29].

3.3. Sustainable NSP External Setting Characteristics

The study by Ngo, Schmich, Higgs and Fischer [27] conducted in Northern Vietnam
found community support was a critical component of NSP implementation. A finding
consistent with that of Downing, Riess, Vernon, Mulia, Hollinquest, McKnight, Jarlais
and Edlin [29] whereby coalition building, and community consultation were deemed
critical steps required for acceptability and sustainability of NSPs. To obtain community
support required intensive advocacy with community stakeholders including local govern-
ment, mass organizations, local residents, PWID and their families with the acquisition
of law enforcement officials [27]. As an example, White, Haber and Day [28] reported on
community attitudes to harm reduction and automatic dispensing machines (ADMs) in
Sydney, Australia. ADMs are a sustainable and inexpensive method of increasing needle
and syringe distribution to people who inject drugs. They reported local community oppo-
sition to ADMs despite national Australian data indicating support for harm reduction.
Respondents to the study had concerns about possible increases in drug related crime.
However, the majority of business leader participants were in support for NSP services in
general (fixed-site NSPs (83%), pharmacy NSP (82%), and to a lesser extent, ADMs (67%)).
Conversely, local businesses’ support was slightly lower (fixed-site NSPs (77%); pharmacy
NSP (80%), ADMs (60%)) [28].

External NSP setting characteristics such as partnerships between health, law enforce-
ment, PWID, clinicians, researchers and government officials are essential for sustainable
NSP implementation [8]. Furthermore, Downing, Riess, Vernon, Mulia, Hollinquest, McK-
night, Jarlais and Edlin [29] suggest community NSP support is highest in places where
HIV transmission presentation is a predominant community concern.

3.4. Implementation Determinants Interaction Factors

Implementer and internal setting factors at the policy level would influence the sus-
tainable implementation of NSPs. For instance, Clark [32] suggests that drug treatment
policies are influenced by national or regional prerogatives, perhaps more so than docu-
mented evidence for NSP programs. Yet, while the provision of research evidence does
not guarantee policy change, it is a necessary step for sustainable implementation [18].
Moreover, policymakers may have varying opinions on the merits and moral obligations of
expanding services to meet the needs of PWID [18]. Such merit and moral obligations result
in policymakers struggling to implement evidence-based policies while simultaneously
addressing electorate priorities [18].

Allen, Ruiz and O’Rourke [18] examined the role of research evidence in policy change
processes for the sustainable implementation of publicly funded syringe exchange services
in three US cities: Baltimore, MD, Philadelphia, PA, and Washington, DC. Results indicated
sustainable implementation of NSPs in Baltimore and Philadelphia were dependent on
research evidence application to secure policy change, conversely policy change discussions
in DC were influenced by community and stakeholder fears and concerns that NSPs would
increase both substance use related crime and the number of discarded syringes found in
public locations. White, Haber and Day [28], also reported perceived increases in drug
related crime and drug use a barrier to sustainable implementation, despite there being no
empirical evidence to support such perceptions [8].
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3.5. Implications for NSP Implementation Sustainability Research and Practice

In efforts to confront the health disparities among an estimated 15.9 million people
who inject drugs globally [33] NSPs have been implemented. However, sustainable access
to such services is not equal across the globe, with low and middle-income countries
implementing NSPs at coverage levels below that required to stabilize and reverse HIV
epidemics among PWID [18]. Commonly cited implementation barriers included funding,
senior management, and decision-making. The primary weakness of government-initiated
implementation models includes bureaucratic systems and susceptibility to pressure from
community criticism creating an inability to respond quickly or flexibly change [29]. Our
findings suggest that empirically based best practice recommendations are implemented
successfully within NSPs when available. Additionally, community consultation at the
design stage of protocol implementation, improves community acceptance.

Needle and syringe program’s sustainability is dependent upon both their accessi-
bility and continued utilization among the population base they aim to serve [34]. The
World Health Organization [35] recommends NSPs distribute 200+ needles per PWID
annually for their sustainable use [35]. However, substantial variability in NSP service
provision, utilization, coverage, range, needle and syringe distribution and program reach
are obstacles to their sustainable implementation [14]. Moreover, provider, structural, and
societal barriers to NSP access for PWID [36], alongside communities lack of knowledge
surrounding NSP objectives, policies, laws, regulations, locations and stigma hinder their
sustainable implementation [34].

A longstanding societal value to prevent drug misuse rather than safer use of a
person’s substance of choice continues to run counter to NSP implementation [14]. This is
despite NSPs being a proven health intervention for reducing the transmission of blood
borne viruses among PWID [37]. For NSPs to be sustainable, they need to be feasible within
the intended context [31]. Essential for improved health outcomes of PWID is mutual
trust and communication with NSP providers. Vuong, et al. [38] suggest that when service
providers are perceived not to have a genuine interest in a client’s views an asymmetrical
relationship presents placing the client in a vulnerable position. Furthermore, medical
distrust results in reduced service engagement [38] which in turn affects its sustainability.

3.6. Limitations of the Applicability of Evidence

Few of the studies provided descriptions of their implementation protocols, and even
fewer reported on their implementation process evaluation. This limited our ability to
map the implementation protocols for sustainability qualities. We synthesized the data
applying the CRFI framework, which is not exhaustive. Other studies may find a different
profile from using alternative criteria. Furthermore, with very few studies that met our
inclusion criteria, we could not determine the influence of publication bias, the tendency
for statistically significant positive results to be published in greater proportions than those
of statistically significant negative or null results [39]. An included study reported an at-
tempted contact with opponents of NSPs that was not successful. As such, the perspectives
of those prospective participants were not captured in the study results [29]. Furthermore,
while we were able to capture results from studies conducted in Australia, Canada, the
USA and Vietnam paucity of available literature addressing implementation qualities
of sustainable NSPs impacts the scope of comparison between countries. Additionally,
not all countries with a harm reduction drug treatment policy were represented in the
findings further justifying the need to aggregate sustainable implementation qualities as
they emerge.

4. Conclusions

We found evidence to suggest the importance of implementer resourcing, engagement,
and willingness on the design and implementation of sustainable NSPs. Such factors
would veritably translate across diverse implementer communities inclusive of program
managers, peer educators, pharmacists, and NSP providers. Sustainable implementation
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process factors aim to build ownership and trust of NSPs, as measured by relevance
and accessibility to PWID. External factors such as NSP user-friendly law-enforcement,
community support and cost-containment improve NSP sustainability. Overall, there
is more literature evaluating specific areas of policy or practice, comparatively to NSP
provider engagement and consumer responsive sustainable implementation. Similarly, the
mapped evidence trends toward implementer process characteristics and external policy
frameworks. Such findings could guide both new and existing NSP provision, evaluation,
and adaptation to be more consumer responsive.
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Abstract: Communication during an ongoing crisis is a challenging task that becomes even more
demanding during a public health crisis. Early in the start of the pandemic, global leaders called upon
the public to reject infodemics and access official sources. This article focuses on the communicative
aspects of health services management, with a particular focus on the communication strategy
of the Romanian district public health authorities during the COVID-19 lockdown, as seen on
official websites and social networks. The 15 most affected districts were selected, according to the
officially reported health cases. The issued press releases and the posts on Facebook pages show an
uneven experience on the part of district authorities in dealing with public information campaigns.
In addition, the results of the study indicate a lack of sustainable communication approaches as well
as the need of professional training and strategy in dealing with the public health crisis. From a
communication point of view, a strategic approach on behalf of the public health sector is crucial to
enhance the preparedness of appropriate institutions to act during emergencies and to respond to the
needs of the media and the public with timely, correct, and meaningful information.

Keywords: public health; public health authorities; public communication; risk communication;
social networks; lockdown; crisis; COVID-19 pandemic; sustainability

1. Introduction

The ongoing public health threat posed by the COVID-19 pandemic challenged the
modus operandi of public health authorities, governments, and even international orga-
nizations, due to the length and intensity of the crisis. Health is a fundamental right of
every human being, as stated in the Constitution of the World Health Organization since
1946. It is also understood as a major element of sustainability; the United Nations 2030
Agenda for Sustainable Development included health distinctively as a goal (SG3), with
actions being necessary to “strengthen the capacity of all countries ( . . . ), for early warning,
risk reduction and management of national and global health risks” [1]. However, the
year 2020 made the international community aware that the sustainability goals—SG3
included—need rethinking and that addressing the weaknesses of domestic and global
governance is a matter of utmost priority. [2]. As Miriam Bodenheimer and Jacob Leiden-
berger bluntly put it, the lack of ecological sustainability contributed to the coronavirus
outbreak, the lack of economic sustainability to its rapid and global spread, and the lack of
social sustainability to its severity [3]. The international community tried to make sense
of and contain the pandemic, find the appropriate responses, and mobilize all forces to
overcome the effects of the multi-level crisis brought on by COVID-19. As the World Health
Organization (WHO) acknowledged “humbly”, the fast-evolving situation made it difficult
to anticipate the evolution of the situation. The organization also recognized that “there is
no one-size-fits-all approach to managing cases and outbreaks of COVID-19” and advised
the public to stay informed and follow the lead of healthcare providers as well as national
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and local public health authorities [4]. While the full impact of the pandemic on society is
still difficult to evaluate, despite the massive mobilization of researchers in all domains
to offer responses to the multiple challenges encountered throughout 2020 [5–7], it seems
possible to appraise the communication efforts undertaken by public health authorities
in keeping the public informed and fostering compliance with the cascading measures
adopted to limit the spread of COVID-19. It is important to reflect on the capitalization
of this knowledge towards improving health risk communication and ensuring social
sustainability in the post-crisis period [3,8]. The lessons learned from prior global security
risks show that getting information out to the public in a timely manner is a must, “but so
are adequate framings of the illness, stories of the heroic efforts of those on the front line,
and galvanizing metaphors that can bind the community together even when the illness is
unpredictable and the chances of scientific success are uncertain” [9] (p. 10).

As Jan Servaes highlights [10] (p. 1472), “communication and information play a
strategic and fundamental role by (a) contributing to the interplay of different development
factors, (b) improving the sharing of knowledge and information, and (c) encouraging the
participation of all concerned”. In all areas of sustainable development, including the case
of sustainability in the health sector, this works by “facilitating participation: giving a voice
to different stakeholders to engage in the decision-making process; making information
understandable and meaningful. It includes explaining and conveying information for the
purpose of training, exchange of experience, and sharing of know-how and technology;
fostering policy acceptance: enacting and promoting policies that increase people’s access
to services and resources” [10].

The United Nations and the World Health Organization alike called upon member
states to communicate intensively, consistently, and in a timely fashion with the public [11]
to fight an infodemic, described as “an over-abundance of information—some accurate and
some not—that makes it hard for people to find trustworthy sources and reliable guidance
when they need it” [12] and to counter misinformation.

Therefore, our research aimed to identify the amount and type of communication
efforts undertaken by the district health authorities to manage the ongoing public health
crisis and contain the effects of the pandemic on the district community, while maintaining
a meaningful and relevant dialogue with the public via technologically mediated channels.

The communication management of the risk communication of the COVID-19 pan-
demic is a rich field for understanding the interaction between public relations, health
communication, journalism and the public. According to J. Barry, for the influenza pan-
demic, “the single most important weapon against the disease will be a vaccine. The
next important weapon will be communication” [13]. COVID-19, due to the magnitude
of the pandemic, already had all the features of a newsworthy event, with intense local
implications. It dominated the public agenda, and people all over the world tried to make
sense of their lives through the lenses of available information on the measures undertaken
to contain the disease. For authorities, as sources of information, leadership and action, it
was crucial to make information available both to the public and to journalists, as dissemi-
nators of information and partners in shaping the public agenda. Here, agenda-building
theory, as a new wave in understanding the shaping of public messages in society, is an
appropriate scientific framework [14–16]. As McCombs convincingly states, the “basic
agenda-setting role of the news media is to focus public attention on a small number of
key issues and topics. Although there are dozens of issues and other aspects of the world
outside competing for attention, the news media can cover only that handful deemed most
newsworthy” [16]. News concerning the spread of the disease and the measures taken
internationally and nationally by far dominated the news cycle at the beginning of 2020.

Information subsidies are often involved in agenda building [17]. The term “informa-
tion subsidy” generously encompasses press releases, information pieces, speeches and
other types of organizational communication tools used by public relations practitioners
as ready-made products for the media [15,18]. Most studies focus on agenda building for
traditional media, while social media has already changed the realities of the circulation of
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information. There is a strong expectation that members of the public have the same access
to this information as members of the media, via online newsrooms [17]. This necessity is
acknowledged also by the WHO in their insistence regarding the use of all communica-
tion channels, including social media sites, to fight the pandemic and bring relevant and
correct information to the public [12,19]. Our research aims to enhance knowledge about
agenda building through information subsidies like press releases and posts on social
media platforms as made available by the Romanian public health authorities during the
hottest period of the COVID-19 pandemic, i.e., in the early stages of the crisis in 2020. It fills
gaps in the literature and aims at enhancing the body of knowledge regarding crisis and
risk communication. We look only at the communication efforts undertaken by the public
health authorities, as official sources of information that have the possibility to shape and
set the agenda by providing timely, accurate and relevant information.

In the analyzed case of COVID-19, a spatial–temporal contextualization is needed to
understand the specificity of public communication outcomes. The disease began as an
outbreak in the Wuhan province of China, but it spread rapidly around the globe. The
COVID-19 outbreak at the beginning of 2020 took Romania by surprise. Prior global health
emergencies of the 21st century, such as the Ebola virus in 2014, H1N1 (Swine Flu) in
2009 and SARS in 2003, although creating public awareness that they lurked in the world,
did not affect Romania. As in other societies where large-scale disasters were absent for
decades, which is the case in many countries since World War II [20], the communication
of risk mitigation measures during a major crisis adds significant challenges. The severe
acute respiratory syndrome Coronavirus 2, known as SARS-Cov-2 or Novel Coronavirus 2,
and ultimately referred to as COVID-19, is the first major health challenge for Romanian
public life. The World Health Organization (WHO) declared COVID-19 a Public Health
Emergency of International Concern on 30 January 2020 [4].

On 21 February, the Romanian government took its first COVID-19-related measures,
announcing a 14-day quarantine for persons coming to Romania from disease-stricken
regions. The first documented case in Romania occurred on 26 February 2020, but it did
not stir public concern at the time [21]. However, it soon became obvious that the novel
coronavirus had the features of a pandemic, as WHO reluctantly recognized 11 March 2020.
On 14 March, after over 100 people had been diagnosed with the coronavirus, Romania
had enough reasons for public health concern. On 16 March, President Klaus Iohannis
announced his decision to decree a state of emergency for a 30-day period, which was
prolonged until 14 May. After that date, Romania entered a state of alert, which meant the
relaxation of some of the measures [22].

According to the principle of subsidiarity, the district (judet) level is immediately
under the national one. It organizes all public life in the territory from an administrative
point of view, including health issues. In Romania, there are 42 district public health
authorities (DPHAs), 41 representing districts and one for the national capital, Bucharest.
They represent the Ministry of Health at the local level and are responsible for the provision
of public health services locally. DPHAs are responsible for the collection of data from the
territory, the monitoring of the health of the population and health determinants and the
identification of public health needs of communities [23]. The reform of public services in
Romania, carried out in the post-communist period, shifted competencies from the central
government towards local/regional bodies, but studies show that the burden is perceived
at times as overwhelming [24,25].

In times of crisis, public authorities are expected to share knowledge, communicate
with relevant audiences, find alliances in society and build confidence [8]. The WHO
placed special emphasis on risk communication and community engagement as one of the
eight pillars of successfully managing a health crisis [11]. The newly created “Risk Com-
munication and Community Engagement” division of the WHO recommended authorities
in all countries to “implement and monitor an effective action plan for communicating
effectively with the public, engaging with communities, local partners and other stake-
holders to help prepare and protect individuals, families and the public’s health during
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early response to COVID-19”. The advice was unequivocal: “Make sure that this happens
through diverse channels, at all levels and throughout the response” [26] (p. 3). Such
channels, beyond discussion, are represented by social media owned by the appropriate
authorities. In addition, as activities were now organized remotely and carried out through
digital tools, many Romanians used their social media accounts, previously employed
mainly for private purposes, to access services, information and labor from home [27].

The challenges brought about by the COVID-19 pandemic have underlined the im-
portance of professional public communication based on correct, timely, comprehensive
and accessible information. Social distancing was one of the measures recommended
internationally [28] as an effective (though insufficient) means of preventing the spread of
the virus. Face-to-face events were reduced to a minimum, and the classical press confer-
ences, a preferred media event in the toolkit of authorities in dealing with journalists to
disseminate information, were put to a halt. Only press releases posted on the authorities’
websites remained as tools pertaining to the habitual media relations strategy.

This study reports on these aspects, as seen from the institutional websites and from
the social media accounts of Romanian DPHAs, from the point of view of the amount and
type of content posted to meet the expectations of the general public during the COVID-19
lockdown. The following research objectives were defined:

RO1: To determine whether there is a correlation between the number of health
incidents and information subsidies made available to the public by relevant authorities.

RO2: To evaluate the communication efforts of DPHAs, expressed by the information
subsidies (number of press releases on website and number of posts on social media
platforms), from the point of view of timeliness and rhythmicity.

RO3: To examine the type of content disseminated by DPHAs via social media, from
the point of view of ownership (produced in-house vs. share of content produced by other
institutions) and triggered engagement (comments, shares).

2. Materials and Methods

The findings of this paper are based essentially on a qualitative research approach, i.e.,
on content data analysis, although quantitative indicators were used to enhance the results.
Data collection took place at the beginning of the pandemic and covered the 2 months
of total lockdown in Romania: 16 March–14 May 2020. Our strategy was to analyze the
communication efforts of the District Public Health Authorities of the most affected regions.
Considering the official information at the time, we selected a sample of 15 regions where
the number of patients with specific COVID-19 symptoms kept the attention of authorities
and the media (14 districts and the national capital, Bucharest). Drawing inspiration from
the occurrence of national media reports in the regions, we switched to the data provided by
the National Institute for Public Health for a final selection [29]. The order of presentation
herein is based on the number of COVID-19 cases registered in the analyzed region in the
first two weeks after the outbreak of the disease: Suceava, Bucharest, Timis, Neamt, Arad,
Hunedoara, Brasov, Galati, Cluj, Constanta, Ilfov, Iasi, Mures, Botosani and Vrancea. The
order changed in time, with the national capital being at the top, but we maintained the
initial choice of presentation in order to follow through with the data in a coherent manner.

As formulated in the research objectives, we monitored the frequency of press releases
throughout the sample. For the analysis of website traffic, we chose a popular content
marketing platform—SEMrush. It is among the most used platforms of its kind and has a
friendly interface that allows for in-depth data collection [30]. The SEMrush dashboard
enabled us to gather information about organic traffic, organic key words, the source of
visitors on DPHA websites, etc., all of which helped us draw conclusions on the impact of
the information posted on their webpages.

Moreover, we identified the existence of Facebook, Twitter, Instagram and YouTube
accounts and examined the communication behavior of DPHAs in the social media world.
We gathered a corpus of 412 Facebook posts, which was analyzed from the point of view of
engagement, focusing on the number of shares and comments per post. Monitoring of the
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websites and social media accounts curated by DPHAs was followed by an analysis of the
type of content related to COVID-19. Experts acknowledge that “failing to engage users
equates with ( . . . ) no transmission of information from a Web site; people go elsewhere
to perform their tasks and communicate with colleagues and friends” [31]. Thus, we also
traced the capacity of the analyzed public health authorities to trigger shares, comments,
or other types of reaction as a sign of community engagement.

We also compared the communication behavior displayed by the analyzed institutions
with the principles of risk communication, as described in relevant professional literature,
to draw lessons from a crisis that affected all strata of society, i.e., global, continental,
national and local.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. The COVID-19 Outbreak in Romania

In the first two months of 2020, Romania was only mildly aware of the danger posed
by COVID-19. Information in the media appeared in the external news section, and in
February some measures were taken to monitor incoming persons from regions already
facing the health crisis. The outbreak of the disease in March brought the lockdown, and
the communication space was completely dominated by the topic of the pandemic [32].

At the national level, Romania followed the pattern against which the WHO had
warned; avalanches of messages concerning public health issues poured out via all available
channels. Following the recommendations of the WHO, on 17 March the Romanian
Government launched an online platform, www.stirioficiale.ro [33], to channel trustworthy,
quality information to whomever sought information beyond issues discussed in traditional
or social media. Nationally, the voices during the lockdown (coinciding with the state
of emergency period) were those of top officials in the country, i.e., the President, Klaus
Iohannis, the Prime Minister, Ludovic Orban, the Health Minister, Victor Costache/Nelu
Tataru, and the Secretary of State at the Ministry of Internal Affairs, head of the Department
for Emergency Situations, Raed Arafat. Occasionally, other ministers came to the fore to
comment on topics from their area of competence (public order, education, foreign policy,
labor, economy, etc.), and health experts were called upon to offer clarification regarding
the evolution of the disease and the steering of public life. Because face-to-face activities
were not allowed during the lockdown, the population switched to remote labor and TV
watching. Media consumption grew exponentially, with the press conference organized by
national authorities in the first week of the lockdown being watched by almost 6 million
Romanians [34]. National media monitoring showed that Romanians started watching
TV more than 6 h per day, being exposed to 4000 h of breaking news and 84,000 h of
informative TV spots during the lockdown. As for sources of information, half of the
Romanian population actively watched news on TV channels, and 47% gathered news
from social media sources [34].

Taking the rules of crisis communication as mandatory [35], the central government
took upon itself the task of coordinating and filtering communication. Thus, in the first
weeks of the lockdown, only central authorities released information on the crisis, to the
great surprise and dissatisfaction of other voices in society. Seventeen civic organizations,
many of which dealt with journalism, public communication, and information, signed a
manifesto in March 2020 to restore access to regional/local information; they succeeded in
their endeavors some weeks later [36]. Local voices also took an active part in informing
the public, based on official information. For instance, in Timis county, the AntiCovidTM
platform was developed, at the initiative of several non-governmental organizations with
a civic vocation, to create a partnership dedicated to supporting the efforts of active
humanitarian initiatives/campaigns in the region and increasing the degree of public
information on health issues [37].

According to Malikhao [38] (p. 99), the sustainability of health is a process of social
mobilization empowered by both stakeholders (some of whom can be health communica-
tors) and health communicators from outside, who have empathy toward the stakeholders,
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to achieve two goals: first, to engage the people in the community in upgrading their
health and media literacy status so that they can make an informed choice on their body,
health and health care; second, to build up community capacity and networking with other
communities so that people can solve problems related to community health, achieve social
justice in health, prevent diseases, maintain well-being, and cultivate health knowledge,
good attitude, ethical values, a cosmopolitan worldview, and health behaviors, includ-
ing advocating for structural change for a local commitment to healthy lifestyle and an
accommodating environment.

3.2. The Public Health System in Romania and Its Reaction to the COVID-19
Pandemic—An Overview

The pandemic of 2020 put a serious damper on these two goals, testing the capacity of
countries to communicate strategically [39] (p. 14) and of the WHO to effectively manage
the COVID-19 health risk.

In Romania, public health is defined by Law 95/2006 as “the organized effort of the
society towards the protection and promotion of population health” [40]. Public health
services include health promotion, disease prevention and improving quality of life and
comprise the following activities: immunization; control and surveillance of diseases
and risk factors; monitoring population health and health determinants; measuring the
efficiency and effectiveness of health care; the assessment of population needs; health
promotion and health education campaigns; occupational health; and environmental
health, among others. The National Health Strategy 2014–2020 is still in use, and it includes
public health as one of the three main priority areas [23] (p. 93). The coordination for the
provision of public health services is the responsibility of the Ministry of Health, which is
also responsible for the strategic planning and organization of public health services. Other
institutions with responsibilities in public health are the National Centre for Environmental
Monitoring of Risks in the Community, the National Centre for Communicable Diseases
Surveillance and Control (NCCDSC), the National Centre for Methodological Coordination
and Information on Occupational Diseases and the National Centre for Health Status
Evaluation and Health Promotion. In addition, six regional public health centers, which
are located in Bucharest, Cluj, Ias, i, Sibiu, Târgu Mures, and Timis, oara, function as the
regional branches of the National Institute of Public Health (NIPH). The regional centers
have mainly methodological and technical roles. At the local level, the Ministry of Health is
represented by 42 DPHAs. Their responsibilities include [41] monitoring the health of the
population and health determinants; identification of public health needs of communities;
performing controls of health institutions; coordinating the implementation of national
public health programs at the local level; carrying out sanitary inspection and health
promotion activities, etc.

European and international reports on the Romanian health system describe it as
hyper-centralized, antiquated, and failing to ensure communication between health infor-
mation system players [42–45].

These features had an impact on the public communication effort during the COVID-
19 lockdown. Duplicated information appeared on websites and communication projects
developed by each player, most of the time without ensuring interoperability or cross-
fertilization of the initiatives. Traditional media monitoring showed that the main voices
in television were President Klaus Iohannis, Prime Minister Ludovic Orban (who went
through a period of self-isolation due to exposure to a risk population), Health Minister
Viorel Costache, replaced in the middle of the crisis by Nelu Tataru, and the Head of the
Department for Emergency Situations Raed Arafat, the four officials whom the population
trusted most during the lockdown [46]. Other ministers or top health experts were also
invited to the fore, to offer stewardship and guidance for different aspects of life, from
individual behaviors to work, leisure and faith-related activities. At times, these voices did
not form a coherent view, a feature identified in other countries as well, despite the warning
of experts that “any conflicting information carries a risk of harm, but unfortunately it
abounds”; the response to the crisis was addressed mainly at national levels in a variety
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of ways. Those who analyzed the situation concluded that “the European approach has
not prevailed”, but that communication efforts should be consistent and coherent to build
public trust as well as to maintain the response capacity of the healthcare system to react:
“Where communication is well-structured, staff is more engaged and motivated to work
for the sake of better healthcare, and this raises the quality of healthcare as a whole and
may improve patient outcomes” [47].

In evaluating Romania’s response to the crisis in its early stages, experts consider
that the country “has one of the highest levels of poverty, social exclusion, and restricted
access to education in the EU, and any public information campaigns would have needed
to consider these aspects” [48] (p. 5). In addition, despite demonstrating an initially strong
capacity to contain the COVID-19 pandemic, the Romanian healthcare system showed
areas in need of improvement, among which was the “best use of the available resources
and channels of communication during an ongoing health crisis’ [48] (p. 5).

A terminological clarification is appropriate at this point. Although the COVID-19
pandemic is treated and discussed in terms of crisis, the communication related to the
effort of limiting the spread of the disease belongs to risk communication. The terms do
not overlap entirely and need clarification. The WHO framed the issue in terms of “risk
communication” and announced that it was making 24/7 efforts to provide “public health
information and advice on the 2019-nCoV, including myth busters, available on its social
media channels (including Weibo, Twitter, Facebook, Instagram, LinkedIn, Pinterest) and
website” [12] (p. 2). In this paper, social media is defined as “Internet based applications
that allow users to create, exchange, or simply consume user-generated content—that is,
content created, developed, and shared by individuals” [49] (p. 173). Examples of social
media include, but are not limited to, collaborative projects (e.g., Wikipedia), weblogs (e.g.,
online diaries), microblogs (e.g., Twitter), video/photo sharing (e.g., YouTube, Instagram),
social networking sites (e.g., Facebook), virtual game worlds, and virtual social worlds.

Dennis Wilcox specifies the difference between risk communication and crisis commu-
nication, with the first category being applied (explicitly) to (public) health outbreaks or
other risk-related topics, and the latter being specific to organizations shaken by events
that may threaten the very existence of the organization [50]. His strong advice is that,
for risk communication, emphasis should be placed on the ”dissemination of accurate
information. The communicator must begin early, identify and address the public’s con-
cerns, recognize the public as a legitimate partner, anticipate hostility, respond to the needs
of the news media, and always be honest” [50] (p. 300). For crisis communication, the
crisis management plan needs activation, and reparatory measures should be part of the
lessons learned from the whole process [50] (p. 300). Other authors [51,52] do not make the
distinction using such nuances, including risk communication under the broader umbrella
of crisis communication. The lessons Mats Eriksson draws from practice, for instance, put
together risk and crisis communication and assess that “despite the powerful digitization
of society in recent years, the development of social media, and the fast-growing body of
research concerning social media crisis communication, the overall lessons identified here
still primarily seem to be about actions like the need for pre-event planning, partnerships
with the public, listening to the public’s concerns, and understanding the audience’s need
for credible sources” [51] (p. 541). Ruhert Genc, in a recent paper, highlights the fact that
“in any sustainable plan or strategy communication plays a vital role” [53] (p. 511), while
Ericsson, based on American experiences and calling for more studies in other geographic
regions, states that the “new social media landscape for crisis communications seems to
work much like that of the old media society”. His recommendation, among others, is to
bridge the gap between research and practice and enhance organizations’ reaction capacity
to crises on the basis of evidence-based lessons and/or advice that would deal with all
channels of communication. A much-quoted researcher for crisis communication, Timothy
Coombs, sets forth theoretical clarifications for the stages and typology of crises, advising
professionals to be present, timely and polite in communicating with the media and the
public. He warns that “the Internet is many communication channels, not just one. These
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channels include websites, discussion boards, blogs, microblogs, chat rooms, Listservs,
image sharing, and social networking sites, to name but a few. Internet communication
channels emphasize the interactive and interconnected nature of the Internet” [52] (p. 34).
As opposed to private sector services, where these media are already heavily used, “social
media are evidently underused by audit institutions as public service providers, both on
general and on specific topics” as revealed by a recent study on European institutions [54].

Our study also gathered information about the variety of channels used for commu-
nication with the public by the relevant authorities involved in crisis management at a
national level. The analysis of social media buttons displayed on their websites revealed a
lack of coordination. Our conclusion is backed by the following data:

• The Romanian presidency has on the website buttons for Facebook and Twitter.
• The Romanian Government has only a Facebook button.
• The Health Ministry is present on Facebook and YouTube.
• The Department for Emergency Situations has the largest number of social media

channels: Twitter, Facebook, Instagram, YouTube and Google Groups.
• The Ministry of Interior has accounts on Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, YouTube and

Flickr.
• The National Center for Surveillance and Control of Communicable Diseases has no

social media channels.

The online platform, www.stirioficiale.ro, (accessed during our research from March
2020 throughout the lockdown period, up to May 2020) towards which national authorities
guide the public for verifiable, correct information, has buttons to help the public sort out
fake news, but has no associated Facebook, Twitter or YouTube page. They only invite
visitors to subscribe to their newsletter. We find this insufficient, as we consider that a
Facebook page with posts conveying official messages would have helped the spread of
correct and useful information.

Such a variety of styles and channels fails “to make the communication more sustain-
able” [54] (p. 2500), does not serve the interconnectedness of Internet resources, and fails to
capitalize on existing resources and messages and help keep the public informed and trust-
ing of authorities’ capacity to contain the health risk situation. In addition, in the analyzed
period, three top government positions had a change of occupant, due to resignation or
being removed, mainly for failure of properly communicating the measures undertaken to
limit the spread of COVID-19. Thus, the Health Minister, Viorel Costache, lost his portfolio
exactly one month after the declaration of the state of emergency. The same happened
to Dr. Adrian Streinu-Cercel, who chaired a special committee created at the level of the
Health Ministry, though his removal occurred shortly after the state of emergency ended.
In the monitored period, six of the directors of DHAs resigned or were removed from their
position, all of this resulting in uneven efforts to communicate on COVID-19 measures.
Against this background, we carried out our research. The presentation of the national
level is necessary for understanding some issues at the district level, where the highly
centralized system functions with constant reference to the leadership provided from the
top of the authoritative pyramid, as observed also by other researchers who deal with
Romanian health system topics [25] (pp. 331–359).

3.3. District Public Health Authorities and Their Communication Behavior during the
COVID-19 Lockdown

At the district level as analyzed in this paper, research indicates that the information
posted on the websites of the District Public Health Authorities (DPHAs) was mainly
top-down, based on the official press releases provided by the Ministry of Health, the
Ministry of Internal Affairs through the Strategic Communication Group, and the National
Institute of Public Health (NIPH) through the National Center for Surveillance and Control
of Communicable Diseases (NCCDSC).
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3.3.1. Correlation between the Number of Health Incidents and Information Subsidies

Our research aimed to determine whether there was a correlation between the number
of health incidents and the amount of information communicated on the media section of
institutional websites and/or disseminated via social media channels. Figure 1 highlights
the fact that no such correlations can be traced, and that in some cases exactly the opposite
behavior can be seen. For example, the most problematic districts—Suceava and the
national capital, Bucharest—had no Facebook page during the analyzed period and posted
only a couple of press releases. Furthermore, the highest number of press releases was
published on the webpage of the DPHA for Botosani, which was the least infected at the
beginning of the lockdown period. Therefore, our assumption that the efforts to keep
the community informed would be enhanced in the most affected regions was partially
invalidated. Further findings point to a reluctance to communicate.

Figure 1. Reported COVID-19 cases vs. number of information subsidies (press releases and social
media posts). Note: FB = Facebook.

It is worth mentioning that the DPHA webpage for Bucharest was very new and
had no press releases available prior to 18 May, which was outside the state of emergency
period analyzed. Thus, there was no traceability regarding the issued press releases or
public announcements made in the timespan between 16 March and 14 May 2020. The fact
that the Facebook page of the District Public Health Authority in Bucharest was created
on 16 May also does not give tangible evidence regarding the way communication was
handled throughout the ongoing crisis. The results, however, pointed us towards further
analyzing the communication instances produced by these DPHAs.

The literature review and WHO recommendations highlighted the importance of
communication for risk management and the positive impact triggered by the use of various
platforms in public communication. Experts point to the fact that “it is getting difficult to be
transparent, engaging and satisfying other stakeholders without digital platforms, artificial
intelligence, innovative software, mobile applications, and video advertising. Moreover,
the society and key strategic partners bit by bit set higher communication standards as
well as expectations towards civil service experts and their communication style” [55].
Capitalizing on the above, and given the data available for the study, we took a closer look
at the webpages of the 15 DHAs analyzed and aimed to identify the following:
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• the number of press releases published throughout the lockdown period;
• the number of COVID-19-related press releases from the total amount of issued press

releases;
• other means of helping the public access the correct (official) information;
• the importance given to social media, i.e., the presence of social media buttons on

websites and platforms, towards which the public was directed;
• the changes in user behavior regarding the use of DPHA websites, i.e., an increase in

traffic, as reflected by online analytics tools.

The number and type of press releases is addressed in Figure 2. It shows that, through-
out the analyzed period, most press releases issued tackle the problem of COVID-19.

Figure 2. Number of press releases on DPHA webpages.

3.3.2. Assessment of Rhythmicity in the Communication Effort of DPHAs

When verifying whether the district authorities sought other means of informing the
public, we were interested in finding out if essential information about COVID-19 was
visible and accessible in other forms, like dedicated sections on the website or easy-to-
understand infographics.

The webpage of the DPHA in Hunedoara drew our attention. Even if the number
of press releases issued in the state-of-emergency months (March, April, May) was small
(four), we could not ignore the structure of the homepage, which was well adapted to
answer most questions about COVID-19 (self-isolation, quarantine and isolation, protection,
myths, shopping, public transport, etc.). Furthermore, the website had in its main menu a
button labelled “COVID-19”, which gathered all official statements on the pandemic as
published by the district authority. Unfortunately, our research could not determine the
time at which that information was published on the website and whether it was available
to the public before 14 May.

We discuss distinctively the webpage of DPHA Cluj, a multi-ethnic district, which
mentions the possibility of accessing the information in English and French (however,
the buttons failed to provide information in these languages). We found this example
interesting as, on the one side, it showed the vision of the team that created the website,
but on the other side, revealed the poor implementation of the project and, we dare
say, a limited interest in addressing the needs of that particular community, despite the
WHO recommendation to address the communication information needs of minorities (for
instance [56], expats and other groups of stakeholders).

Concerning the importance given to social media by the 15 analyzed DPHAs, the
research revealed the following:
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• Nine out of the 15 webpages did not display any social media button.
• Three of the pages had a Facebook button, but it was not active, so the visitor of the

website was not redirected to the Facebook page.
• Only three webpages had an active Facebook button.

The results of the analysis are presented in Figure 3 below.

Figure 3. Signs of social media channels on institutional websites.

The case of the Brasov, Cluj and Iasi districts was interesting, as the DPHAs in these
districts had the three most active Facebook (FB) pages (as can be seen in Figure 4), but
there was no FB icon on their website. This raises the question of in-house coordination of
communication efforts.

Figure 4. Number of COVID-19-related posts during the monitored months.

On the other hand, DPHAs from Constanta and Botosani districts integrated a Face-
book button on their websites, even though no such Facebook page existed. Bucharest is
the only case in which the Facebook button and the Facebook page existed but were not
linked. The website of the DPHA in Bucharest also had an inactive Twitter icon.

Since Facebook proved to be the social media channel of choice, we present the results
of the communication effort of DPHAs via this type of page in Figure 4.
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We want to highlight the fact that the Facebook page of DPHA Arad was created
on 30 April, and throughout the rest of the 16 lockdown days, it showed an intensive
communication effort, with more than one post per day. The Timis DPHA displayed a
similar pattern, with a Facebook page created 16 days earlier than Arad, on 14 April. As
mentioned before, DPHA Bucharest also made the decision to create a Facebook page, but
it was operationalized on 16 May (a day after the end of the state of emergency). Therefore,
its activity was not relevant for the current research.

The changes regarding the traffic on DPHA websites were analyzed with the help of
SEMrush, an online visibility management and content marketing platform [30]. The results
showed that nearly all web traffic was organic and generated by search engines (more than
95%), which was not surprising as DPHA websites were not very well known before the
pandemic. However, our research revealed an unexpected trend in users’ behavior, as in all
analyzed cases we found little or no relevant increase in traffic on the websites of District
Public Health Authorities between 16 March and 14 May. An increase in traffic could be
seen only towards the end of the lockdown period, and it continued to grow, with a peak
in June and another in October–November, as can be seen in Figures 5 and 6.

Figure 5. Traffic on District Public Health Authority (DPHA) Vrancea website.

Figure 6. Traffic on DPHA Bucharest website.

We believe that the results are an indicator of media usage habits, and that Romanians
still show a preference for television and centralized official communication. It may also
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mean that the information needed was available on other websites, which are not subject
of this research.

3.3.3. Type of Content Disseminated by DPHAs via Social Media Accounts

Our third research objective was to examine the type of content disseminated by
DPHAs via social media, from the point of view of ownership (produced in-house vs.
share of content produced by other institutions) and engagement (comments, shares).
Figure 7 sums up the results of our analysis concerning the type of content posted on
DPHA Facebook pages.

Figure 7. Type of content posted.

Additionally, we found a tendency of local authorities to share the data communicated
by the Strategic Communication Group and the Ministry of Health, without disseminating
local data, in five out of the seven active Facebook pages.

In addition, we highlight the Vrancea DPHA Facebook page, which displayed a
communication approach totally different from the rest in the sample. Almost all the posts
were adapted for local audiences, and besides the essential press releases, they referred to
decisions made by Vrancea Prefecture, promoted local COVID-19 initiatives, presented the
way in which lockdown regulations were implemented, etc.

The most active Facebook page analyzed was that of the District Public Health Author-
ity in Iasi, with a total of 152 posts between 16 March–14 May 2020. As in the case of the
Vrancea district, the amount of content produced in-house surpassed the shared content.
Particularly impressive was the attention given to design, not only to content. For example,
they published data about the evolution of COVID-19 cases in the format illustrated by
the infographic bellow (Figure 8), or they illustrated relevant collaboration with original
photos, proving a professional approach aligned to web 2.0 affordances.
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Figure 8. Example of use of infographic on Facebook page of DPHA Iasi.

Such an approach to information is rare, even among the national authorities in
charge of public health responsibilities. In the example above, the post even includes the
hashtag #staiacasa (#stayathome), a rather popular hashtag at the time [57], and other
useful information.

Beyond monitoring the number of posts on the DPHA Facebook pages, we analyzed
the engagement displayed by the followers. The results are presented in Figure 9.

Figure 9. Engagement of Facebook pages’ followers.

The behavior of Facebook users was very uneven. In most cases there were no or few
reactions to the posts. However, we encountered a few exceptions.

For example, DPHA Brasov held the record for the most shared post. As can be seen
in Figure 10, the information posted at the beginning of the lockdown (18 March) was
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shared 871 times. It contained contact information that people lacked at the beginning of
the pandemic.

Figure 10. The most shared post from a DPHA Facebook page.

The next most shared post was one from Vrancea’s Facebook page (16 April, 135 shares),
and it contained information about the fact that testing with an RT-PCR device had begun
within DPHA Vrancea.

We would also like to point out that, in the case of DPHA Iasi, almost all posts were
shared by a person called “Madalina M.H”. In about half of the posts, she was the only one
sharing the information. This practice is not unknown and helps boost the impact of the
main Facebook page, but it is not an indicator of real engagement. Most probably, once that
person changes his/her job, (s)he will no longer share the content posted on that particular
Facebook page.

Another indicator of engagement lays with the comments received for the published
information. Our research showed that the majority of posts received no reaction, and
when comments were made, they were mostly negative, relating to negative experiences
regarding communication with or by the District Public Health Authorities.

Again, we identified an exception to the general behavior: the post from 17 April by
DPHA Vrancea received a total number of 116 comments and 84 shares. Almost all follow-
ers wrote negative comments to the information posted, with some being impolite and
even furious (“You really are not ashamed?”, “Who should we trust in, when everything is
done on political criteria?? All thieves!!”, etc.). The post provided details about the way in
which the newly acquired testing equipment was proposed to be used, and thus showed
that it was really difficult for common people to gain access to the services.

4. Conclusions and Lessons Learned

We resonate with the conclusions of Woulter Jong that healthcare organizations and
institutes need to establish trust and engage actively and positively with stakeholders [58].
Once the crisis is over, the quality of the response and the management need to be dis-
cussed [19,58]. Our research is an attempt to offer an evaluation of the healthcare authorities
at an intermediate stage, while the crisis is still unfolding.
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The COVID-19 pandemic put a stress on all walks of life and on all types of organi-
zations. The Romanian DPHAs, as part of the public sector at an intermediate level, are
faced with multiple challenges and expectations. It falls on them to respond in a timely
and massive manner to public concerns. However, the assumption on which we based our
first research objective was partially invalidated by the analysis. The fact that there is no
correlation between the severity of the crisis and the information subsidies could lead us
to state that efforts to address the situation were not taken locally. Yet, the fact that two
Facebook pages were created in the middle of the lockdown period (Timis, Arad), and one
immediately after (Bucharest), suggests that local teams were aware of their responsibility
and tried to get closer to the public via social media. It was “on-the-job” training and
“learning by doing”.

The type of content posted on Facebook is also an indicator of strategic communication
with the public. Roughly one third of the content was produced in-house, with only two
districts having more in-house content than shared content. An in-depth analysis showed
that the “courage” to put a mark on the posts grew with experience, as most FB pages were
no older than one year, except for Iasi and Vrancea, which were created in 2017 (31 August
and 6 November, respectively).

We can conclude that there was no clear communication strategy valid for all DPHAs
and implemented at a national level. In addition, there were also no clear risk management
and crisis communication procedures shared among public authorities. The spokespersons
of the District Public Health Authorities analyzed were not visible during the crisis, despite
handbook recommendations for crisis and/or risk periods. The task of communicating with
the public was assumed by often underprepared directors, taking the stand and generating
additional communication crises, a situation that in many cases cost them their positions.
Romanian public health officials failed to use the situation of “lockdown and standstill as
a window of opportunity to change direction and prevent future crises” and thus failed
to turn towards sustainable communication strategies [3]. While communication efforts
were not negligeable, a certain hesitation and lack of mastering the rules of risk/crisis
communication were encountered in the analyzed sample [3,52]. Not only were the content
and timeliness of communications important, but also the formats and design.

In accordance with the literature review, social media platforms emphasize the impor-
tance of design in rendering the message. Considering the data collected, we assume that
older Facebook pages mean better communication skills and exercise for those involved.
However, examples of digital skills and organic integration of available tools were rarely
identified in the analyzed Facebook pages.

For an emerging infectious disease such as COVID-19, various forces involved in
the interactions between the public authority bodies, society, and the news media could
lead to strengthening the fabric of society, building unity and solidarity. This study does
not examine all the intertwined factors and relationships mentioned above. The study
shows, however, that communication efforts were rather chaotic and lacked coherence
and coordination, despite apparent efforts to channel the public opinion towards a unified
reaction to the rising risk of spreading disease. Despite WHO recommendations [11],
the regional level authorities were entrusted to communicate with the public late in the
game [36] and when given the chance, they lacked the exercise and the courage to mount
an energetic response to the many questions posed by citizens concerning their well-being,
recommended courses of action and possibilities to control their own health issues, as seen
from the comments to the posts on the Facebook pages under DPHA authority.

COVID-19 had, in the context of this study, at least two major effects. First, it made the
international and the local communities aware that the natural world can take everyone
by surprise, and that in envisaging a (better) future, a “stop and go” strategy can be the
answer to the many challenges posed by the (current) crisis [8]. Second, it tested the reaction
capacity of public systems to address major crises on many levels, the communication
level included. For the Romanian health system, the initial communicative response was
confusing and timid. Public health authorities at the national level dealt with global
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information, while locally, where incidents of disease spreading were reported, the relevant
authorities failed to provide their share of information and take part in agenda building.
Post-lockdown, the communication improved, proving that lessons were learned, and that
reaction capacity is growing [7].

5. Limitations of the Study

This study has several potential weaknesses. First, the analyzed institutional websites
do not present strategic plans for communication issues related to risk communication
in general, and to the 2020 pandemic as a distinct case. Interviewing media officers
or spokespersons did not prove to be a successful enterprise; thus, there is a necessity
to supplement data with comments from the people in charge of communication, but
only when the crisis lessens in power. Second, we analyzed only 15 out of the total
number of DPHAs, based on the early-stage situation of the pandemic outbreak. No
centralized data are provided on the official websites of central authorities. Even the
Health Ministry, which presents the table with the DPHAs, does not allow landing on
the respective webpages. In addition, the crisis is ongoing, leaving appreciations on the
success or failure of communication strategies to a post-crisis period, when reflection will
be welcomed and possible. Further research should also be oriented towards analyzing
the communication style of the posts, visibility in the media, changes in communication
approaches, etc., thus exploring the behavior of media, the major partner in building the
communication agenda for the COVID-19 pandemic.
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Abstract: Increasing operational efficiency is an objective relevant for all institutions, but it is essential
in public entities and even more in public health systems because of the number of resources they
consume and their impact on general welfare. This research analyses the effect that CEOs’ gender has
on the operational efficiency of the entities they manage. Despite the impact that the management
team and notably the CEO have on the development of institutions, studies on their effect on
performance are practically non-existent, especially for public organisations. We have used data
from acute care hospital trusts belonging to the English National Health System (NHS) concerning
its development. The results were obtained from a two-stage analysis. First, the entities’ economic
efficiency and health/social efficiency (two operational efficiency measures) were evaluated using
two data envelopment analysis (DEA) models. Secondly, the results have been regressed with the
CEOs’ gender. The results obtained are robust and consistent, revealing that male CEOs have greater
performance than female CEOs. This result provides insight into determining features that relate to
operational efficiency, which it is of interest to the research and policymakers.

Keywords: efficiency; gender; CEO; top management team (TMT); data envelopment analysis (DEA);
truncated regression; bootstrap; upper echelon theory

1. Introduction

The analysis of efficient management in the public sector and the key factors that
determine it are of great interest to researchers [1,2], especially in public health systems [3].
The analysis of efficiency in the public health sector takes on even greater importance in
the context of COVID-19, which has highlighted the limitations of the health system. While
recent studies have analysed the health system’s present and future challenges [4], concerns
about efficient management in the public sector are not new. They have been the basis
for policies known as New Public Management (NPM) [5]. Public health system concern
regarding efficiencies is not only to do with the impact on public opinion and the welfare of
society but also due to the large volume of economic resources consumed by health systems,
which on average in the EU amounts to 9.9% of a nation’s GDP [6]. Since the mid-1980s,
public system management and practice theories have shifted towards implementing
NPM [7], whose central hypothesis is to manage public systems more similarly to the
private sector to make government entities more efficient [8]. Within these management
policies related to NPM, the literature pays particular attention to the upper echelon theory
(UET) [9]. This theory posits that the performance of the senior management team (TMT)
is one of the factors that most affects the operational efficiency of an institution, since they
are the ones who carry out most of the strategic decisions [10,11]. According to the UET,
the management team members’ previous experience, values, and personalities influence
their decision-making and, therefore, the performance of the entities for which they make
such decisions [12] (p. 334).
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Provided that something improves the TMT’s performance, this would also enhance
the firm’s performance [13]. Traditionally, previous research has focused on the effects
of TMTs as a single unit, using the same level for the chief executive officer (CEO) and
the rest of the top management. However, several studies have refuted such an approach
based on the particularity of the CEO’s role compared with the role of the rest of the
TMT [14]. Indeed, the CEO is considered to hold a strategic position to convey signals, non-
quantitative information, and management styles to the organisations’ stakeholders [15].
This aspect is especially relevant in public institutions, where controversial managerial
topics, such as women’s access to executive positions, are firstly addressed for signalling
and subsequently drive private sector behaviour [16]. However, more research is needed
to understand the impact of CEOs’ attributes on public sector organisations [17]. The
need for more research becomes more pertinent than ever in testing the effect of a CEO’s
gender on the performance of an organisation, since there is no agreement yet on this in the
literature [18]. In this vein, the literature is still intensively debating whether higher female
representation in TMTs leads to positive [13,19], negative [20,21], or no [22,23] effects on a
firm’s performance.

Therefore, this research’s main objective is to study the effect of the CEO’s gender
on operational efficiency (note that operational efficiency is a measure of organisational
performance and is defined as the capacity to optimise and adapt resources (inputs) to
results (outputs); the present research does not measure this) in a case study of public
hospitals’ cost efficiency in the English National Health Service (NHS). To do so, we
carried out a two-stage analysis. In the first stage, data envelopment analysis (DEA)
ranked the hospitals according to their technical efficiency score, calculated assuming a
constant returns to scale approach. In the second stage, since the efficiency scores were
censored at the maximum value of the efficiency scores (1), we ran a panel Tobit and
truncated regressions to analyse the effect of CEOs’ gender on the efficiency of public
hospitals. Additionally, due to the fact that the use of Tobit regression in the second stage
caused explanatory variables to be correlated with the error term as inputs and outputs are
correlated with explanatory variables, we ran a double bootstrapped procedure (Algorithm
II) that permitted making valid inferences while simultaneously generating standard errors
and confidence intervals for the efficiency estimates [24].

This study is fully justified, since women remain significantly underrepresented in
hospital CEO positions [25]. Indeed, the healthcare sector has been considered a male-
dominated field for decades, despite the fact that women make up most of the healthcare
workforce [26]. This paper’s contribution is remarkable, since we document new evidence
on the role of CEOs’ gender in UK public health institutions’ performance. Our findings
have great value for researchers, practitioners, and policymakers and provide more clarity
and instruments for regulators to design policies to improve efficiency in a critical area
such as public health systems.

The rest of the paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 provides an overview of the
literature on the relationships between gender and firm performance and develops our
hypothesis. Section 3 presents the data and describes the methodology adopted, while
Section 4 summarises the main results and discusses the significance of the findings. Lastly,
Section 5 concludes the paper and highlights this research’s implications, including its
limitations, and makes suggestions for future studies.

Review of the Literature and Hypothesis

Although research has drawn much attention to the underrepresentation of women
and minorities in TMTs, the impact of gender on organisational performance is still an open
research question [18]. As stated in [27], various individual, organisational, and societal
factors explain the lower proportion of women in leadership positions. Regarding the
impact of individual factors, including education, expertise, and family responsibilities,
on progress into CEO positions, Ref. [28] shows that women fail to progress into CEO
positions despite completing graduate degrees in healthcare administration and having
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equivalent expertise rates to men. That is, there is a gender driver that damages women’s
possibilities of labour promotion. Some studies assume that female labour discrimination
suggests that female executives need a male mentor figure for career advancement [29].
Indeed, Ref. [30] indicate that it is not enough for women to have mentors; it is necessary
for them to have sponsorship from a highly placed executive who advocates for them.

These arguments cause gender biases in favouring men in leadership positions in the
healthcare industry [25]. However, there is no conclusive evidence demonstrating that
women underperform compared to men in organisational management, whether public
nor private. Indeed, the literature shows that women have superior management skills
and capabilities in some labour contexts, such as in the green and third sectors [31] or in
carrying out marketing tasks [32]. Additionally, Ref. [33] suggest that women often pursue
less aggressive strategies and adopt more sustainable investment criteria because women
are more risk-averse than men, especially where financial decisions are concerned [34].
Being less overconfident means that financial markets more favourably receive financial
transactions made by women, since it is assumed that female CEOs exercise greater scrutiny
and exhibit less hubris in strategic decisions [35]. Therefore, these arguments would
positively impact the effect of female executives on organisations’ economic outcomes.

As mentioned above, there is no clear evidence that women have lower performance
in management positions. However, most studies on the effects on women’s performance
have been conducted in the context of diversity in management teams [21,36,37]. Even in
this context, there is no consensus regarding the impact on institutions. Among the studies
that discuss the possibility that the gender of managers affects the performance of entities,
there are two main lines: liberal feminist theory and social feminist theory [38]. The liberal
feminist theory holds that female-managed entities may perform worse due to systematic
factors that limit the scope of relevant resources. In contrast, the social feminist theory
holds that women and men are different by their very nature and will cope differently (not
necessarily worse) with management, such as taking fewer risks [39]

Following this point of view of social feminism, we found that particularly for hospi-
tals’ social or healthcare outcomes, several arguments would support a positive relationship
between female leadership and the performance of hospitals, measured in terms of patient
well-being. Indeed, Ref. [40] show that the chief executive officer’s (CEO) gender may affect
patient experience. In this vein, Ref. [41] found that female CEOs improve interpersonal
care experience faster than male CEOs, particularly in the most complex executive job
environments. It has been noted that women seem to fit better in this particular industry
due to healthcare services’ relational and interpersonal nature. We can theoretically explain
this from the social preference perspective, which suggests that women are more sensitive
to social cues in determining appropriate behaviour [42] due to their more compassion [43]
and inequality aversion [44].

Consequently, with women’s social preferences being more situationally specific than
those of men, they will be more likely to show respect for and be willing to help individuals
with healthcare needs such as patients. As shown in [45], management styles are influenced
by gender differences in relational orientation, since women CEOs are more prone to enact
transformational versus transactional leadership behaviours. In summary, the literature
supports the notion that female CEOs have a management style that focuses to a greater
extent on the social and healthcare view in the decision-making process. Conversely, there is
also opposing evidence questioning the ability of women to achieve superior performance
in managerial contexts. For example, Ref. [46] point out that female CEOs’ preference for
more social or people-oriented decisions means that less importance is given to the financial
performance of the entities they manage. This greater inclination towards social issues
leads them to devote more significant resources to improving corporate social performance,
leaving aside organisational performance factors [47]. Several authors also find women to
be less ambitious and to exercise less power [37]. The capacity to influence subordinates
has arisen as a critical success factor for CEOs, and even more so in a hospital context
where highly trained -and hard-to-monitor individuals run separate but interconnected
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production processes [38]. This feature would imply that female CEOs may underperform
compared to males in a hospital environment.

Similarly, Ref. [48] finds that females’ higher risk aversion could lead to the accumu-
lation of suboptimal decisions, which would lead to the lower performance of women-
managed entities.

In the UET exposition, although [10] does not mention gender specifically, the paper
presents distinctive characteristics that can predict how managers will deal with certain
situations. Consequently, such features could be used to predict the level of performance
of the entities they manage. In the same vein, particularly for the public sector, the
Public Sector Management theory (PSM) agrees that several particular characteristics make
individuals more likely to work in the public sector [29]. In this sense, feminist theories,
both social and liberal, agree with the UET and PSM in the presence of a series of personal
and system characteristics which would affect (not necessarily negatively) the performance
of the managed entities [39].

Liberal feminist theory, for example, argues that women face systemic constraints that
make it difficult for them to access the resources necessary for the better functioning of the
entities they manage, which would be an obstacle to their performance compared with
entities controlled by men [38]. In the same vein, Ref. [49], points out that in highly com-
petitive markets with resource constraints, the CEO’s male power has the most significant
positive effect on the institutions they manage.

For instance, we found several authors who base reputation on CEOs’ educational
background; previous positive experiences in similar positions; and human or social
capital, which translates into more significant networks, giving them access to financial and
information resources [50]. Such access to resources in a competitive environment will lead
to higher performance levels [51]. When we analysed these characteristics from a gender
perspective and a liberal feminist perspective concerning the systematic restrains, we could
see how the females have more limited access to networks than males [52]. We also found
empirical evidence that creating these links or contacts is favoured by similarity between
individuals [53]. This concept of “homophily” [54], explains the entry barriers specific
individuals, women, and ethnic minorities [55] experience in accessing the resources
provided by such social capital, limiting their possibilities to improve their performance.
In a recent study on social identity theory [56], the authors found that concerning the
favouritism implied by homophily, men protect the “monopoly value generated by their
elite status”, which limits women’s access to resources.

Among the characteristics that provide access to resources is the prestige of directors.
The presence of directors on several boards is directly related to these directors’ perceived
prestige [57]. As presented by [58,59], the male elites will block the presence of women on
boards of directors to protect their distinctive effect. This has the effect of blocking access
to these boards and therefore the recognition that goes with it.

In the same vein, Ref. [60] explain that females will have limited access to resources
since the “old boy network” has the most to lose from women’s entry.

On the other hand, and in line with women’s difficulties in accessing managerial posi-
tions, evidence shows that female CEOs tend to be selected when institutions experience
problems [61]. While this could be related to women’s social skills that allow them to
manage people in delicate situations better [62], there is extensive literature that supports
the idea of the “glass cliff” [63].

The glass cliff represents the idea that females will be more likely to jump into riskier
positions, such as assuming the role of CEO in a company in a difficult situation, to gain
experience that otherwise is inaccessible for females [64].

For all the above reasons, we propose the following hypothesis:

Hypothesis 1 (H1). Female CEOs have a negative impact on hospitals’ operational efficiency.
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2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Data Source

To test our hypothesis, we used as a case study the public health system of the United
Kingdom, belonging to the NHS. The selection of this entities is very appropriate due to
several aspects. The UK’s NHS was the first universal and free healthcare system. However,
since its birth in 1948, it has undergone several reforms and modifications. Of particular
relevance for its management is the 1990 reform. The state transferred the provision of
services to NHS trusts, which are semi-independent, not-for-profit organisations. The NHS
trusts act under state control but on a competitive basis—i.e., the end-user can choose
the centre where he/she will be treated. NHS trusts are regulated and have specific and
homogeneous reporting obligations, favouring results’ reliability. In this same vein, and as
the second most noteworthy aspect concerning NHS hospital management, progress has
been made in public–private collaboration. The first private finance initiative (PFI) was
launched in 1992. This framework has since allowed the contracting of private companies to
build and operate NHS facilities through long-term contracts. The final relevant managerial
transformation was the creation in 2004 of the first NHS foundation trusts (FT). NHS
foundation trusts were created to devolve decision-making from central government to
local organisations and communities, enabling them to respond to local people’s needs
and wishes. A foundation trust (FT) is publicly owned and is accountable to the local
population, patients, carers, and staff through a Council of Governors. The Council of
Governors is appointed from stakeholder organisations such as Local Councils or is elected
by FT members.

We had access to public information for data collection, such as the individual hospital
trusts’ financial statements published in their annual reports. Additional information was
also obtained through the Health and Social Care Information Centre (now called NHS
Digital). Additionally, to improve the comparability, we limited the analysis to acute care
hospital trusts (known as foundation trusts and ordinary trusts) in England. Our sample
includes the entire acute care trust population in England, with 128 acute care trusts in
October 2009.

2.2. Key Variables

As stated previously, this paper tests the impact of CEOs’ gender on hospitals’ oper-
ational efficiency. Consequently, the leading variables of our analysis were (i) efficiency,
which acts as the dependent variable, and (ii) the CEO’s gender, which is the independent
variable. Efficiency scores were obtained using a DEA model, where the input and output
factors were selected according to previous research and applying a theoretical argument.
It is worth noting that there is no optimal way to select inputs and outputs to perform a
DEA [65]. Nevertheless, in the healthcare literature the most typical inputs are related to
each hospital’s capacity to care for patients, such as the number of beds available, the total
number of staff, and the number of doctors [66].

In contrast, outputs are linked to healthcare organisations’ singular outcomes, such as
survival rates or the number of finished consultant episodes (FCE) [67]. Table 1 shows the
most common inputs and outputs used by the healthcare literature to construct efficiency
DEA models. As shown in Table 1, there is no general agreement regarding the suitability
of the best inputs and outputs. However, there is consensus that the input variables must
be related to hospitals’ (material and human) resources to serve their patients. Outputs
must be aligned to the outcomes that generate a hospital, which are linked to two areas: one
is focused on the economic field and other has great emphasis on the healthcare dimension.

Consequently, on the one hand the outputs of the DEA model must be related to
the capacity to become a financially sustainable hospital, including the ability to govern
the hospital and adapt its performance to the state budget allocations. On the other
hand, the output variable must be related to the patients’ healthcare quality, which is the
hospital’s raison d’être. In other words, the outputs used in the efficiency DEA model
have to consider that hospitals are hybrid organisations, in the sense of the definition
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of [68], where two separate variables must be combined: the economic performance and
the healthcare outcomes.

Table 1. Output Input variables.

Variables

Outputs Inputs

Inpatient days [69] Doctors [69]

Clinical examinations [69] Nurses [69]

Laboratory test [69] Other personnel [69]

Total acute patient days [70] Number of beds [70]

Total intensive patient days [70] Type of ownership [70]

Number of inpatient and outpatient surgeries performed [70] Case-mix severity [70]

Number of outpatient visits (emergency room and clinic visits delivered) [70] Net plant assets [70]

Number of residents per attending physician [70] Total annual expenditures [70]

General surgery [71] Nursing [71]

General medicine [71] Administration [71]

Maternity [71] Ancillary [71]

A&E [71] Specialist [71]

Beds [71]

Based on the previous arguments, we constructed two separate operational efficiency
DEA models. Both DEA models used the same input variables: (i) the number of hospital
beds and (ii) the number of staff (medical and administrative personnel). These two inputs
have been previously used by the literature [66,67] and are justified because they are the
primary (material and human) resources that hospitals use to serve their patients.

However, these two DEA models have different outputs. Firstly, we developed a DEA
model that focused more on hospitals’ economic efficiency and used a more economy-
oriented output. This efficiency DEA model (Model 1) employed the days of inpatient
care as the output variable. The days of inpatient care variable measures the days that
patients stay in the hospital receiving medical care. This variable is clearly related to the
healthcare dimension and incorporates economic connotations, since the managers of a
hospital can accelerate the discharge of patients to reduce the occupation rate and, thus,
healthcare costs. As suggested in [72], releases are argued to be a better output measure
than inpatient days because unnecessary inpatient days for a hospital episode might falsely
indicate a high efficiency. To solve this problem, we constructed a further efficiency DEA
model (Model 2) which emphasised the healthcare dimension of the hospitals by using the
average survival rate (i.e., the inverse of the average mortality rate) as an output variable,
which been widely used as an output in the literature [73–75].

On the other hand, the independent variable “CEO gender” is a dummy variable that
takes a value of 1 when the CEO is a woman and 0 otherwise. According to the literature
and surveys focused on healthcare systems, we observed that hospitals are male-dominated
organisations in our sample. We find that in our sample, there is a substantial gender
difference in the CEO position: male CEOs represent 71.88% of the total.

2.3. Controls

Several control variables were included in the regression model to separate the impact
of the CEO gender from the efficiency of other statistically significant potential effects.
Control variables are useful to contextualise the environment where each hospital operates
and, at the same time, fit the statistical significance of the regression model better. We
controlled for the size of the hospital by using the number of beds. Additionally, we used a
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dummy variable, “teaching status”, that captured if the hospital, further than healthcare
services, had learning areas. The reason behind our use of this control variable is that
teaching hospitals usually deal with treatment and interventions that are more complex.
Hospitals were also split into a dummy group according to their legal status. The relevance
of this is that foundation trusts (FTs) are more autonomous and face more substantial
external pressure to demonstrate efficiency. FT hospitals are part of the NHS and treat
patients according to the NHS principles of free healthcare. Being a FT means that these
institutions are better able to provide and manage its services to meet the needs and
priorities of the local community, as the trust is free from central government control.

Furthermore, we used several variables that capture information related to patients
that directly affect the hospitals’ operational efficiency. These variables were the average
age of the patients served, the length of stay, and the number of staff assigned to the
hospital. Finally, we included a variable to control the hospital’s outsourcing policy, which
is also linked to the increase in operational efficiency, since outsourcing is often used
to contract external services that are not produced efficiently internally. Therefore, we
controlled our model with variables related to the efficiency of each hospital.

2.4. Methodology
2.4.1. First-Stage DEA Efficiency Estimate

Hospital efficiency scores were estimated using DEA [76]. Unlike parametric efficiency
models (such as Stochastic Frontier Analysis), DEA is a non-parametric method that does
not impose a specific structure on an efficient frontier shape; this is its main advantage [77].
However, a non-parametric treatment of the efficiency frontier relies on general regularity
properties, such as monotonicity, convexity, and homogeneity.

DEA analysis enables assessing a hospital’s performance relative to a ‘best practice’
frontier [76]. DEA ranks, by comparison between peers, hospitals from higher to lower
efficiency scores, allowing us to define the optimal situation as a minimisation input or
maximisation output problem.

The first version of DEA [78] assumes constant returns to scale (CRS)—i.e., a change
in inputs is followed by a change in outputs in the same proportion. We used an input-
oriented DEA model with variable returns to scale (VRS) developed by [79]. VRS relaxes
the constant returns to scale assumption and allows for the possibility that the hospitals’
production technology may exhibit increasing, constant, or decreasing returns to scale.

We used an input-oriented VRS model, since our presumption was that hospital
managers have more control over inputs than outputs. Essentially, our model offers an
efficiency score for n number of Data Management Units (DMUs) using m outputs and s
inputs, as presented below:

θ = maxu,y
∑s

r=1 μryro

∑m
j=1 vjxjo

. (1)

This is subject to:
∑s

r=1 μryri

∑m
j=1 vjxji

≤ 1, i = 1, 2, . . . , n, (2)

μr > 0, vj > 0, f or all r, j, (3)

where the j DMU consumes inputs to produce outputs, where the weights of the outputs
and inputs, respectively, have to be > 0 [49]. The efficiency scores are ranked between 0
and 1, with the value 1 showing the most efficient observations.

2.4.2. Second-Stage Truncated Regression

Following [75], we regressed the CEO gender on the DEA models’ efficiency scores.
For that, we carried out a Tobit regression with the maximum likelihood estimation method
for parameter estimations, since the efficiency scores from the first-stage analysis having
a censored structure and ordinary least square regression makes them biased and they
provide inconsistent estimations with censored dependent variables [80].
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Therefore, we consider the following general Tobit model:

y∗i = β0 + β1CEOi + βiXi + ui, (4)

yi =

{
y∗i , i f y∗i,t < 1
1, otherwise

i = 1, . . . , N, (5)

where the i subscript denotes the cross-sectional dimension. The dependent variable, yi, is
the efficiency score obtained from the DEA. CEOi is the CEO gender, measured using a
dummy variable; Xi is the vector of each hospital’s control variables; ui is the error term.
As argued previously, the control variables (Xi) matrix includes variables related to the
efficiency levels of each hospital (dependent variable) and other controls such as the size of
the hospital or the provision of the teaching services.

Additionally, to check our analysis results we conducted a truncated regression, an
alternative statistical method with which we obtained the same findings.

Finally, to confirm our findings, we implemented a robustness test using the [24]
procedure. This is a two-stage DEA analysis where efficiency scores are evaluated and
then regressed on potential covariates using a double-bootstrapped truncated regression.
From the theoretical point of view, when Tobit regression is applied in the second stage, it
provokes statistical inconsistency, since the independent variables correlate with the error
term [24]. The [24] procedure allows valid inferences to be made, as well as generating
standard errors and confidence intervals for the efficiency estimates.

3. Results

Table 2 contains the descriptive statistics of the variables collected for the sample of
public hospitals.

Table 2. Descriptive statistics.

Variable Mean Sd P50 Min Max

N. Staff 4383.8 2192 3701 1403 11005

N. Beds 754.1 315.77 695 250 1827

FCE Bed days 2.5 × 105 1.1 × 105 2.2 × 105 81,156 5.9 × 105

DEA cor 1 0.87459 0.06085 0.87589 0.7306 1

Value 1.0043 0.10067 1.0126 0.6729 1.2141

Inverse value 1.0069 0.11462 0.98756 0.82366 1.4861

DEA cor 2 0.41956 0.19053 0.38603 0.13743 1

Teaching 0.64063 0.4817 1 0 1

Foundation T 0.53906 0.50043 1 0 1

Percentage D 0.28776 0.18762 0.30769 0 0.75

CEO Female 0.26357 0.44228 0 0 1

Board Size 10.736 4.5715 12 1 17

Turnover_000 3.1 × 105 1.7 × 105 2.6 × 105 74,969 9.9 × 105

Mean_age 51.24 4.2459 51 38 66

Mean length of stays 4.2977 0.62067 4.2 3 7.6

Contracted services 34.386 28.65 25.46 0 100

Population 4.7 × 105 3.7 × 105 3.7 × 105 1.6 × 105 3.0 × 106

Table 3 shows the results of our analysis. It can be observed in Table 2 that the gender
of the CEO matters in terms of firm performance. The fact of finding influence, negative
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or positive, has relevance for the literature, since some studies doubt the existence of the
relation between gender and firm performance (see, e.g., [18]).

Table 3. Efficiency score from DEA models.

Dependent Variable:
Efficiency Score from Model 1

Dependent Variable:
Efficiency Score from Model 2

Tobit
Regression

Truncated
Regression

Simar &
Wilson

Tobit
Regression

Truncated
Regression

Simar &
Wilson

Independent variable:
CEO gender (dummy) −0.0258 * −0.0292 ** −0.0292 ** −0.0362 ** −0.0306 ** −0.0306 **

(0.0141) (0.0142) (0.0141) (0.0144) (0.0145) (0.0145)
Control variables:

% female in the board 0.0034 0.0147 0.0147 0.0375 0.0154 0.0154
(0.0474) (0.0487) (0.0485) (0.0485) (0.0500) (0.0499)

Board size 0.0023 0.0021 0.0021 0.0014 0.0012 0.0012
(0.0020) (0.0021) (0.0021) (0.0021) (0.0021) (0.0020)

Teaching (dummy) −0.0057 −0.0054 −0.0054 −0.0009 −0.0054 −0.0054
(0.0131) (0.0133) (0.0129) (0.0134) (0.0133) (0.0126)

Foundation Trust
(dummy)

−0.0138 −0.0123 −0.0123 −0.0215 * −0.0119 −0.0119

(0.0124) (0.0126) (0.0127) (0.0127) (0.0129) (0.0130)

Number beds 0.0000519 0.0000669 * 0.0000669 * 0.0000149 0.000041 0.000041

(0.0000355) (0.000036) (0.0000354) (0.0000362) (0.0000358) (0.0000364)

Turnover −1.83e07 ** −1.84e–07 ** −1.84e07 ** −1.75e07 ** −1.70e07 ** −1.70e–07 **

(7.57e–08) (7.71e–08) (7.47e–08) (7.71e–08) (7.62e–08) (7.75e–08)

Mean age −0.0038 ** −0.0036 ** −0.0036 ** −0.0033 * −0.0028 −0.0028

(0.0017) (0.0018) (0.0018) (0.0018) (0.0018) (0.0018)

Mean length of stay 0.0493 *** 0.0454 *** 0.0454 *** 0.0529 *** 0.0515 *** 0.0515 ***

(0.0132) (0.0136) (0.0133) (0.0135) (0.0136) (0.0138)

Contracted out services 0.0005 ** 0.0004 * 0.0004 ** 0.0005 ** 0.0005 ** 0.0005 **

(0.0002) (0.0002) (0.0002) (0.0002) (0.0002) (0.0002)

Population served 1.65e–8 8.22e–9 8.22e–9 2.04e–8 9.27e–9 9.27e–9

(2.28e–8) (2.34e–8) (2.35e–8) (2.32e–8) (2.29e–8) (2.45e–8)

Constant 0.8407 *** 0.8380 *** 0.8380 *** 0.8371 *** 0.8034 *** 0.8034 ***

(0.0893) (0.0898) (0.0898) (0.0911) (0.0910) (0.0900)

Observations 97 94 97 97 92 97

Note: * = p < 0.10, ** = p < 0.05, *** = p < 0.01. Clustered robust standard errors in parentheses.

We found that female CEOs have a negative impact on the operational efficiency of
hospitals. This result remains unaltered for the two efficiency DEA models developed
here. One of these two DEA models has a more economic-oriented output, while the other
has a more healthcare-oriented output. These results, therefore, imply that women in
CEO positions underperform in terms of economic and healthcare outcomes. The results
remain stable in the three statistical models developed in the present study, reinforcing our
findings’ robustness and contribution. Our findings are in line with the results obtained by
recent research conducted for general firms (e.g., [48]).

Theoretically, our findings can be explained from various points of view. Firstly, the
literature sustains that female CEO appointments are often linked to organisations facing
adverse conditions [81]. The practical implications of this are that hospitals with economic
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or healthcare problems ask to be managed by women. The limitation of women being
promoted to leadership positions is reflected in the low proportion of female CEOs in the
healthcare industry, where only 20% of CEOs are women, despite the fact that women
make up 75% of the healthcare labour force [82]

Secondly, another potential explanation for the negative impact of female CEOs on
hospital operational efficiency can be explained by the alternative leadership styles between
women and men. In this sense, previous studies have found that women executives are
more prone to adopt transformational leadership styles that emphasise team structures [83].
Under the transformational management style, the group coordinates between individuals
because it is considered that the synergies bring advantages that result in an improved
working atmosphere, which ultimately improves hospital performance. In other words,
female CEOs use a management style that promotes the worker’s welfare and, indirectly,
the hospital’s outcomes. In contrast, male leaders often adopt transactional leadership
styles based on competition and hierarchy. Here, the achievement of the organisation’s
strategic objective is based on efficient structures of governance where the corporate
guidelines are directly channelled from the apex to the bottom of the hospital.

Consequently, given that the hospitals are large and complex organisations where
decision-making is decentralised, it is more difficult to apply the coordination mechanisms
and the dynamism required by the transformational leadership styles proposed by female
executives. Therefore, in the healthcare environments, women CEOs likely underperform
compared to their male counterparts. Conversely, when workflow management follows
the direct hierarchical structures designed by a transactional leadership style, it favours
management’s concretion and objectiveness, thus improving operational efficiency.

4. Discussion

Women are under-represented in management positions. As we have seen, in the
healthcare sector women represent only 20% of management positions, while representing
75% of the workforce [82]. This study focuses on the existence of an association between
the gender of the CEO and the institution’s operational performance. While the results
are clear and robust, confirming our hypothesis—i.e., higher operational efficiency levels
when the CEO is male—the reasons behind these results can be analysed from different
points of view. However, the robustness and consistency of the results obtained in an area
where studies are scarce and with different results are relevant.

UET and PSM determined a series of personal characteristics or features that could
define individuals’ decision-making. The results obtained in institutions can be predicted
according to their management teams’ characteristics. Along the same lines, feminist
social theory also finds a series of differential social factors or attributes that would justify
different managers performance levels (not necessarily worse) depending on gender. In
this sense, different management styles may lead to varying performance levels and would
explain the lower operational efficiency resulting from our analysis. For instance, Ref. [84]
found that women tend to take a more participatory and democratic style of decision-
making, which could be beneficial in some sectors, but in complex and large organisations
it may slow down decision-making, decreasing operational efficiency. In the same vein,
women are more socially flexible than men [34]. This could make women more adaptable
to political interference, shaping management decisions with political influences, which
could harm the hospital’s performance. Another feature typically associated with females
is that women emphasise relationships over winning and have more excellent interpersonal
skills [85]. These features could lead female directors to pay more attention to patient
care and providing higher-quality services than to the performance, resulting in lower
operational performance levels.

Another plausible reason for the lower levels of operational efficiency is related
to social conditioning, which could be associated with overconfidence levels. Ref. [86]
found that men are more predisposed to overconfidence than women. Overconfidence
is related to individuals in positions of power [61]. These overconfidence levels, in turn,
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lead to more complex investments and organisational structures [61], which consequently
result in higher levels of performance. In the same vein, Ref. [87] found that lower levels of
overconfidence lead to lower indebtedness levels and lower levels of acquisitions that could,
in turn, lead to a lower performance level. Additionally, Ref. [33] propose that females
are more risk-averse than males, especially when financial decisions are concerned [34].
This could lead to an accumulation of sub-optimal choices that could explain a lower
operational efficiency level.

Apart from these social features, some other external systematic factors could lead
female CEOs to achieve lower operational performance levels. In line with the thesis of
liberal feminists, we present that women could face resource constraints (both economic
and in terms of access to information) that would justify possible differences in perfor-
mance between men and women. We started this discussion by pointing out the substantial
female under-representation, particularly in the healthcare sector. This underrepresen-
tation is problematic in itself for various reasons. Firstly, the lower presence of women
confers them an out-of-group status. In line with the concept above of homophily, the
out-of-the-group status could hinder access to the necessary resources and support for the
correct performance of managerial functions, which would justify the lower operational
efficiency level.

Another possible reason for women’s lower performance may be that, given the lesser
presence of women in management positions, they are more likely to accept such positions
in companies that are in difficult situations, an affect known as the “glass cliff”. This fact is
not exclusive to private companies. Ref. [88] found that government entities have a higher
incidence of “glass cliff” in the US.

Another possible reason could be the one put forward by [89] that affirmed that
gender stereotypes and male discrimination contributed significantly to gender disparities.
Such a disparity affects the arrival of female CEOs. Ref. [90] present a negative effect on
the performance of entities when a woman succeeds a man as CEO, as it is considered a
deviation from the common practice of selecting a male CEO. In this sense, the presence of
a woman in the CEO position is not necessarily related to a higher level of diversity, which
would limit the benefits of her arrival in the position.

Indeed, the results of [91] show that institutions’ gender diversity performance benefits
are related to a balanced board of directors, not to “the mere token presence of women”—that
is, the presence of a female CEO.

5. Limits and Future Research

Following the criteria of honesty and transparency that should guide scientific knowl-
edge [92], we now develop this research’s limitations and weaknesses. The present study’s
main limitation is related to the temporal constraint of the data analysed due to the absence
of further information on CEOs’ gender in other periods. This limitation is relevant when it
comes to understanding the results obtained, since a longer time sequence could introduce
variables that could be relevant in the explanation, such as experience in the position. For
example, this temporal limitation is the basis of the research of [93]. These authors revised
the results obtained by [94], who found that female CEOs were paid more than male CEOs.
However, when [93] extended the sample and time frame, they found results that differed
from the previous study.

Additionally, while the results are robust and undoubtedly measure an association
of more efficient institutions when the CEO is male, it is necessary to recognise some
additional caveats, such as potential reverse causality—that is, the possibility that under-
performing institutions select female CEOs (glass cliff effect) [64]. Finally, this sample
is specifically of trusts belonging to the English NHS. We should bear in mind that the
results presented correspond to certain variables and regions with specific characteristics.
The results obtained may vary when looking at countries with lower levels of develop-
ment [48]. As indicated in [95], scientific research contributes to potential solutions to
social problems, such as the under-representation of women in managerial positions. Such
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scientific contribution is essential in developing countries as a measure to reach the levels
of developed countries.

In line with the above limitations, we call for the development of future research—i.e.,
research that goes beyond extending the object to other public systems within the European
region is of interest; it might be useful to add a greater temporal dimension; it would
be interesting to examine together the impact of the CEO’s gender with their years of
experience in the position, the financial situation of the entity before the arrival of the
female CEO, and the diversity of the board of directors. It would also be relevant to extend
the present research to other regions, beyond the countries of the European environment,
contributing to the scientific evidence in developing countries. These additions would help
us to better understand the causal connection of the results obtained.

6. Conclusions

Despite the limitations, this study contributes significantly to academic and political
debate, generating evidence on female CEOs’ roles in England NHS FT institutions’ opera-
tional efficiency. It provides information that could support the establishment of policies
to help overcome the present problems, providing background characteristics that could
weigh down women’s operational efficiency in management positions. The visibility of
such features allows for more accurate plans to solve the gender imbalance in positions of
responsibility. For instance, besides the quota system, some actions could better lead to
overcoming some of the internal and external factors limiting female CEOs. For example,
the lack of sponsorship of women within management teams in hospital systems hampers
women’s entry into such positions [28]. This situation limits the benefits of a more diverse
management team, maintains female under-representation, and relegates women’s role as
tokens with limited institutional performance effects.
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Abstract: The influence of spatial aspects on people’s health is internationally proven by a wealth of
empirical findings. Nevertheless, questions concerning public health still tend to be negotiated among
social and health scientists. This was different in the elaboration of the Austrian Action Plan on
Women’s Health (AAPWH). On the example of the target group of older women, it is shown whether
and to what extent the inclusion of the spatial planning perspective in the discussion of impact
goals and measures is reflected in the respective inter-ministerial policy paper. The retrospective
analysis on the basis of a document analysis of the AAPWH and qualitative interviews with public
health experts who were also invited to join, or rather were part of, the expert group, brings to
light the following key reasons for the high degree of spatial-related abstraction of the content of
this strategic health policy paper: the requirement for general formulations, the lack of public and
political awareness for the different living situations in different spatial archetypes, and the lack of
external perception of spatial planning as a key discipline with regard to the creation of equivalent
living conditions. Nonetheless, this research has promoted the external perception of spatial planning
as a relevant discipline in public health issues in Austria. Furthermore, first thematic starting points
for an in-depth interdisciplinary dialogue were identified.

Keywords: space–health nexus; older women; spatial planning perspective; interdisciplinary expert
dialogue; retrospective qualitative study; knowledge transfer; health policy analysis

1. Introduction

Women’s health is in the focus of global interest [1,2] and therefore is a central concern
of the WHO [3]. In line with the health-in-all-policies approach of the WHO, health should
be implemented in all policies and become a focal subject of political action [4] in order to
achieve the following UN Sustainability Goals [5]: SDG 3 “Good Health and Well-being“
(in particular sub-target 3.8) [5] (p. 71), SDG 11 “Sustainable Cities and Communities”
(in particular sub-targets 11.3, 11.7 and 11.a) [5] (p. 73) and SDG 17 “Partnerships for the
Goals” (in particular sub-targets 17.14 and 17.17) [5] (p. 76).

In Austria (women’s) health is already an important public responsibility [6,7]. This
becomes evident when it comes to the international comparison of the availability and
quality of the supply structures of health care facilities [8,9], the life expectancy of women
(at old age) [10] and self-rated state of health [11]. Nevertheless, in Austria regional
differences in the provision of ambulant social and care services and the spatial distribution
of in-patient health and care facilities exist [12]. Other relevant issues are the increase in
the absolute and relative proportion of older women in the population and a growing
heterogeneity of women relating to educational level, fertility behavior and economic
status related to life phases [13,14].

The Austrian Action Plan on Women’s Health (AAPWH) [15] starts exactly here
and defines general and target group-specific impact goals and measures in order to
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better satisfy the various needs and demands of women for the promotion of physical
and mental health, taking into account the current position in the life cycle. Therefore,
the AAPWH refers to the following three target groups: (1) “Girls and Young Women”,
referring to females going through puberty, or rather females aged 12 to 16 years [15]
(p. 42), (2) “Women of Working Age”, referring to women up to 60 years of age [15] (p. 53)
and (3) “Older Women”, referring to women aged 60 and older, or rather to women of
retirement age [15] (p. 69).

1.1. AAPWH in Brief

The Austrian Action Plan on Women’s Health (AAPWH) as an inter-ministerial
strategic policy paper of the Federal Ministry of Social Affairs, Health and Consumer
Protection and the Federal Ministry of Women, Families and Youth, Federal Chancellery of
the Republic of Austria is unique in Europe [16].

It comprises ninety-eight pages and defines seventeen impact goals and forty measures
and aims in order to achieve equity in the quality of life of women in Austria, which is
fully in line with the European Health Goals [17] and in accordance with the principle of
“leaving no one behind” [18].

Following the Health 2020 policy framework [19], the AAPWH was elaborated in
an interdisciplinary and inter-ministerial development process consisting of sixty invited
experts from different disciplines and an additional online-consultation process [15].

The AAPWH is published in German and is available online [20].

1.2. The Leading Role of Public Health and the Inclusion of the Author in the Circle of Public
Health Experts

At the time the AAPWH was prepared, in Austria public health and women’s health
mainly were discussed among (public) health, nursing and social care experts, although
health is a central subject of spatial planning due to the close interrelations between health
and spatial aspects [21–23]. Moreover, spatial planning is perceived as a key scientific
and policy sector-relevant discipline for public health [24]—particularly in the context of
healthy cities [25].

The author of this article was therefore pleased to be invited to join the expert group
on “Women in Old Age” on the recommendation of an expert who played a key role in the
elaboration of the AAPHW.

With the participation in the expert group which dealt with public health impact
goals and measures for older women, the author pursued two purposes: (1) raising
the awareness of the working group members of the necessity of to taking into account
the spatial dimension in the definition of impact goals and measures in the short run
and (2) involving spatial planning as a cross-cutting, system- and action-oriented key
professional discipline in the discussion on demand and supply planning in the long run
by addressing:

1. The spatial-related reasons for health inequality (of women) and how they influence
the future quality of ageing and being old in different spatial contexts or rather spatial
archetypes, as well as to the negative consequences of an ongoing spatial polarization
in structurally strong and structurally weak regions and

2. Presenting spatial planning approaches to create equivalent living conditions.

2. The Purpose of the Paper

This article discusses whether and to what extent the interdisciplinary discussion
of health policy impact goals and measures, including the expertise of spatial planning,
generates merit for evidence-informed health policy [26] with a focus on the target group
of older women.

In the following paper this is illustrated by the example of the AAPWH. In this context,
this Austrian pilot study addresses the following aspects:
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1. The opportunities for and limitations of raising the awareness of public health experts
about the relevance of the spatial dimension in defining impact goals and measures.

2. The factors that determine the degree of spatial abstraction of target group-specific
impact goals and measures.

3. The frontiers of knowledge implementation in strategic policy papers.
4. Recommendations for spatial planning scholars who are interested in, or rather

already engaged in, inter-sectoral collaboration and issues of public health.

Thus, this research not only fills a knowledge gap in Austria, but also complements
the findings of (recent) thematically related studies from other European countries, namely
the Netherlands [27] and the United Kingdom [28], which for their part discuss the need
for and the merit of inter-sectoral collaboration between the public health and spatial
planning sectors for the purpose of alleviating health inequalities on the basis of selected
health-related (national) policy papers. In comparison to the study from Austria presented
in this article, the above-mentioned studies neither focus on one specific target group,
nor do they discuss the degree of spatial-relatedness of the formulated impact goals and
measures in more detail.

3. The Space–Health Nexus and the Relevance of Spatial Planning

Space and health are interlinked in manifold ways. Amongst others, the availability
and quality of affordable housing, the level of infrastructural provision for daily supply as
well as for social, medical and nursing care, being embedded in a stable social surrounding
and neighborhood, having access to a safe public space and the availability of accessible
green and open spaces determine the well-being and quality of life, particularly of older
people. This applies in particular to those who suffer from health restrictions, or rather de-
mentia [22,29–32]. Against the background of demographic and climate change, particular
importance must be attached to all of these aspects [33,34].

In this context, the particularities of different spatial archetypes (e.g., cities, small
towns, remote rural areas) with regard to supply structures and the degree of supply
with infrastructure, as well as public and open (green) spaces, but also with regard to
the availability and structure of social networks, must not be disregarded. For example,
the infrastructural supply in larger cities compared to rural, sparsely populated areas
is more diverse and characterized by short trips, whereas rural areas tend to be better
equipped with open or rather green spaces within walking distance [12,22]. With regard to
infrastructure supply and accessibility, ageing in the rural periphery, or rather in dispersed
(alpine) settlement structures, is particularly challenging [35].

Due to the continuing polarization in structurally strong and weak regions, the differ-
ent supply structures with hospitals [36], the trend towards the retention of doctors in rural
areas [37], changes of family and household structures as well as quality of ageing and
being old differ not only between urban centers and rural peripheries, but also within a
single municipality in alpine areas and dispersed settlement structures due to the lack of a
comprehensive, adequate public transport system and the spatial locations of infrastructure
and one’s own place of residence [12].

Therefore, following the principle of health-in-all policies, the main task of spatial
planning is to ensure an appropriate land use in order to provide people with green spaces,
building land and traffic areas and to balance competing interests and needs, in order to
provide livable settlement structures for people at all stages of life [22].

In German-speaking countries spatial planning as a cross-cutting subject and in its
policy advisory function in connection with health issues in general and with regard to
older people in particular takes on the following important tasks:

1. Ongoing spatial observation for the purpose of identifying changes in the infras-
tructural supply levels as well as for the derivation of fields of action, options and
measures [12,38]

2. Identifying the right places for allocating (new) infrastructure as well as maintaining
stable infrastructures [12]
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3. The development of concepts and strategies that serve to create equal opportunities
in access to infrastructure at the regional level [39].

Nonetheless, in Austria spatial planning is still is not involved in the strategic devel-
opment of social care and health provision planning [12].

4. The Expert Group on “Women in Old Age”

The following initial situation formed the starting point for the expert group’s discus-
sions on impact goals and measures in the areas of health protection and health promotion
of older women: their economic disadvantage compared to men of the same age; the
special challenges in connection with role attributions and expectations with regard to the
assumption of care for older people; and ageism [15].

In total, 35 national experts from various public health related professions and pro-
fessional positions participated in this expert group in order to deal with the subject of
women’s health against the backdrop of various professional contexts. Four out of the 35
experts were men.

The participants held, or rather still hold, positions in administration (federal min-
istries, divisions for gender equality in the offices of federal governments), science and
practice (amongst others, women’s health care facilities, professional agencies, social in-
surance institutions, interest groups). An overview of the members of the expert group is
provided in AAPHW [15], pages 85 and 86. Depending on their professional skills, some of
the experts also joined the two working groups “Girls and Young Women” and “Women of
Working Age”.

Between April and November 2015, the expert group on “Women in Old Age” elabo-
rated four target group-specific impact goals and ten measures and considered cross-target
group-related impact goals and measures, taking into account already existing initiatives,
projects and actors’ landscapes in Austria. The number of impact goals and measures
was predefined.

During this period the working group met three times for full-day workshops in
Vienna (cf. Table 1).

Table 1. Overview of the agendas and working methods of the workshops of the expert group on “Women in Old Age”.

Number of
Workshop

Date, Location and
Duration

Agenda 1 Working Methods

Workshop
No. 1

28 April 2015,
Federal Ministry of

Social Affairs, Health
and Consumer

Protection,
10.00 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Presentation of the project “Austrian Action Plan on
Women’s Health”,
Keynote speech given by the expert group leader
Stocktaking of initiatives, and projects: focus on “Women
in Old Age”
and
Development of 3 to 4 key topics
Impact goals for the prioritized key topics

PowerPoint-presentation in plenary
working in small groups/World Café
(guided by key questions, result
documentation using flipcharts)
plenary discussion

Workshop
No. 2

26 May 2015,
Austrian National

Public Health Institute,
10.00 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Retrospection on the project activities and results so far
Feedback on the impact goals from the organizations
involved in the making of AAPWH
Completion of impact goals
Compilation of good practices, agreements, Laws,
regulations, concepts related to the impact goals
Description of measures related to the impact goals and
collection of ideas for cross-age topics
Suggestions for the AAPWH’s monitoring
prioritization of measures

PowerPoint-presentation
discussions in small groups
and
plenary discussion

Workshop
No. 3

10 November 2015,
Austrian National

Public Health Institute,
10.00 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Discussion of the results of the online consultation
and
Project finalization 2

PowerPoint-presentation and
plenary discussion

1 Sources: Minutes of Workshops No. 1 and No. 2 [40,41], 2 Source: Notes by the author of this paper. There are no minutes for
Workshop No. 3.
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The workshops were moderated and documented by the Austrian National Public
Health Institute and the minutes were sent out to the expert group members by e-mail.
Additionally, the experts were asked to seize the timespan between the workshops in order
to prepare for the following session by completing defined work tasks.

5. Materials and Methods

5.1. Research Design

This is a qualitative, retrospective and descriptive research applying a mixed-methods
approach which consists of (1) a theme-centered document analysis of the AAPWH focus-
ing on the above-mentioned aspects and (2) semi-structured expert interviews with mem-
bers of the expert group on “Women in Old Age” (cf. Figure 1) in order to avoid any misin-
terpretation from the author’s reflection of the handwritten notes of the three workshops.

Figure 1. Research design and methodological steps.

As this research does not contain any experimental studies on human beings, no ap-
proval from an ethics committee was required. The research was carried out in compliance
with the General Data Protection Regulation of the European Union.

5.2. Procedure
5.2.1. Development of an Analysis Grid for the Document Analysis of the AAPWH

As shown in Section 3, the interrelations between space and health (in old age) are
complex and the (further) development of health protection and health promotion measures
depends on the existing infrastructural level, the authorities and their legal competencies—
in Austria the public health sector is characterized by federalism [42]—the financial margins
of action in both the public and private sectors, and the heterogeneity of the (potential)
demanders (among women in old age).
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Basing on the author’s research findings on the spatial-related challenges of the
everyday life in old age as well as of caring for the elderly for various Austrian spatial
contexts, the document analysis of the AAPWH addressed the following aspects:

1. The challenges of organizing and coping with everyday life, including the acces-
sibility of infrastructure and the social inclusion of physically impaired, or rather
mobility-reduced, older people, taking into account topography (alpine rural areas),
settlement structures, population density, infrastructural supply structures, (limited)
freedom of choice related to goods and services and changes in family and other
social networks, as well as considering the differences between urban and rural places
of residence [22,35,43]

2. The relevance of the region as the appropriate spatial reference of action with regard
to the allocation of cost-intensive social infrastructures and the importance of regional
centers or so-called central places as a result of the financially limited opportunities
for action of low-income and/or ageing municipalities [12,44]

3. Taking into account the stakeholder group of long-distance caregivers. This group
is considered to be of great importance in quantitative terms in Austria [45] due to
the ongoing polarization into prosperous and unfavorable regions on the one hand
and thus, regions with continuing population loss and growing urban centers on the
other hand.

5.2.2. Document Analysis of the AAPWH

The analysis of the spatial-related aspects of the impact goals and measures addressing
the target group “Women in Old Age” was carried out by means of a theme-centered
document analysis according to Boyatzis [46] without the use of specific software. The
procedure was as follows:

• In the first screening, the spatial references were checked. For this purpose, the text
was searched for the following terms: “city/urban/urban space”, “land/rural/rural
space”; “local/communal”; “region/regional”; “municipality/district/province”;
“public space/social space”.

• In the second screening, the causalities between the state of health (or rather disad-
vantages and health inequalities) of women in old age and their housing and living
environments were checked. To this end, all text paragraphs marked in the first
screening as well as all impact goals and measures relevant to the target group on
“Women in Old Age” were checked.

• In the third screening, interlinkages between the results of the first and the second
screening were searched for. Moreover, the impact goals and measures were analyzed
with a view to spatial-related differentiations of the theme-related recommendations
for action.

• In the fourth screening, the AAPWH was checked for paragraphs which relate to a call
for a more interdisciplinary (scientific) debate on the determinants of women’s health.
For this, the search terms “interdisciplinary” and “interdisciplinarity” were chosen.

5.2.3. Expert Judgements

The idea was to reflect on the spatial-related contents of the AAPWH and the discus-
sion on the relevance of spatial-related aspects of well-being and health in older women in
the context of the three workshops of the expert group on “Women in Old Age”. For that
purpose, semi-structured in-depth expert interviews were conducted with those members
of the respective expert group who joined at least two out of the three workshops.

Aim of Expert Survey and Design of Questionnaire

The aim of the survey was to identify the key arguments of the experts: (1) regarding
the reasons for the degree of spatial abstraction of the AAPHW’s impact goals and measures
for the target group of “Women in Old Age”; (2) to grasp the interviewed experts’ percep-
tions of spatial planning experts (both, scientists and practitioners) as dialogue partners
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in the context of public health issues, and; (3) to explore the limitations of implementing
profession-specific knowledge and spatial-related empirical evidence in strategic policy
papers.

Based on the conceptual framework of the spatial relatedness of (women’s) health in
old age, the findings from the qualitative content analysis of the AAPWH, the workshop
minutes as well as on the author’s own handwritten notes, a catalogue of guiding questions
consisting of 16 open questions was developed (cf. Table 2).

Table 2. Questionnaire for the expert interviews.

Theme Questions (Verbatim)

General questions on the three workshops of
the expert group on “Women in old age”

Q 1: How did you experience the interdisciplinary debate on the topic of “women
in old age and health”? What challenges—in your opinion—were associated with
the comprehensibility of the argumentation of experts from other disciplines?

Interrelations between health and space

Q 2: What do you associate with the terms “space” and “place”?”
Q 3: What do you associate with the term “urban”?
Q 4: What do you associate with the term “rural”?
Q 5: If you interlink the three terms “rural”, “older women” and “health”, what
will come to your mind?
Q 6: How do you define quality of life?
Q 7: What spatial aspects do you associate with “good” or “bad” quality of life in
old age?

Perception of spatial planning as a
professional discipline and retrospection on
the discussions during the workshops

Q 8: What do you associate with the term “spatial planning”? Q 9: Did you deal
with “spatial planning” as a discipline before the workshops?
Q 10: What competences or fields of expertise do you ascribe to spatial planning?
Q 11: What, in your opinion, constitutes “good spatial planning”, and who do you
think is responsible for that?
Q 12: How did you experience the introduction of spatial planning arguments
during the discussions in the workshops? Do you remember something special of
it? If so, why and what? If not, why not?
Q 13: Has “acquaintance with spatial planning” changed a) your perception of the
discipline of spatial planning, b) your awareness of the relevance of spatial aspects
to the quality of getting old (as a women), c) your way of thinking and reasoning?
(Please explain.)
Q 14: How do you deal with the fact that the target group-specific impact goals
and measures are characterized by a high level of abstraction in spatial terms?

Outlook

Q 15: How, in your opinion, could it succeed in future to anchor spatial aspects
more firmly in health and care-related policy papers as well as in public health
recommendations for action?
Q 16: May I ask you for your further thoughts.

Sampling and Data Collection

As mentioned above, this research intended to gather the opinion of those experts
who joined in with the whole discussion process on impact goals and measures for women
in old age. The selection criterion was defined as presence in at least two out of the three
workshops. The experts were identified by comparing the attendance lists of the available
workshop minutes. Twelve experts met the selection criteria. In January 2018 the experts
were contacted by e-mail. Six out of twelve could be recruited for an interview.

The questionnaire was sent out to all experts by e-mail a few days prior to the interview
in order to give them the opportunity to prepare for it.

The interviews took place between January and March 2018. In order to meet the
preferences of the interviewees, the interviews took place either at their workplaces, by
telephone or in external locations such as cafés. The interviews lasted at least 60 min and
were recorded on tape.

Five out of the six interviewees gave their oral consent to use the findings for a
poster presentation at the biannual conference of the Austrian Society for Geriatrics and
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Gerontology in March 2018 in Austria [47] and for international publications on occasion.
After the conference, the poster was sent out to the five interviewees as a PDF-file by e-mail.

Due to the fact that saturation had not yet been reached, the author decided to increase
the sample size. Finally, two more national public health experts were interviewed in May
2018. One of them was invited to the expert group on “Women in Old Age”, too, but did
not attend the workshops; the other expert held and still holds a relevant position in the
AAPHW development and implementation process. For these two interviews the same
catalogue of guiding questions was applied as for the first wave of interviews—except for
the questions Q 1, Q 12 and Q 13. That is why the interviews lasted about 30 min each.

The author of this paper pursued the strategy to recruit as many members of the expert
group on “Women in Old Age” as possible for interviews. However, this was challenging
due to the fact that some of the experts were on maternity leave or had since retired.

Finally, seven expert judgements were available for further analysis. Table 3 gives an
overview of the profiles of all interviewed experts.

Table 3. Profile of the interviewed experts.

Identifier of the Interview
Partners

Gender Educational Background/Place of Work
Interview Method/Date of

Interview

Interviewee 1 female nursing and health care, humanities/
public health institution

live one-to-one interview,
19 January 2018

Interviewee 2 female medical sciences/
health care facility

live one-to-one interview,
22 January 2018

Interviewee 3 female nursing and health care/
professional association

live one-to-one interview,
23 January 2018

Interviewee 4 female public health, nursing, social sciences/
interest group

live one-to-one interview,
30 January 2018

Interviewee 5 female journalism and communication sciences/
interest group

phone interview,
27 February 2018

Interviewee 6 female nursing and health care, humanities, public health/
blue-light organization

live one-to-one interview,
4 May 2018

Interviewee 7 female natural sciences/
federal authority

live one-to-one interview,
4 May 2018

Interviewee 8 1 female social work/
professional association

live one-to-one interview,
5 March 2018

Due to the small sample size, the respective function of the interviewees in the elaboration process of the Austrian Action Plan on Women’s
Health (AAPHW) as well as the exact designation of their place of work are not listed for data protection reasons. 1 This interviewee
withdrew her consent to publish the results of the interview without giving any reasons.

Data Extraction

The tape recordings of the seven expert interviews were listened to several times and
transcribed mutatis mutandis. Particularly pithy statements were transcribed verbatim in
order to use them as direct quotations in this article.

The transcripts, which consist of four to six handwritten manuscript pages each, were
analyzed according to the method of continuous comparison by Glaser and Strauss [48].

6. Results

6.1. Findings from the Document Analysis

It should be noted that the AAPWH argues that discrimination against women in terms
of access to services regardless of age is associated with income, migration background
and social disintegration, and not with where women live, work and care. Nationwide
equal opportunities of access to infrastructure and other services is requested.

The content analysis shows that spatial aspects serve to describe the background of
the challenges or disadvantages faced by older women. For example, with regard to the
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issue of violence prevention (Measure 5), the reference to public space is directly addressed.
The term “violence in the public social space” is used here [15] (p. 33).

With regard to those impact goals and measures which specifically address the target
group of older women, spatial-related aspects found their way in the text as follows:

• Spatial-related challenges in organizing and coping with everyday life
• The region as spatial reference of action as an appropriate spatial reference level for

infrastructure measures

Impact Goal 17 “Developing a differentiated, appreciative picture of the diverse realities
of older women’s lives and secure older women’s opportunities for participation in society” [15]
(p. 79) identifies spatial-related challenges of organizing and coping with everyday life
are referring to the need to “design a public and safe space” as a structural prerequisite for
the “social participation of older women” [15] (p. 79). This is explained in more detail by
“Measure 38 Improving the living situation and ensuring the participation opportunities of older
women in the long term” [15] (p. 80f): “Scientifically sound findings on the life situation of older
women enable the targeted promotion of diverse, high-quality projects, initiatives and events close to
home to ensure the participation opportunities of older women and to improve their life situation.
The target group of this measure are in particular older women who are living alone, women with
health restrictions, structurally caused mobility impairments and women with low income. Since
there are differences between urban and rural areas with regard to older women’s opportunities for
participation, all activities must take into account spatially specific aspects” [15] (p. 80f).

This measure expresses the awareness of spatial-related challenges experienced by
older women with reduced mobility and limited participation opportunities and points
out the importance of local daily supply structures and supportive initiatives.

The terms “urban”, “rural” and “space-specific” are used in the text for the purpose
of pointing out spatial differences.

Impact Goal 14 “Ensuring gender-appropriate, individualized medical, psychosocial and
nursing care up to old age, regardless of the [spatial] setting” [15] (p. 71) addresses the need
for nationwide and accessible infrastructures. This is specified by “Measure 32 Establishing
regional platforms for women’s health” [15] (p. 72), which is envisaged as a short-term measure
and which refers to a specific spatial reference of action.

The regional level as an appropriate spatial reference of action is also addressed in
Impact Goal 16 “Women at old age and at risk of poverty are given conditions that enable them
to maintain their capabilities for self-help and to live self-determined and autonomous lives” [15]
(p. 78). “Measure 37 Establishing a one-stop shop” for the application for and processing of
social benefits and for care counselling” [15] (p. 79), which is assigned to this impact goal,
may—among other measures—facilitate access to counselling and information services
for women at risk of poverty in structurally weak rural areas—especially if the so-called
“one-stop shops” are established regionally.

However, the term “region” is not further specified with regard to its catchment area
or accessibility for older people who are not, or rather who are no longer capable of, driving
a car.

On the other hand, the following objectives of the author of this paper are not directly
addressed in the AAPHW:

• The subject of “long-distance caregiving”. Nonetheless, this issue is addressed by
Impact Goal 15 “Creating framework conditions that enable the currently mainly female
caregivers to maintain their own health, self-determination and dignity” [15] (p. 74), specified
by short-term “Measure 36 Sensitizing companies to the situation of caregiving relatives and
establishing counselling services” [15] (p. 77).

• The mention of spatial planning as a crucial discipline in the discussion of (older)
women’s well-being and health. Nevertheless, the need for more interdisciplinarity
was put in writing. This is shown by medium-term “Measure 31 Strengthening interdis-
ciplinary research on health issues specific to women in the third and fourth phases of life” [15]
(p. 72), which is related to Impact Goal 14 “Ensuring gender-appropriate, individualized
medical, psychosocial and nursing care up to old age, regardless of setting” [15] (p. 71).
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6.2. Findings from the Expert Interviews

According to the interviewed experts, the empirical findings presented in this section
can be understood as the outcome of many years of professional experience, being up to
date with the latest scientific knowledge (in some cases) as well as personal experiences
and stories from the experts’ private lives.

6.2.1. The Meaning of Space and Place for the Health of Older Women and the
Urban–Rural Mindset

The interviewees conceptualized the terms “space” and “place” in different ways,
addressing the material, or rather physical and social, characteristics of place, which in
their view are relevant to the health of older women. Thus, they addressed selected features
that are also assessed as important by geographical gerontologists [49]. From the point of
view of the interviewed experts, “place” is a construct of natural surroundings, human
intervention and political categorization. The significance for (older) women’s health
shows in several ways (cf. Figure 2):

1. The basic importance of unspoiled nature and appropriate sanitary conditions
2. Space as a basic prerequisite for personal development
3. The importance of opportunities for social participation. Therefore, space is “a sphere

where people are living together” (I 6).

 
Figure 2. Public health experts’ conceptualization of “space” and “place”.

The interviewees thought in distinct spatial categories: “urban” and “rural” areas.
Above all, they associated urban areas with high density and diversity of infrastructure, and
rural areas with the exact opposite; low density and challenges with regard to the supply
of goods and services in daily demand, and the provision of socio-medical services as well
as the resulting restrictions in freedom of choice and accessibility of services and facilities.
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6.2.2. Perceived Spatial-Related Challenges for Maintaining and Improving Quality of Life
and Health of Women in Old Age in Urban and Rural Areas and the Tendency of
Marginalization of Women Living in Rural Areas

From the interviewees’ perspective, the quality of the built environment and of nature
have a significant impact on health (see also [50]). In their opinion, it is essential to point
out that the quality of housing and the living environment as well as the characteristics of
the social networks of older women living in urban and rural areas differ fundamentally,
which in turn results in differences in health care provision and quality of life for women
in old age.

According to the interviewees, infrastructural deficiencies, long distances and a lack of
public transport, eroding social networks and structural barriers in the built and residential
environment coupled with health restrictions lead to challenges for living an independent
life and participating in social life for women of all ages, regardless of the location of the
place of residence. In the opinion of one interviewee, “security in and of public spaces” (I 3) is
a key issue for older women living in cities.

The marginalization of especially very old women without a driving license in rural
areas is the result of a thinned-out infrastructure supply, the lack of adequate cultural
offerings, and poor public transport outside the main centers and villages. The changes
of family structures and social environments imply a decline in informal support and in-
creased loneliness. One interviewee commented as follows: “In my opinion the interrelations
of rurality, quality of life and women’s health are more negative than positive—in the sense of a
double devaluation. First, women care for men. The women are left behind. Second, women have no
voice in society. Therefore, it is not so important to take care of them.” (I 1)

Furthermore, related to the need of action, rural areas are perceived as subordinated
to urban areas. According to one interviewee, the reasons for that are also rooted in
misunderstandings, for example with regard to the quality of social cohesion: “When they
think of rural areas people are of the opinion that everything is still all right, and that is why many
women are left behind” (I 1).

One interviewee stated that the rhetoric of a healthier old age and growing old (as a
woman) in the countryside compared to the city is also the result of a non-reflected use
of clichés and therefore needs to be readjusted: “You need to have to look at this in a more
differentiated manner. In rural areas the availability of health care providers such as doctors, nurses,
informal caregivers and various professional groups is more problematic” (I 2).

At the same time, the same interviewee points out that the urban–rural dichotomy is
insufficient in order to appropriately describe infrastructure-related differences in daily
supply with goods and services. She points to the need for a spatially more differentiated
discussion: “Here [in rural areas] there are certain differences. The more peripheral the less
available. It’s as simple as that” (I 2).

Moreover, it is difficult to derive valid spatial-related impacts on the entire collective of
older women with regards to spatial health assessment and quality of life. The latter is why
quality of life is something very individual and also depends on the respective demands
and expectations. In this context some interviewees relate the questions concerning quality
of life more to their own person than to the target group of women in old age.

6.2.3. The Significance of Spatial Planning for Public Health and the Merit of Integrating
Spatial and Planning Sciences Scholars in the Debate on Older Women’s Health

Only one out of the eight interviewees was already professionally in contact with spa-
tial planning experts prior to the workshops of the expert group on “Women in Old Age”.

The working context referred to various projects of designing public spaces and
accessibility, as well as of fall and accident prevention. The author of this article was
already well known to two of the interviewees.

The significance of the professional discipline “spatial planning” is perceived as
strategic and project-oriented as well as object-related and is often associated with the
terms “housing” and “public space”.
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Some of the experts assign strategically important competencies to spatial planning
by saying that spatial planning:

• . . . is “a political issue” (I 2), which nevertheless “is not yet on the radar.” (I 1, I 5)
• . . . is “a societal means of power” (I 1), which organizes human coexistence.
• . . . is addressed to all and “being done by all” (I 3).
• . . . is about “allocating spatial resources taking into account the needs of the population as

well as of different target groups” (I 4).
• . . . “must ensure that offers are maintained right down to the last corner” (I 7).
• . . . is an important task in which “a great deal is about social responsibility” (I 2).

Good spatial planning, in the eyes of the experts interviewed, is therefore: “That one
considers how an environment has to be designed so that people can cope with everyday life to a
reasonable extent, regardless of their level of education and financial resources.” (I 2) This also
includes providing opportunities “in order to enable unplanned communication” (ibid.).

Thus, those interviewees who took part in the workshops found the interdisciplinary
dialogue with a spatial planning scholar enriching on the one hand and challenging,
exciting and promising on the other hand.

Nonetheless, the following should always be borne in mind: “Each expert speaks for
him- or herself or rather for one’s own profession” (I 5).

The discussion of spatial references was also complicated by the fuzzy use of terms.
Although the interdisciplinary discussion sharpened the subjective perception of space
and place and helped to create (more) awareness of the importance of spatial planning as a
focal subject, the experts do not remember any specific spatial planning-related arguments,
or rather key messages.

6.2.4. Explanations for the Degree of Spatial-Related Abstraction of the Impact Goals and
Measures and Its Determining Factors

The experts’ judgements of the extent to which the integration of spatial planning
expertise during the workshops influenced the way in which spatial references were
taken into account in the impact goals and measures, and how the quality of their spatial
relevance should ultimately be assessed, are controversial. Some of the interviewees were
not surprised by the high level of spatial abstraction, as they know this from other contexts
of work, and say: “The spatial reference is not considered in the action plan, which is a pity.” (I 4)

According to another expert, spatial references serve at best as justification for the
impact goals. Another expert believes that the author could be pleased that the terms “space
and region are addressed directly in the Action Plan” (I 7).

Addressing the high level of provision and quality of both social and health care
facilities in international comparison, an interviewee comments as follows: “In Austria we
discuss [health] at a relatively high level. Nevertheless, there is still so much to be done.” (I 2)

Moreover, there is an agreement on the need to pay more attention to spatial-related
aspects in the context of the health of older women. However, in many cases, these aspects
have been neglected in public affairs and politics:

• “There is hardly any understanding of how individual life is related to spatial conditions.” (I 6)
• “If it served the economy, this issue would carry more weight.” (I 1)

6.2.5. Recommendations for Spatial Planning Scholars

Established lobbies and power structures determine the implementation of inter- and
transdisciplinary knowledge. Cross-cutting issues are nodded off, so they fall out of the
prioritization phase. This could be alleviated by problem-centered evidence and ideas
and strategies that address various spatial levels of action. An expert puts it as follows:
“You should approach from two directions: case study based from below; in the general view from
above” (I 6).

Furthermore, modifications are needed in the handling of knowledge production and
knowledge transfer. There is disagreement among the interviewed public health experts
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on the merit of public consultation processes. The spectrum of opinions ranges from “each
consultation is useful” (I 2) to thinking that consultation processes are a pure formality.

One expert recommends the following: a clear positioning and identification of
content-related interfaces with other disciplines as well as investments in networking,
which will help to increase the perception of spatial planning as a cross-cutting discipline.
Furthermore, it must always be kept in mind that spatial conditions and critical events
both determine the pressure for political action. Therefore, spatial planning can contribute
to creating appropriate framework conditions for healthy ageing. That is why further
in-depth discussions with spatial planning scholars are welcome.

7. Discussion

7.1. Methodological Strengths, Challenges and Limitations

This qualitative research is characterized by the application of mixed-methods and
a retrospective multi-perspective reflection on the opportunities and limits of anchoring
spatial aspects of women’s health using the example of the making of a specific strategic
policy paper. This research design can therefore be assigned to action research [51].

The crucial methodological challenge with regard to the realization of the research
design was the development of a conceptual evidence-based framework [52] in order
to be able to capture the spatial-relatedness of the health of older women with special
regard to the Austrian situation, which was to serve as a basis for the analysis of the
AAPWH as well as for the expert survey. At that time, in German-speaking countries the
spatial planning scientific debate on its contributions to public health has just begun. In
early summer 2017, in Potsdam (Germany) the first relevant congress entitled “Anchoring
Health in Spatial Planning” was organized by the Academy for Spatial Development in the
Leibniz Association.

That is why the author of this article decided to base the conceptual framework on
her own empirical findings. The suitability of the conceptual framing was proven during
the in-depth discussions with the experts.

After having completed the eight interviewees it became apparent that despite the
small sample size, content saturation has occurred. This was due to the comprehensiveness
of the described space–health nexus as well as to the explanations relating to the degree of
spatial abstraction of the impact goals and measures. The latter is probably also related to
the fact that the interviewed experts are outstanding professionals employed in the Austrian
public health scene and have various (academic) educational backgrounds. Moreover,
some of them also held and still hold leading positions in the making of the AAPWH and
its implementation.

Related to the analysis of the material—namely, the qualitative content analysis of
the AAPWH and the transcripts of the expert interviews—it can be critically noted that
the content analysis was carried out exclusively by the author of this article. Thus, this
article does not claim to speak for the whole spatial planning community in Austria, but
intends to fuel the discussion among spatial planning theorists and practitioners on the
reasons for the lack of involvement in defining gender-related health policy impact goals
and measures.

7.2. Considerations on the Validity of the Questionnaire and Reliability of the Findings from the
Expert Survey

Validity is a much-discussed topic in qualitative social research, especially with regard
to the question 1. of whether the information obtained in this way is right or wrong, 2. what
significance can be assigned to the findings and 3. how they can be put into the larger,
or rather international, context [53].

Regarding the validity of the questionnaire applied for this research, it should be noted
that it was suitable for capturing the complexity of the topic. This was proven by (1) the
fluency of the interviews, (2) the ability of the interviewees to put themselves back to the
year 2015 very quickly, (3) staying close to the topic during the entire interview and (4) the
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lack of critical comments on the methodological approach chosen to reflect the making of
the AAPWH and its results, as well as on the guiding questions for the interviews.

With regard to the reliability of the results of the expert survey, it should be noted
that (1) the statements are in line with the empirical evidence of spatial science research in
Austria on the spatial-relatedness of health in old age and (2) the explanations of the degree
of the spatial-related abstraction of the impact objectives and measures of the AAPWH are
logical and conclusive. The experts’ pragmatic attitude towards the predefined number
of impact objectives and measures can be explained by their function in the AAPWH
preparation process and is therefore perfectly understandable.

Looking at the applied research approach and the reliability of the expert judgements,
it must be critically noted that more than two years passed between the third workshop of
the expert group on “Women in Old Age” and the first expert interview. Whether and to
what extent this time span had an effect on the quality of the content and the level of detail
of the retrospective assessments cannot be assessed ex post. On the contrary, it should be
emphasized that the willingness of the experts to reflect on the AAPHW in greater depth
can be interpreted as a sincere interest in a cross-disciplinary discussion of health issues,
including the spatial planning perspective.

7.3. The Merit of the Interdisciplinary Discussion within the Expert Group on “Women in Old
Age” Including the Spatial Planning Perspective

The cross-disciplinary reflection on the impact goals and measures defined in the
AAPWH has stimulated public health experts: (1) to take a different look at issues of (older)
women’s health; (2) to reflect on the principles of informed political decision making
and the feasibility of taking into account the spatial-related complexity of challenges and
problems, taking into account a predefined number of impact goals and measures; and (3)
to become aware of the similarities and differences of the objectives and differences in the
approaches of public health and spatial planning.

7.3.1. Identifying Health-Relevant Spatial Aspects and Dealing with Spatial-Relatedness of
(Older) Women’s Health: Similarities of and Differences between the Two Professions

Public health experts assign great importance to spatial aspects for the health protec-
tion and health promotion of women in different stages of life, or rather life situations—
above all the accessibility as well as the availability and quality of health care and nursing
facilities, as well as counselling services for those seeking information and advice.

It is interesting to note that the focus here is on the provision of social and health-
related infrastructure facilities, and that the experts pay little attention to the importance of
green spaces for maintaining health. With regard to the AAPWH this may be due to the
fact that green space planning is not within the competence of the ministries responsible
for the AAPWH. A follow-up of the cross-disciplinary dialogue on the importance of
green infrastructure including the spatial planning perspective might perhaps lead to the
involvement of other ministries in the AAPWH in the long run.

It was shown that public health experts ascribe a great importance to spatial planning
with regards to health protection and health promotion (cf. Figure 2). Therefore, it is
surprising that the interviewees have had little professional contact with other representa-
tives of the discipline of spatial planning, or rather have not actively sought contact with
them. Intensive cooperation between public health experts and spatial planning experts
would be a good thing; both professions are dealing with cross-sectional issues [54,55],
address important social and socio-political questions, put general interests at the center
of their considerations, are used to working in a system- as well as target group-oriented
manner and take the function of policy advisors. In addition, both professions, public
health and spatial planning, call for a comprehensive discussion of health issues with
particular attention to area-wide measures and equal access to infrastructure.

On the other hand, there are differences between public health and spatial planning
experts with regard to dealing with spatial levels of action and the complexity of spatial-
related inequalities of health in old age. When it comes to health and infrastructure
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disparities, spatial planning professionals think beyond urban–rural dichotomies and,
within the framework of spatial research, draw attention to the importance of the functional
interactions between different spatial archetypes in terms of the question of for what
purposes people spend time in particular places and where health infrastructure should be
located. The so-called multilocal lifestyle is becoming more and more important in this
context [56].

7.3.2. Explanations for the Level of Spatial-Related Abstraction in the Impact Goals and
Measures of the AAPWH

Despite the public health experts’ basic understanding of the relevance of spatial-
related aspects for the health and well-being of women of all ages, they do not think beyond
distinct spatial categories, or rather the so-called urban–rural dichotomy. Moreover, they
do not mind the absence of a clarification of the so-called “regional reference level of action”
with regard to the defined impact goals and measures.

On the contrary, from the public health experts’ perspective, the lack of a more precise
spatial differentiation should be considered less a failure than a proof of the logic of dealing
with cross-cutting and cross-sectional socio-political topics.

The experts’ explanations of the standards and particularities of the preparation of
inter-ministerial strategic policy—formal specifications such as the predefined number
of impact objectives and measures as well as the length of the policy paper on the one
hand, and the basic challenge of implementing the requirements of cross-cutting disciplines
such as spatial planning on the other hand—can be interpreted as an important limitation
of knowledge transfer in the context of evidence-based policy making [57]. A strategic
argument for this may also be the political “desire for a feasible plan” (I 5) aiming at a
win-win-situation for all involved stakeholders [27], which requires to include measures,
which build on existing measures or rather be suitable to be integrated into existing actors’
and supply landscapes as well as projects and initiatives. This also explains the political
approval of the AAPHW and guarantees planning continuity. Despite all criticism, it
should be noted that politically speaking “it is not easy to get everything together” (I 7).

Moreover, one expert recommends taking the AAPHW for what it is: a living inter-
ministerial paper addressing the national level of and expressing the political commitment
to the relevance of the subject of women’s health in Austria without a defined expiry
date and thus, serving as a strategic and operational anchor point for the implementation
of changing focal topics in public administration units which are responsible for health
provision (planning) at different spatial levels of action [58], encouraging the inter-sectoral
and cross-disciplinary networking of experts within the framework of so-called focal points
on selected, or rather emerging health topics.

7.4. Some Considerations on the Fit of Findings into an International Perspective

The results from this research are in line with the findings from other recent studies
from the Netherlands [24,27,59] as well as from United Kingdom [28,60] on the general
anchor and sticking points in inter-sectoral public health policy making, including the
spatial planning perspective.

More generally formulated, the findings from Austria most likely may fit into the
perspective of other high-income welfare states where (1) the creation of equivalent living
conditions is a supreme political imperative, (2) the public sector takes a major role in the
provision of services of general interest and (3) spatial planning is a public responsibility.

Furthermore, it is necessary to point out that the discussion on health-in-all-policies
as well as the need for and the potential of inter-sectoral collaboration in order to protect
and promote health—with particular regard to older women—in the Global North differs
much from the Global South, since in the latter the basic (spatial-related) requirements for
good health and well-being such as nutrition, sanitation, housing, security and medical
care are still not met. Particularly, this situation limits the international transferability
of the inferred conclusions of this research presented below and moreover, underlies the
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challenge of creating a geographically and socio-culturally overarching global mindset on
public health in the foreseeable future [61].

8. Conclusions and Outlook

Conclusion 1: The degree of the spatial-related abstraction of the impact goals and
measures can be explained by the fact that in Austria spatial planning as a cross-cutting
discipline—as stated by Storm et al. [24]—has not yet been included in the strategic
discourse on health protection and health promotion.

Conclusion 2: Both professions, public health and spatial planning, have similar ideas
about the complexity of the space–health nexus and the importance of (governing) values
in planning [58,62]. Thus, the joint dialogue in the expert group and the reflection on the
impact goals and measures were experienced as fruitful on the part of both sides. The
spatially differentiated approach and the way of reasoning in spatial planning can thus
enrich the interdisciplinary discourse on women’s health issues. For this reason, some of
the interviewees also expressed their wish to keep in touch with the author of this article.
This has already happened—for example in the context of network meetings or targeted
information about current publications.

Conclusion 3: The need for a closer cooperation of public health and spatial planning—
as claimed amongst others by Tomlinson et al. [63], by McKinnon et al. [60] as well as
by Hendriks et al. [64] in general or Lowe et al. [65] for the urban context in particular—
emerged during the expert discussions. A concrete thematic starting point for a further
dialogue between the two disciplines could be the issue of long-distance caregiving, a topic
still neglected in public health in Austria [45,66]. The main challenge of including “new”
issues or target groups in the AAPWH is to integrate them into the right impact goal(s) and
already existing measure(s).

Conclusion 4: It would be valuable to analyze the AAPWH in the context of an
intertextual content analysis [67] with regard to the consideration of the spatial relatedness
of the impact goals and measures for the two other target groups “Girls and Young Women”
and “Women of Working Age” and subsequently—as shown here for the expert group
of “Women in Old Age”—to reflect them in an interdisciplinary manner. An in-depth
and continuous dialogue between public health and spatial planning experts may reveal
cross-connections between target group-specific needs for action and thus perhaps bring to
light the new cross-target group’s priority themes, impact goals and measures including
explicit and implicit spatial references.

Conclusion 5: Spatial and planning scholars must learn to understand that a change
towards a comprehensive, or rather holistic, approach to health issues including the
“spatial dimension” takes time. At the academic level, key representatives of other relevant
disciplines (including, above all, public health) must be introduced to the mindset of spatial
planning; at the political level, much effort is still needed to raise awareness and to sensitize
all relevant stakeholders to the space–health nexus as a main reason for inequalities in
(women’s) health and to take ownership of the discovered interrelations [68,69]. Therefore,
especially against the backdrop of demographic ageing, climate change and the impact of
pandemics, as in line with the claim for more “evidence-informed public health policy” [26],
spatial and planning scholars are encouraged to:

• Actively approach public health experts in science [29] and administration—the latter
are focal points between scientists and political decision-makers [65]—and seize every
opportunity for networking in order to bring expertise into the policy cycle in a timely
manner [59].

• Describe complex and abstract issues in a low-threshold manner, depicting them
visually and, for this purpose, explain the space–health nexus for example by means
of storytelling, in order to convey the key messages appropriately [26].

• Discuss the impact goals and measures of the AAPWH in the light of the sound
empirical evidence of spatial planning research together with public health experts, in
order to bring these findings closer to policy makers [28].
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Abstract: According to the United Nations, curtailing the rise of mental illness and drug abuse has
been an important goal for sustainable development of member states. In the United States, reducing
readmission rates for mental health and drug abuse patients is critical, given the rising health care
costs and a strained health care system. This study aims to examine economic and social factors that
predict readmission likelihood for mental health and drug abuse patients in the state of New York.
Patient admission data of 25,846 mental health patients and 32,702 drug abuse patients with multiple
visits in New York hospitals in 2015 were examined. Findings show that economic factors like income
level and payment type impact readmission rates differently: The poorest patients were less likely to
get readmitted while patients with higher incomes were likely to experience drug relapse. Regarding
social factors, mental health patients who lived in neighborhoods with high social capital were less
likely to be readmitted, but drug abuse patients in similar areas were more likely to be readmitted.
The findings show that policy-makers and hospital administrators need to approach readmission
rates differently for each group of patients.

Keywords: readmission; social capital; economics; mental health; drug abuse

“The inclusion of noncommunicable diseases under the health goal is a histori-
cal turning point. Finally, these diseases are getting the attention they deserve.
Through their 169 interactive and synergistic targets, the Sustainable Develop-
ment Goals (SDGs) seek to move the world towards greater fairness that leaves
no one behind.”

Dr Chan, 2013 WHO Director-General

1. Introduction

In 2013, the 66th World Health Assembly adopted a comprehensive plan to curtail the
rise of mental illness and drug abuse worldwide [1]. The then World Health Organization
(WHO) director, Dr. Chan, called this a “historical turning point” that moved the world
toward a more sustainable future. Since then, treating mental health and drug abuse has
always been integrated into the United Nations (UN) platform to promote sustainable de-
velopment among member states [2]. Responding to this, various studies have focused on
factors that can predict and curtail mental illness and drug abuse in various contexts [3–7].

In the United States (US), mental health and drug abuse patients have steadily in-
creased in recent years. According to the 2017 National Survey on Drug Use and Health,
nearly one in five US adults suffered from a mental health condition, and one in eight
US adults struggled with both alcohol and drug use disorders [8]. The Mental Health
America institute estimated that youth mental health is worsening with an increase of
4.3% over five years for youth age 12–17 [9]. The opioid crisis, which has killed 128 people
every day due to overdose [10], is an example of severe drug abuse issues in the US. In
addition, with the Covid-19 pandemic in 2020, it is estimated that there will be even more
people suffering from the psychological impacts of lock-downs due to emotional stress and
financial distress [3].
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In addition, there is a sustainability crisis in the US public health care system [11]. It has
a declining tax base and diminishing social values that are encouraging more private sector
choices, and there are two views on addressing the sustainability of the US public health
care system [12,13]. First, while there may be economies in more efficient administration of
the public health care system that will address sustainability concerns, more scrutiny is
needed of how funding is provided. Those who maintain that the system is unsustainable
would argue that public funding and administration is part of the problem. The solution
may be that Americans have to accept less-comprehensive public health insurance, with
more services being paid for out-of-pocket or by private insurance. In this situation,
supporters of this view would believe that the private-for-profit insurance companies are
the source of the health expenditure increase. A second view is based on the rising cost
of health care, which is threatening to overwhelm the public health care system. Thus, a
major structural reform of the system is required to encourage better public management
as it has the opportunity to provide greater efficiency in the form of faster service and
greater choice for Americans [14]. Furthermore, the use of public funds to provide health
care suggests that when the expenditure for health care increases, either taxes must be
increased or public services reduced. Thus, to avoid such negative effects, public health
care needs to maintain quality while addressing the individual’s health needs accurately
(e.g., differentiating illness accurately).

Against this backdrop, this study seeks to identify economic and social factors that
predict readmission rates of mental health and drug abuse patients in the state of New
York. Understanding these factors will help policy-makers and health administrators
pursue high-quality health care and improve public health in a sustainable manner without
exhausting limited resources.

This study’s focus on the state of New York is motivated by the state’s high readmission
rates, with 93% of hospitals estimated to be penalized for such high rates [15]. In 2008, it is
estimated that 15% of all hospital stays in NY result in readmission, costing $3.7 billion per
year [16]. Reducing readmission rates has become a priority for state public health officials.
In addition, the state has a high growth of mental health and drug abuse patients, ranking
fifth in the nation [17]. This makes it more critical to understand the factors that impact
readmission rates for mental health and drug abuse patients in the state of New York.

2. Conceptual Foundation

2.1. Readmission Rates in the US Health System

Compared to other developed countries, hospitals in the United States have higher
readmission rates [18]. Given the rapid rise of health care costs and rampant inefficiencies
in the health care system, reducing readmission rates has been a crucial goal for quality
health care and sustainable development in the US [19]. To combat this issue, in the
US, since 2013, Medicare reimbursement has been linked to hospital 30-day readmission
rates for acute myocardial infarction (AMI), heart failure (HF), and pneumonia (PN).
Subsequently, reducing readmission rates has become an important indicator of hospital
performance in the US, and a growing number of studies have examined factors that
contribute to reduced readmissions. To date, prior studies have suggested a plethora of
factors, ranging from hospital and treatment characteristics [20–22] to patient-level social
and economic factors [23–25]. These studies make it clear that readmission is a complex
issue dependent not only on hospital-related factors but also on out-of-hospital factors
such as social support [25], economic means [20,26], community factors [24], or even
county-level characteristics [23].

Because readmission rates historically grow out of the concern from the Centers for
Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) for AMI, HF, and PN patients, most readmission
rate research has focused on patients with chronic conditions [20,22,25]. Recent studies
have investigated readmission rates for all medical care services [23,24], for insured pa-
tients [21,26], or for patients with recent surgery or with pneumonia [27]. However, hospital
readmissions for other different types of patients, including mental health and drug abuse
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patients, are still understudied. Studies have found that mental health and drug abuse
patients indeed have a higher risk of readmission compared to other groups [28,29]. Thus,
the objective of this study is to examine factors that contribute to readmission rates among
mental health and drug abuse patients in the state of New York.

In addition, while some studies have looked at readmission rates for mental health and
drug abuse patients [5,27,30,31], they often aggregate findings for both types of patients
as one category. This study argues that such analyses can be incomplete as mental health
patients possibly differ from drug abuse patients in terms of demographic factors, service
utilization patterns, and diagnostic services [4]. Thus, this study aims to compare results
for each type of patient to understand specific influential factors for their readmission rates.

2.2. Conceptual Model

Building on prior research, it is hypothesized that the likelihood of readmission for
a patient will be explained by three groups of factors: Hospital treatments, economic
factors, and social factors. First, the nature of treatments that patients receive can determine
how likely they are to relapse and be readmitted. This is especially important for mental
health and drug abuse patients [32], and prior studies have pointed out that those two
types of patients utilize treatments and service hours differently [4]. Specifically, drug
abuse patients had more treatments and longer stays than mental health patients [4], while
prior diagnostic history was a strong predictor for readmission rates among mental health
patients [30,33]. Thus, this study hypothesizes that these differences in hospital treatments
will explain the readmission rate for mental health versus drug abuse patients.

Second, various studies have attributed readmission rates to economic factors, espe-
cially whether patients have access to economic means to afford hospital visits [20,21,25,26].
For mental health and drug abuse patients, economic factors can also reflect their neigh-
borhood living conditions as low-income patients often cluster in poor areas and are
more prone to mental health problems or entrenched drug usage. For instance, several
studies have associated homelessness with a higher risk of readmission for mental health
patients [30,34,35]. Thus, it is hypothesized that economic factors can help explain the
readmission rates for mental health and drug abuse patients.

Finally, recent studies have posited that social factors also predict patient readmission
rates [23,24]. Instead of relying on economic factors as a proxy for social impacts, these
studies explored the supporting characteristics of patient living environment or community
health system factors. For example, several researchers have suggested that follow-up
in community hospitals can reduce readmission rates for mental health patients [30,31].
Others have identified stronger community support can reduce readmission rates in gen-
eral [24,33,36]. Compared to hospital treatment factors (hospital-controllable) and economic
factors (patient-controllable), these community factors are uncontrollable for hospitals and
patients. Thus, they can provide a complete understanding of readmission rates. In this
paper, it is hypothesized that social factors play a critical role in readmission rates of mental
health and drug abuse patients because those patients need a wide range of social support
to overcome their issues.

In sum, this study’s conceptual model (Figure 1) uses hospital treatments, economic
factors, and community factors to explain readmission rates for mental health and drug
abuse patients. One model is built for each type of patient, and the findings are compared
and contrasted to unveil insights that can inform policy-makers on how to reduce read-
mission rates for those patients. Next, data sources and variables used in the analysis
are discussed.
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Figure 1. Conceptual model.

3. Materials and Methods

3.1. Data Sources and Variables

The study used 2015 discharge data from the New York State Inpatient Databases
(SID) by the Healthcare Cost and Utilization Project (HCUP), and Agency for Healthcare
Research and Quality [37]. The original dataset contained 2.29 million records. The unique
patient identifier was used in the dataset to filter out patients with multiple hospital visits
in 2015, and patients who received services classified as mental health and drug abuse
services. This left 120,140 patients.

To distinguish mental health versus drug abuse patients, the ICD-10 Procedure Coding
System (ICD-10-PCS) was used to identify specific services received by patients during
their hospital visits. Specifically, mental health patients were those who received service
coded 218 (psychological and psychiatric evaluation and theory) while drug abuse patients
were those who received service coded 219 (alcohol and drug rehabilitation/detoxification).
Excluding patients with missing data, the final datasets contained 25,846 mental health
patients and 32,702 drug abuse patients.

From the patient’s visit date and length of stay, a calculation was made as to whether
the visit was readmission within 30 days of last visit discharge. This gave a primary
outcome variable for hospital readmission (1/0 indicator). The independent variables
come from three groups: Hospital treatments, economic factors, and social factors, with
demographics as control variables.

Hospital treatments included the number of diagnoses received during a visit, the
number of procedures received during a visit, the number of external causes of injury, and
length of stay [5,30,31,38]. Following prior studies [5,21], economic factors, such as the
median household income for a patient’s zip code, and insurance type of primary payer
were used. Insurance payment method includes private (self-pay, group insurance) and
public (Medicare, Medicaid). Income was determined based on New York State’s income
categories (e.g., 1 = under poverty <$12,760 for an individual, <$24,600 for a family of four).
Demographics included sex and age [30].

Social factors came from the social capital index for a patient’s county [39]. The social
capital index is developed by the Northeast Regional Center for Rural Development (http:
//aese.psu.edu/nercrd), and it is calculated using an array of individual and community
factors to measure the socio-economic growth of a community. Prior studies have suggested
that social capital within a community will impact patient readmission rates [23,24,40]. For
this study, the social capital index is particularly relevant as supporting communities are
likely to help reduce readmission rates for mental health and drug abuse patients [24,36].
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3.2. Statistical Analysis

To estimate the likelihood of readmission for patients, a multinomial logistic regres-
sion was used. This type of regression uses maximum likelihood estimation to predict the
probability of category membership on a dependent variable based on multiple indepen-
dent variables. Goodness of fit analyses were conducted to accurately specify the model, in
which a gamma distribution and log link were selected.

The sample size was split into two groups: Mental health patients with a total of
25,846 cases, and drug abuse patients with a total of 32,702 cases. The assumption of
multinomial logistic regression in this study was that readmission due to a diagnosed
illness is not related to the readmission for another diagnosed illness. In our mental health
patient sample, a majority of the patients were hospitalized based on the occurrence of an
emergency (82.1%), and 61.1% identified as male. The average age was 42 years old, and
the average length of stay was 14 days. On the other hand, 52.4% of drug abuse patients
were hospitalized due to an emergency, and 75.4% identified as male. The mean age was
43 years old. The average length of stay was 6.5 days.

Our model is as follows. The dependent variable Y = 0 if not readmitted, Y = 1
if readmitted.

yi = (yi1, yi2, . . . , yir)
T

Readmission = length of stay + number of diagnoses + number of procedures +
number of external causes + median household income + payment type + social capital +
sex + age.

4. Results

4.1. Mental Health Patients

A multinomial logistic regression was performed to model the relationship between
the predictors and type of illness in the two groups (mental health issues and drug abuse).
The traditional 0.05 criterion of statistical significance was employed for all tests. For
mental health patients, the final model showed a good fit between model and data, χ2(14,
N = 25,846) = 199.70, Nagelkerke R2 = 0.01, p < 0.001. Goodness-of-fit results showed that
Pearson Chi-square was insignificant (p = 0.41), which indicated that the model fit the data
well. Table 1 shows that for mental health patients, their readmission rates are significantly
predicted by length of stay, number of diagnoses, number of procedures, median income,
payment type, social capital, gender, and age.

Consistent with prior studies [22], our results showed that for mental health patients,
their readmission likelihood was predicted by hospital treatments: Specifically, by the
number of diagnoses and the number of procedures, but not the number of external
causes. While the more diagnoses a patient had, the lower the readmission odds (negative
coefficient), the more procedures a patient had, the higher the readmission odds (positive
coefficient). A one-unit increase in the number of diagnoses will lead to a 0.02 decrease in
the relative log odds of being readmitted as a mental patient, while a one-unit increase in
the number of procedures will result in a 0.025 increase in the readmission odds. Length of
stay appears as a significant predictor, but its beta was small, indicating its low impact.

Economic factors showed positive impacts on readmission likelihood, but the effects
varied. Specifically, median income level as a whole showed a negative significant impact
(p < 0.05) on readmission, and for every unit increase in the income level, there was a
0.08 unit decrease in readmission odds. However, among different income categories,
patients who fell under the poverty line tended not to be readmitted (β = −0.79, p < 0.05),
while the effects of income were negated for other income levels. On the other hand, the
payment method (i.e., insurance coverage) also had an impact on readmission odds, but
only among patients who used Medicare or Medicaid (β = −0.30, p < 0.05; β = −0.39,
p < 0.01, respectively).
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Table 1. Findings from Multinomial Logistic Regression for Mental Health vs. Drug Abuse Patients.

Independent Variables (IV) Descriptive Mental Health (SE) Descriptive Drug Abuse (SE)

Hospital Treatments
Length of Stay −0.00 ** (0.00) 0.04 ** (0.00)

Number of Diagnoses −0.02 ** (0.00) −0.017 ** (0.00)
Number of Procedures 0.025 * (0.01) 0.005 n.s. (0.02)

Number of External Causes 0.035 n.s. (0.03) −0.046 n.s. (0.03)
Economic Factors
Median Income −0.05 **(0.01) −0.06 ** (0.01)

$0–$25,000 39.0% −0.079 * (0.04) 35.9% −0.073 * (0.03)
$25,001–$30,000 18.4% −0.045 n.s. (0.04) 17.5% 0.103 ** (0.04)
$30,001–$35,000 16.6% 0.030 n.s. (0.05) 18.2% 0.087 * (0.04)

$35,001+ 25.9% 0 (0) 28.4% 0 (0)
Payment Type −0.08 ** (0.02) −0.13 ** (0.01)

Medicare 30.0% −0.297 * (0.13) 12.4% −0.240 ** (0.08)
Medicaid 54.3% −0.391 ** (0.13) 66.3% −0.093 n.s. (0.07)

Private Insurance 12.4% −0.089 n.s. (0.13) 15.9% 0.280 ** (0.08)
Self-pay 2.0% −0.084 n.s. (0.16) 2.6% 0.360 ** (0.11)

No Charge 1.3% 0.1% −0.689 n.s. (0.40)
Other 2.8%

Social Factor
Social Capital −0.04 * (0.01) 0.04 ** (0.01)
Demographic

Proportion of Male 58.6% −0.27 ** (0.02) 75.6% −0.36 ** (0.03)
Age 0.00 * (0.00) −0.01 ** (0.00)

* p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01.

Additionally, the results showed that a one-unit increase in the social capital status is
associated with a 0.04 decrease in the relative log odds of being readmitted to the hospital
as a mental health patient. The beta shows a negative result, which suggests that patients
who have higher social capital (which reflects the social environment of their neighborhood)
will have lower readmission odds. This finding is aligned with prior studies that have
suggested the positive impacts of social influences on readmission rates [24,25].

Age was also found to have a significant positive impact on readmission odds (p < 0.05).
Income level showed a negative significant impact (p < 0.05) on readmission. For every
unit increase in the income level, there is a 0.08 unit decrease in readmission odds.

4.2. Drug Abuse Patients

Table 1 shows that for drug abuse patients, significant predictors for their readmission
were length of stay, number of diagnoses, income level, payment method, social capital,
gender, and age. The model has a good fit, χ2(15, N = 32,702) = 791.54, Nagelkerke R2 = 0.04,
p < 0.001. Goodness-of-fit results also show that Pearson Chi-square was insignificant
(p = 0.28), which indicates that the model fits the data well.

Among hospital treatment factors, only length of stay and number of diagnoses were
significant predictors for readmission odds among drug abuse patients. Interestingly, every
day remaining hospitalized was associated with a 0.04 increase in the readmission odds
(β = 0.04). On the other hand, a one-unit increase in the number of diagnoses was associated
with a 0.017 decrease in relative log odds of being readmitted (β = −0.017, p < 0.01).

As with mental health patients, economic factors also had a significant impact on
readmission odds for drug abuse patients. At the aggregate level, income level had a
significant negative impact on readmission odds. A one-level increase in the variable
income level is associated with a decrease in the relative odds of being readmitted. While
only income below the poverty line impacted readmission odds for mental health patients,
higher income brackets also impacted drug abuse patients (below the poverty line, between
$24,000–$35,000, and above $35,000). More interestingly, patients below the poverty line
saw reduced readmission odds while patients with higher income levels saw a higher
chance of being readmitted as a drug abuse patient.

Payment through Medicare, self-pay, and private insurance, but not through Medicaid,
had a positive impact on readmissions. Specifically, every one-unit increase in the use of
Medicare is associated with a decrease of 0.24 units in readmissions odds (Exp(β) = 0.79).
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On the other hand, every one-unit increase in self-pay is associated with a 0.28-unit increase
in readmission and a 0.36-unit increase for private insurance payer.

Social capital had an opposite effect on drug abuse patients compared to mental health
patients. The results showed that a one-unit increase in social capital is associated with
a 0.05 increase in being readmitted as an opioid patient (β = 0.05, p < 0.01). Combined
with the findings related to the income level above, this further confirms that drug abuse
patients who have more disposable income and live in good neighborhoods are more likely
to relapse.

For demographics, every year increase in age is associated with a 0.01 decrease in the
relative log odds (Exp(β) = 1.01) of being readmitted. Moreover, males were more likely to
be readmitted than females.

4.3. Patients with Both Mental Health and Drug Abuse Issues

The number of patients who have been diagnosed to have two types of illness (drug
abuse and mental health) is 4226. Similar to the two models above, a multinomial logistic
regression was performed to model the relationship between the predictors and their read-
mission likelihood. The traditional 0.05 criterion of statistical significance was employed.
The final model showed a good fit between model and data, χ2(15, N = 4226) = 1021.23,
Nagelkerke R2 = 0.01, p < 0.001. Goodness-of-fit results showed that Pearson Chi-square
was insignificant (p = 0.54), which indicated that the model fit the data well. Table 2 shows
that significant unique contributions were made by all the factors except the number of
external causes and age.

Table 2. Findings from Multinomial Logistic Regression for Patients with both Mental Health and
Drug Abuse.

Independent Variables (IV) Descriptive Mental Health and Drug Abuse (SE)

Hospital Treatments
Length of Stay 0.00 ** (0.01)

Number of Diagnoses −0.02 ** (0.01)
Number of Procedures 0.14 ** (0.04)

Number of External Causes −0.01 n.s. (0.10)
Economic Factors
Median Income −0.04 ** (0.01)

$0–$25,000 33.0% −0.04 ** (0.02)
$25,001–$30,000 20.1% 0.07 ** (0.02)
$30,001–$35,000 18.6% 0.07 ** (0.02)

$35,001+ 28.2% 0
Payment Type −0.08 ** (0.01)

Medicare 25.0% −0.08 n.s. (0.05)
Medicaid 55.6% −0.12 ** (0.05)

Private Insurance 14.9% 0.23 ** (0.05)
Self-pay 2.3% 0.27 ** (0.07)

No Charge 0.0% −0.53 n.s. (0.30)
Other 2.2% 0

Social Factor
Social Capital 0.05 ** (0.01)
Demographic

Proportion of Male 63.1% −0.26 ** (0.01)
Age −0.00 n.s. (0.00)

* p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01.

When the data were analyzed based on a patient who has been diagnosed with two
types of illness, length of stay had a positive significant impact on readmission odds. For
every day in the hospital, there is an increase of 0.01 units in relative log odds of being
readmitted as a patient. The number of procedures had a positive significant impact on
readmission odds. For every increase in the number of procedures done on the patient,
there is an increase of 0.12 units in the odds of being readmitted as a patient. Being a patient
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who fell under the poverty line had a significant negative impact on being readmitted. For
every increase in income bracket, there is a decrease of 0.22 units of being readmitted as
a patient. The odds ratio is Exp (β) = 0.81. For dual illness patients, the results showed
that payment method did have an impact on their readmission odds. Additionally, social
capital did not have an impact on patients’ readmission odds. The results showed that
males were more likely to be readmitted than females.

5. Discussion

This study examines contributing factors that predict readmission likelihood for
mental health and drug abuse patients. Readmission rates in the United States have
been high for many years [8,18], and many institutions have been faced with financial
penalties for high readmission rates [27]. To address these concerns, hospitals are seeking a
new path forward to reduce readmissions. Several studies have reported different ways
of reducing the readmissions rate. These include improving patient safety at hospital
discharge [41], enhancing medication reconciliation [42], and improving the transition
from inpatient to outpatient setting [43]. However, these prior studies often focus on
chronic diseases [20,22,25] or combine mental health and drug abuse patients into one
group [5,27,32]. This study separates these two groups of patients to discern differences
in factors that impact their respective readmission odds. The findings showed some
similarities and differences. For both groups, hospital treatments, economic factors, and
social factors played significant roles in predicting readmissions. However, their effects
varied across the two groups. Specifically, the number of procedures was a significant
predictor for mental health patients’ readmissions, but not for drug abuse patients, while
length of stay was a significant predictor for drug abuse patients’ readmissions but not
for mental health patients. This is a contrasting finding with prior studies as researchers
have associated lower length of stay with lower readmission rates for mental health
patients [31,32]. Interestingly, for mental health patients, the number of procedures had
a positive impact, and the number of diagnoses had a negative impact. Prior research
has often associated the number of procedures with lower readmission rates [22,38], but
has not scrutinized the number of diagnoses. Future study is needed to explain the
underlying reason.

In terms of economic factors, the findings confirm prior studies that economic factors
matter [5,34], however, prominent differences between the two types of patients were found.
Patients in higher income levels were likely readmitted for drug abuse issues but not mental
health issues, and private insurance and self-pay significantly predicted readmissions of
drug abuse patients but not mental health patients. Relating back to the Affordable Care
Act, mental health is covered by Medicare and Medicaid, so this finding that only Medicare
and Medicaid patients are frequently readmitted makes sense. This finding also suggests
that healthcare accessibility through economic means has different effects on different types
of patients. This seems to indicate that patients with more disposable income are likely to
relapse to drug abuse. This finding is also related to social capital impact when an opposite
effect is observed: High social capital locations were associated with a higher chance of
readmission for drug abuse, but lower readmission odds for mental health patients. This is
a surprising finding given prior studies have often associated well-off communities with
lower admission rates overall [23,24,31,36,43]. Thus, the findings indicate that community-
based support should be strategically allocated for each type of disease, as found in this
current study.

The findings have several implications for societal sustainability. First, this study
illustrates the importance of healthcare accessibility to the reduction of readmission rates
for mental health and drug abuse patients. It echoes prior studies and suggests policy-
makers pay greater attention to economic inequality as a direct influencer on community
well-being [23,24]. For instance, given patients with high income levels who live in neigh-
borhoods with high social capital actually have higher readmission odds for drug abuse
issues, community leaders in well-off areas can consider incorporating rehabilitation facili-
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ties to address the issue. Second, the findings inform hospital administrators of various
factors that can be used as an indicator of potential readmission among mental health and
drug abuse patients. By identifying potential relapse, hospitals can reduce inefficiencies
and get closer to a more sustainable healthcare system [19]. Finally, the findings show
differences between mental health and drug abuse patients, which suggests the need for
different policies to reduce readmission rates for each group of patients. For instance,
patients with lower socio-economic means are likely to suffer from mental illness, thus
governmental-level support is needed to help this population (e.g., extending coverage for
mental illness).

The study is not without limitations. The data focused solely on New York State,
thus, the findings are generalizable only to states that have similar demographics and
populations. However, nation-wide data would be more comprehensive in addressing the
shortfall for this study. A second limitation is that this data set is focused only on one year
of readmission data. A longitudinal data set would benefit the study of these readmission
rates in a time series manner. In other words, other determinants, such as a change in
public policy due to a change in political parties, could be used to compare the difference
in insurance cost and how that will impact readmission rates.

6. Conclusions

Hospitals in the United States are financially penalized for having a higher than
expected thirty-day readmission rate among patients who have comorbid mental health
diagnoses or other symptoms. Traditionally, hospitals have been categorizing readmission
rates between drug abuse patients with mental health patients [5,27,31,32]. It is also
unknown what the effect of distinguishing the readmission data into its respective disease
could have on readmission rates. While many patients are comorbid patients, this study
found that although the effects vary in each group, it is important to have different and
separate policies to reduce readmission rates for patients with different types of diseases.
Prior studies argued that providing support to mental health patients after their discharge
helps with reducing physical health readmissions [36]. In addition, prior studies found that
alcohol dependence and other mental disorders are associated with inpatient admission or
emergency department (ED) visits [5]. In that same study, the authors found that insurance
types were predictors of readmission. This study contributes to the existing literature
by utilizing hospital discharge data from the state of New York to understand predictors
for readmission rates of mental health and drug abuse patients. This study investigated
not only the hospital-controllable and patient-controllable factors (i.e., hospital treatments
and economic factors) but also uncontrollable factors, such as social determinants, to
predict the readmission odds of mental health and drug abuse patients. Considering
the high rate of readmissions and ED use in the United States [18], and the concomitant
spending by patients, such efforts to address these knowledge gaps could improve patient
outcomes and reduce readmission rates, which leads to a reduction of health care costs in a
sustainable manner.
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Abstract: In a context of high job insecurity resulting from social deregulation policies, this research
aims to study health and substance abuse inequalities in the workplace from a gender perspective.
To this end, a transversal study was carried out based on microdata from the National Health Survey
in Spain—2017, selecting the active population and calculating the prevalence of the state of health
and consumption, according to socio-occupational factors (work relationship, social occupational
class, time and type of working day). Odds ratios adjusted by socio-demographic variables and their
90% confidence intervals were estimated by means of binary logistic regressions stratified by sex.
The results obtained showed two differentiated patterns of health and consumption. On the one
hand, unemployed people and those from more vulnerable social classes showed a higher prevalence
of both chronic depression and anxiety and of hypnosedative and tobacco use. On the other hand,
the better positioned social classes reported greater work stress and alcohol consumption. In addition,
while unemployment affected men’s health more intensely, women were more affected by the type of
working day. The study can be used to design sustainable preventive occupational health policies,
which should at least aim at improving the quantity and quality of employment.

Keywords: job insecurity; health and consumption indicators; gender inequalities; sustainable
preventive policies

1. Introduction

More than a decade has passed since the financial crisis and the stagnation of the global economy
in 2008 (the great recession) began and austerity policies (the great aggression) imposed by the Troika
(formed by the European Commission, the European Central Bank and the International Monetary
Fund) based on a political exchange of “neoliberal intergovernmentalism” that forced the member
states of the European Union with economic difficulties, especially the countries of the South (Spain,
Greece and Portugal), to deregulate the labor market and labor relations [1,2] with the “conditionality”
of obtaining financial aid and bank bailouts [3]. These policies have led to a radical transformation of
industrial relations models and the breakdown of the fragile balances achieved during decades of social
dialogue by deregulating the three historical collective mechanisms that have acted in the defense
and protection of workers: protection of legality, trade union intervention and business coverage [4].
This aggression has meant a great regression that, on the one hand, has led the most disadvantaged
social classes to even worse living conditions, and, on the other hand, has slipped the middle classes
into economic fragility, extending economic and social vulnerability to large social strata [5].

In this regard, with regard to the extent of social and economic vulnerability in the field of
health, a study by Stuckler et al. [6,7] in post-communist countries found that massive privatization
programs in the health system increased short-term adult male mortality rates by 12.8% among the
most disadvantaged social classes. On a national level, the impact of austerity policies on the health
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of the Spanish population has been the subject of numerous investigations from the public health
field, concluding that the effects on the population are heterogeneous and controversial, endangering
the sustainability of the national health system [8–12]. In particular, important differences have been
identified between the Autonomous Communities in terms of the management of the economic crisis
and austerity policies. While the government of the Basque Country did not implement austerity
policies during the crisis, in La Rioja, Madrid and the Balearic Islands, privatization policies were
implemented in the health system [8]. In addition, the study conducted by Del Pozo-Rubio et al. [10]
showed how the co-payment of dependency introduced in Spain through the Resolution of 13 July
2012 meant, on the one hand, an unequal application of co-payments between the Autonomous
Communities, with Andalusia, Valencia and Catalonia having the highest levels of co-payment, and,
on the other hand, how the co-payment went from 20% in the national average before the reform
to 53.54% after the reform. Thus, these studies would confirm both the inequalities between social
classes and between the different regions of Spain. In addition, there is empirical evidence on problems
of technical quality (misdiagnosis or inappropriate diagnosis) and interpersonal quality (poorer
treatment and communication) in the public health system related to cuts in the health workforce,
which affects the whole population, but especially people with fewer resources and immigrants [12].
These cuts and privatizations could explain how since the beginning of the economic crisis in Spain,
there has been a significant slowdown in the reduction of the cancer mortality rate [11], which would
be related in some way to the studies by Stuckler and others [6,7]. This context of economic crisis
jeopardizes the sustainability of the welfare state, as the protection system (healthcare and social
benefits) is financed in most European countries through employers’ and workers’ contributions to
work performance. As a result, austerity measures reduce state revenues, which are largely dependent
on full employment and decent wage policies, leading to severe cuts in public health and other social
expenditures [13]. High unemployment rates in turn erode the bargaining power of workers and
their class organizations, feeding back into the spiral of deregulation and deterioration of working
conditions and occupational health [14].

In this context and for the purposes of this research, there has been an increase in job insecurity
both in the European Union (EU) in general and in Spain in particular [15]. Job insecurity can be defined
as a perceived threat to the continuity and stability of employment as currently experienced [16] or the
loss of well-being resulting from job uncertainty [17]. Different domains or facets of job insecurity can be
drawn from these definitions. The first would be uncertainty in a threefold dimension: (a) uncertainty
about whether or not employment will eventually be lost; (b) uncertainty about when it will occur, i.e.,
when the job will be lost; and (c) uncertainty about the consequences of the loss of employment [18].
The second domain would be the threat, since the uncertainty of loss of employment is comparable
to the severity of the threat [19]. That is, depending on the possibilities of finding new employment
and the degree of dependence on wages for survival, the degree of threat will be greater or lesser,
and therefore, is related to some theories of human needs (for example, Maslow’s pyramid) [20].
Finally, there is a third dimension that refers to the powerlessness or absence of strategies available to
workers to resist the threat of dismissal [21–23]. Thus, the lack of protection (trade unions, working
without a contract, unemployment benefit systems, and so on) makes it more or less likely that they
will resist the threat of unemployment [22]. In the scientific literature, various ways can be found to
study and make job insecurity operational in order to measure it. On the one hand, there are studies
that focus on the analysis of perceived or subjective insecurity [24], understood as an interpretation or
evaluation by the worker of a series of external signs that have to do with job continuity [25]. On the
other hand, there are studies that focus on the analysis of attributed insecurity [26], that is, on the
objective signs of insecurity (contractual situation, position of the worker in the company, working
conditions, etc.) that do not depend on the worker’s perception [24]. Although there are various
ways of studying job insecurity, the fact is that perceived or subjective insecurity and attributed or
objective insecurity are related, insofar as, although perceived insecurity depends on personal and
contextual factors, which may lead some workers to overestimate the probability of losing their jobs,
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the fact is that there is empirical evidence that correlates the subjective dimension with the objective
one [27]. In fact, it has been shown that temporary contracts are associated with greater self-perceived
insecurity [28–30] and the transformation of temporary contracts into permanent contracts with a greater
perception of security [31]. The focus of this research is on attributed insecurity and therefore requires
further analysis. In this regard, the previous literature has identified four types of studies related to
objective insecurity: (a) research that focuses on studying insecurity dynamically through unstable
employment trajectories [32,33]; (b) insecurity produced by closures, restructuring or downsizing,
including those workers not affected by layoffs [34,35]; (c) job insecurity from the point of view of
the type of contract or contractual relationship (temporary or permanent) [36,37]; and (d) research
that studies job insecurity from a multidimensional point of view not only based on the contractual
relationship but also including other elements such as occupational social class or working time,
approaching the concept of job insecurity [38–41]. From the classification given, this study is part of
the proposals for measuring insecurity attributed from a multidimensional perspective. It should be
noted that this holistic perspective is related to labor precariousness, since this construct is broader
and contemplates insecurity but not in an isolated manner [25].

Focusing on the health effects of perceived job insecurity, previous studies have identified how
a subjective perception of insecurity leads to an erosion of job satisfaction [42], increased feelings
of anxiety [15], or high levels of stress comparable to those who are unemployed [16]. However,
the psychological health effects of job insecurity can be modulated by subjective employability [43].
In other words, subjective employability differs from objective employability (observable contextual
conditions such as contractual conditions [44]) because it focuses on people’s belief that they can
easily find a new job based on their genuine skills, such as work experience or educational level [45],
and that previous studies have shown that it is associated with lower levels of psychological risk when
unemployment is addressed proactively [45–47].

With regard to the health effects of attributed or objective job insecurity, it has been shown that
unemployment exposes individuals to greater psychological risk [48,49]. Specifically, unemployment
has been associated with a worse self-perceived general health status [50], increased mental
illness such as anxiety and depression [51,52], psychosomatic and sleep disorders [43,49], the use
of hypnosedatives [50,53], addictive behaviors such as the consumption of alcohol, tobacco or
drugs [50,53,54], and even family conflicts and suicides [48]. If we focus on the multidimensional
perspective of this study, previous research has observed elements of job insecurity attributed to the
increase in psychosomatic disorders and unhealthy habits, such as the use of hypnosedatives and
addictive substances that erode people’s health [55–60]. Specifically, with regard to contractual status,
working conditions and occupational social class, it has been identified that (a) people on temporary
contracts use health services less frequently for fear of being absent from work and dismissed [55];
(b) working long hours has been associated with higher levels of alcohol consumption [55]; (c) night
work has been associated with regular smoking [56]; (d) high levels of occupational stress have been
associated with a higher prevalence of alcohol consumption [57,58] and the use of hypnosedatives [59];
and (e) the more vulnerable manual social classes have been associated with poor mental health [60]
and regular tobacco use [55].

From the findings of the previous literature, it is possible to observe multiple and complex
bilateral and multilateral relationships between socio-professional factors, on the one hand, and the
spiral of constant health deterioration on the other. For example, work-related stress has been
associated with depression or anxiety [60,61]. These mental disorders are in turn linked to the use
of hypnosedatives [59] and addictive behavior [57,58]. Even among the most disadvantaged manual
workers, alcohol consumption has been found to be associated with an increased likelihood of losing
their job [62], which deepens the feedback between social vulnerability and health impairment.

Given the complexity and current occupational vulnerability in Spain and the scarce specific and
partial studies that study the associations between mental health, the use of hypnosedatives and the
consumption of addictive substances in the workplace, it is necessary to carry out more extensive
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analyses to explore possible patterns of relationships between all the aforementioned variables of
health and consumption of the active population in the labor market, in order to establish sustainable
health and employment policies that reverse the health emergency situation caused, to a certain extent,
by the economic crisis management policies themselves. Therefore, the main objective of this research
is to explore, holistically and jointly, the possible patterns between the main occupational factors of
attributed or objective job insecurity (type of contract or employment relationship, occupational social
class, working time and type of working day) and the various health factors (general and mental state,
consumption of hypnosedatives, tobacco and alcohol) in the Spanish active population. In addition,
several studies indicate that the different gender roles in the area of reproductive tasks [63,64] and the
precarious working conditions that affect working women most intensely [65,66] make them more
likely to refer to psychosomatic disorders and to consume more hypnosedatives [67–69]. In light of
these findings, it is considered relevant to address the objective of this research to explore health and
consumption patterns by stratifying the working population sample by sex.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Sample and Study Population

In order to achieve the proposed objectives, the use of the microdata from the questionnaire
for adults from the National Health Survey (ENSE, 2017) [70], carried out by the Ministry of Health,
Consumption and Social Welfare of Spain, was considered the most suitable source for carrying out the
study, since for each Autonomous Community, an independent sample was designed, which allowed
for having a large and representative sample of the entire country [71]. The sample carried out was a
polytopic one. In the first stage the census sections were selected and in the second stage the main
family dwellings were selected. In each dwelling, an adult person aged 16 years old or over was
selected to carry out the adult questionnaire. The fieldwork was extended between the months of
October 2016 and October 2017, for the purpose of collecting data that might be affected by seasonality.
The total size of the ENSE survey for adults in 2017 was 23,089 persons, with a high response rate of 95%.
Information was collected through personal interviews. The same was complemented, in exceptional
cases, by means of a telephone interview. For the present study, only the active population was selected.
The active population was considered to be those persons who were of working age (16 years old or
over in Spanish legislation) and who carried out a professional activity, as well as those persons of
working age who were unemployed and who were actively seeking employment [72]. Thus, the sample
for this research was 12,260 persons between the ages of 16 and 64 years old. Specifically, the study
included a sample of 6299 men (5163 (82%) employed and 1136 (18%) unemployed) and 5931 women
(4610 (77.3%) employed and 1351 (22.7%) unemployed) (Table 1).

Table 1. Sociodemographic characteristics of the active population in Spain, health status, consumption
of hypnosedatives, tobacco and alcohol, according to sex.

Variables
Men

(n = 6299; 51.4%)
Women

(n = 5961; 48.6%) p-Value b

n (%) a n (%) a

Self-perceived health status <0.001
Bad 1168 (18.5) 1486 (24.9)

Good 5131 (81.5) 4475 (75.1)

Visits to the family doctor <0.001
No 1902 (30.2) 1069 (17.9)
Yes 4397 (69.8) 4892 (82.1)

Depression <0.001
No 6012 (95.5) 5391 (90.4)
Yes 285 (4.5) 566 (9.5)

DK/DA 2 (0.0) 4 (0.1)
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Table 1. Cont.

Variables
Men

(n = 6299; 51.4%)
Women

(n = 5961; 48.6%) p-Value b

n (%) a n (%) a

Chronic anxiety <0.001
No 5960 (94.6) 5302 (89.0)
Yes 334 (5.3) 651 (10.9)

DK/DA 5 (0.1) 8 (0.1)

Stress <0.001
No 2670 (51.7) 2209 (48.1)
Yes 2484 (48.1) 2388 (51.8)

DK/DA 9 (0.2) 3 (0.1)

Tranquilizers, relaxants,
sleeping pills <0.001

No 2840 (45.0) 3137 (52.6)
Yes 369 (5.9) 601 (10.1)

DK/DA 3090 (49.1) 2223 (37.3)

Antidepressants, stimulants <0.001
No 3072 (48.7) 3431 (57.6)
Yes 137 (2.2) 307 (5.1)

DK/DA 3090 (49.1) 2223 (37.3)

Smoke <0.001
No 4148 (65.9) 4205 (70.6)
Yes 2144 (34.1) 1753 (29.4)

DK/DA 7 (0.1) 3 (0.0)

Alcohol <0.001
No 2102 (33.4) 3384 (56.8)
Yes 4192 (66.6) 2573 (43.2)

DK/DA 5 (0.1) 4 (0.1)

Type of contract or
employment situation <0.001

Entrepreneur 370 (5.9) 182 (3.1)
Official 505 (8.0) 607 (10.2)

Indefinite salaried 2754 (43.7) 2517 (42.2)
Temporary employee 769 (12.2) 788 (13.2)

Autonomous 742 (11.8) 460 (7.7)
Without contract 23 (0.4) 56 (0.9)

Unemployed 1136 (18%) 1351 (22.7)

Occupational Category <0.001
Managers with more than

10 workers 732 (11.6) 759 (12.8)

Managers with fewer than
10 workers 525 (8.3) 584 (9.8)

Intermediate technicians 1190 (18.9) 1270 (21.4)
Qualified supervisors 957 (15.2) 582 (9.8)

Qualified manual
technicians 2045 (32.5) 1808 (30.3)

Unqualified manual
technicians 809 (12.8) 924 (15.5)

DK/DA 41 (0.7) 34 (0.6)

Working time <0.001
Full time 4894 (94.8) 3616 (78.5)
Part time 268 (5.2) 987 (21.4)
DK/DA 1 (0.0) 7 (0.1)
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Table 1. Cont.

Variables
Men

(n = 6299; 51.4%)
Women

(n = 5961; 48.6%) p-Value b

n (%) a n (%) a

Type of working day <0.001
Split shift 2105 (40.8) 1379 (29.9)

Continue in the morning 1383 (26.8) 1638 (35.9)
Continue in the afternoon 117 (2.3) 201 (4.4)

Continue through the night 68 (1.3) 37 (0.8)
Shifts 39 (0.8) 183 (4)

Irregular or variable day
according to the days 757 (14.8) 616 (13.4)

Other types 637 (12.5) 506 (10.9)
DK/DA 57 (1.1) 50 (1.0)

Age 0.006
16–24 230 (3.7) 200 (3.4)
25–34 946 (15.0) 1022 (17.1)
35–44 1924 (30.5) 1844 (30.9)
45–54 1851 (29.4) 1851 (29.0)
≥55 1348 (21.4) 1168 (19.6)

Nationality 0.014
Spanish 5516 (87.6) 5131 (86.1)

Foreigner 783 (12.4) 830 (13.9)
Marital status <0.001

Single 1937 (30.7) 1667 (28.0)
Married 3840 (61) 3310 (55.7)
Widower 54 (0.9) 181 (3.0)
Divorced 463 (7.4) 789 (13.3)
DK/DA 5 (0.1) 14 (0.2)

Education level <0.001
Primary 860 (13.7) 604 (10.1)

Secondary 4077 (64.7) 3501 (58.7)
Tertiary 1362 (21.6) 1856 (31.1)

Type of family life <0.001
Married 3597 (57.1) 2813 (47.2)

Domestic partner 189 (3.0) 137 (2.3)
Do not live together 2513 (39.9) 3010 (50.5)

Family care work <0.001
No 5706 (90.6) 5216 (87.5)
Yes 592 (9.4) 745 (12.5)

Monthly household income 0.781
Less than 1050 euros

per month 1983 (31.5) 5216 (87.5)

From 1050 to less than
2200 euros 2739 (43.5) 745 (12.5)

From 2200 to less than
4500 euros 1540 (24.4) 1465 (24.6)

More than 4500 euros
per month 37 (0.6) 26 (0.5)

a n = number; % = percentage of total sample; b p value = sex differences calculated using Chi-square test, with 95%
confidence level. DK/DA= Does not know/does not answer.

2.2. Dependent, Independent and Covariant Adjustment Variables

Nine dichotomised dependent variables were used. The general health status was evaluated
on the basis of two questions: (a) “In the last twelve months, would you say your health status has
been very good, good, fair, bad, very bad?” This question was dichotomized into 0 = Bad health
(fair/bad/very bad) and 1 = Good health (very good/good); and (b) “When was the last time you
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consulted your general practitioner or family doctor for yourself?” The variable was dichotomized
into 0 = No (12 months ago or more/Never) and 1 = Yes (Within the last 4 weeks/Between 4 weeks and
12 months). It is worth mentioning that the self-perceived health variable was dichotomized following
common practices in public health studies [73–75]. In addition, we studied the relationship between
the self-perceived health variable constructed with twenty-five indicators of pathologies diagnosed
by health professionals, finding in all cases a statistically significant relationship that shows how
people with good self-perceived health present a lower frequency of being diagnosed with pathologies
(Table A1, Appendix A) and, therefore, demonstrate the validity of the constructed variable.

With regard to the state of mental health, three variables were used. Two of them refer to whether
the person interviewed suffered from depression in the last 12 months (0 = No; 1 = Yes) or chronic
anxiety (0 = No; 1 = Yes). The third variable, corresponding to work stress, was measured through
the following question: “Globally and taking into account the conditions in which you carry out
your work, indicate how you consider the level of stress of your work according to a scale from 1
(not at all stressful) to 7 (very stressful)”. The question was dichotomized by the median which was 4,
with 0 = No (from 1 to 4) and 1 = Yes (from 5 to 7). The consumption of hypnosedatives was measured
through two questions referring to whether in the last 12 months the person interviewed had consumed
tranquilizers, relaxants and/or sleeping pills (0 = No; 1 = Yes), or whether he/she took antidepressants
and/or stimulants (0 =No; 1 = Yes). Finally, addictive behaviors were measured through two questions:
(a) “Could you tell me if you smoke?”—the question was dichotomized into 0 = No (I don’t currently
smoke, but have smoked before/I don’t smoke or have never smoked regularly) and 1 = Yes (Yes,
I smoke daily/I do smoke, but not daily); and (b): “During the past 12 months, how often have you
had alcoholic beverages of any kind?”—it was dichotomized by the median; this resulted in 0 =No
(Never/No in last 12 months/3 days per month to less than 1 day in a month) and 1 = Yes (Daily or
almost daily/6 to 1 days per week).

The independent variables correspond to the main socio-labor characteristics present in the
ENSE survey itself. These are: the type of contract or employment situation, the socio-labor category,
the working time and the type of working day. It is worth noting that it was not necessary to transform
any of the four independent variables, since the ENSE already provided them in an adequate manner
to carry out the study. The socio-demographic adjustment variables were age, nationality, marital
status, level of education, the income of the family household, type of family life and family care work,
following the guidelines of previous studies with similar characteristics [54,56,76]. These variables
were selected because they interact predictably with gender roles and can affect men and women
differently and act as confounding variables [59–62]. In fact, to avoid selection problems in the female
labor force, these studies incorporate family status and care work as adjustment variables, since the
reproductive and productive spheres are interconnected [60]. However, in order to verify the presence
or absence of selection bias in the female labor force derived from their lower level of participation
in the labor market, the Heckman two-stage model was used. The results obtained (Table A2) show
that there is no selection bias in any of the nine dependent variables derived from the fact that the
correlation coefficients of the error terms of the two equations (Rho) are close to zero and are not
significant. Therefore, the likelihood test carried out to verify the null hypothesis of independence
between the equations is not rejected. In addition, it can be seen how the coefficients of each variable
show how women who are married or live with a partner and in households where there are care
jobs have less participation in the labor market. These findings would reinforce the robustness of the
results of the present study. Finally, it should be mentioned that the answers “don’t know” and “don’t
respond” were eliminated from the statistical analyses.
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2.3. Statistical Analysis

First, a descriptive analysis of the absolute and relative (%) frequencies of all the variables used
was performed, and the differences between men and women were recorded using the chi-square test
(p < 0.05) (Table 1). Secondly, before stratifying the sample by sex, in order to compare differences
between health and consumption indicators between men and women, adjusted odds ratios (aOR)
were calculated for all socio-labor and demographic variables and their 90% confidence intervals,
using logistic regression models, establishing men as the reference category (Figure 1 and Table 2).
Third, once the comparison between both sexes was made, the sample was stratified between the male
and female labor force to find associations between socio-labor factors and health and consumption
indicators. To this end, as in the previous case, logistical regressions adjusted for all socio-labor and
demographic variables were carried out for both the male (Table 3) and female labor forces (Table 4).
The regression models were based on the most favorable socio-labor categories (Employment status =
Entrepreneur; Socio-labor category =Manager with more than 10 workers; Working time = Full time;
Type of workday = Start), following the criteria of favorability used in previous studies with similar
characteristics [54]. The goodness of fit of the models was evaluated using the Hosmer–Lemeshow test.
The calculations were performed with the SPSS program (version 24) which allows the analysis of
complex samples.

Figure 1. Logistic regressions between health and consumption indicators by sex. OR: adjusted
odds ratio for the four socio-labor variables included in the table (type of contract or employment
situation, occupational category, household income, working time and type of working day) and the
demographic variables (age, nationality, marital status, level of education, type of family life, family
care work, monthly household income) with men as the reference category; IC90%: confidence interval;
* significance level of the p-value < 0.10.
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3. Results

The descriptive analysis showed, on the one hand, that working women presented a worse state
of self-perceived health in the last 12 months (24.9%), visited their family doctor more frequently
(82.1%), suffered from a higher prevalence of depression (9.5%), chronic anxiety (10.9%), occupational
stress (51.8%), and consumed tranquilizers (10.1%) and antidepressants (5.1%) more frequently. On the
other hand, the consumption of tobacco and alcohol was higher in men (34.1% and 66.6%, respectively)
(Table 1).

The regression models (Figure 1), would confirm the associations found in the descriptive analyses,
to the extent that women were 1.47 times more likely to report poor health perceived by themselves than
men (aOR = 0.68; IC90%:0.62–0.74) and 1.93 times more likely to visit the family doctor (aOR = 1.93;
IC90%:1.77–2.1). In addition, women had a worse mental health status as they were 2.54 times more
likely to suffer from depression (aOR = 2.54; IC90%:2.13–3.02), 2.23 and 1.26 times more likely to
remit chronic anxiety and stress, respectively, compared to men. A similar situation occurred in the
consumption of hypnosedatives, since women were more likely to consume tranquilizers (aOR = 1.51;
IC90%:1.29–1.76) and antidepressants (aOR = 2.35; IC90%:1.85–2.99). However, men were 2.63 times
more likely to consume alcohol (aOR = 0.38; IC90%: 0.35–0.41).

In order to deepen the analysis of the differences between the male and female labor force,
regressions of the nine health and consumption indicators were carried out with the interactions
between gender and the type of labor relationship and the occupational social class. The results obtained
(Table 2) show that the gender differences found in Figure 1 increase both in work situations and in
more vulnerable social classes. Specifically, women working without a contract were found to be
4.03 times more likely to suffer from depression (aOR = 4.03; IC90% = 2.22–7.3), 3.96 times more likely
to report chronic anxiety (aOR = 3.96; IC90% = 2.2–7), or 4.01 times more likely to take antidepressants
(aOR = 4.01; IC90% = 1.92–8.3) than men working without a contract. Similar situations were identified
in unemployed women who were more likely to suffer from depression (aOR = 3.19; IC90% = 2.71–3.2),
chronic anxiety (aOR = 3.15; IC90% = 2.69–3.6) and antidepressant use (aOR = 2.95; IC90% = 2.36–3.69)
compared to unemployed men. With regard to the social occupational class, the most relevant gender
differences were also found in psychosomatic pathologies and the consumption of hypnosedatives
among both qualified and unqualified manual technicians, although these associations were less intense.

3.1. Relationships between Socio-Labour Characteristics and Consumption Indicators in the Male Labour Force

Regression analyses on the male labor force (Table 3) found how unemployment correlated with
poorer health and consumption standards, as unemployed workers were 1.75 times more likely to
report poorer self-perceived health (aOR = 0.57; IC90%: 0.38–0.89), 5.53 and 5.92 times more likely to
suffer from depression and chronic anxiety, respectively (aOR = 5.53; IC90%:2.49–12.26; aOR = 5.92;
IC90%: 2.83–12.42, respectively), compared to employers. In addition, unemployed workers were also
more likely to use tranquilizers (aOR = 3.09; IC90%: 1.60–5.95), antidepressants (aOR = 6.75; IC90%:
1.91–23.83), and tobacco (aOR = 1.75; IC90%: 1.28–2.41). However, the employers presented greater
probability of suffering labor stress with respect to the rest of labor situations, arriving to present
1.56 times larger probabilities of referring to stress than the workers without a contract (aOR = 0.64;
IC90%: 0.51–0.79). In addition, employers were more likely to consume alcohol than unemployed
workers (aOR = 0.51; IC90%: 0.37–0.71).

In reference to occupational social class, both skilled and unskilled manual technicians were
associated with worse health standards (general and mint) and consumption of hypnosedatives
compared to managers with more than 10 employees. Nevertheless, the highest differences were
found in unskilled manual workers who were 1.75 times more likely to have worse self-perceived
health status (aOR = 0.57; CI90%: 0.48–0.69), as well as being more likely to suffer from depression
(aOR = 2.39; IC90%: 1.67–3.44), chronic anxiety (aOR = 2.40; IC90%: 1.71–3.42) and to take tranquilizers
(aOR = 1.92; IC90%: 1.44–2.56), antidepressants (aOR = 2.30; IC90%: 1.42–3.71) or tobacco (aOR = 2.62;
IC90%: 2.19–3.13). However, managers with more than 10 employees were 1.96 times more likely to
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report job stress (aOR = 0.51; IC90%: 0.40–0.63) and 1.47 more likely to consume alcohol (aOR = 0.68;
IC90%: 0.58–0.80) compared to unskilled manual technicians.

Finally, the most noteworthy results regarding working time were that, on the one hand, part-time
workers reported a smaller likelihood of suffering work stress (aOR = 0.60; IC90%: 0.49–0.7) and,
on the other hand, that those who worked shifts appeared more likely to report a worse state of
self-perceived health (aOR = 0.82; IC90%: 0.52–0.99), visiting their family doctor more (aOR = 1.25;
IC90%: 1.07–1.40) and reporting chronic anxiety (aOR = 01.67; IC90%: 1.21–2.3) compared to those
who worked split shifts.

3.2. Relationships between Socio-Labour Characteristics and Consumption Indicators in the Female Labour Force

In reference to the female labor force, the results obtained (Table 4) showed similar findings to
those identified in men regarding the labor situation, insofar as unemployed women presented a lower
probability of referring to a good state of self-perceived health (aOR= 0.56; IC90%: 0.39–0.79) and a higher
probability of suffering from depression (aOR = 2.70; IC90%: 1.59–4.58), chronic anxiety (aOR = 2.00;
IC90%: 1.23–3.26) or taking tranquilizers (aOR = 2.29; IC90%: 1.30–4.00) and tobacco (aOR = 1.92;
IC90%: 1.03–3.61) with respect to female entrepreneurs. However, the highest probabilities were found
in women working without a contract, who were 1.92 times more likely to suffer from depression
(aOR = 1.92; IC90%: 1.12–4.1) and 2.60 times more likely to smoke tobacco (aOR= 2.60; IC90%: 1.01–6.70)
than female entrepreneurs. Furthermore, coinciding again with the results for the male workforce,
associations were observed between female managers and work stress or alcohol consumption, insofar
as women working without a contract were less likely to suffer work stress (aOR = 0.62; IC90%: 0.36–0.8)
or consume alcohol (aOR = 0.56; IC90%: 0.3–0.98) than female entrepreneurs.

In reference to occupational social class, again, coinciding with men, both qualified and unqualified
manual techniques were associated with worse health and consumption of hypnosedatives compared
to managers with more than 10 employees. The largest differences were found in unskilled manual
workers who were 1.61 more likely to have worse self-perceived health (aOR = 0.62; CI90%: 0.53–0.72),
as well as a higher probability of suffering from depression (aOR = 1.82; IC90%: 1.46–2.27) or chronic
anxiety (aOR = 1.76; IC90%: 1.41–2.20) and of taking tranquilizers (aOR = 1.52; IC90%: 1.24–1.87),
antidepressants (aOR = 1.69; IC90%: 1.28–2.23) or tobacco (aOR = 1.96; IC90%: 1.64–2.33). However,
managers with more than 10 employees were 1.39 times more likely to report job stress (aOR = 0.72;
IC90%: 0.58–0.89) and 2.00 times more likely to consume alcohol (aOR = 0.50; IC90%: 0.43–0.57)
compared to unskilled manual technicians.

Finally, with reference to the working day, unlike the male working population, women working
the afternoon shift or irregular days were those who presented the most significant associations with
general and mental health indicators. Women working continuous afternoon shifts were 1.56 times
more likely to report self-perceived ill health (aOR = 0.64; IC90%: 0.48–0.84), 2.38 times more likely to
suffer from depression (aOR = 2.38; IC90%:1.63–3.4) and 1.95 times more likely to suffer from chronic
anxiety (aOR = 1.95; IC90%: 1.35–2.8) than women working split shifts. On the other hand, workers
with irregular working hours also presented a higher likelihood of reporting depression (aOR = 1.56;
IC90%: 1.14–2.1), chronic anxiety (aOR = 1.35; IC90%: 1.01–1.8) and consumption of tranquilizers
(aOR = 1.59; IC90%: 1.16–2.1). In terms of working time, part-time workers were more likely to suffer
from depression (aOR = 1.50; IC90%: 1.22–1.8) and less likely to report job-related stress (aOR = 0.59;
IC90%: 0.40–0.61).

4. Discussion

The results obtained (Table 1 and Figure 1) confirm some results of previous studies, as the
prevalence of poor self-perceived health, mental disorders and hypnosedative use is higher in
women [77,78], while alcohol consumption is higher in men [77–79]. Furthermore, as shown in Table 2,
the differences between men and women increase in the most unstable employment situations (working
without a contract or unemployed) and in the most vulnerable occupational social classes (skilled and
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unskilled manual workers) to the extent that the odds ratios identified in these categories are higher
both in psychosomatic pathologies and in the consumption of hypnosedatives.

Likewise, it is confirmed for both sexes that unemployment is related to worse self-perceived health,
the fact of suffering from depression and the consumption of hypnosedatives [51,54,77]. However,
as noted in the introduction, subjective employability could influence as a possible moderator the
relationship between job insecurity and negative mental health outcomes. It would be interesting in
future studies to have measurement variables of subjective employability to observe their interaction
with attributed job insecurity and health and consumption outcomes.

Continuing with the analysis, it is worth mentioning that the impact of unemployment is greater
among the male labor force for several reasons. First, because unemployed workers are more than
twice as likely to suffer from depression as employed women. Second, while the unemployed have
had a high prevalence of chronic anxiety and antidepressant use compared to actively working men,
no differences in antidepressant use have been found between currently working and unemployed
women, and the relationships identified for chronic anxiety are much smaller than those of men.
This situation could be explained by the division of family roles and responsibilities between men and
women, as previous studies have shown [60,80]. However, these hypotheses merit specific analysis in
future studies, rather than the multidimensional analysis sought in this research, since, while there are
important differences between the probabilities of the female and male workforces, when the sample is
stratified by sex, they are no longer comparable.

Previous research has found that temporary workers and those with job instability make less
frequent visits to the family doctor [55] and have a higher prevalence of mental disorders [53]. However,
in our study we found that self-employed workers are the least likely to make medical visits and the
most likely to suffer from depression and chronic anxiety. Despite the divergences between the results
and the complexity of the relationships, there may be a pattern derived from the stronger perception of
distress among precarious workers when they perceive high job insecurity [53], which may lead them
not to absent themselves from work for fear of being fired and, consequently, not attending the doctor
and opting to self-medicate. In fact, the Sixth European Survey on Working Conditions 2015 [81],
identified that 44% of workers with permanent contracts declared that they had worked while sick
during the last year, while among self-employed workers the rate was 50%, which could confirm
that the productive need makes the self-employed worker not absent from work, even if he is sick.
On the other hand, a study conducted in public hospitals identified that professionals with temporary
employment contracts were more likely to self-medicate [82], which would explain why people who feel
a high degree of job insecurity, whether as self-employed or temporary workers, tend not to be absent
from work when they have health problems, and opt for self-medication. However, these hypotheses
should be evaluated in future research. We could also consider that the precarious working conditions
to which temporary workers are subjected may mean that they do not have sufficient financial resources
to take out private health insurance and therefore go to the doctor less often. However, Spain has a
universal health system, so this hypothesis for the Spanish case would be ruled out.

Since the aim of this research is to explore and describe, as a whole, the associations between
factors of job insecurity and the different health and consumption indicators, we can observe different
relationship patterns, depending on the work situation and the occupational social class. On the one
hand, it has been identified that unemployed people, who belong to the most vulnerable social classes,
suffer more frequently depression and chronic anxiety. These mental disorders, in turn, are associated,
as shown by previous studies, with the increased consumption of hypnosedatives [58] and tobacco [83].
This would explain, to a certain extent, the patterns and associations of social vulnerability with mental
disorders, consumption of hypnosedatives and tobacco obtained in our study.
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The occupational classes with the highest status in Tables 3 and 4, on the other hand, have reported
greater stress than manual occupational classes, and both male and female managers with more than
10 employed people have also reported greater job stress, which would refute the findings identified
in previous studies [84]. The greater occupational stress of these groups could be derived from the
intensification of work in the most qualified “knowledge” jobs as they are more intensely exposed
than manual workers to psychosocial risk factors such as emergencies to perform tasks, time pressure,
speed or short term in the execution of work, role dysfunction, self-management, etc. [85–90]. The fact
that the occupational classes with the highest status are also associated with the highest alcohol
consumption would in turn confirm other previous findings [54]. There are two hypotheses that could
explain the higher alcohol consumption in the better-positioned occupational social classes. The first is
that differences in consumption across classes are explained by cultural patterns and by reduced access
to such substances by blue-collar workers [54]. The second hypothesis is that higher consumption of
alcohol by these groups is associated with a greater need to combat stress [57]. Both hypotheses could
explain the relationships found in this study between occupational social classes with higher status,
work stress and alcohol consumption.

We can also see the influence of the relationship between professional situation and social class on
working time. On the one hand, if we consider (albeit with certain nuances) that part-time work is
part of precarious employment [74], the results obtained show that this partiality is associated with a
higher prevalence of depression in women. On the other hand, the results show that full-time work is
associated with greater job stress in both sexes. Previous studies record similar results, insofar as this
research has associated a higher number of working hours with higher occupational stress [55].

Finally, with regard to the type of working day, the results obtained show significant differences
between the sexes. Although few associations have been identified in men, with shift work being the
most damaging to general and mental health, multiple associations have been identified in women.
In particular, it should be noted that the continuous afternoon shift is the one with the highest
prevalence of depression and chronic anxiety, while the irregular shift is also associated with the highest
probability of suffering from depression, chronic anxiety and the use of tranquilizers. These results
differ from those of previous studies associating mental disorders with shift work [56,91], and further
research is needed to improve the understanding of this relationship. However, it was observed that
while the work situation or occupational social class affected men more, the type of working day
affected women more. This could again be explained by the division of gender roles, which implies a
greater workload for women in the family setting [60,80].

Limitations

The study presents some common limitations of the use of this type of survey. Firstly, the most
important limitation is that there may be a risk of reverse causality, and therefore the findings identified
should be considered as associations rather than causal relationships. This is a common limitation in
this type of study [56–61]. Secondly, except for Figure 1 and Table 2, in which differences between
men and women can be compared, the results obtained from the separate regressions for the male and
female labor force (Tables 3 and 4), as explained in the discussion, do not have comparable parameters,
since the variance-covariance matrix is calculated separately. This situation would also occur in work
of a similar nature [56–61]. However, it should be remembered that the objective of the research is to
look for patterns that will allow more concrete comparative analyses to be carried out in future studies.
Thirdly, there could be information and response biases of complacency on the part of participants, or of
responding to what is considered socially acceptable. In this sense, more favored social classes and men,
associated with stronger and more powerful roles, may be unwilling to acknowledge certain health
problems because of social stigma. This attitude may result in an underrecording of mental pathologies
or substance use. In fact, this situation could explain the low number of affirmative responses about
mental disorders (depression or chronic anxiety) or the high number of unanswered cases about the use
of hypnosedatives. On the other hand, there could be selection bias, for example, in the most vulnerable
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occupational classes due to the possibility of dropouts, or the increase in the number of unanswered
questions. All this may favor the underregistration of pathologies and consumption. In addition,
the underrepresentation of some categories (e.g., non-contract work, shift work, night work) prevents
some more comprehensive stratified analyses. In the future it might be interesting to stratify the
analysis by sex and age simultaneously or by a more disaggregated occupational social class, but the
sample size would only allow a subset of analysis in those cases, leading to a reduction of possible
analyses. The impossibility of having socio-occupational variables (e.g., number of working hours,
production rates, social support) can also act as a confounder. It would therefore be useful to include
them in future editions of the ENSE survey. Finally, it is worth mentioning that the associations found
cannot be evaluated as “causal”, since this is a transversal study.

5. Conclusions

In conclusion, we believe that the study is relevant, since the exploration of health and consumption
patterns can serve as a reference for the planning of sustainable preventive occupational health policies,
both in labor and health institutions and in companies. These programs should focus, at least, on the
unemployed, those who belong to the most vulnerable occupational social classes and considering the
gender differences described. Specifically, two patterns of health erosion have been identified as a
result of high rates of job insecurity. On the one hand, the most vulnerable people (unemployed and
manual workers) suffer with a higher prevalence of depression, chronic anxiety, hypnosedative use
and tobacco consumption, and therefore active employment policies should be promoted to reduce
the high unemployment rates that still exist in Spain. On the other hand, more qualified people and,
above all, managers have reported greater work stress and alcohol consumption. The problem of these
groups does not lie so much in sustaining employment, but rather in the deregulation of working
conditions which has led to an increase in the intensification of employment, which is a determining
factor in the increase of work-related stress and alcohol consumption. To all this, we should add
another series of policies to reconcile work and family life (for example, reducing working hours
and establishing schedules compatible with reproductive tasks), since, as we have seen, it affects
working women in particular in a negative way. It seems reasonable, therefore, to call for the revival of
social dialogue for the implementation of sustainable measures to improve the quantity and quality of
employment, since neoliberal policies for the management of the economic crisis have caused a serious
public health problem. However, it should be remembered that this study is of an exploratory nature,
and therefore, rather than directly suggesting courses of action, it highlights the need to increase
research into labor relations and occupational health, and then, on that basis, to implement specific
labor and health policies.
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Appendix A

Table A1. Relationship between self-perceived health and health problems.

Pathologies
Self-Perceived Ill Health

Nº (%) a
Good Self-Perceived Health

Nº (%) a p–Value b

High blood pressure 6047 (32) 313 (7.5) 0.000
Myocardial infarction 529 (2.8) 17 (0.4) 0.000

Angina pectoris 504 (2.7) 11 (0.3) 0.000
Other heart diseases 1535 (8.1) 51 (1.2) 0.000

Varicose veins in the legs 3298 (17.5) 219 (5.2) 0.000
Arthrosis 5304 (28.2) 155 (3.7) 0.000

Back pain (cervical) 4007 (21.2) 130 (3.1) 0.000
Back pain (lumbar) 5199 (27.5) 190 (4.5) 0.000

Chronic allergy 3447 (18.3) 469 (11.2) 0.000
Asthma 1280 (6.8) 139 (3.3) 0.000

Bronchitis 1152 (6.1) 34 (0.8) 0.000
Diabetes 2214 (11.7) 61 (1.5) 0.000

Stomach ulcer 1040 (5.5) 42 (1) 0.000
Urinary incontinence 1422 (7.5) 43 (1) 0.000

High cholesterol 5207 (27.6) 323 (5.8) 0.000
Cataracts 2881 (15.3) 126 (3) 0.000

Skin problems 1371 (7.3) 126 (3) 0.000
Chronic constipation 1123 (5.9) 33 (0.8) 0.000

Liver dysfunction 336 (1.8) 12 (0.3) 0.000
Ictus 498 (2.6) 10 (0.2) 0.000

Frequent headaches 2450 (13) 166 (6.3) 0.000
Hemorrhoids 1830 (9.7) 136 (3.2) 0.000

Malignant tumors 1130 (6) 53 (1.3) 0.000
Osteoporosis 1177 (6.2) 40 (1) 0.000

Thyroid problems (1526 (8.1) 122 (2.9) 0.000
Kidney problems 1145 (6.1) 35 (0.8) 0.000

a n = Number; % = Percentage over the total sample; b p value = Sex differences calculated using a chi-squared test,
with 95% confidence level.
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Abstract: Using data from the WHO’s Situation Report on the COVID-19 pandemic from
21 January 2020 to 30 March 2020 along with other health, demographic, and macroeconomic
indicators from the WHO’s Application Programming Interface and the World Bank’s Development
Indicators, this paper explores the death rates of infected persons and their possible associated
factors. Through the panel analysis, we found consistent results that healthcare system conditions,
particularly the number of hospital beds and medical staff, have played extremely important roles
in reducing death rates of COVID-19 infected persons. In addition, both the mortality rates due to
different non-communicable diseases (NCDs) and rate of people aged 65 and over were significantly
related to the death rates. We also found that controlling international and domestic travelling by air
along with increasingly popular anti-COVID-19 actions (i.e., quarantine and social distancing) would
help reduce the death rates in all countries. We conducted tests for robustness and found that the
Driscoll and Kraay (1998) method was the most suitable estimator with a finite sample, which helped
confirm the robustness of our estimations. Based on the findings, we suggest that preparedness
of healthcare systems for aged populations need more attentions from the public and politicians,
regardless of income level, when facing COVID-19-like pandemics.

Keywords: COVID-19; healthcare systems; aged populations

1. Introduction

The rapid COVID-19 outbreak since late February 2020 has posed critical challenges for public
health, politics, and medical communities [1,2]. Although old lessons (such as quarantine, isolation,
social distancing, and travel restrictions) are still helpful, the roles of hospital beds, medical staff
(i.e., nurses and physicians) and aging population on the severity of this pandemic has not yet been
studied systematically.

Is the number of deaths related to COVID-19 the consequence of overwhelmed healthcare systems
and aging populations? In Europe and USA, the healthcare systems have been restructured toward
centralization and budget cutoff. Aged populations are a clear evidence of this in these countries.
Since the outbreak of COVID-19, several studies found that the fatality rate has been significantly
higher with an increasing profile of age [3,4]. Furthermore, concerns about the healthcare systems in
such countries as Italy, Spain, France, UK, and USA currently have been a hot topic on public media.
The importance of the healthcare systems has been emphasized by [5,6] and [7].

Given these concerns, this study aims to examine the factors associated with the death rates of
the COVID-19 infected people, in which we emphasize healthcare systems and aged populations
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along with other covariates. In the next section, we present a literature review on healthcare systems,
aged populations, and important factors supposed to have direct correlations with the death rate from
COVID-19 and some previous epidemics. We then introduce data, research methods, and discussed
empirical results. Finally, we conclude and share our perspectives on healthcare systems and
aged populations.

2. Literature Review

2.1. Health Systems and Pandemics

Discussing about the roles of human resources and healthcare infrastructure, [7] argued that
staffing and supplies should be critically and carefully planned because COVID-19 patients should be
discharged only to designated facilities or to those already caring for such patients. Practically, however,
it might be that non-institutional care systems (such as home-based) were not capable to deal with
a large number of discharged patients. In addition, since healthcare workers and supplies were
critically important in mitigating the outbreak, it would be also crucial to prepare supplies protecting
health workers who work with infected patients, and this in turn would help reduce infection and
death rates.

Reviewing the history of pandemics in 1918, 1957, and 1968 [8] showed that, in recent flu
seasons, hospital emergency departments faced limits in emergency rooms and inpatient beds when
the number of patients increased substantially. For the US healthcare system in pandemic, one of
the most concerning issue was human resources at institutional care facilities because home-care
and community-care settings did not have enough experienced nurses and managers when facing
a surge of patients at communities. Healthcare workers are extremely important for fighting outbreak.
In pandemics with an increasing number of patients, hospital intensive care unit (ICU) beds and
ventilators would not be useful if there are inadequate numbers and types of healthcare personnel.

Also discussed the US healthcare system, [9] argued that only 15 states could be able to respond
fully to emergency, while others would run out of beds or face a shortage of nurses in similar situations.
More critically at national level, if the country faces a 1918-like pandemic, hospital beds would
increase about twice and patients in the intensive care unit (ICU) would increase about 4.6 times.
Staff shortages would exacerbate the pandemic situation because it was also possible that some
healthcare workers might expose themselves to infectious patients. At the same time, facing drained
resources, healthcare workers would have to make important and difficult decisions about allocating
limited resources while prioritizing and triaging patients.

Developing computational models with data collected from the 2014–2015 Ebola outbreak in
Guinea, Liberia, and Sierra Leone, [10] estimated the repercussions of the outbreak on the populations
at risk for three diseases (malaria, HIV/AIDS, and tuberculosis). They showed that accessibility to
healthcare services is important to reduce the number of deaths. The simulated results indicated that if
there was a 50% reduction in access to healthcare services, the Ebola outbreak would have exacerbated
malaria, HIV/AIDS, and tuberculosis mortality rates by additional death counts of 6269 in Guinea,
1535 in Liberia, and 2819 in Sierra Leone.

Using observations from various data sources and reports, [11] reviewed how countries responded
to COVID-19 by combining containment and mitigation activities along with delaying major surges of
patients and levelling the demand for hospital beds. This proposition was also supported by [5,6].
The success of South Korea in controlling the COVID-19 with high detection rate, which required the
readiness of healthcare systems, should be a guiding reference [12]. This view was also supported
by [13].

Health care workers and supplies would be critically essential in mitigating the outbreak.
Preparing supplies, such as N95 respirator masks and other personal protective equipment, is important
to protect health workers while working with infected patients. This in turn would help reduce
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infection and death rates. More importantly, the emergency need of Intensive Care Units (ICU) could
collapse the healthcare system [14].

2.2. Aged Population, Health Conditions and Fatality in COVID-19

Using demographic and health-related data of 191 COVID-19 adult inpatients (aged 18 and over)
from Jinyintan Hospital and Wuhan Pulmonary Hospital in Wuhan, of which 137 were discharged
and 54 died in hospital by 31 January 2020, [4] explored risk factors associated with in-hospital death.
They found that 91 patients (48% of the studied sample) had a comorbidity, in which hypertension
was the most common, and then diabetes and coronary heart disease. Multivariable regression
showed increasing odds of in-hospital death associated with older age, higher Sequential Organ Failure
Assessment (SOFA) score, and d-dimer greater than 1 g/mL on admission. The authors concluded that
those risk factors could help clinicians to identify patients with poor prognosis at an early stage.

Similarly, extracting data and analyses from other studies, [11] emphasized that older people
(particularly those aged 80 and over) and people with comorbidities (such as cardiac disease,
respiratory disease, and diabetes) were at the highest risk of serious disease and death. As shown in
the US, the authors were concerned that individuals in aged care facilities were at particular risk of
serious disease when the healthcare system faced a surge in COVID-19 patients.

Exploring data from 13 January to 12 February 2020 in China, [15] analyzed data on 799 patients with
confirmed COVID-19 who were transferred to or admitted in Tongji Hospital. As of 28 February 2020,
113 of the 799 patients died (a mortality rate of 14.1%) and 161 patients recovered and were discharged.
The statistics showed that the median age of deceased patients was 68, which was significantly older
than that of recovered patients, with a median age of 51. Of these patients, 71 persons (or 63% of
patients who died) and 62 persons (or 39% of patients who recovered) had at least one chronic medical
condition. Among deceased patients, hypertension, cardiovascular disease, and cerebrovascular
disease were much more frequent than the other diseases.

Doing similar research with data from 138 patients with confirmed COVID-19 hospitalized at
Zhongnan Hospital from 1 January to 28 January 2020 and followed-up by 3 February 2020, [16]
described epidemiological and clinical characteristics of those patients. The median age was 56 years,
and 54.3% were men. A total of 36 patients (26.1%) were transferred to the ICU because of complications,
including acute respiratory distress syndrome, arrhythmia, and shock. Compared with patients not
treated in ICU, those treated in ICU were older (median age 51 for the former vs 66 for the latter)
and were more likely to have underlying comorbidities (72.2% vs 37.3%). Such a medical situation
suggests that age and comorbidity might be risk factors for poor outcome. There was no difference in
the proportion of men and women between ICU patients and non-ICU patients.

2.3. Travelling and Other Control Measures in COVID-19

To estimate COVID-19 outbreak size in Italy, [17] used data on non-residential travelers and their
average length of stay with an assumption that the epidemic began in late January 2020. They found
that the COVID-19 case exportations from Italy were larger than the official case counts.

For the case of China, [18] showed that, up to mid-January 2020, more than 95% of the daily
exposing risk of CoV-19 was due to international travel. The authors also showed that the travel
restrictions decreased the daily rate of exportation.

With data from 28 countries which imported COVID-19 cases, [19] argued that travel
restrictions were not effective enough to prevent the global spread of COVID-19 in most airports.
Their study highlighted the need to strengthen local capacities for disease monitoring and control
rather than controlling the importation of COVID-19 at national borders via the airline network.
Similarly, [20] argued that a lock-down along with nationwide traffic restrictions and a stay-at-home
movement had a determining effect on the spread of COVID-19.
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3. Study Data and Methods

3.1. Data

We manually downloaded the situation reports from the World Health Organization (WHO)
from Report no.1 (21 January 2020) to Report no.70 (30 March 2020). With the extracted data, we then
combined them with data from the World Bank’s Development Indicators and the WHO’s Application
Programming Interface (API) for the selected variables. Due to the availability from data source,
we took the value of the most recent year. The description of variables is presented in Table 1.

Table 1. Description of variables.

Explanatory Variable Definition Source

Death rate Total deaths/total cases, calculated by daily report WHO reports on COVID-19

Hospital beds Hospital beds (per 1000 citizens) World Bank Development
Indicator (WDI)

HR (Human Resources) Sum of physicians (per 1000 citizens) and nurses and
midwives (per 1000 citizens) WDI

DoC (Death due to
non-communicable diseases)

Probability (%) of dying between age 30 and exact
age 70 from any of cardiovascular disease, cancer,

diabetes, or chronic respiratory disease
WHO

Population 65 Proportion of population aged 65 and above in the
total population (%) WDI

GDP capita GDP per capita (constant 2010 US$) WDI

Air passengers Air transport, passengers carried (1000) WDI

In the following step, we computed the death rate from each report and selected a sample of
countries that had more than 100 confirmed cases (so we had 95 countries in the studied sample).
The final panel data set consisted of 70 points of observation, in which the least minimum country-time
observation of variable was 3447 (Table 2). In this table, n is the number of country-report observations;
other values are at country level (such as the highest cases of 122,653 was of the US at the 70th report).
At the date of the 70th report, the country with the highest confirmed number of cases was the US
with 122,653 cases, and the country with the highest number of deaths was Italy with 10,781 cases.
The average death rate for the whole sample was 1.44%.

Table 2. Descriptive statistics.

Explanatory Variable n mean sd min max se

Total cases 3529 2458 11,315 1 122,653 190.54
Total deaths 3530 97 584 0 10,781 9.82
Death_rate 3529 0.0144 0.0444 0 1 0.0007

Hospital_beds 3515 38.3772 27.942 3 134 0.4713
HR 3530 8.6846 5.3958 0 22.478 0.0908

DoC 3515 15.6049 5.4477 8.4 29.8 0.0919
Population_65 3467 12.77 6.63 1.09 27.58 0.11

GDP capita 3447 25,858.96 23,168.084 563.82 110,742.31 394.61
Air passengers 3530 68,978 156,841 0 889,202 2639.81

Note: HR: sum of physicians (per 1000 citizens) and nurses and midwives (per 1000 citizens); DoC: probability (%)
of dying between age 30 and exact age 70 from any of cardiovascular disease, cancer, diabetes, or chronic respiratory
disease. Source: Authors’ calculations from the collected data.

On average, countries in the sample had 38.38 hospital beds per 1000 citizens and 8.68 medical
staff (including nurses and physicians) per 1000 citizens. The average proportion of people aged 65
and over for the whole studied sample was 12.77%.

3.2. Methods

We first estimated three models with pooled estimator. Then, we compared our interested model
by employing pooled, fixed-effects (FE) and between-estimator methods.
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As different countries at various income levels have different healthcare systems and aged
populations, for further analysis, we divided the sample into two sub-samples according to the income
classification by [21]: high income countries (HICs) and middle- & low-income countries (MLICs).

We also employed Pesaran’s cross section dependence (CD) test to detect cross-sectional
dependence. As the results suggested the possibility of the problem, we applied Robust Covariance
Matrix Estimators to check the standard errors. With the properties of a finite sample, the method
provided in [22] was the most suitable estimator, compared with the White method [23].

Finally, we compared the results for the pooled estimation without and with Robust
Standard Errors.

4. Empirical Results

4.1. Main Results

In Table 3, we present the results obtained from different estimations. In all models, four variables
(hospital beds, human resources (HR), death due to non-communicable diseases (DoC), and population
65) showed their consistent impacts on the death rate of COVID-19 infected persons. In regard to health
systems, variables “hospital beds” and “HR” implied that the better the healthcare infrastructure and
human resources, the lower the death rate. Such a situation is clearly illustrated in the case of Italy,
Spain, and the US during the studied period, as reported in [24].

Table 3. Pooled estimations with baseline and extended models.

Explanatory Variable
Dependent Variable: Death_Rate

(1) (2) (3)

Hospital beds −0.00004 −0.0002*** −0.0002***
(0.00003) (0.00004) (0.00005)

HR −0.0003*** −0.001*** −0.001***
(0.0002) (0.0003) (0.0003)

DoC 0.001*** 0.002*** 0.003***
(0.0002) (0.0002) (0.0002)

Population_65 0.001*** 0.002***
(0.0002) (0.0002)

Log(GDP per capita) 0.004***
(0.001)

Log(Air passengers) 0.003***
(0.0004)

Constant −0.004 −0.019*** −0.108***
(0.004) (0.004) (0.014)

Observation 3220 3210 3032
R2 0.050 0.066 0.091

Adjusted R2 0.049 0.065 0.089
F Statistic 55.87*** 56.42*** 50.47***

Note: * p < 0.1; ** p < 0.05; *** p < 0.01. HR: sum of physicians (per 1000 citizens) and nurses and midwives (per 1000
citizens); DoC: probability (%) of dying between age 30 and exact age 70 from any of cardiovascular disease, cancer,
diabetes, or chronic respiratory disease. Source: Own calculations.

Factors representing demographic (“population 65”) and health (“DoC”) aspects also reflected
the real situations: older people accounted for the majority of deaths, and most of those had various
comorbidities, particularly non-communicable diseases (such as cancer, diabetes, or chronic respiratory
disease) [15].

When adding logarithm of real GDP per capita (Model 2 in Table 3), its coefficient was positive
and statistically significant, meaning that, given other demographic and healthcare system conditions,
higher income countries experienced higher death rates than did those at lower income levels. This has
been true in practice where both the number of deaths and the death rates in such high-income
countries as the US, UK, Italy, and Spain were much higher than those of lower income countries.
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One of the key channels for spreading out the COVID-19 pandemic has been domestic and
international travels. The results from Model 3 with an addition of the variable showing the rate of
passengers carried by air indicated that the countries which had a higher rate of passengers experienced
higher rate of deaths. This finding reflected the real situation that the virus is transmitted from
human to human, and the countries where a lot of people moving in and out for various purposes
like businesses, travelling, and visiting, like Italy, Spain, the US, the UK, and China (especially in
the spring holiday season), had an increasing number of people infected during the studied period.
The recent social distancing and isolation in many countries and their regions have proved that less
travelling and movement helped reduce the infection rates, and thus—to some extent—reduced the
death rates [15,20].

A new approach in this paper was to apply the between-estimator estimation in order to explore
the relationships of the model. In recent years, this method has been a new edge in evaluating the
long-run effects of macroeconomic factors (see, for instance, [25–28]). This methodology, using the
time-averaged data, was suitable with the dataset of this study since all independent variables were
collapsed at one time.

Table 4 presents the results from pooled, fixed-effects (FE) and between-estimator methods.
The results clearly showed the confirmation on the sign and significance of variables “hospital beds”,
“HR” and “population 65”. More importantly, the R2 was at 0.599, meaning that the model was better
than the other. It is worth noting, however, that we could not apply this estimator when splitting the
sample for further analyses since we had limited observations.

Table 4. Different estimation methods.

Explanatory Variable
Dependent Variable: Death_Rate

Pooled FE Between

Hospital beds −0.0002*** −0.0002*** −0.002***
(0.00005) (0.00005) (0.0003)

HR −0.001*** −0.001*** −0.012***
(0.0003) (0.0003) (0.003)

DoC 0.003*** 0.003*** 0.004
(0.0002) (0.0002) (0.002)

Population_65 0.002*** 0.002*** 0.011***
(0.0002) (0.0002) (0.002)

Log(real GDP per capita) 0.004*** 0.003** 0.037***
(0.001) (0.001) (0.021)

Log(Air passengers) 0.003*** 0.003*** −0.006***
(0.0004) (0.0004) (0.003)

Constant −0.108*** −0.282
(0.014) (0.202)

Observation 3032 3032 70
R2 0.091 0.091 0.599

Adjusted R2 0.089 0.068 0.561

F Statistic 50.47*** (df = 6;3025) 49.52***
(df = 6;2956)

15.70***
(df = 6;63)

Note: * p < 0.1; ** p < 0.05; *** p < 0.01. HR: sum of physicians (per 1000 citizens) and nurses and midwives (per 1000
citizens); DoC: probability (%) of dying between age 30 and exact age 70 from any of cardiovascular disease, cancer,
diabetes, or chronic respiratory disease. Source: Own calculations.

4.2. Further Results

Since countries at different income levels have different healthcare systems and strategies to deal
with COVID-19 pandemic, we were interested in exploring how the aforementioned factors influenced
the death rates of the COVID-19 infected persons in those different countries. Table 5 shows the results
estimated for two groups of countries by income levels: high-income countries (HICs) and middle- &
low-income countries (MLICs).
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These results were different from those in the FE models for all countries as presented in Table 4.
The negative coefficient for HICs was kept, meaning that healthcare system infrastructure was important
to reduce the death rates of COVID-19 infected people in these countries.

Regardless of income levels, the coefficients for variable “HR” were negative and statistically
significant in both groups of countries, meaning that the number of medical staff available in the
pandemic has been extremely important for reducing death rates.

Except for HI countries, the coefficient of variable “DoC” for MLICs was positive and statistically
significant, and this could be explained with the same reason discussed in the FE models in Table 4.

The coefficient for variable “Population 65” was positive and statistically significant in HICs,
while it was not the case for MLICs. Such results could be elucidated the same as in FE models in Table 4.
HICs had a higher rate of older people, who have been at highest risk of death under COVID-19.

In both groups of countries, coefficients for variable “real GDP per capita” were positive and
statistically significant, meaning that higher income countries had higher death rates than those at
lower income levels in the same group. This could be explained by various facts, including a higher
proportion of people aged 65 and over and a higher number of air passengers—among others—in
higher income countries.

Table 5. Estimations for two groups of income.

Explanatory Variable
Dependent Variable: Death_Rate

HICs MLICs

Hospital beds 0.00004* 0.0002
(0.00002) (0.0002)

HR −0.001*** −0.008***
(0.0002) (0.001)

DoC 0.0001 0.005***
(0.0002) (0.0004)

Population_65 0.001*** 0.0003
(0.0001) (0.001)

Log(real GDP per capita) 0.007*** 0.026***
(0.002) (0.003)

Log(Air passengers) 0.002*** 0.0003
(0.0002) (0.001)

Observation 1604 1428
R2 0.211 0.132

Adjusted R2 0.172 0.084
F Statistic 67.915*** (df = 6;1528) 34.406*** (df = 6;1352)

Note: * p < 0.1; ** p < 0.05; *** p < 0.01. HR: sum of physicians (per 1000 citizens) and nurses and midwives (per 1000
citizens); DoC: probability (%) of dying between age 30 and exact age 70 from any of cardiovascular disease, cancer,
diabetes, or chronic respiratory disease. Source: Own calculations.

For the variable showing travelling impact (i.e., “Air passengers”), the coefficient for HICs was
positive and statistically significant, showing the fact that these countries experienced huge flows of
immigrants and emigrants during the studied period, and thus have experienced more infected people
and more deaths. In contrast, MLICs started quarantine at the early stage of COVID-19 spreading so
that they could limit the number of infected people via international and domestic travelling flows.

To check the robustness for all above estimations, we conducted different methods to see whether
the standard errors of the same variables were significantly different. The results are presented
in Table 6. We could see clearly a small difference in the standard errors of the same variables
between estimations. These results confirmed that the main results in Table 4 were robust; that is, the
correlations between the death rate and important explanatory variables (such as number of hospital
beds, number of medical staffs, DoC, aged population, and air passengers) were significant strongly.
Furthermore, there was only one difference in the significance but not the sign of the variable “real GDP
per capita”. This implied that we could not confirm strongly the correlation between real GDP per
capital and the death rate. Meanwhile, among countries with different income levels, the heterogeneity
did exist in some variables.
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Table 6. Robust covariance matrix estimators.

Explanatory Variable
Dependent Variable: Death_Rate

FE Driscoll-Kraay White

Hospital beds −0.0002*** −0.0002*** −0.0002
(0.00005) (0.0001) (0.0002)

HR −0.001*** −0.001*** −0.001*
(0.0003) (0.0002) (0.001)

DoC 0.003*** 0.003*** 0.003
(0.0002) (0.001) (0.002)

Population_65 0.002*** 0.002*** 0.002***
(0.0002) (0.0002) (0.001)

Log(GDP per capita) 0.003*** 0.003* 0.003
(0.001) (0.002) (0.006)

Log(Air passengers) 0.003*** 0.003*** 0.003***
(0.0004) (0.0002) (0.0002)

Observation 3032
R2 0.091

Adjusted R2 0.068
F Statistic 49.522***

Note: * p < 0.1; ** p < 0.05; *** p < 0.01. HR: sum of physicians (per 1000 citizens) and nurses and midwives (per 1000
citizens); DoC: probability (%) of dying between age 30 and exact age 70 from any of cardiovascular disease, cancer,
diabetes, or chronic respiratory disease. Source: Own calculations.

5. Concluding Remarks

In this paper, we used the daily statistics on the death rates of the COVID-19 infected people
in various countries which had more than 100 infected cases from 21 January 2020 to 30 March 2020,
and explored their possible associated factors. Although the results were different when we controlled
for various factors (such as income levels), we still found consistent results that healthcare system
conditions, particularly the number of hospital beds and the number of medical staff, played extremely
important roles in reducing death rates of COVID-19 infected persons. In addition, both mortality
rates due to different non-communicable diseases (NCDs) and the rate of people aged 65 and over
were significantly related to the death rates in all countries, meaning that aged populations along with
prevalent NCDs would exacerbate the situation of death under any pandemics related to pneumonia
like COVID-19. We also found that controlling international and domestic travelling by air along with
increasingly popular anti-COVID-19 actions (i.e., quarantine and social distancing) helped reduce
the death rates in all countries. Last but not least, the danger of COVID-19 has made clear that
the preparedness of healthcare systems and aged populations needs more attention from public
and politicians, regardless of income level, when facing COVID-19-like pandemics. In any country,
timely and strong cooperation between government, civil society, and private individuals are important
in building up the trust in fighting public health crisis like COVID-19 [29].

Given the nature of global research with cross-sectional data, this study could not avoid some
key limitations, as follows. First, we could not disaggregate the data on death by sex and age groups
since the used statistics did not cover these important indicators for all countries in the studied sample.
Second, some non-health and non-demographic factors such as culture and living styles could not
explore due to unavailable data; those could be studied at a country-specific level. Third, due to limited
timeline for the study (up to 30 March 2020), the impact of various measures coping with COVID-19
such as social distancing and lock-down could not be explored. We hope to integrate these factors in
the coming studies with a specific group of countries or a single country.
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Abstract: Having geographical proximity and a high volume of trade with China, the first country to
record an outbreak of the new Coronavirus disease (COVID-19), Vietnam was expected to have a
high risk of transmission. However, as of 4 April 2020, in comparison to attempts to containing the
disease around the world, responses from Vietnam are seen as prompt and effective in protecting the
interests of its citizens, with 239 confirmed cases and no fatalities. This study analyzes the situation
in terms of Vietnam’s policy response, social media and science journalism. A self-made web crawl
engine was used to scan and collect official media news related to COVID-19 between the beginning
of January and April 4, yielding a comprehensive dataset of 14,952 news items. The findings shed
light on how Vietnam—despite being under-resourced—has demonstrated political readiness to
combat the emerging pandemic since the earliest days. Timely communication on any developments
of the outbreak from the government and the media, combined with up-to-date research on the new
virus by the Vietnamese science community, have altogether provided reliable sources of information.
By emphasizing the need for immediate and genuine cooperation between government, civil society
and private individuals, the case study offers valuable lessons for other nations concerning not
only the concurrent fight against the COVID-19 pandemic but also the overall responses to a public
health crisis.

Keywords: coronavirus; COVID-19; SARS-CoV-2; pandemic; policy response; social media; science
journalism; public health system; Vietnam
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1. Introduction

“Dans les champs de l’observation le hasard ne favorise que les esprits préparés.”
—Louis Pasteur (1822–1895)

As China grappled to contain the outbreak of the novel coronavirus disease (COVID-19), caused by the
virus officially named Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2), in the first
few months of 2020, Vietnam, which shares a border of 1281 kilometers and a high volume of trade
with the northern giant [1], was bracing itself for a high risk of cross-border infections. Within more
than two months from January 23 when the first case of COVID-19 was detected in Vietnam, there
have been 239 confirmed cases with zero deaths [2]. During the same period, the number of infections
in China had skyrocketed from 600 people, with 17 deaths to 82,526 cases with 3330 deaths [3].

Despite the differences in their domestic contexts, such abysmal contrast between the two
neighbors could raise questions as to how Vietnam, a populous but less-resourced nation of nearly
100 million people, has managed to contain the spread of the new disease. This feat merits in-depth
studies, especially in light of the World Health Organization’s (WHO) declaration of COVID-19 as
a pandemic on March 11th [4] and the chaotic self-quarantine and lockdown in various countries in
Europe and America.

Vietnam was among the first countries to have confirmed cases of COVID-19, with the first
two patients (both Chinese) detected on January 23 [5]. This study identifies four periods of disease
outbreak in Vietnam, namely (i) pre-January 23, (ii) between January 23 and February 26 when the
first batch of sixteen patients were tested and treated till their discharge, (iii) between February 27 and
March 5 when there was no new case and (iv) and post-March 6 when the 17th patient was detected
and led a new wave of infections from incoming tourists and returning travelers [6].

As Figure 1 shows, compared to other countries, the infection rate in Vietnam was evidently much
lower than that in China, Italy, South Korea, the United Kingdom and the United States. All these
countries, except China, had the first cases announced in January [3]. In the period from January 23 to
February 25, the rise in cases in Vietnam was comparable to that in the United States, United Kingdom
and Germany. From late February to March 5, the situation in Vietnam appeared under control with no
new cases while cases in South Korea and Italy soared to 5766 and 3089, respectively [3]. From March
6 onward, the steep upward trend was seen in much of Europe and the United States, which as of
March 30 was ranked first with 122,653 cases [3].

Figure 1. The rise of new Coronavirus disease (COVID-19) cases in selected countries (as of April 4,
2020). Note: 1 is the first case in Vietnam; 2 is when the patient 16 recovered, ended the 1st outbreak; 3
is the 17th case in Vietnam, also the beginning of the 2nd phase of the outbreak.
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While Vietnam also saw an uptick in new cases during March, its response to COVID-19, which is
a combination of political readiness, timely communication and scientific journalism, offers valuable
lessons in dealing with situations of epidemics on a state level. As of April 4, the number of COVID-19
infections in Vietnam was 239, in which 90 patients had recovered, 149 are being treated and no deaths
recorded (See Figure 1).

The study, though in its preliminary and subject to changes as the disease progresses, may
nonetheless be instructive and helpful for other countries to better understand the role of policy
response, social media and science journalism in maintaining public health. The case of Vietnam
provides empirical evidence for assessing the efficacy of specific measures in fighting the pandemic.

2. Literature Review

Within the first three months of the new decade, the novel coronavirus, officially named
SARS-CoV-2—and the corresponding disease COVID-19—has spread from Wuhan city in China’s
central province of Hubei to 201 other countries and territories. Over 1,123,024 people have been
infected with over 59,140 lives lost as of April 4, 2020, according to the Global COVID-19 Tracker Map at
John Hopkins University [7]. The rapid contagion and severity of the new disease has prompted WHO
to update its statement, from classifying the outbreak as a “Public Health Emergency of International
Concern” on January 30 to a “Pandemic” on March 11 [4].

Given the urgency of this outbreak, the international academic community is mobilizing ways to
accelerate the development of disease detection and intervention. A statement by the research-charity
based Wellcome Trust in London has gathered more than 100 signatories to ensure access to data and
research findings on the disease could better inform the public and save lives. These include leading
publishers such as Springer Nature, Elsevier or Taylor and Francis as well as prestigious journals
such as The Journal of the American Medical Association, The British Medical Journal, the Lancet and New
England Journal of Medicine [8]. In these leading journals, editorials echoed a call for researchers to “keep
sharing, stay open” [9]. In Nature Medicine, the editorial also stated that “communication, collaboration
and cooperation can stop the 2019 coronavirus” [10]. Editors in the leading medical journal BMJ
asserted that “while scientists and public health professionals are working non-stop to contain the
novel coronavirus, political scientists, economists and sociologists should also ready themselves for
rapid response” [11].

Complementing the clinical research on COVID-19 are studies that integrate social sciences in the
outbreak response. Social sciences research is expected to produce rich and detailed insights into the
social, behavioral and contextual aspects of the communities, societies and populations affected by
infectious disease epidemics. The overarching aim is to bring together social sciences knowledge and
biomedical understanding of the COVID-19 epidemic. Such connection would strengthen the response
at international, regional, national and local levels to stop the spread of COVID-19 and mitigate its
social and economic impacts [12].

Among countries affected by the pandemic, Vietnam, with its geographical proximity with China, faces
a high likelihood of being severely affected by the spread of the disease. Moreover, although the Vietnamese
healthcare system is under-resourced and has inherent weaknesses [13–17], especially concerning health
insurance and patient welfare [17,18], the Vietnamese response to urgent situations has been commendable.
It is likely that the Vietnamese government has learnt from its experiences in the past, especially in dealing
with the Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS) epidemic in 2003. Vietnam’s success in the effective
control of SARS for the first time in the world was achieved by “complete isolation of patients and
implementation of nosocomial infection control from an early stage of epidemic” [19]. The lesson is clear
for Vietnam: early risk management requires taking adequate actions from the early stage of the disease.

The few studies on the outbreak in Vietnam have largely focused on the clinical aspects [20],
with the exception of [21], which is on public risk perception. This piece analyzes the government’s
response in terms of public health measures and policy implementation, as well as the mobilization of
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citizens’ collaboration in containing the disease have been very limited. This shall be a subtle call to
action for researchers in Vietnamese social sciences.

3. Materials and Methods

This paper reviews Vietnamese policy response, news and science journalisms related to COVID-19
recently. Findings were derived from the analysis of a database of recent policies, articles and the
credibility of data sources in Vietnam. Extensive coverage was given to the pandemic in both the
official press and academic journals as well as through reports, briefs and presentations by members of
concerned organizations (e.g., WHO).

A Python-powered web crawler engine was used to scan the data from online newspapers in
Vietnam, such as Tuổi Trẻ, Thanh Niên, VnExpress or Kênh 14, to name a few. Then, the scanned data
were saved into a news analysis system, which is developed by.NET Core, for storage and future
analysis. The data structure contains three main components:

• Projects & Data Sources: Settings for projects and news sources.
• Data Logging: Log of the data collection process
• News & Filters: Collected news with filters.

Examples of Python code are as follows (Figure 2):

Figure 2. Examples of Python code.

Using this system, we can set up sources and keywords. Furthermore, all tools and datasets will
be maintained for future mining. We expect the dataset to keep growing over time, presenting us with
new opportunities to extract deeper and more valuable insights.

In this article, using five keywords related to COVID-19, namely: covid, ncov, corona, viem
phoi (Vietnamese for pneumonia, which has some symptoms in common with COVID-19), sars-cov,
between January 9 and April 4, the tool has collected 14,952 news reports on the topic of concern,
as presented in Table 1.
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Table 1. List of online news sources (as of April 4, 2020).

Sources Start Date News

kenh14.vn 15/01/2020 2132

vtc.vn 17/01/2020 909

suckhoedoisong.vn 09/01/2020 929

cafef.vn 12/01/2020 804

tuoitre.vn 12/01/2020 1196

chinhphu.vn 09/01/2020 441

Zing.vn 17/01/2020 1360

dantri.com.vn 10/02/2020 1838

plo.vn 23/01/2020 400

vnexpress.net 23/01/2020 917

vov.vn 27/02/2020 1748

nld.vn 28/02/2020 577

rfa.org 10/02/2020 248

thanhnien.vn 18/02/2020 1453

Raw data were manually cleaned then categorized based on its characteristics, such as the timeline
of COVID-19 cases, the timeline of international events regarding COVID-19, media reports and
policy response from the Vietnamese government. Regarding the social media aspect, due to technical
limitations, we could not scan information from Facebook. Thus, we used the remediation of social
media on news outlets as a proxy to explore the social media aspect. Keywords that uniquely fit
with the aspect, including ‘mạng xã hội’ (social media), ‘cư dân mạng’ (netizens), Facebook and Zalo,
were used to search within the collected dataset. Furthermore, the data of the VN INDEX, which
represents the changes in the Vietnamese stock market’s prices during the COVID-19 pandemic, was
also added to complete the dataset. Finally, we store the cleaned data as a comprehensive dataset in
excel files.

The dataset (updated as of April 4, 2020) is available at Open Science Framework (OSF) (URL: https:
//osf.io/4w9ef/; DOI: 10.17605/OSF.IO/4W9EF) [22]. Having organized the dataset, we then calculated
descriptive statistics to illustrate how the Vietnamese government, news and science journalism
respond to COVID-19.

4. Results

4.1. Chronology

Figure 3 presents a timeline of the spread of COVID-19 in Vietnam, tracing from the first identified
patient in on January 23 to the most recent case on March 31. At this time, the number of cases in
Vietnam exceeded 200 and for the sake of better presentation of data, we decided to cut off the data on
this day. The most updated version of the chronology as well other data can be accessed from OSF [22].
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Figure 3. Chronology of COVID-19 in Vietnam (as of March 31, 2020).
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Based on this timeline, four main periods of the COVID-19 outbreak in Vietnam are identified in
Table 2.

Table 2. Four periods of the COVID-19 outbreak in Vietnam.

Period Date Event

1 Before January 23 No confirmed case in Vietnam

2 January 23–February 26 First confirmed case in Vietnam–16th infected case
discharged from hospital (Figure 4)

3 February 27–March 5 No new case in Vietnam

4 March 6–present [April 4] 17th infected case confirmed and more reported afterward

Figure 4. Locations of the first outbreak (16 cases) of COVID-19 in Vietnam.
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4.2. Policy Response

We have manually extracted news reports regarding the government’s actions following the
outbreak. We have identified 173 official instructions, guidelines, plans, dispatch, policies and direct
actions from the government, which were categorized as follows (Table 3):

Table 3. Categories of Vietnamese government policy response.

Category Count Enacted in

Fake news prevention 10 Periods 2,4

Assessment of the prevention 5 Periods 1,2

Assessment of the threat 4 Periods 1,2

Education 15 Periods 2,3,4

Emergency response 30 Periods 2,4

Guidelines and plans 10 Periods 1–4

Innovation 1 Period 3

Market control 18 Periods 2,3,4

National funding 1 Period 4

National Pandemic announcement 1 Period 4

Outbreak-is-over announcement 1 Period 2

Preventive action 35 Periods 2,3,4

Reward 1 Period 1

Social distancing announcement 1 Period 4

Citizen support 16 Period 2,4

Travel restrictions 24 Periods 2,3,4

4.2.1. Period 1: Before January 23, 2020

In this period before the first case was confirmed, the policy response focused on the assessment
of the threat, together with developing guidelines and plans as preventive measures for the coming
combat for the newly detected disease. As early as January 3, even before the first fatal case in China [12]
and only a few days after China confirmed the outbreak of a new coronavirus [23], the Ministry of
Health (MOH) had issued a directive on tightening quarantine at the Vietnam-China border [24].
On January 10, the Public Health Emergency Operation Center under the MOH followed up with a
meeting to evaluate the disease situation and suggest preventive and treatment measures.

From January 16 to 20, the MOH issued two decisions (No. 125/QĐ-BYT and No. 156/QĐ-BYT)
to provide guidelines and plans to prevent spread of the new coronavirus [25]. One urgent official
dispatch (62/KCB-NV) to hospitals and local health departments stresses the importance of early
disease prevention and detection [26].

4.2.2. Period 2: January 23, 2020–February 26, 2020

After the first confirmed case of COVID-19 infection, the policies focused both on minimizing
risks from inbound travelers and containing the disease domestically. The policies include emergency
responses, preventive actions, travel restrictions and market control.

During this period, because the hotspot of the disease was in China, attempts to control the spread
from other countries focused on China-originated sources of infection. Vietnam started with strict
screening on passengers from China at airports, seaports and land crossings, followed with isolating
passengers suspected of infection, and entirely restricting flights to Wuhan and other affected areas in
China [27]. On February 3 when the number of cases in China had shot up to 20,400, the Vietnamese
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government heightened quarantine to cover all travelers who have come from or transited through
the COVID-19 affected areas in China [28]. In the last days of the period, with Daegu, South Korea
becoming the latest COVID-19 hotspot, the MOH added health declaration for all passengers from or
transiting through South Korea and imposed isolation for those with symptoms [29].

At the same time, a series of emergency responses and preventive actions were made from the
central to local governments. These included calls for increased cooperation among localities as well
as specific tasks for multiple ministries and agencies [30,31]. With Deputy Prime Minister Vu Duc
Dam appointed as the head of the steering committee for COVID-19 combat, intra-governmental
cooperation is formalized and government officials are held to the highest accountability.

When the sixth COVID-19 case—also the first case of domestic transmission—was confirmed
on February 1, the government declared the epidemic of a new coronavirus-caused infectious
disease in Vietnam [32]. What followed were strict measures to prevent the virus from spreading,
including quarantine, isolation of suspected virus carriers and voluntary isolation at the community [30].
This period was marked by a 20-day lockdown of a commune of 10,600 people in the northern province
of Vinh Phuc after ten people tested positive to the new virus [33].

In response to potential public hoarding of certain goods, from February 1, the government had
worked with relevant authorities to inspect pharmacies nationwide and withdraw business licenses of
those which increased prices of face masks, hand sanitizers and medical gloves [34]. Within three days,
more than 1200 drug stores were penalized and over 313,000 face masks were seized [35].

Another action taken by the government was the introduction of technological platforms, including
the website http://ncov.moh.gov.vn and the NCOVI and Vietnam Health apps, to provide updated
information about the epidemic, including testing data, advice on precautionary measures and live
chat for questions related to COVID-19 [36].

However, there were two mistakes during this period. In the first case, the Vietnam National
Administration of Tourism had attempted to promote a campaign called “Vietnam—Safe Haven”
while the spread of COVID-19 was still at the early stage [37]. The campaign aimed to attract foreign
tourists on the ground that Vietnam has managed this public health crisis well; consequently, 41% of
the COVID-19 cases since patient 17—effectively a “patient zero” of the second cluster of the outbreak
in Vietnam—are foreign tourists [38].

In the second case, the Ministry of Education and Training (MOET) had made three significant
mistakes when school shutdowns began [39]. First, given the uncertain nature of the pandemic, it was
a bad decision to close schools for one week at a time and then extend such shutdown week-by-week,
leaving students and parents hanging every week and burdening their household decision-making.
Second, because the ministry failed to provide educational guidelines timely, a longer break right after
the Vietnamese national Tet holidays left the false impression of an extended vacation for families.
This meant many families take the weeks off to travel, instead of staying home to minimize exposure
and transmission. Third, the ministry’s decisions on which groups of students (i.e., elementary and
secondary) stay home and what universities should do (i.e., self-determination) were erratic and
lacking scientific basis. When no age group has been proven “safe” from virus transmission, and young
people could be asymptomatic carriers of the virus, letting them back to school could turn them into
transmission vectors and threatened immunocompromised members of their own family, such as
grandparents. Only after protest from the public did the ministry decree all school buildings to be shut
down and all students to stay home.

Despite these few blunders, all confirmed cases were discharged from hospitals at the end of this
period. Deputy Prime Minister Vu Duc Dam had declared that Vietnam “won the first battle against
the epidemic” [40].
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4.2.3. Period 3: February 27, 2020–March 5, 2020

Between February 26 and March 4, with no new patients detected, Vietnam entered a pause in the
timeline of the outbreak. By contrast, the world, from Asia to Latin America and Sub-Saharan Africa,
was seeing a rapid spread of the disease [41,42], with two new coronavirus hotspots emerging outside
China. As of March 5, the number of infected patients in South Korea had hit 6284 and in Italy 3858 [3].

The pause in Vietnam, however, does not mean any changes to existing disease prevention and
control policies. The government continued to impose stricter travel restrictions, such as halting
visa exemption for citizens of severely affected countries, including South Korea and Italy, and ask
schools and universities nationwide to keep closing. Pandemic combat remains a top priority. An army
simulation exercise in response to the outbreak was held on March 4.

Yet, there were signs of imprudence. Deputy Prime Minister Vu Duc Dam, the leader of Vietnam
National Steering Committee for COVID-19, had hastily announced on March 4 that: “If another week
passes without new cases, Vietnam will announce the end of the epidemic” [43]. This leads to lax
regulations among frontline guards against the disease and may have contributed to the outbreak after
case 17.

4.2.4. Period 4: March 6, 2020–Current

After 22 days of having no new confirmed case of COVID-19, on March 6, the 17th patient was
confirmed. This marked the second outbreak of Vietnam with the source of infection evaluated as much
more complicated rather than just China or Korea (See Figure 5). The new cases in this period were
mainly tourists and Vietnamese citizens coming back from European countries as well as people who
had direct contact with the infected patients. On March 30, as the number of cases climbed every day,
the Prime Minister declared the COVID-19 outbreak as a nationwide pandemic [44]. This declaration
heightened alert over disease prevention, especially following the first cases of cross-infection to
healthcare workers from a cluster at a tier-one hospital in Hanoi. As of March 31, there were 34 infected
cases related to Bach Mai Hospital [45].

In response, the Vietnamese government imposed many rigorous measures [46], including a
temporary suspension of visa issuance to all foreigners for 30 days effective on March 18 [47],
obligated 14-day quarantine at centralized facilities from March 21 and ultimately, temporary suspension
of entry to all foreigners on March 22 [48] (See Table 4).

Table 4. The halting of visa issuance to foreign countries.

Country Date Issued
Number of Cases in Vietnam

(as of the announcement)

All countries March 18 66
The United Kingdom and Schengen March 15 53

Italy March 3 17
South Korea February 29 16

China February 2 7

At the domestic level, the government has implemented urgent measures in multiple domains.
All schools have closed across the country and are likely expected to stay closed for a long period

of time [49]. Large-scale quarantine and isolation of suspected cases persisted; and self-isolation for
people with high risks of infection was carried out. All religious organizations are asked to stop
holding mass gatherings from March 21 while all cultural, sports and entertainment activities in
public places are prohibited from March 28 to April 15 [50,51]. The biggest change yet is, effective
April 1, Vietnam enforced a “15-day nationwide social distancing” in which every household, village,
commune, district and province would go into self-isolation [52]. Meanwhile, incoming flights to
Vietnam are halted, while traveling within the country has also been restricted [53].
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Figure 5. Locations of the second outbreak of COVID-19 in Vietnam (as of April 4, 2020).

Since the beginning of COVID-19 outbreak in Vietnam, the government has been focusing on
hospital management policies to make sure the medical system is ready for the combat. In fact,
the government issued several instructions about hospital management early on in late January,
for example how to screen patients in hospital visits or specific distribution of responsibility to each
level of hospital [54]. Since February, temporary hospitals have been set up to cure COVID-19 patients,
for example the 300-bed field hospital in Vinh Phuc in the first outbreak [55] or two field hospitals to
quarantine up to 1000 people in Hanoi [56]. From another perspective, two hospitals in Hanoi, namely
Hong Ngoc and Saint Paul, used to be suspended or have a number of healthcare workers quarantined
because of direct contact with COVID-19 patients without proper prevention measures. After these
incidents, the city’s authorities asked all medical centers to learn from these experiences and Hanoi
Department of Health to conduct more effective training for healthcare workers as well as monitoring
the process of taking care of infected patients to prevent the outbreak within hospitals [57]. In the
second outbreak, the Vietnamese policy response related to hospitality management focused on Bach
Mai Hospital as the biggest COVID-19 cluster in the country [58]. On March 28, Bach Mai hospital,
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which is Hanoi’s largest leading hospital, was completely blocked after twelve infected cases related to
this medical center were confirmed. More than 5000 health care workers, patients and food workers in
the hospital were tested for the virus and another 40,000 people who were at the hospital have been
tracked down and asked to self-quarantine at home for 14 days [59]. During that night, a temporary
hospital was set up within Bach Mai hospital to prepare for the worst scenario. However, two days
later, the Ministry of Health announced that Bach Mai hospital cannot stop receiving and curing
patients with serious and complex medical conditions from provincial hospitals, 80% of whom may
lose their lives without proper treatment [60].

Overall, amid COVID-19 outbreak, the hospital management policies imposed by the government
have been well followed by all-level hospitals—and as an encouragement—Prime Minister Nguyen
Xuan Phuc acknowledged and praised the contribution of “soldiers in white blouse” in a letter sent to
frontline doctors and nurses on March 26 [61].

Regarding economic activities, to assure the public over supply of essential goods, following the
short panic-buying of Hanoi citizens when the 17th case was detected, officials across the country
immediately worked with suppliers and distributors [62–64]. After the declaration of the nationwide
social distancing on March 31, the government made sure to reassure people of the maintained
transportation network for essential goods, especially food.

In addition, the State Bank of Vietnam, the country’s central bank, on March 12 drafted a circular
which would support credit organizations to restructure debt payment deadlines and cut borrowing
interest rate and exemption for enterprises heavily affected by the pandemic. It was stated that
over 44,000 customers with a total debt of VND222 trillion (US$9.51 billion) would benefit from this
program [65]. Furthermore, on March 31, the government has discussed a welfare measure according
to which all poor households would receive an aid of 1,000,000 VND per person per month [66].

In terms of technological application, the Vietnamese government opened a system to record
electronic health declaration form for overseas travelers entering the country for the purpose of case
monitoring and surveillance [67]. In addition, the Hanoi Smart City app was also activated to provide
a risk assessment tool, consultation on prevention measurements, contact reports and live updates for
Hanoi citizens [68].

The prompt and effective measures undertaken by the Vietnamese government to date have
been highly regarded by international organizations [69]. Domestically, the results from global public
research focusing on people’s perception of their government’s reaction by Dalia Research revealed
that Vietnamese people have the most confidence in their government’s response to the COVID-19
pandemic among 45 countries surveyed [70]. About 62% of the Vietnamese respondents think that the
government is doing the “right amount’ in response to the situation [71].

4.3. Media Communication

4.3.1. Official Press

Prior to the first case of COVID-19 in Vietnam, news on a “strange pneumonia” in China had
circulated on Vietnamese media as early as the beginning of January 2020. Our dataset suggests
news regarding this “strange pneumonia” first appeared on Báo Chính phủ (chinhphu.vn), Vietnam
Government Portal and Sức Khỏe và Đời Sống [Health and Life] (suckhoedoisong.vn), the official news
channel of the Ministry of Health, on January 9 [72,73].

According to the article written by the Public Health Emergency Operation Center on Sức Khỏe và
Đời Sống [73], public health experts expected high risk of having an outbreak in Vietnam because it was
near the Tet holidays (or Chinese New Year). The following preventive measures had been proposed:

• Monitoring information from WHO and other sources
• Communicating the information clearly to the citizen
• Increasing disease surveillance at the border
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• Maintaining the alertness of the Public Health Emergency Operation Center and four Institutes of
Hygiene and Epidemiology.

• Planning prevention and control measures.

It should be noted that other news outlets such as Tuổi Trẻ, Thanh Niên or Quân Đội Nhân Dân
even shared the information to public earlier, from as early as January 3 [74,75]. Thus, the timely
attention from newspapers and news media and afterward, social media, has played a crucial role in
disseminating information to the public.

Since then, thousands of articles have been written updating Vietnamese people about the outbreak
in the country and globally. Data from 14 online newspapers only generated nearly 15,000 articles
published from January 9 to April 4. This helps considerably in raising public awareness about the
disease as well as informing people on disease prevention and protection.

As can be seen from Figure 6, the amount of media communication to the public remained high at
around 150 to 190 articles daily. However, there were days when newspapers appeared to pay attention
to other events, and this number of articles dropped to below 100 in the third period. Overall, the flow
of news and information to the public was on-going and rather substantial during the outbreaks.

Figure 6. Number of articles about coronavirus in major newspapers.

4.3.2. Social Media

One particular characteristic of social media in Vietnam is the widespread use of Facebook
(57.34% of the population [76]) and the local app Zalo (100 million users) [77]. These social
media channels provide additional room for the government, particularly the Ministry of Health,
to communicate coronavirus-related information to its citizens in a timely manner.

As Figure 7 suggests, the number of articles, including keywords such as Facebook or ‘mạng xã hội’
(social media) in major Vietnamese newspapers is high. As the information has been disseminated through
social media on an hourly basis, as well as the update from influencers or reporters, the newspapers had
to remediate these contents. In the first and fourth periods, as many as 50 to 60 articles were circulated in
each period. Meanwhile, ‘Zalo’ and ‘cư dân mạng’ (netizen) received less attention.
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Figure 7. Number of articles about social media and coronavirus on major Vietnamese newspapers.

During the fourth period, information density proved to be an essential aspect of dealing with
pandemic. There exists a stereotype of students and expatriates coming back from developed countries
as being more informed and better behaved given their higher level of education. However, recent events
have shown that stereotypes remain stereotypes. Patient 17 in Vietnam is a notable illustration: a
well-educated upper-middle-class person who acted in an extremely ignorant manner, refused to
self-quarantine for 14 days, and thus had likely spread the virus to many other cases afterward.

Media communication created both positive and negative impacts on public awareness and
attention during this period. On the one hand, individual effort in supporting public awareness and
protection against the virus was praised by social media. For example, Vietnamese dancer Quang Dang
with the handwashing song, known as “Ghen Co Vy,” went viral globally and attracted thousands of
views, and many people around the world are posting their own covers [78]. Some Youtubers with
a large number of subscribers have also contributed interesting and diverse perspectives about the
pandemic, for instance the 16-year-old YouTuber named Melly Vuong [79]. In quarantine areas, people
update about their life on social media, which spread a positive review of the facilities and healthcare
system. For example, the well-known local fashionista Chau Bui made videos of her quarantine period,
all of which amassed nearly one million views [80]. Famous artists are reported on social media for
their donations to the healthcare facilities in Vietnam [81]. Social media also reacted vividly to cases of
confirmed patients or quarantined people. For example, Patient 17, who returned from Europe and
did not provide accurate health status declaration, got serious criticism from social media.

However, the negative side of rapid social media response is a strong emergence of fake news.
The problem was most acute during the early days of critical events such as the confirmed case of the
first or 17th patient with the involvement of celebrities and famous people. Responses to combat such
mis/dis-information were made in both periods 2 and 4 (Table 3), formalized in a government decree in
which anyone spreading fake news could be fined between (US$430-860), around 3–6 months’ worth
of basic salary in Vietnam [81].

4.3.3. Science Journalism

In the fight against coronavirus, science journalism plays a crucial role in informing the global
research community as well as providing reliable information to the public. Vietnamese hospitals have
contributed very promptly to the call for sharing knowledge and data about the disease [38] on January
28th, 2020, even before the call from Nature editors to all COVID-19 researchers [10]. Since then, there
have been several significant works contributed by Vietnamese authors to the scientific community
(see Table 5).

These efforts of Vietnamese scientists were also reported on the official press, for example,
Vnexpress on January 30th posted an article entitled, “The first case of nCoV in Vietnam on the world’s
“medical bible”” [82], introducing the work by [38].
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Table 5. Articles about COVID-19 published by Vietnamese authors.

No. Title Authors Journal/Source Date

1

Importation and
Human-to-Human
Transmission of a

Novel Coronavirus in
Vietnam

Phan, Lan T., Nguyen, Thuong V.,
Luong, Quang C., Nguyen, Thinh V.

Nguyen, Hieu T., Le, Hung Q.,
Nguyen, Thuc T., Cao, Thang M.

Pham, Quang D.

The New
England
Journal of
Medicine

January 28,
2020

2
Outbreak investigation

for COVID-19 in
northern Vietnam

Hai Nguyen Thanh, Truong
Nguyen Van, Huong Ngo Thi Thu,

Binh Nghiem Van, Binh Doan
Thanh, Ha Phung Thi Thu,

The Lancet
Infectious
Diseases

March 4, 2020

3

Duration of viral
detection in throat and

rectum of a patient
with COVID-19

Le Van Tan, Nghiem My Ngoc, Bui
Thi Ton That, Le Thi Tam Uyen,

Nguyen Thi Thu Hong, Nguyen Thi
Phuong Dung, Le Nguyen Truc

Nhu, Tran Tan Thanh, Dinh Nguyen
Huy Man, Nguyen Thanh Phong,
Tran Tinh Hien, Nguyen Thanh

Truong, Guy Thwaites, Nguyen Van
Vinh Chau

medRxiv March 16,
2020

4

The COVID-19 risk
perception: A survey

on socioeconomics and
media attention

Toan Luu Duc Huynh Economics
Bulletin

March 25,
2020

Regarding initiatives of science journalism, the use of preprints to speed up the publishing process
has been a focus in the combat against COVID-19 [83,84], for example [20]. This shows the positive
signal of the Vietnamese scientific community to move forward with these global trends. The findings
from Vietnamese hospitals and authors can, therefore, contribute to the database of global knowledge
and expertise and may help to curtail this outbreak and prepare for future outbreaks.

On April 3, one of the leading universities in Vietnam, the National Economic University, also
released a report titled “Assessment of COVID-19 impacts on the economy and policy recommendations,”
which has been heavily covered on the media [85]. Therefore, it appeared that researchers from hospitals
and universities, rather than other types of institutions, have published more on COVID-19. This is
consistent with the findings from [86] that university-affiliated authors in Vietnam tend to have higher
research productivity than institution-affiliated peers.

Additionally, scientific publications and information also play a critical role in debunking myths
on the disease and quickly communicating reliable information to the public, for instance, pushing
back against a steady stream of rumors and conspiracy theories about the origin of the coronavirus
outbreak [87]. This source may be used by newspapers and social media to disseminate information
more widely to the general public (for example [88]). In Vietnam, various scientists have frequently
updated scientific knowledge and perspectives on their personal Facebook accounts to inform the
community. For instance, the Facebook posts by Tran Xuan Bach—an Associate Professor of John
Hopkins University based in Hanoi—had attracted nearly 13,000 views and hundreds of shares from
the public [89]. Furthermore, interviews with doctors and scientists were also conducted both in
written form and in live form, for example, the live consultation session on the topic “Information
about Coronavirus and respiratory diseases—How to prevent and treat” broadcasted on VTV News
Newspaper [90].

In terms of scientific advancement, Vietnam has successfully produced test kits to diagnose
COVID-19 infection in just one hour. The kit was stated to meet the WHO and the U.S. Center for
Disease Control and Prevention Standards, and 20 countries were negotiating to buy these products [91].
Besides this, several scientific projects are being conducted to produce similar rapid testing kits to meet
the increasing demand worldwide, for example, those by Hanoi University of Science and Technology
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or Vietnam Academy of Science and Technology [91]. On March 3, the Vietnam Academy of Science
and Technology officially announced the successful manufacturing of SARS-CoV-2 Virus Diagnostic
Kit [92].

Besides scientific publications, university websites and various information-sharing magazines
also contributed to enhancing the awareness of COVID-19. For instance, Phenikaa University has
posted instructions to prevent the coronavirus up-to-date and donated more than 8000 liters of hand
sanitizer to residential areas, Hanoi Youth Union, Departments of Education and hundreds of schools
in Vietnam Northern provinces [93]. Similarly, more than 20 universities across the country have
produced sanitizers and provided them free for their communities [94].

On March 31, 10 COVID-19 testing kiosks have been set up all around Hanoi, prioritizing the areas
around Bach Mai hospital which was one of the largest recent outbreak hotspot [95]. Five thousand
quick test kits—which give results after 10 minutes of testing—were distributed by the Ministry of
Health to these testing kiosks, and were ready immediately on March 31st morning [96]. This is an
important development, as Vietnam has so far relied on suboptimal methods such as self-report via
declaration of medical status and targeting high-risk populations. Mass testing is a proactive measure
that aims to directly inspect the entire population, leading to early detection and thus minimizing
spread [97]. This was a lesson explicitly learned from South Korea, as not only the test kits were
Korean-developed but the help of Korean experts was also enlisted in implementing mass testing
in Vietnam. The importance of cross-border lesson learning underlines the significance of science
journalism, especially when disease containment has to be coordinated on an international level.

4.3.4. Socioeconomic Aspects

While imposing strict directives to prevent the dissemination of the novel coronavirus,
adverse impacts on the socio-economic situations in Vietnam are observable as consequences. For
instance, the number of international visitors to Vietnam in the first three months of 2020 was expected
to decline by 800,000 compared to last year [98]. However, as stated by Prime Minister Nguyen Xuan
Phuc: “the government is willing to sacrifice economic benefits in the short term for the health of
people,” Vietnam government acknowledges the adverse consequences of preventive measures. The
acknowledgment is also reflected through the simultaneous reduction of interest rate by the State Bank
of Vietnam [99].

In the economic domain, for the stock market (Figure 8), before the detection of the first COVID-19
case in Vietnam, in period 1, the information for the disease in China appeared to have little impact on
the market. During period 2, from January 23 to February 26, the market started the downward trend
and lost more than 6.6%, from 959.58 points to 895.97 points. In period 3, the VN-Index experienced a
minimal decrease from 895.97 on February 26 to 893.31 on March 5, 2020. During period 4, between
confirmation of the 17th case in Vietnam on March 6 and the 207th case on March 31, the stock
market suffered severely, with its benchmark VN-Index recording a sharp loss of nearly 229 points,
or 25.7%.The weak market sentiment and force-sell pressure in Vietnam are predicted to persist, given
the complicated developments in stock markets around the world.

While Vietnam is no longer a centrally planned economy [100,101], in the face of a public health
crisis and national emergency as this one, the government was quick to control any sudden spikes in
prices of consumer goods, and thus, effectively preventing price speculation and gouging. In the very
first day of Period 4 of COVID-19 detection and intervention in Vietnam, there was an initial wave of
panic stockpiling of food among local consumers [102]. However, within two days, the government
met and discussed measures not only to cope with the disease outbreak but also to stabilize the
domestic market [103]. By comparison, elsewhere around the globe, even in developed nations such as
Australia [104] and the United States [105], consumers were reported to hoard a massive amount of
food, toilet papers, hand sanitizer and anti-bacterial wipes; some were doing it so as to profit off the
public’s panic buying. While there is insufficient data for comparing prices before and after the outbreak
among countries, it appears that the situation in Vietnam is kept relatively better under control than in
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other countries. This is evidenced by the fact that the government, in conjunction with producers and
supermarkets, was prompt to assure the public of food security as well as price stabilization.

 

Figure 8. The changes in the benchmark VN-Index of Vietnam’s stock market during the COVID-19
outbreak (As of April 4, 2020). Note: 1 is the first case in Vietnam; 2 is when the patient 16 recovered,
ended the 1st outbreak; 3 is the 17th case in Vietnam, also the beginning of the 2nd outbreak.

In the social domain, during the early days after the first infected case, there had been rumors
that the Vietnamese government was hiding information about the novel coronavirus, which caused
some confusion and insecurity for the public [106]. To respond to this information, the authorities and
mainstream media promptly reassured the citizens that transparency is the fundamental principle of
the country in preventing the spread of the virus [107]. Government officials further explained that
data and information from four Public Health Emergency Operation Centers of Vietnam were directly
connected to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention USA and, therefore, shared openly to the
global database [107].

In the later periods, the emergence of strong political leaders such as Deputy Prime Minister Vu
Duc Dam had a significant and positive influence on public perception of the Vietnamese government
as well as the consensus and trust in Vietnam’s efforts to fight against the pandemic. On social media,
images and quotes of Deputy PM Dam appeared extensively on citizen’s posts, which created a sense of
solidarity and the belief in governments’ efforts. Recently, the call from Prime Minister Nguyen Xuan
Phuc on the whole nation’s joint efforts in COVID-19 combat attracted public attention and support
from individual citizens [108]. Responding to this call, one can easily see many images of bank transfer
to the Vietnamese Fatherland Front on social media of Vietnamese people to support the government
in the combat. On a larger scale, many enterprises, regardless of their size, also contributed to the
national combat by donating their products such as masks, rice or milk, by donating their hotels for
isolation wards—or most popularly—by donating cash [109].

The social response can also be seen from various groups, including residential, work-related
and informal groups. Since the early days of the outbreak, residential groups played a central role in
transferring information to individual citizens by means of public announcements, leaflets, posters or
standees [110]. In big cities, apartment buildings as well as office buildings took measures to prevent
the spread of the virus, for instance by sanitizing the whole building or checking people’s temperatures
before entering together with putting sanitizers in public spaces [111]. In daily transactions such as
food shipping (see Figure 9), safety measures are being enforced by citizens. The image, once again,
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reminds old people of how daily transactions were secretly conducted in the centrally planned economy
period. In the digital space, multiple groups have been formed, especially on social media, to share
information about the pandemic and collaborate efforts to help fight against it.

 

Figure 9. Safe business transaction in the COVID-19 time. ©2020 photo courtesy: Dam Thu Ha.

Several other social aspects of Vietnamese citizens had significant impacts on their reactions to the
pandemic. Since the very early days, the Vietnamese people have paid close attention to the information
through mass media and social media about the “strange pneumonia” from the neighboring country,
China. This helped them to have preparedness and readiness to act very early on. This process of
gradually distilling information also contributed to the fact that most of the time, the people responded
to the situation without panicking. In addition, in the Vietnamese culture characterized by adoption of
new ideas [112], the act of wearing masks has been seen as normal and as a way to protect oneself,
not as a source of risks and infection for surrounding people as in some countries. Therefore, the habit
of using face masks, after being encouraged by the government as an effective measure for protection,
has been reinforced among the public.

5. Discussion and Conclusions

First of all, the early risk assessment and immediate action of the Vietnam government, as well
as the seamless coordination between government and citizens, are some of the main contributors to
the prompt and effective reaction vis-à-vis the COVID-19 pandemic, which is caused by the corona
virus officially named SARS-CoV-2, in Vietnam up till now. To date, Vietnam has managed to keep the
situation under control in several regards. All patients who tested positive either have recovered or
were recovering; there has been zero death. In terms of prevention, the Vietnamese government has
maintained rather impressive cooperation with citizens and measures such as mandatory mask-wearing,
systemic health status declarations and checks and self-quarantine have all been swiftly and smoothly
implemented. Despite having made certain missteps or near-missteps as have been analyzed in
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the above sections, the government had been sensible enough to perceive warnings and recognize
said mistakes.

The early policy response for preventive and treatment measures before the first case appearing
in Vietnam is a highlight because Vietnam obtains a comparatively long shared borderline with China,
and that was during the Tet holiday—the traditional new year of both Vietnam and China when the
mobility rate was substantially high. The later simultaneous responses of the government presented
through continuous directives of the Prime Minister according to the COVID-19 situation provide
public health measures (school closure, public health quarantine, social distancing, etc.) and maintain
the supply of fundamental goods for preventing the dissemination of the disease. Besides that, the
effective control of the infected case number is also greatly influenced by the fluent coordination
among governmental agencies. To achieve smooth national coordination during the harsh time, a
whole-of-government pandemic prevention drill was held during the period when no newly infected
cases were found. These efforts of Vietnam all met the suggestions by WHO for responding to
community spread of COVID-19 [113] and implied the high awareness and integration of Vietnam
government, which are two out of five main factors of a resilient health system proposed by [114].
Indeed, the government learned from its previous experience during the SARS 2003 epidemic and
established a public health response mechanism that has proven to be effective to date.

Despite the optimistic results of the measures that have been taken to prevent the spread of
COVID-19, one must not deny the mistake that may have intensified the severe consequences of the
second outbreak. The Ministry of Education and Training was responsible for lack of guidelines for
students as well as indecisive policies regarding school shutdowns during the early phases of the
pandemic. The Ministry of Culture, Sports and Tourism had also taken missteps in underestimating
the spread of the diseases and falling lax in controlling cross-borders contamination. It highlights a
certain disconnect between the declaration of the PM to prioritize the health of citizens above economic
concerns: indeed, the Ministry had thought to take advantage of a global pandemic to promote tourism,
and Vietnam had paid dearly.

As has been suggested by Leach, et al. [115], governments often preferred to frame disease outbreaks
as acute, thus relying on temporary, short-term measures of public intervention; an alternative to
this framing would be to consider infectious diseases as endemic and long-present in the locality,
thus adapting the entire community’s lifestyle to deal with it. As COVID-19 is a novel disease,
the Vietnamese government has indeed responded to it as an epidemic outbreak; however, it could also
be observed that the rapid response itself owed to the fact that Vietnam had had a history of dealing
with epidemics and pandemics, namely SARS in 2003 and H5N1 flu in 2008; as well as A/H1N1 in
2009, the disease continued to make its reappearance in smaller outbreaks in years to come, such as in
2018 [116]. For this reason, one may be able to have a positive outlook on Vietnam’s sustainability,
at least in terms of efficient decision-making, in the continuing battle against the spread of COVID-19.

Sustainability in terms of resources, however, merited a closer look. In view of the phenomenon
of pre-lockdown panic-buying, particularly reported in the United States, but also in certain other
countries such as France or Germany, food insecurity and commodity shortage have become legitimate
concerns. In certain circles on social media, certain pictures of Vietnam and the US have been posted
alongside to highlight the contrast between the quite adequate food distribution in Vietnam as well as
the free meals provided in quarantine hospitals on one hand, and the empty shelves of not only food
but also sanitary products (toilet rolls, hand sanitizer, soap, etc.) due to hoarding in certain places
in the United States on the other. In addition, one could not discuss resource drainage in the face of
a pandemic without evoking labor. It goes without saying that the medical personnel was on the
frontline, but other than medical professions, it should be noted that manual laborers who uphold the
infrastructure, such as store staff, garbage collectors, deliverers, etc. This aspect of resource merits as
much attention from governments and planning as any other.

With regard to resources required to sustain prevention measures, there are positive signs. it is
worth noting that Vietnam is efficient enough in the production of test kits for both domestic use
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and export deals. This would be comparable to South Korea’s testing ability, which had been put to
use with remarkable success in curbing the spread of the disease as the country became the world’s
second-largest outbreak. [117]. However, as the second outbreak continued to spread, the efficiency
of current preventive methods grew questionable. The demand for capable healthcare infrastructure
to accommodate new cases thus remained pressing. Considering the fact that Vietnamese central
hospitals suffered from chronic overpopulation in yearly minor outbreaks, this issue should very much
concern policymakers. A suggestion would be to immediately devise plans to restrict mobility between
provinces—both to prevent disease spread and to avoid overloading central hospitals—as well as to
upgrade and equip regional hospitals and encourage infected citizens to utilize medical facilities in
their proximity.

Concerning communication and information dissemination in the face of the pandemic, we have
observed a pattern in the official press. Journalists have indeed picked up on the vocabulary used
by officials in public speeches. As such, articles reporting on measures against COVID-19 employed
rhetoric often associated to wars, such as: “fight the enemy” (đánh giặc, in which the word giặc connotes
the illegitimacy of said enemy, a nuance difficult to translate), “leave nobody behind” (không bỏ lại ai
phía sau; as if in a battle march), “grand solidarity” (đại đoàn kết, alluding to the two Indochina wars
against France and the US), etc. This sort of highly combative language was, in fact, not new, as it has
been used in official narratives for a good number of national media campaigns. On the other hand,
technical terminologies seemed to be much less abundant in Vietnamese media reports.

Influential political leaders and experienced teams of officials were quick to recognize the crisis
and implemented rigorous strategies to address the emerging outbreak. The media response has also
helped in promoting public awareness about the disease and how people can protect themselves and
the communities around them. Science journalism equally played a crucial role in communicating
effectively and prompt information to the public and global research communities.

The three pillars of society’s responses have contributed majorly to the situation of Vietnam,
in which the community has responded quickly to a crisis and protect the interests of its citizens. It also
reveals valuable lessons for other nations in the concurrent fight against the COVID-19 pandemic,
namely an emphasis on mobilizing citizens’ awareness of disease prevention without spreading panic,
via fostering genuine cooperation between government, civil society and private individuals.

6. Limitations of the Study and Future Research Directions

We fully acknowledge the shortcomings of this paper. As the pandemic is still spreading and the
situation continues to move rapidly at the time of writing, we are faced with a shortage of backing in the
extant literature. While we have tried our best with rigorous methodology and technical tools—namely,
using a web crawler to gather data en masse from news sites—there remain certain arbitrary choices
that we had had to make as researchers, such as the choice of which news sites to consider, and which
to exclude, from our analysis.

In terms of data curation and flexibility of analysis, our methodology also shows several limitations.
It should be noted that news articles on online news sites were quite often reposted from one location
to another, thus inflating the number of articles reporting on COVID-19 compared to the substantial
information being disseminated. Rather than an error, we believe this phenomenon of media
communication to be interesting in itself. However, we do not believe ourselves to be sufficiently
equipped for analysis thereof, nor do we believe such an analysis would fit within the scope of our
article. We would welcome any contribution, related or not to this point.
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Abstract: Given that mental health issues are acute in Asian countries, particularly Japan and
Korea, and university students are more vulnerable to depression than the general population, this
study aims to examine the landscapes of scientific research regarding depressive disorders among
university students and evaluate the effectiveness of international collaboration and funding provision
on the scientific impact in Korea, Japan, and China. Based on articles retrieved from the Web of
Science database during the period 1992–2018, we found that the number of scientific publications,
international collaborations, and allocated funds regarding depressive disorder among university
students in China (97 articles, 43 international collaborations, and 52 funds provided, respectively)
overwhelmingly surpassed the case of Korea (37 articles, 12 international collaborations, and 15
funds provided, respectively) and Japan (24 articles, 5 international collaborations, and 6 funds
provided, respectively). The differences in collaboration patterns (p-value < 0.05) and the proportion
of allocated funds (p-value < 0.05) among Korea, Japan, and China were also noted using Fisher’s
exact test. Based on the Poisson regression analysis, China’s associations of scientific impact with
international collaboration (β = −0.322, p-value < 0.01) and funding provision (β = −0.397, p-value
< 0.01) are negative, while associations of the scientific impact and scientific quality with funding
provision and international collaboration were statistically insignificant. These findings hint that
Korea and Japan lacked scientific output, diversity in research targets, international collaboration, and
funding provision, compared to China, but the quality of either China’s internationally collaborated
or funded articles was contentious. As a result, policymakers in Korea and Japan are suggested
to raise the importance of mental health problems in their future policy planning and resource
distribution. Moreover, it would be advisable to establish a rigorous system of evaluation for the
quality of internationally collaborated and funded studies in order to increase scientific impact and
maintain public trust, especially in China.
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1. Introduction

There are more than 1.8 billion young people between the ages of 10 and 24 today, which makes
our current young generation the largest ever in history [1]. These are the people who will, in time,
grow into the role of “the real owners of Agenda 2030 for Sustainable Development” [2]. Young people
are expected to become critical thinkers and innovators, driving factors contributing to the resilience of
the community and improving human living quality as well as the health of the planet. For them to
be able to take on these future tasks as independent, self-sustaining adults, the youth needs not only
education but also protection and support in various aspects of their development.

Healthcare is one such aspect, of which mental health care is becoming a more and more pressing
issue. Since 2012, when the use of social media became common, the rate of depression among
adolescents has risen significantly. It is also reported that the prevalence of the depressive disorder
among university students is 30.6%, which is substantially higher than in the general population [3].
A depressive disorder is a common mental illness that currently affects an estimated more than 300
million people around the world. In 2008, WHO listed depressive disorder as the third cause of
burden disease and projected that it would become the most substantial cause of burden disease in
2030. Not only is depressive disorder detected as a predictor for many chronic diseases and medical
comorbidity [4,5], it is also a strong determinant of suicidal thoughts, self-harming behaviors, and death
in many populations [6–8]. As a result, the demand to tackle depressive disorder among adolescents
has been critical. With a vision towards improving global mental health and endorsing the sustainable
development, in a recent Commission on Global Mental Health and Sustainable Development by The
Lancet [9], protecting mental health by public policies, additional financial investment, and enhancing
research and innovation have been listed as some of the major approaches [10].

An understanding of the state of current research (including scientific output, international
collaboration, and funding allocation) regarding depressive disorder among university students
is thus necessary to protect the young generation and contribute to the sustainable public health
system. Still, few studies related to this issue have been done. Apart from a few bibliometric and
scientometric studies on depressive disorder with biological treatments, comorbidity of pain, and
artificial intelligence [10–12], no studies have specifically focused on depressive disorder among
university students. The current scientometric study aims to fill this gap by examining the publication
trends, patterns of collaboration, and funding situations of studies related to depressive disorder
among university students in three Asian countries: South Korea, Japan, and China.

There are several reasons for the selection of these countries. Korea, Japan, and China were all
among the top 10 countries for scientific research in 2018, according to Nature Index [13]. Nonetheless,
South Korea and Japan are reported to obtain fewer citations and produce fewer publications than the
world average in terms of mental health research [14]. Apart from low scientific production and impact,
South Korea and Japan also had the highest and seventh-highest suicide rates among OECD countries
in 2017 with 24.6 and 15.2 per 100,000 persons, respectively [15]. Recent news in Japan reported that
Japanese people in their 20s accounted for the second-largest share of people seeking advice through
the governmental consultation service designed to tackle suicides by young people [16]. Suicide is
also the leading cause of death among adolescents in Korea [17]. The deficiencies in scientific works
and severity of suicide rates underline the urgent need for a scientometric study regarding depressive
disorder among university students in South Korea and Japan. China, with a comparatively lower
suicide rate of 9.7 per 100,000 persons in 2016 [18], is selected in this study for comparison purposes, as
China, South Korea, and Japan are in the same East Asian cultural sphere.
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Given that international collaboration and funding provision are fundamental components
of scientific development, besides understanding the current landscapes of the scientific research,
identifying the insufficiencies in funding and international collaboration systems might greatly
contribute to the advancement of scientific research regarding depression among university students
(the primary contributor to the future sustainable development). As a result, the specific research
questions in this study are:

• What are the landscapes of scientific research regarding depressive disorder among university
students in Japan, Korea, and China?

• What insufficiencies are there in funding and international collaboration systems regarding
depressive disorder among university students in Japan, Korea, and China?

• What recommendations can be made for future policy planning to promote scientific development
regarding depressive disorder among university students in Japan, Korea, and China?

In the next section, the materials and methods of this study will be thoroughly explained. In
the third section, results regarding publication trends, collaborative patterns, funding, and scientific
impact will be presented. The results of this studied will eventually be discussed and concluded at
the end.

2. Materials and Methods

This study generally follows the structure prescribed by the Preferred Reporting Items for
Systematic Review and Meta-Analysis (PRISMA) guidelines. Nonetheless, due to its scientometric
nature, several sections in the PRISMA checklist are not suitable for inclusion. The excluded sections
are numbers 5, 12–16, and 19–23 in the checklist, which can be addressed in future studies.

2.1. Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria

The current study examined the landscape of research regarding depression among
university/college students in Japan, Korea, and China, employing the data downloaded from
the Web of Science (WoS) database of Clarivate. Therefore, the inclusion criteria include: (1) Studies
conducted in the targeted country (Japan, Korea, and China), (2) studies related to depressive disorder,
and (3) studies with university/college students as participants. The exclusion criteria were: (1) Studies
that are not research articles, (2) studies after 2018, (3) meta-analysis studies. The meta-analysis study
is not directly involved in the data collection from respondents, which is different from the nature of
other research articles, such as experimental and observational studies, so we decided not to include a
meta-analysis in this study.

2.2. Search Strategy

Articles for this study were retrieved from WOS on 6 August 2019. The WoS database is the
most commonly used database by governmental agencies to assess the scientific performance and
quality of a nation [19]. The search was restricted to peer-reviewed papers written in English in
the Web of Science Core Collection. In other bibliometrics and scientometrics studies regarding
depression [10–12], the term “depression” is most commonly selected as a keyword to identify studies
related to depression. Given that depression is also called depressive disorder and mood disorder [20],
we selected “depression”, “depressive disorder”, and “mood disorder” as our keywords in this study.
In order to target studies on the university/college student population, the term “college student” and
“university student” were used. Moreover, as the international student population in university is
gaining attention from researchers [21–26], we also include the keyword “international student” in our
search queries. The following search queries were employed to search for articles related to depressive
disorders among university/college students in three Asian countries: Korea, Japan, and China.
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TS = (depression OR depressive disorder OR mood disorder) AND TS = (college student OR university
student OR international student) AND TS = Korea
TS = (depression OR depressive disorder OR mood disorder) AND TS = (college student OR university
student OR international student) AND TS = Japan
TS = (depression OR depressive disorder OR mood disorder) AND TS = (college student OR university
student OR international student) AND TS = China

2.3. Data Extraction

The extraction and curation of data consist of four steps. First, the data were downloaded from
the WOS database in .txt format. The data included all bibliographical information on the articles
resulting from the search queries, such as authors, titles, keywords, affiliation, citation, abstract, etc.
Second, the data files were curated and converted to the xlsx format using the Bibliometrix package in
R [27]. Third, two authors independently screened the title and abstract of all papers to select articles
that met inclusion criteria and exclude irrelevant research articles. The results were then cross-checked
by two authors, and disagreement was resolved through discussion. Discussions also involved a third
author where necessary. Finally, data regarding scientific collaboration patterns and funding sources
were extracted by an author, and a second author verified the extracted data.

2.4. Category Classification

To comprehensively understand the current collaboration and funding trends in three studying
countries, we classified the collaboration pattern and funding source of each article into several
categories based on information displayed in the article.

2.4.1. Scientific Collaboration Patterns

Based on the affiliation section of an article, we classified collaboration types into five main
categories:

- Domestic solo paper (DS): A paper written by one domestic author
- Foreign solo paper (FS): A paper written by one foreign paper
- Domestic collaborative paper (DC): Paper co-written by domestic authors
- Foreign collaborative paper (FC): Paper co-written by foreign authors
- International collaborative paper (IC): Paper co-written by domestic and foreign authors

2.4.2. Funding Sources

Based on the acknowledgment and funding sections of an article, we classified funding sources
into eight main categories:

- Central government (CG): Fund provided by the ministry, central-governmental organizations,
foundations, departments, or agencies.

- Local government (LG): Fund provided by municipal or provincial organizations, foundations,
departments, or agencies.

- Academic institution (AI): Fund provided by the university, college, or educational institutes.
- Business (B): Fund provided by private sectors, such as enterprises, corporations, etc.
- Non-profit organization (NPO): Fund provided by non-profit organizations, foundations,

or societies.
- Others (O): Fund provided by other types of organizations.
- Foreign government (FO-G): Fund provided by the foreign ministry, central-governmental

organizations, foundations, departments, or agencies
- Foreign non-governmental organization (FO-NGO): Fund provided by non-governmental

organizations, foundations, departments, or agencies.
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2.5. Statistical Analysis and Procedure

The statistical analysis in this study consists of three tools: Fisher’s exact test, Kruskal–Wallis
test, and Poisson regression analysis. The Fisher’s Exact test was employed to identify the statistically
significant difference in the collaboration patterns and funding provision among Korea, Japan, and
China, as it is more appropriate for the data type (nominal) and the modest size of the dataset than
chi-squared test [28,29]. The Kruskal–Wallis test was utilized to examine the difference in ordinal data
among two or more levels in a group [29]. To estimate the associations of scientific impact measured
by the number of total citations with international collaboration, funding provision, and the number of
co-authors, we utilized the Poisson regression analysis. Poisson regression was developed to cope
with count data-dependent variables and non-parametric models [30,31]. The method is thus suitable
for the current study since the number of total citations can be considered as count data, and the
distributions of the number of total citations among Korea, Japan, and China are skewed.

In this study, two models were examined. Model (1) is estimated without control variable “Year”,
while model (2) is estimated with control variable “Year” to diminish the effect of publication time bias
on the total number of citations.

log(ToCitation) = α+ β1InterCollab + β2Funding + β3Author + e (1)

log(ToCitation) = α+ β1InterCollab + β2Funding + β3Author + β4Year + e (2)

where,

- ToCitation is the dependent variable,
- α is the intercept,
- β1-β4 are coefficients,
- InterCollab, Funding, and Author independent variables. Description of dependent and independent

variables are explained in Table 1,
- e is the error term.

Table 1. Description of dependent and independent variables.

Variable Type Variable Name Data Type Description

Dependent
variable

ToCitaion Ordinal data The number of times that an article is
cited by other papers

JIF.Lev Ordinal data The impact factor level of the journal
in which the article was published

Independent
variable

InterCollab Binomial data
(1 – yes vs. 0 – No)

Whether the article represents an
international collaboration or not

Funding Binomial data
(1 – yes vs. 0 – No) Whether the article is funded or not

Author Continuous data The number of co-author in the article

Control
variable Year Continuous data The year in which the article

was published

Models (1) and (2) were also applied for the regression against the dependent variable “JIF.Lev”.
Improving scientific impact and research quality are among the main purposes of funding provision
and international collaboration promotion. Thus, through examining the association of “ToCitation” and
“JIF.Lev” dependent variables with “InterCollab” and “Funding” independent variables, the effectiveness
of funding provision, and international collaboration in raising scientific impact and scientific quality
can be evaluated.

After curating the data using the Bibliometrix R package, the data were downloaded as .xlsx
format and then converted to .csv format. The .csv data file was later imported to R software for
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Fisher’s exact test and Poisson analysis performing Generalized Linear Models (GLMs). Even though
there were articles published before 2008 in Korea, Japan, and China, only the data during 2008-2018
were employed in the statistical analysis, because the publication during this period is more robust and
influenced more by the policies than the prior period. The R software version 3.6.2, ‘Dark and Stormy
Night’ was used throughout the analysis. We chose p < 0.05 as a required statistical significance.

3. Results

3.1. Description of Studies

After retrieving data from the Web of Science Core Collection, 225 studies in China, 87 studies in
Korea, and 66 studies in Japan before 2019 were identified. Utilizing the Bibliometrix R package, 15
studies in China, six studies in Korea, and 1 study in Japan that are not research articles were excluded.
After that, the remaining articles’ titles and abstracts were screened independently by two authors.
One hundred twenty-eight studies in China, 44 studies in Korea, and 41 studies in Japan were excluded
because they were not related to depression, not about college/university students, and not conducted
in the selected country. Eventually, 97 articles in China, 37 articles in Korea, and 24 articles in Japan
were eligible for inclusion in the Scientometrics study (see Figure 1).

3.2. Scientific Performance Overview

3.2.1. Publication Growth Trend

The total number of publications from 1992 to 2018 is presented in Figure 2. During the period
between 1992 and 2007, the problem regarding depressive disorder among university was not seriously
paid attention in China, Korea, and Japan. Even though the problem was studied very early in Korea
at the beginning of the 1990s [32], the next study was only conducted after almost a decade [33]. China
and Japan started to pay attention to depressive disorders among university students relatively later
than Korea in 1999 and 1998, respectively.

Unlike Korea and China, in which the first study was performed by researchers from the
USA [32,34], two first studies in Japan were conducted completely by domestic researchers [35,36].
The proportion of articles in China, Korea, and Japan before 2008 only accounted for 7% (8/115), 13%
(5/40), and 14% (4/28) of the total publications produced, respectively.

From 2008 to 2018, China, Korea, and Japan experienced significant growth in the number of
publications. The percentage of publications produced during this time accounted for 77% (77/115),
80% (32/40), and 71% (20/28) in China, Korea, and Japan, respectively. Notably, the total publications
of China were double the summation of total publications in both Japan and Korea. By raising its
number of publications by ten folds in the last ten years, China obtained the clearest surge in terms of
publication quantity. Compared to China, despite the increase in the total number of publications, the
publication growth rates of Korea and Japan have been relatively fluctuating over time.
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Figure 1. The flow chart for excluding ineligible articles.
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Figure 2. The number of publications from 1992 to 2018.

3.2.2. Research Targets

Figure 3 displays the types of universities, target groups, and sub-group that were studied in
China, Korea, and Japan. Common universities were places in which studies regarding depressive
disorder among students were most frequently implemented in China (80%), Korea (84%), and Japan
(96%). Among the three countries, China had the most diverse research locations. Studies implemented
in technical or medical universities in China accounted for 20% of all publications. In contrast, studies
in Japan merely focused on students in common universities. Only one study was conducted in
medical universities [37].

 

Figure 3. Types of university and target groups.
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For the variety of target groups, China was also outstanding compared to its counterparts with
five target groups and a sub-group, which was male smokers [38]. The target groups of studies in
Japan were more diverse than those in Korea with three different target groups. Although there were
only two target groups that were studied in Korea, researchers delved into the character of female
students [39].

3.3. Scientific Collaboration Patterns

Until 2018, China obtained the highest percentage of internationally collaborated publications
with 44% of its total publications about depressive disorder among university students, while Korea
and Japan came after with 32% and 21%, respectively (see Figure 4). Collaboration among domestic
researchers was still the most dominant pattern in Japan (50%), Korea (49%), and China (47%). Different
from China, in which other types of collaborations besides domestic and international collaborations
were limited, Japan acquired a relatively high percentage of papers published solo by a domestic
researcher (17%) and a group of purely foreign researchers (13%).

Figure 4. The proportion of collaboration types.

The Fisher exact’s test was employed to examine the difference in the proportion of collaboration
types among Korea, Japan, and China. The collaboration proportion among Korea, Japan, and China
is statistically significantly different at p < 0.05. The differences in collaboration type proportion of
China–Korea and Korea–Japan were found to be statistically insignificant, while the difference between
China and Japan was found to be statistically significant at p < 0.01

Figure 5 displays the number of international collaborations in China, Korea, and Japan from
2000 to 2018. As presented, Japan and China were the first countries obtaining papers coauthored
internationally in researching depressive disorder among university students. The first article in Korea
appeared three years later in 2003. China experienced a substantial hike in the number of international
collaborations, and the number peaked in 2016 and 2018 with nine international collaborations. On
the contrary, Japan was comparatively not keen on coauthoring internationally, with only five times
collaborating with foreign researchers. The number of international collaborations in Korea was rare
before 2013, but it became more regular during 2013 and 2017. In 2018, the number of internationally
collaborated articles surged with four papers published.
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Figure 5. The number of internationally collaborated articles from 2006 to 2018.

The USA was the most frequently collaborated partner of China, Korea, and Japan. In three
countries, Korea was the most frequent country to collaborate with the USA with 75% (9/12) of total
international collaborations. China and Japan’s collaborations with the USA accounted for roughly
63% (27/43) and 60% (3/5) of total internationally collaborated papers. In terms of the variety of
partners, China had a broader collaborating network across Asia and Europe than Korea and Japan
(see Table A1).

3.4. Funding situation

Research funding in China was relatively more generous and consistent than its counterparts.
China had the first funded project in 2007 [40], while Japan and Korea had their first funded projects
one year later [34] (see Figure 6). It is noteworthy that the study of Saint Arnault and Kim [41] was
the first funded study in Korea and Japan concurrently, and their funding was provided by a foreign
government. During the 2007-2018 period, the number of funded projects in China grew significantly
and peaked in 2018 at 16 publications. In contrast, after the first funded project in 2008, only five
studies in Japan regarding depressive disorder among university students were funded. For Korea,
even though funding for research started simultaneously with Japan, the funding was given more
frequently than Japan. Only in three years (2009, 2011, and 2014), no funding was granted.
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Figure 6. The number of funded projects from 2006 to 2018.

In China, most of the funding was given by the central government (32%) and local government
(28%). The third-largest funding contributor was academic institutes with 26% (see Figure 7). The local
and central governments played important roles in funding provision in China, but in Japan and Korea,
only the central government’s funds were provided. In Korea, academic institutes (44%) contributed
more substantially than governmental agencies (37%) in funding provided to studies related to
depressive disorder among university students, 11% of total mentions of funding sources derived
from non-profit organizations. In Japan, a major funding source was still governmental organizations
(34%), but the role of academic institutes was less significant than the other two counterparts (8%).
Studies related to depressive disorder among university students in Japan was considerably dependent
on funding from social sources (33%) and foreign sources (25%). It is noted that a study can receive
funding from two or more sources, so the share of governmental sources in Japan was fairly low,
although the central government had funded four out of six studies in Japan.

Table 2 shows the Fisher’s exact test result regarding the difference in the percentage of funds
provided and the percentage of government funds provided among Korea, Japan, and China. The
results suggest a statistically significant difference between the proportion of funds provided in China
and Japan. Interestingly, even though the proportion of funds provided is not different between China
and Korea, their proportion of government funds provided is statistically significantly different. In
general, the funding proportion and government funding proportion among Korea, Japan, and China
were statistically significantly different.
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Figure 7. The proportions of studies according to Journal Impact Factor (JIF) levels among Korea,
Japan, and China.

Table 2. Fisher’s exact test on funding provision.

Comparison
p-Value

(Funding Provision)
p-Value

(Government Funding Provision)

Korea × Japan × China 0.031 * 0.011 *
Korea × Japan 0.260 1
China × Korea 0.408 0.018 *
Japan × China 0.045 * 0.076

Note: *, **, and *** represent statistical significance at p < 0.05, p < 0.01 and p < 0.001 respectively. Funding Provision:
Receiving fund >< not receiving fund Government Funding Provision: Receiving fund from the government ><
not receiving fund from the government.

3.5. Scientific Impact—Number of Citations

To avoid bias from the year of publication that (1) older publications tend to have a higher
number of citations and (2) the Journal Impact Factor since the publication time might have changed
significantly until 2018, only articles within the last ten years, between 2008 and 2018, were included in
this section.

3.5.1. A Brief Overview

Articles related to depressive disorder among university students in China, Korea, and Japan
received a relatively small number of citations. From 2008 to 2018, there were merely two articles
acquiring citations equal to or greater than 50 in Korea and China, whereas Japan obtained no article
(see Table 3). In China, the highest number of times an article was cited was 125 [42], which was
double the highest citation an article received in Korea with 63 citations [43] and six times higher than
Japan’s with 24 citations [44]. Nevertheless, the relative citation indexes of funded and internationally
collaborated articles in China were lowest with 0.72 and 0.82, respectively. In the case of Japan, the
relative citation index of internationally collaborated papers highlighted the impact of studies with
an international corporation. Still, funded articles were less impactful than non-funded articles. The
impact of internationally collaborated or funded articles was generally similar to articles without
international corporations or funding.
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Table 3. Citation during the period 2008–2018.

Korea Japan China

The highest number of citations 63 24 125

Number of highly cited articles (>=50) 2 0 2

Average citation—International collaboration 12.45 9 9.23

Average citation—No international collaboration 12.15 6.81 11.3

Relative citation index 1 1.03 1.32 0.82

Average citation—Funding 11.93 6.67 9.12

Average citation—No funding 12.56 7.5 12.61

Relative citation index 2 0.95 0.89 0.72

Relative citation index 1 is defined as the ratio of the average citation of papers that had international collaborations
over that of paper having no international collaboration. Relative citation index 2 is defined as the ratio of the
average citation of papers that received funding over that of paper having no funding.

The average citations of studies in Korea were relatively higher than those in China and Japan
across categories. In contrast, despite a greater relative citation index than China and even Korea in
terms of international collaboration, Japan had the lowest average number of citations in all categories.

3.5.2. Journal Impact Factor

We utilized the Journal Impact Factor (JIF) for measuring the quality of scientific research. To
identify the JIF of the journal in which a study was published, we referred to the Journal Citation
Report (JCR) in 2017, which was used to qualify journals in the WoS database during the time that the
data in the current study were retrieved.

Figure 8 illustrates the percentage of studies published in journals with different JIF levels and
the results of the Kruskal–Wallis test among Korea, Japan, and China. In Japan, half of the articles
were published in journals with 1 < JIF ≤ 2, and there was no article published in a journal with JIF
> 3. Korea obtained 40% of articles published in journals with JIF > 2. 51% of studies published in
journals with JIF > 2 made China significantly surpass the other two countries in terms of scientific
quality. However, it is notable that China also accounted for a larger percentage of studies published
in journals with JIF ≤ 1 than the other two countries. Despite some differences between Korea, Japan,
and China, the Kruskal–Wallis test produced statistically insignificant results in all cases: Korea vs.
Japan vs. China, China vs. Japan, Japan vs. Korea, and Korea vs. China.

Funded studies in Japan presented the most transparent improvement in scientific quality. No
funded studies were published in journals with JIF≤ 1 (see Table 4). The difference between funded and
non-funded studies was also confirmed by a Kruskal–Wallis test (chi-sqr = 3.963 and p < 0.05). Korea’s
funded studies seemed to be published in higher impact factor journals than non-funded studies, 26%
of funded studies were published in journals with JIF > 3, while that percentage of non-funded studies
was only 6%. Nonetheless, the results provided by Kruskal–Wallis was not statistically significant. As
for China, the difference in scientific quality between funded and non-funded articles was ambiguous
and statistically insignificant. As for the international collaboration, none of the three countries
expressed a clear and statistically significant difference, which hints at the ineffectiveness of the current
international collaboration practices of three countries in raising scientific quality (see Table 5).
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Table 4. Percentage of JIF levels by funding provision.

Korea Japan China

Yes
(N = 15)

No
(N = 17)

Yes
(N = 6)

No
(N = 9)

Yes
(N = 51)

No
(N = 38)

JIF ≤ 1 20% 12% 0% 33% 25% 26%
1 < JIF ≤ 2 27% 59% 33% 33% 20% 26%
2 < JIF ≤ 3 27% 24% 67% 33% 37% 32%
3 < JIF ≤ 4 13% 6% 0% 0% 14% 13%
4 < JIF ≤ 5 13% 0% 0% 0% 2% 3%
5 < JIF ≤ 6 0% 0% 0% 0% 2% 0%

Kruskal–Wallis
Chi-squared 1.117 3.963 0.241

p-value 0.291 0.047 0.623

Table 5. Percentage of JIF levels by international collaboration.

Korea Japan China

Yes
(N = 11)

No
(N = 21)

Yes
(N = 4)

No
(N = 16)

Yes
(N = 39)

No
(N = 50)

JIF ≤ 1 9% 19% 0% 19% 23% 28%
1 < JIF ≤ 2 55% 38% 75% 44% 28% 18%
2 < JIF ≤ 3 27% 24% 25% 38% 23% 44%
3 < JIF ≤ 4 9% 10% 0% 0% 18% 10%
4 < JIF ≤ 5 0% 10% 0% 0% 5% 0%
5 < JIF ≤ 6 0% 0% 0% 0% 3% 0%

Kruskal–Wallis
Chi-squared 0.028 0.003 0.472

p-value 0.867 0.959 0.492

3.6. Poisson Regression Analysis

To assess the effectiveness of international collaboration, funding provision, and the number
of co-authors on raising the scientific impact of the research articles during 2008-2018, we regressed
three independent variables “InterCollab”, “Funding”, and “Author” against the dependent variable
“ToCitation” without control variable “Year” (model 1) and with control variable “Year” (model 2).
Before conducting the regression analysis, we also employed the correlation analysis and found that
there was no multicollinearity among independent variables (see Tables A2–A4). The regressed results
are shown in Table 6. In Korea, the association between “InterCollab” and “ToCitation” is not statistically
significant, while “ToCitation” is statistically positively associated with “Author” and statistically
negatively associated with “Funding”. These results hint at the ineffectiveness, or even worse, of
international collaboration and funding provision in raising the scientific impact measured by the
total citation.

In Japan, the first model suggests the negative associations of “ToCitation” with “InterCollab” and
“Funding”, even though the associations are not statistically significant. Nonetheless, when “Year” is
controlled, the associations become positive, although they are still not statistically significant. One
point worth mentioning here is the positive impact of the number of co-authors on the scientific impact
of the article. Both estimations from the two models show “InterCollab” and “Funding” are not effective
in increasing scientific citations, but “Author” is.
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The effectiveness of “InterCollab” and “Funding” in China is not an improvement compared to
the other two countries, rather even worse. The first model indicates statistically significant negative
associations of “ToCitation” with “InterCollab” and “Funding” at p < 0.01. Even though in the second
model, the association between “ToCitation” and “Funding” turns to be statistically insignificant, the
coefficient is still negative. Similar to the other two countries, “Author” also possesses a positive
association with “ToCiation”.

As for the regression against the dependent variable “JIF.Lev”, no statistically significant association
was found across three countries (see Table 7). These regression results indicated that neither “Funding”,
“InterCollab”, nor “Author” affected the scientific quality measured by the levels of JIF.

4. Discussion

4.1. Publication Trend

The current study found that there was a sharp increase in the number of articles regarding
depressive disorder among university students in Korea during 2008 and 2018, but the growth rate
was not stable. The rising number of publications might result from the development of community
health service programs in 2007, in which juveniles are the targeted subjects [45]. Our results also
showed that the research targets of depressive disorder studies in Korea are not diverse, and no studies
on special student groups (e.g., international students, first-year students, post-graduate students, etc.)
had been conducted besides few studies on female students. Given the fact that the prevalence and
risk factors of depressive disorder were different among types of students [21,22,26], paying more
focus on various groups of students is suggested as a way to enhance the effectiveness of depression
treatment and prevention services in higher education.

For Japan, findings show that the number of studies regarding depressive disorder among
university students in Japan is scarce. There were only 24 articles published until 2018, which was
only equal to one-fifth of the total number of publications in China. After 2010, Japan witnessed a
positive growing signal in the number of articles. The positive signal might emerge as a consequence
of the Mental Health Policy Framing Conference in conjunction with the Ministry of Health, Labor,
and Welfare in 2010. The conference accomplished with committees’ recommendations to improve
health care for children-adolescents and depression [46]. Despite some positive changes, the number
of publications in Japan was still inadequate to cope with a relatively high prevalence of depression
and suicide rates. This might be because of the shortage of the number of researchers in the mental
health of children and adolescents. Only 0.025% of psychiatrists in Japan is certified to treat children
and adolescents [47,48]. Besides the inadequate publication number in Japan, the lack of diversity in
research targets is also a primary concern that requires more attention from the scientific policy-makers,
given the increasing demand of international workforces in Japan [49–52].

In China, we found that even though the first publication emerged in 1999, relatively later than the
other two countries, the number of studies related to depressive disorder among university students
started to increase more substantially and consistently than Korea and Japan in 2007. With only eight
publications by 2007, the number of publications in China had emerged significantly by more than 12
folds to 97 publications by 2018. Not only the publication outcome is improved dramatically, but the
diversity in the research topic is also commendable Such impressive changes might be the outcome
of the ‘686 Project’ launched in China in 2004. The project’s aims are to improve the capacity of the
community in mental health prevention, treatment, and management [53,54]. Additionally, endeavors
in policy reform of the Chinese government, e.g., Healthy China 2020, Healthy China 2030, National
Mental Health Law 2013, etc., should not be excluded.

Overall, some positive changes in terms of publication outcomes are witnessed with the most
outstanding performance from China. Such improvements are more or less influenced by the orientation
of policymaking in Korea, Japan, and China. Given the acute mental problems adolescents currently
suffer from in Japan and Korea, more scientific researches are needed.
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4.2. Scientific Collaboration Patterns

The results from Fisher’s Exact test show that there is a statistically significant difference in
terms of collaboration construction among Korea, Japan, and China. The difference is most significant
between China and Japan. However, except for China, the collaboration network in Korea and Japan
is narrow and monotonous. Moreover, while the current international collaboration in Korea and
Japan is ineffective in raising scientific impact measured by the number of total citations and quality
measured by the JIF level, the association between international collaboration and scientific impact in
China was statistically significantly negative (see Tables 6 and 7).

In Korea, we found that the three most common patterns of collaboration are collaborating
domestically (49%), collaborating internationally (32%), and research conducted alone by a researcher
affiliated with a Korean institute (11%). Thanks to the stable number of international cooperations
since 2013, the proportion of international collaboration in Korea has become relatively higher than that
in Japan, but still lower than in China. A tight scientific cooperation relationship between Korea and
the USA, which contributes up to 75% of the total number of mentioned international collaborations,
can help boost the number of collaborated projects quickly due to existing collaborating network,
but adversely, it can hinder the exchange of diverse knowledge with other scientific communities.
Furthermore, the international collaborations during 2008–2018 were also found to be ineffective
in increasing the scientific impact of the study. Hence, diversifying the international collaboration
network and pre-evaluating the effectiveness of international collaboration is necessary to improve the
quality of the research, knowledge exchange, and expand the scientific collaboration network [55–57].

International collaboration is an effective way to increase scientific productivity. However, we
found that the international collaboration rate in Japan was relatively low, with only 21%. Most of the
studies related to depressive disorder among university students were accomplished by a domestic
researcher (17%) and a group of domestic researchers (50%). Another 13% of publications were
conducted by a group of foreign researchers. This suggests foreign scientists are willing to learn about
the depressive disorder among Japanese university students.

Interestingly, among the top highly-cited papers in Japan, 3 out of 10 papers were written by a group
of foreign researchers. Moreover, despite statistical insignificance, the results of Poisson regression
analysis hint at the positive influence of international collaboration on scientific impact measured by
the total citations. Based on these findings, we recommend policymakers and academic institutes
in Japan to promote international collaboration for raising scientific productivity and exchanging
knowledge in depressive disorder among Japanese university students [55–57].

In China, we found a considerable contribution from international collaborations in the
collaboration pattern with 44%, which is much higher than the other two countries. Also, health
promotion is even integrated into the economic and political initiatives of China. In response to the
proposition of the Belt and Road Initiative in 2013, China also formed the Health Sub-Alliance of the
University Alliance of the Silk Road (UASR-HAS) in 2015 to encourage international collaboration in
health-related research and education [58]. Our results of the international collaboration were in line
with the time the UASR-HAS was established. Specifically, the international collaborations after 2015
in China accounted for almost 60% (25/43) of the total international collaborations. Nevertheless, the
adverse impact of international collaboration on scientific influence was seen. These results might
point out the advantages (increase in scientific output) as well as disadvantages (low scientific impact)
of integration issues, both political and economic, in scientific collaboration.

Therefore, besides the implementation of international collaboration promotion policies, we
recommend governments, especially the Chinese government, initiate an evaluation system for
internationally collaborated research to increase scientific impact and public trust [59–61]. Further
research regarding the effect of integrating political-economic issues into scientific collaboration on the
research quality should be conducted.
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4.3. Funding Provision

According to our data, starting in 2008, the amount of funding granted to topics related to
depressive disorder among university students in Korea has been relatively steady. Funding was
provided every year, with the exception of 2009, 2011, and 2014. This result might also be the evidence
of Korea’s endeavors in promoting community health service programs for adolescents and response
to the Mental Health Action Plan: 2013–2020 of WHO [62]. The plan urges nations to increase funding
into community-based services and integrate mental health into general health care settings. The
study’s result also highlighted the greater contribution of academic institutes (44%) than the central
government (37%) in funding provision. Despite the expansion of investment into mental health
research and development of central government in Korea, there was a huge disproportion in directing
the investment, with only 10% of the budget [63] is spent on studies of mental health policies, services,
and humanities and social sciences issues, etc., while another 90% was spent on basic research, therapy,
and diagnosis studies. As the depressive level and healthcare usage are significantly affected by
multiple social-cultural-economic aspects [25,64–71], such disproportionate distribution of investment
might result in insufficient depression prevention and treatment among particular populations, such
as university students. Re-allocation of the investment is, therefore, essential to protect the mental
health of the young generation.

Despite funding provision being an effective way to increase scientific productivity and attract
international collaboration in the Korean case, Japan didn’t converge to the same path. Findings
revealed that the funding granted for studies of depressive disorder among university students in
Japan was quite finite. During the time between 2007 and 2018, only six studies were funded. The
central government provided funds to four of those studies (2 in 2015 and 2 in 2018). In 2013, “the
previous Healthcare Policy” was approved by the Japanese cabinet for better allocating the medical
R&D budget [72]. The budget allocation for studies related to depressive disorder among university
students was seemingly not enough to create impactful improvement in depression prevention and
treatment services in higher education [73]. Given that funded articles were found to have higher
scientific quality than those not funded, and mental health treatment services in Japan are mainly
centered on institutional settings, more investment in community- and school-based services, especially
scientific activities, are recommended [60,61,74,75].

Efforts to reform mental health care in China are also reflected in its investment in mental health
research. Our findings reveal that since 2009, the number of studies related to depressive disorder
among university students had been funded more consistently, especially the number of funds granted
per year after 2013, accounting for approximately 85% of total funds given, were leveraged compared
to the previous period. This is aligned with the implementation of the health care reform in 2009 and
the National Mental Health Law in 2013 [76,77]. The law’s purposes are to encourage and support
scientific research in mental health as well as improve and maintain the psychological well-being
of students.

As for the association between the funding provision and scientific impact, China possessed
a negative correlation, while Korea and Japan obtained no significant correlation. The negative
association between China’s funding provision and the scientific impact can be due to the misallocation
of research funds, since the decisions for funding may be influenced by extraneous factors, such as
social networks or political patronage, besides scientific merits [78]. In addition, no association across
countries between funding provision and scientific quality measured by JIF levels was statistically
significant. Therefore, along with policies promoting financial support in studies regarding depressive
disorder among university students, a proper evaluation system for funded research in three countries,
especially China, is also necessary to enhance the scientific influence of the research output and public
trust [59–61]. In China, the evaluation system should be focused on government-funded research,
while in Korea, funds from institutes need more careful and rigorous evaluation. Additionally, in
all three cases, the number of co-authors is positively associated with scientific impact. Given the
scientific development regarding depressive disorder among university students in Korea, Japan, and
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China is at the initial stage, team-based research should be promoted to improve the outcome’s quality
and quantity.

4.4. Limitations

The current study has several limitations. First, the total number of citations cannot completely
represent the scientific impact, as it may include self-citations, which tends to overstate the real impact
of the study. Second, even though we found the ineffectiveness of the current funding provision
and international collaboration in raising scientific impact and scientific quality, we could not specify
what types of funding and international collaboration are ineffective. Third, employing only the WoS
database and including only research articles provide several scientific production biases. For example,
a number of Japanese researchers tend to publish in Japanese journals indexed in the CiNii database,
and in terms of social sciences research, Japanese researchers prefer to publish in the form of a book
than an article. Forth, to some theoretical extent, the total number of citations and the impact factor
level can be used to measure scientific impact and scientific quality, but due to the lack of pragmatic
data on real-life impacts, such as social responses and treatment effectiveness, the result of this study
should only be considered as a point of reference for policymaking. More conclusive findings will
emerge in a more comprehensive study.

5. Conclusions

The current scientometric study aims to describe the scientific research situation of depressive
disorder among university students and evaluate the effectiveness of international collaboration and
funding provision on enhancing scientific impact in Korea, Japan, and China, based on data from the
WoS database. Findings reveal that: The research outputs in Korea and Japan are relatively low, and
they also lack international collaborations, funding provisions, and diversity in research targets. This
result is aligned with the findings from the bibliometric study of Larivière and Grant that Korea and
Japan have lower scientific production than the world average [14]. Meanwhile, China’s research
outputs, number of international collaborations, funding provisions outstand its counterparts.

To some extent, the international collaboration and funding provision in Japan and Korea remain
ineffective in raising scientific impact and scientific quality, while the situation is worse in China (the
negative associations of the total citations with international collaboration and funding provision).

As the younger generations will be the main contributors to sustainable development in the
future, keeping them physically and mentally healthy is like protecting the “root” of sustainable
development. Thus, we recommend policymakers in Japan and Korea to promote scientific research
regarding mental health among university students through international collaborations, funding
provisions, and resource reallocation. It is also necessary to implement an adequate evaluation system
for internationally collaborated and funded scientific output, especially in China.
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Appendix A

Table A1. Total mentions of international collaborations by collaborated countries.

Countries Korea Japan China

Singapore 1 1 4
China 1 1

Taiwan 1 1 1
Korea 1 1
Japan 1 4

UK 1 3
US 9 3 27

Australia 1 1 8
France 1
Canada 4

Germany 1
Norway 1

New Zealand 1
Malaysia 1

Total mentions 15 10 55

Table A2. Correlation analysis—Korea.

Korea “ToCitation” “JIF.Lev” “Author“ “InterCollab“ “Fund“ “Year“

“ToCitation” 1
“JIF.Lev” 0.479 1
”Author” 0.074 0.314 1

”InterCollab” 0.025 −0.071 −0.016 1
”Fund” 0.003 0.234 0.254 −0.020 1
”Year” −0.384 −0.194 0.080 0.032 −0.070 1

Table A3. Correlation analysis—Japan.

Japan “ToCitation” “JIF.Lev” “Author“ “InterCollab“ “Fund“ “Year“

“ToCitation” 1
“JIF.Lev” 0.230 1
”Author” 0.222 0.189 1

”InterCollab” 0.136 0.036 0.481 1
”Fund” −0.059 0.450 0.233 −0.054 1
”Year” −0.612 −0.025 0.183 0.131 0.247 1

Table A4. Correlation analysis—China.

China “ToCitation” “JIF.Lev” “Author“ “InterCollab“ “Fund“ “Year“

“ToCitation” 1
“JIF.Lev” 0.137 1
”Author” 0.068 0.272 1

”InterCollab” −0.076 0.110 0.078 1
”Fund” −0.099 0.058 0.137 −0.061 1
”Year” −0.575 −0.128 −0.095 −0.014 0.146 1
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Abstract: In Poland and Croatia, similarly as for a number of European countries, anemia and
osteoporosis are common diet-related diseases in women, while for both the proper nutritional
behaviors and preventive education are crucial. However, for the proper nutritional education there
are some barriers, including those associated with an educator, his own nutritional behaviors and
beliefs. The aim of the study was to assess the dietary health risk factors for women in the Polish and
Croatian population based on the nutritional behaviors of junior health professionals. The study was
conducted in Polish (n = 70) and Croatian (n = 80) female students of the faculties associated with
public health at the universities in capital cities. Their diets were assessed based on 3-day dietary
records. Nutritional value and consumption of food products, as well as the dietary risk factors for
anemia and osteoporosis, were compared. While assessing the risk factors for anemia, in the Polish
group, the higher intake of iron and folate, as well as vitamin B12 per 1000 kcal, was observed; and for
folate, the higher frequency of inadequate intake was stated for Croatian women. While assessing the
risk factors for osteoporosis, in the Polish group, compared with the Croatian, the higher intake of
calcium per 1000 kcal was observed, but for vitamin D, there were no differences. Differences of the
intake between the Polish and the Croatian group of junior health professionals may result in various
dietary health risks for women. Based on the assessment of dietary intake, for anemia, compared to
Polish women, a higher risk may be indicated for Croatian women, but for osteoporosis, similar risks
may be indicated for Polish and Croatian women. Therefore, for public health, adequate nutritional
education of junior health professionals is necessary.

Keywords: diet; nutrition; intake; public health; health professionals; dietary risk

1. Introduction

According to the World Health Organization (WHO), a number of women die because of
noncommunicable diseases before they reach the age of 70—it was estimated that there were 4.7 million
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of such deaths in 2012 [1]. Women also generally suffer due to decreased quality of life and
well-being—this indicates that there is a need to work toward improving the health and well-being of
women and girls, beyond maternal and child care [2].

A number of noncommunicable diseases are diet-related; hence, nutritional education is crucial to
prevent these diseases. However, it has been observed that it is not enough for nutritional educators
to have the proper qualifications, including the right knowledge and skills, to affect change—the
educators’ own beliefs may influence health education [3]. The nutritional educators’ own nutritional
behaviors and beliefs may influence the information that is presented to patients and may interfere
with the process of imparting knowledge [4]. At the same time, nutritional educators should follow
diet recommendations; previous studies have shown that if educators had excessive body mass,
it negatively affected the perception of their credibility, level of trust, and inclination of the patient to
follow their advice [5].

Providing dietary recommendations is a serious problem as, generally, physicians do not even
engage in nutritional counseling [6], while the other nutritional educators often do not have adequate
knowledge and skills [7–9]; sometimes, even dietitians do not have it [10–12]. Although some
studies indicate that dietitians follow their own advice of maintaining a well-balanced diet [13],
others conclude that the nutritional behaviors of dietitians generally are not in agreement with
their own recommendations; both dietitians and other nutritional educators consume inadequate
amounts of fruits and vegetables [14–16] and fish [14,17]—they also consume sweets [17] and fast
food meals [16] too often. This data corresponds to the excessive body mass commonly reported for
physicians [18], nurses [19], educators [20], and also for dietitians [21]. Moreover, malnutrition has also
been reported in dietitians [15] and the lower body mass is often related with symptoms of orthorexia
nervosa [22]. The improper nutritional behaviors of health professionals are associated with a diet
that is characterized by inadequate intake of fiber [23,24], calcium [23,25], iron [19,23], potassium [23],
vitamin A [19], vitamin D [23], riboflavin [19], folate [19,23], and vitamin B12 [19].

Taking all this information into account, two major problems can be highlighted. These problems
are related with educators providing misleading information to their patients based on their own
beliefs, which results in the patients maintaining an unhealthy diet; in other cases, patients do not
follow the nutritional educators’ recommendations because of loss of trust and confidence in them.
Consequently, it may be assumed that proper nutritional behaviors of nutritional educators may be
crucial for effective education; if the educators do not follow proper nutritional behavior, they may
directly generate health-related dietary risk factors for patients.

Anemia [26] and osteoporosis [27] are the diet-related diseases typical for women. The two
conditions may be associated, and when they occur at the same time, they cause even more serious
reduction of the quality of life in the affected individuals [28].

The frequency of decreased blood hemoglobin concentration (< 120 g/L), interpreted as the
occurrence of anemia according to the WHO [29] definition, is high even for the developed regions
of the world, especially for women [30]. According to WHO estimations, the prevalence of anemia
in nonpregnant women aged 15–49 is 22.5% (ranging from 16.4 to 30.1%) in the European region,
being 23% in Poland and 24% in Croatia; for pregnant women, the frequency is even higher [31].
The primary diet-related reasons for anemia are deficiencies of iron [32], folate [33], and vitamin
B12 [34], although WHO indicated iron deficiency as the most prominent contributor [35].

The frequency of osteoporosis, according to the statistics of the International Osteoporosis
Foundation (IOF) [36], for European countries is also high, as for women aged over 50 (the group
especially prone to osteoporosis), its occurrence is 21–24%, contributing to an estimated lifetime risk
of hip fracture of 22.8%. In this age group, the frequency of osteoporosis in Poland is also estimated
at about 20%, contributing to hip fractures in 3% of the female population [37]. As was observed by
Cvijetić et al. [38], for Croatia, there are no detailed osteoporosis statistics; but it is estimated that 39%
of individuals aged over 60 have osteoporosis, with 95% of them being women [39]. At the same time,
based on the data for Zagreb (the capital city of Croatia), the frequency of vertebral fractures for women
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in the group aged over 50 was estimated as 9.7% [40]. As calcium intake is directly associated with
bone mass, it is the primary diet-related influencing factor [41]; however, vitamin D is also a factor that
contributes to better calcium absorption and bone mineralization, and thus bone mineral density [42].

In this study, our aim was to assess the dietary health risk factors for women in the Polish and
Croatian population based on the nutritional behaviors of junior health professionals. Taking into
account the comprehensive quality of diet, we planned to assess not only the daily intake, but also
the proportions of macronutrients (the share of energy contribution), as well as the nutrient density
of diet [43] (expressed as daily intake recalculated per 1000 kcal). Moreover, we also included the
assessment of food products intake and food products intake recalculated per 1000 kcal. In order to
include issues related to the environmental effects of food production, we decided to assess, under food
products intake, animal-derived products separately; under the intake of protein, we decided to
assess animal and plant protein separately. Western populations generally have too high total protein
intake [44]; it has also been observed that environmental impact reduction is proportional to the animal
products share reduction [45]. This study was planned to be conducted by assessing the dietary risk
factors for anemia and osteoporosis, which are the most common diet-related diseases for women and
may influence the social sustainability level in populations.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Ethical Statement

The study was conducted according to the guidelines of the Declaration of Helsinki. It was
approved by the Bioethical Commission of the National Food and Nutrition Institute in Warsaw
(No. 0701/2015). All the participants provided their informed consent to participate in the study.

2.2. Studied Group

The study was conducted among two groups of junior health professionals who were students
of faculties associated with public health at universities located in capital cities. It was decided to
recruit students that in the future should be characterized by a general nutritional knowledge only,
and not specialists in dietetics or medicine. Hence, students of dietary and medical courses were
not included; only those who planned to become general nutritional specialists conducting group
nutritional education in and outside of hospitals were recruited. For Poland, it was the Warsaw
University of Life Sciences (WULS-SGGW) in Warsaw, whereas for Croatia it was the University of
Applied Health Sciences (Zdravstveno Veleučilište u Zagrebu—ZVU) in Zagreb.

The students were invited to participate in the study in the semester when they had their dietitian
classes to assess nutritional behaviors of students characterized by a similar level of nutritional
knowledge. The inclusion criteria were as follows:

• female;
• aged 19–25;
• living in the capital city or around it;
• student of faculty associated with health science and promotion; and
• providing written informed consent to participate.

The exclusion criteria were as follows:

• being pregnant or breastfeeding;
• any chronic diet-related disease diagnosed;
• currently trying to lose weight; and
• following any special diet.
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In the indicated universities, based on the indicated inclusion and exclusion criteria,
two independent groups of participants were recruited: 70 young women in the Polish group
and 80 young women in the Croatian group.

2.3. Assessment of the Diet

The assessment of the diet was based on a 3-day dietary record, according to widely applicable
rules [46]. The dietary assessment was conducted by respondents during three random and
nonconsecutive days, which were commanded to be typical and two of them were to be weekdays and
one weekend day. The study’s participants had a structured form to be completed with the information
about consumed meals: the place where they were consumed, consumption time, and detailed
description (products included, applied culinary and cooking techniques, serving size). The serving
size was to be indicated either in grams (if they possessed a kitchen scale or consumed packed products
with such information on the packaging) or in a descriptive manner (as a standard household measures).
The respondents were instructed about the need to note all the products and all the beverages in a
scrupulous manner. Moreover, they were informed about the need to not change their typical dietary
habits because of keeping the dietary record.

Both groups of respondents were given identical forms (in their native language, either Polish
or Croatian) and identical instructions to conduct the 3-day dietary record. The instructions were
translated into Polish/Croatian by native Polish/Croatian speakers who were dietitians to obtain an
accurate description of necessary issues, including some examples as to how to keep the dietary record.

Subsequently, to obtain a comparable analysis of the diet, independent from the applied databases,
the same tables of nutritional value of food products and dishes were applied for both groups.
The Polish tables were selected; therefore, the dietary records obtained for the Croatian group were
translated to Polish, as in the previously conducted own study [47]. The translation was independently
conducted in two stages: two English-speaking Croatian dietitians translated them from Croatian
to English (while describing the specific dishes and providing the photographs of typical Croatian
products and information about recipes, if needed), and afterwards two English-speaking Polish
dietitians independently translated Croatian dietary records from English to Polish (verifying all
the doubts with Croatian dietitians, if needed). The applied procedure resulted in obtaining both
Polish and Croatian dietary records translated into Polish to be analyzed using the same database
(the Polish one).

The Polish 3-day dietary records and the Croatian ones, translated into Polish (in a 2-step process
via English), were afterwards analyzed in four ways as follows:

• The typical nutritional value of the diet, which was assessed for the energy value of the diet and the
following nutrients: total protein, animal protein, plant protein, protein as a share of energy value,
fat, saturated fatty acids, monounsaturated fatty acids, polyunsaturated fatty acids, cholesterol,
fat as a share of energy value, total carbohydrates, sucrose, lactose, starch, fiber, carbohydrate
as a share of energy value (macronutrients), sodium, potassium, calcium, phosphorus, iron,
magnesium, zinc, copper, manganese, iodine (minerals), thiamine, riboflavin, niacin, vitamin B6,
folate, vitamin B12, vitamin A, vitamin E, vitamin C, vitamin D (vitamins). The nutritional value
was assessed for a mean daily intake and was calculated using the tables of nutritional value of
food products and dishes by the Polish National Food and Nutrition Institute in Warsaw [48] and
the Polish dietitian software Energia 4.1.;

• The typical nutritional value of the diet recalculated per 1000 kcal of the diet, which was assessed
for the nutrients, independently recalculated to enable reliable comparison;

• The typical consumption of food products, which was assessed for the following groups: milk and
dairy beverages, cottage cheese, hard cheese, eggs, meat, cold cuts, fish and fish products, butter,
sour cream (animal-derived products), vegetables, legumes, fruits, potatoes, bread, other cereal
products, oil, margarine, nuts, mushrooms, sugar, jam and honey, chocolate sweets, cakes and
cookies, alcoholic beverages, sweetened beverages (other food products). The consumed dishes
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were deconstructed into food products, and they were then divided into listed groups, which are
commonly applied for assessing the intake of food products [49];

• The typical consumption of food products recalculated per 1000 kcal of the diet, which was
assessed for the food product groups, independently recalculated to enable reliable comparison.

While assessing sodium intake, the salt added to dishes was not calculated, but only that naturally
present in food products or in processed food products. This is because, in general, dietary intake
assessment is not a recommended method to analyze sodium intake; the 24-hour urine collection is
the ‘gold standard’ for this assessment [50] and is commonly applied [51]. Moreover, dietary intake
assessment methods usually do not capture the amount of sodium obtained from salt added to dishes
consumed [52]. This is because, in western countries, excessive sodium intake is common; in practice,
the risk of inadequate intake does not exist [53].

Subsequently, the groups were compared for the obtained nutritional value and the intake of food
products. Moreover, the dietary health risk factors were specified for each population, and the most
common ones for young women’s diet-related health risks were selected and the related nutrients
were analyzed as follows: anemia (iron, folate, and vitamin B12) [54] and osteoporosis (calcium and
vitamin D) [55]. Vitamin D was included in the analysis in spite of the fact that it is mainly generated
in skin after sunshine exposure [56]. However, inadequate exposure that is commonly stated results in
need for at least adequate dietary intake [57]. Combined inadequate sunshine exposure and inadequate
intake result in vitamin D deficiency [58] that is observed both for Poland [59] and Croatia [60].

The intakes of indicated nutrients in groups were compared with the recommended intake values,
as specified by National Institutes of Health [61], while the Estimated Average Requirement (EAR)
values were selected as a reference to estimate the prevalence of inadequate intake [62]. We applied
the following reference values: calcium (800 mg), iron (8.1 mg), folate (320 μg), vitamin B12 (2 μg),
and vitamin D (10 μg) [61].

2.4. Statistical Analysis

The distribution was verified using the Shapiro-Wilk test. Afterwards, the t-Student test (for
parametric distributions) and the U Mann-Whitney test (for nonparametric distributions) were applied
for comparison of the typical intakes. At the same time, the chi2 test was applied for comparison of the
prevalence of inadequate intake.

The statistical analysis was conducted for the accepted level of significance of p ≤ 0.05 and while
using Statistica, version 8.0 (Statsoft Inc., Tulsa, OK, USA).

3. Results

Comparison of energy value and macronutrients intake in groups of junior health professionals
from Poland and Croatia is presented in Table 1. In the analyzed group, Polish women, while compared
with Croatian ones, were characterized by a higher protein (p = 0.0001), but lower carbohydrates share
in energy value of the diet (p = 0.0068). At the same time, they were characterized by lower intake of
sucrose (p = 0.0109) and starch (p = 0.0098), but higher intake of fiber (p = 0.0002).

Comparison of macronutrients intake per 1000 kcal in groups of junior health professionals from
Poland and Croatia is presented in Table 2. In the analyzed group, Polish women, while compared with
Croatian ones, were characterized by a higher total protein (p = 0.0001), animal protein (p = 0.0190),
plant protein (p = 0.0270), polyunsaturated fatty acids (p = 0.0071), lactose (p = 0.0205) and fiber intake
(p < 0.0001). At the same time, they were characterized by lower intake of sucrose (p = 0.0098) and
starch (p = 0.0015).
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Table 1. Comparison of energy value and macronutrients intake in groups of junior health professionals
from Poland and Croatia.

Polish Group Croatian Group
p **

Mean ± SD Median (Range) Mean ± SD Median (Range)

Energy value (kcal) 1492.3 ± 420.7 1415.4 * (756.8–2870.0) 1569.0 ± 561.0 1466.0 * (718.3–3743.9) 0.4115
Total protein (g) 79.5 ± 24.6 80.5 * (19.6–178.3) 73.7 ± 24.8 69.9 * (34.2–157.2) 0.0700

Animal protein (g) 53.5 ± 22.4 51.7 (0.2–124.1) 50.3 ± 20.5 49.1 (9.8–103.2) 0.3465
Plant protein (g) 26.0 ± 11.8 23.4 * (7.1–65.7) 23.4 ± 9.1 22.2 * (7.1–60.5) 0.4741
Protein (% EV) 22.0 ± 5.0 22.0 (5–33) 13.0 ± 5.0 12.0 * (5–26) 0.0001

Total fat (g) 56.1 ± 20.9 52.9 (21.3–116.1) 58.0 ± 25.8 52.5 * (19.7–143.6) 0.8595
Saturated fatty acids (g) 18.7 ± 9.1 17.1 * (4.0–45.9) 21.2 ± 10.0 19.4 * (6.8–45.9) 0.0851

Monounsaturated fatty acids (g) 22.4 ± 10.2 21.3 * (4.8–58.6) 23.2 ± 11.6 21.5 * (6.7–64.6) 0.8168
Polyunsaturated fatty acids (g) 10.6 ± 5.9 8.9 * (2.3–30.5) 8.9 ± 4.9 8.1 * (2.3–26.0) 0.0773

Cholesterol (mg) 316.9 ± 240.1 230.0 * (28.0–878.5) 266.6 ± 138.0 227.4 * (26.9–609.1) 0.8832
Fat (% of EV) 34.0 ± 8.0 34.0 (15–50) 33.0 ± 8.0 33.0 (14–56) 0.5963

Total carbohydrates (g) 190.2 ± 65.3 180.8 * (81.5–386.9) 204.7 ± 81.7 193.3 * (52.2–501.4) 0.1449
Sucrose (g) 27.1 ± 20.3 21.7 * (5.1–118.7) 34.2 ± 32.9 28.5 * (1.7–207.6) 0.0109
Lactose (g) 13.2 ± 7.5 12.34 (0.0–37.0) 11.7 ± 6.7 10.7 * (0.0–32.8) 0.1589
Starch (g) 92.1 ± 48.7 82.1 * (13.6–224.6) 107.6 ± 41.6 102.9 * (30.2–217.0) 0.0098
Fiber (g) 25.2 ± 10.4 25.8 * (7.7–52.1) 19.2 ± 11.4 18.2 * (7.2–79.1) 0.0002

Carbohydrate (% EV) 44.0 ± 10.0 44.0 (35–67) 47.0 ± 9.0 47.0 * (16–71) 0.0068

EV—Energy Value; * nonparametric distribution (verified using the Shapiro-Wilk test; p < 0.05); ** compared using
the t-Student test (for parametric distributions) or the U Mann-Whitney test (for nonparametric distributions).

Table 2. Comparison of macronutrients intake per 1000 kcal in groups of junior health professionals
from Poland and Croatia.

Polish Group Croatian Group
p **

Mean ± SD Median (Range) Mean ± SD Median (Range)

Total protein (g) 54.3 ± 12.7 55.5 (12.5–83.2) 47.9 ± 10.7 46.8 * (29.7–79.3) 0.0001
Animal protein (g) 36.9 ± 14.4 36.2 (0.2–67.4) 32.7 ± 11.7 29.9 (13.5–65.5) 0.0190

Plant protein (g) 17.4 ± 6.2 16.7 * (5.1–39.8) 15.2 ± 4.5 14.5 (6.4–35.9) 0.0270
Total fat (g) 37.4 ± 8.7 37.3 (17.1–55.8) 36.6 ± 8.6 36.8 * (15.1–62.1) 0.3842

Saturated fatty acids (g) 12.3 ± 4.3 11.78 (2.5–23.9) 13.4 ± 4.2 12.9 * (5.8–24.4) 0.1338
Monounsaturated fatty acids (g) 15.0 ± 5.3 14.4 (5.3–26.9) 14.6 ± 4.4 14.4 * (4.4–29.8) 0.6539
Polyunsaturated fatty acids (g) 7.1 ± 3.2 6.4 * (1.5–13.9) 5.6 ± 2.2 5.3 * (2.0–14.1) 0.0071

Cholesterol (mg) 216.5 ± 165.1 163.1 * (25.2–597.8) 171.8 ± 78.8 162.5 * (37.4–419.0) 0.8773
Total carbohydrates (g) 127.6 ± 25.0 125.8 (71.5–186.0) 130.5 ± 23.0 132.9 * (46.9–198.4) 0.2237

Sucrose (g) 18.1 ± 12.0 14.9 * (4.3–75.5) 20.9 ± 10.2 18.6 * (65.8–1.5) 0.0098
Lactose (g) 9.4 ± 5.9 8.8 * (0.0–37.6) 7.5 ± 3.8 7.6 * (0.0–23.4) 0.0205
Starch (g) 60.4 ± 24.6 60.2 * (15.7–128.2) 69.1 ± 16.9 72.5 * (27.1–109.8) 0.0015
Fiber (g) 17.3 ± 7.1 16.6 * (5.6–40.7) 12.5 ± 4.4 11.9 * (6.2–27.4) <0.0001

* Nonparametric distribution (verified using the Shapiro-Wilk test; p < 0.05); ** compared using the t-Student test
(for parametric distributions) or the U Mann-Whitney test (for nonparametric distributions).

Comparison of minerals intake in groups of junior health professionals from Poland and Croatia
is presented in Table 3. In the analyzed group, Polish women, while compared with Croatian ones,
were characterized by a higher potassium (p = 0.0059), phosphorus (p = 0.0002), iron (p = 0.0062),
magnesium (p < 0.0001), zinc (p = 0.0086), copper (p = 0.0001), manganese (p = 0.0166), and iodine
intake (p = 0.0001).

Comparison of minerals intake per 1000 kcal in groups of junior health professionals from Poland
and Croatia is presented in Table 4. In the analyzed group, Polish women, while compared with
Croatian ones, were characterized by a higher potassium (p = 0.0007), calcium (p = 0.0111), phosphorus
(p < 0.0001), iron (p < 0.0001), magnesium (p < 0.0001), zinc (p < 0.0001), copper (p < 0.0001), manganese
(p = 0.0015), and iodine intake (p < 0.0001).

Comparison of vitamins intake in groups of junior health professionals from Poland and Croatia
is presented in Table 5. In the analyzed group, Polish women, while compared with Croatian ones,
were characterized by a higher riboflavin (p = 0.0063), vitamin B6 (p = 0.0040), folate (p = 0.0027),
vitamin A (p = 0.0008), and vitamin E intake (p = 0.0119). At the same time, they were characterized by
lower intake of niacin (p = 0.0043).
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Table 3. Comparison of minerals intake in groups of junior health professionals from Poland and Croatia.

Polish Group Croatian Group
p **

Mean ± SD Median (Range) Mean ± SD Median (Range)

Sodium (mg) 1229.6 ± 662.5 1087.0 * (289.9–3179.8) 1342.5 ± 723.1 1218.9 * (125.7–3589.7) 0.3883
Potassium (mg) 3242.4 ± 1003.1 3239.8 * (1215.9–5279.2) 2812.1 ± 979.3 2602.2 (1327.2–7484.2) 0.0059
Calcium (mg) 751.7 ± 294.8 746.8 (194.2–1640.2) 700.1 ± 315.7 647.3 * (168.5–1469.0) 0.2324

Phosphorus (mg) 1480.9 ± 419.6 1473.6 (575.9–3010.1) 1257.2 ± 422.5 1163.2 * (588.3–3273.0) 0.0002
Iron (mg) 12.1 ± 5.2 10.9 * (4.3–25.0) 10.1 ± 4.1 9.2 * (4.7–31.1) 0.0062

Magnesium (mg) 360.1 ± 128.9 347.0 * (154.1–738.3) 280.8 ± 134.0 260.2 * (129.4–958.6) <0.0001
Zinc (mg) 10.3 ± 3.6 9.7 * (3.7–22.0) 8.9 ± 3.2 8.4 * (4.2–21.3) 0.0086

Copper (mg) 1.4 ± 0.6 1.2 * (0.5–3.4) 1.0 ± 0.4 1.0 * (0.5–2.7) 0.0001
Manganese (mg) 4.7 ± 1.9 4.3 * (1.5–10.3) 4.0 ± 2.4 3.8 * (0.8–15.5) 0.0166

Iodine (mg) 71.4 ± 62.2 47.6 * (3.4–302.2) 41.4 ± 32.1 31.6 * (6.3–193.6) 0.0001

* Nonparametric distribution (verified using the Shapiro-Wilk test; p < 0.05); ** compared using the t-Student test
(for parametric distributions) or the U Mann-Whitney test (for nonparametric distributions).

Table 4. Comparison of minerals intake per 1000 kcal in groups of junior health professionals from
Poland and Croatia.

Polish Group Croatian Group
p **

Mean ± SD Median (Range) Mean ± SD Median (Range)

Sodium (mg) 823.4 ± 370.4 745.5 * (238.1–1810.1) 834.9 ± 299.3 819.3 (175.0–1483.1) 0.6110
Potassium (mg) 2241.4 ± 701.1 3229.8 * (1220.2–3960.3) 1850.0 ± 514.3 1815.3 * (928.2–3314.3) 0.0007
Calcium (mg) 525.5 ± 209.5 503.8 (123.5–1161.6) 440.3 ± 133.5 437.3 (151.3–743.2) 0.0111

Phosphorus (mg) 1016.4 ± 236.5 1007.0 (366.3–1676.0) 811.2 ± 148.2 802.5 * (569.4–1312.3) <0.0001
Iron (mg) 8.4 ± 3.7 7.4 * (2.9–26.1) 6.451.6 6.1 * (4.2–12.0) < 0.0001

Magnesium (mg) 249.5 ± 92.6 224.4 * (111.1–653.0) 182.3 ± 48.6 176.7 * (106.9–332.2) <0.0001
Zinc (mg) 7.0 ± 1.9 6.9 (2.4–12.0) 5.7 ± 1.2 5.7 * (3.6–12.0) <0.0001

Copper (mg) 1.0 ± 0.4 0.9 * (0.4–2.0) 0.7 ± 0.2 0.7 * (0.4–1.3) <0.0001
Manganese (mg) 3.2 ± 1.3 3.0 * (1.1–7.3) 2.6 ± 1.0 2.5 (0.8–5.4) 0.0015

Iodine (mg) 49.2 ± 2.9 36.2 * (2.4–218.2) 27.9 ± 25.0 19.2 * (3.0–126.0) <0.0001

* Nonparametric distribution (verified using the Shapiro-Wilk test; p < 0.05); ** compared using the t-Student test
(for parametric distributions) or the U Mann-Whitney test (for nonparametric distributions).

Table 5. Comparison of vitamins intake in groups of junior health professionals from Poland and Croatia.

Polish Group Croatian Group
p **

Mean ± SD Median (Range) Mean ± SD Median (Range)

Thiamine (mg) 1.1 ± 0.4 1.1 * (0.4–2.9) 1.2 ± 0.5 1.12 * (0.5–3.0) 0.8212
Riboflavin (mg) 1.8 ± 0.6 1.8 (0.4–3.2) 1.6 ± 0.6 1.5 * (0.7–3.4) 0.0063

Niacin (mg) 14.9 ± 6.5 13.9 * (4.2–38.6) 17.82 ± 8.2 16.8 * (5.0–50.1) 0.0043
Vitamin B6 (mg) 2.2 ± 0.7 2.0 (0.6–4.1) 1.9 ± 0.8 1.7 * (0.9–5.4) 0.0040

Folate (ug) 380.7 ± 157.9 370.9 (124.0–776.6) 310.6 ± 137.9 284.0 * (143.7–891.8) 0.0027
Vitamin B12 (ug) 4.2 ± 2.4 3.8 * (0.0–10.3) 3.6 ± 2.1 3.1 * (0.6–11.9) 0.0712
Vitamin A (ug) 1700.9 ± 1599.9 1126.7 * (176.6–9278.2) 939.1 ± 691.8 792.2 * (225.4–3473.4) 0.0008
Vitamin E (mg) 11.9 ± 6.6 10.6 (2.3–35.7) 9.3 ± 4.9 8.4 * (2.6–26.8) 0.0119
Vitamin C (mg) 156.2 ± 114.3 126.5 * (6.2–490.5) 130.7 ± 93.5 101.6 * (18.4–229.9) 0.2915
Vitamin D (ug) 3.1 ± 4.0 1.8 * (0.0–26.2) 2.4 ± 2.2 1.9 * (0.1–12.4) 0.6814

* Nonparametric distribution (verified using the Shapiro-Wilk test; p < 0.05); ** compared using the t-Student test
(for parametric distributions) or the U Mann-Whitney test (for nonparametric distributions).

Comparison of vitamins intake per 1000 kcal in groups of junior health professionals from Poland
and Croatia is presented in Table 6. In the analyzed group, Polish women, while compared with
Croatian ones, were characterized by a higher riboflavin (p < 0.0001), vitamin B6 (p = 0.0011), folate
(p = 0.0006), vitamin B12 (p = 0.0074), vitamin A (p = 0.0004), and vitamin E intake (p = 0.0015). At the
same time, they were characterized by lower intake of niacin (p = 0.0176).

Comparison of animal-derived products intake in groups of junior health professionals from
Poland and Croatia is presented in Table 7. In the analyzed group, Polish women, while compared
with Croatian ones, were characterized by a higher cottage cheese (p = 0.0062), but lower cold cuts
intake (p = 0.0023).
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Comparison of animal-derived products intake per 1000 kcal in groups of junior health
professionals from Poland and Croatia is presented in Table 8. In the analyzed group, Polish
women, while compared with Croatian ones, were characterized by a higher cottage cheese (p = 0.0084),
but lower cold cuts intake (p = 0.0035).

Table 6. Comparison of vitamins intake per 1000 kcal in groups of junior health professionals from
Poland and Croatia.

Polish Group Croatian Group
p **

Mean ± SD Median (Range) Mean ± SD Median (Range)

Thiamine (mg) 0.8 ± 0.2 0.8 (0.3–1.7) 0.8 ± 0.2 0.8 (0.4–1.3) 0.7920
Riboflavin (mg) 1.3 ± 0.4 1.2 (0.3–2.1) 1.0 ± 0.2 1.0 * (0.6–1.6) <0.0001

Niacin (mg) 10.2 ± 4.0 9.4 (4.5–20.9) 11.7 ± 4.3 11.3 * (4.1–23.2) 0.0176
Vitamin B6 (mg) 1.5 ± 0.6 1.5 * (0.7–3.0) 1.3 ± 0.4 1.2 * (0.6–2.5) 0.0011

Folate (ug) 268.8 ± 133.3 235.5 * (83.1–808.0) 204.8 ± 73.8 187.1 * (105.3–497.8) 0.0006
Vitamin B12 (ug) 2.9 ± 1.6 2.6 * (0.0–7.5) 2.4 ± 1.4 1.9 * (0.8–8.6) 0.0074
Vitamin A (ug) 1212.9 ± 1191.6 724.3 * (121.1–6699.8) 200.3 ± 77.4 196.4 * (16.3–424.3) 0.0004
Vitamin E (mg) 8.1 ± 3.9 7.8 (1.4–17.2) 6.0 ± 2.4 5.4 * (2.7–13.0) 0.0015
Vitamin C (mg) 156.2 ± 114.3 126.5 * (6.2–490.5) 88.2 ± 60.7 69.4 * (8.1–352.0) 0.1836
Vitamin D (ug) 2.1 ± 2.8 1.3 * (0.0–17.5) 1.6 ± 1.3 1.2 * (0.3–7.3) 0.7204

* Nonparametric distribution (verified using the Shapiro-Wilk test; p < 0.05); ** compared using the t-Student test
(for parametric distributions) or the U Mann-Whitney test (for nonparametric distributions).

Table 7. Comparison of animal-derived products intake in groups of junior health professionals from
Poland and Croatia.

Polish Group Croatian Group
p **

Mean ± SD Median (Range) Mean ± SD Median (Range)

Milk, dairy beverages (g) 202.2 ± 138.6 200.0 * (0–550) 201.0 ± 130.2 168.5 * (0–550) 0.8966
Cottage cheese (g) 63.5 ± 89.4 33.0 * (0–500) 20.0 ± 30.0 0.0 * (0–134) 0.0062

Hard cheese (g) 9.6 ± 15.8 0.0 * (0–55) 12.5 ± 20.1 3.0 * (0–106) 0.1786
Eggs (g) 46.8 ± 60.5 0.0 * (0–200) 26.6 ± 30.2 17.0 * (0–110) 0.4137
Meat (g) 79.4 ± 70.2 100.0 * (0–300) 99.0 ± 53.2 98.5 * (0–224) 0.0952

Cold cuts (g) 7.6 ± 18.5 0.0 * (0–90) 19.8 ± 31.8 1.0 * (0–134) 0.0023
Fish and fish products (g) 39.4 ± 60.5 0.0 * (0–233) 29.5 ± 40.8 13.0 * (0–167) 0.6745

Butter (g) 3.3 ± 7.1 0.0 * (0–30) 0.9 ± 2.1 0.0 * (0–10) 0.5429
Sour cream (g) 2.6 ± 9.9 0.0 * (0–60) 2.9 ± 11.4 0.0 * (0–60) 0.8212

* Nonparametric distribution (verified using the Shapiro-Wilk test; p < 0.05); ** compared using the t-Student test
(for parametric distributions) or the U Mann-Whitney test (for nonparametric distributions).

Table 8. Comparison of animal-derived products intake per 1000 kcal in groups of junior health
professionals from Poland and Croatia.

Polish Group Croatian Group
p **

Mean ± SD Median (Range) Mean ± SD Median (Range)

Milk, dairy beverages (g) 147.3 ± 117.2 138.8 * (0–636.6) 132.3 ± 87.6 115.5 * (0–414.8) 0.5682
Cottage cheese (g) 45.5 ± 64.8 22.9 * (0–320.9) 15.0 ± 25.9 0.0 * (0–144.7) 0.0084

Hard cheese (g) 7.0 ± 12.0 0.0 * (0–52.9) 7.5 ± 11.1 2.0 * (0–60.4) 0.2208
Eggs (g) 32.8 ± 42.9 0.0 * (0–142.1) 17.7 ± 21.3 11.6 * (0–107.5) 0.4300
Meat (g) 54.8 ± 47.1 60.3 * (0–162.4) 65.6 ± 24.1 60.1 (0–144.4) 0.1162

Cold cuts (g) 5.3 ± 12.4 0.0 * (0–51.4) 12.5 ± 22.3 0.6 * (0–119.4) 0.0035
Fish and fish products (g) 26.3 ± 40.4 0.0 * (0–168.3) 21.0 ± 28.9 8.9 * (0–104.6) 0.6071

Butter (g) 2.2 ± 4.2 0.0 * (0–18.1) 0.6 ± 1.5 0.0 * (0–9.8) 0.5355
Sour cream (g) 2.2 ± 8.3 0.0 * (0–48.5) 1.8 ± 6.7 0.0 * (0–35.2) 0.8080

* Nonparametric distribution (verified using the Shapiro-Wilk test; p < 0.05); ** compared using the t-Student test
(for parametric distributions) or the U Mann-Whitney test (for nonparametric distributions).

Comparison of other products intake in groups of junior health professionals from Poland and
Croatia is presented in Table 9. In the analyzed group, Polish women, while compared with Croatian
ones, were characterized by a higher vegetables (p = 0.0049), oil (p = 0.0238), nuts (p = 0.0455),
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and jam/honey intake (p = 0.0471). At the same time, they were characterized by lower intake of
potatoes (p < 0.0001), chocolate sweets (p = 0.0042), and cakes/cookies (p = 0.0006).

Comparison of other products intake per 1000 kcal in groups of junior health professionals from
Poland and Croatia is presented in Table 10. In the analyzed group, Polish women, while compared
with Croatian ones, were characterized by a higher vegetables (p = 0.0035), oil (p = 0.0114), nuts
(p = 0.0419), and jam/honey intake (p = 0.0425). At the same time, they were characterized by lower
intake of potatoes (p < 0.0001), chocolate sweets (p = 0.0041), and cakes/cookies (p = 0.0044).

Table 9. Comparison of other products intake in groups of junior health professionals from Poland
and Croatia.

Polish Group Croatian Group
p **

Mean ± SD Median (Range) Mean ± SD Median (Range)

Vegetables (g) 305.2 ± 230.9 275 * (0–1000) 205.7 ± 151.7 160.0 * (13–810) 0.0049
Legumes (g) 17.5 ± 69.7 0.0 * (0–550) 6.9 ± 24.8 0.0 * (0–200) 0.6952

Fruits (g) 183.8 ± 119.6 152 * (0–540) 193.7 ± 145.3 167.0 * (0–800) 0.9970
Potatoes (g) 31.3 ± 69.1 0.0 * (0–267) 65.9 ± 67.5 50.0 * (0–333) <0.0001

Bread (g) 69.9 ± 63.6 62.0 * (0–210) 72.8 ± 48.4 65.0 * (0–183) 0.3873
Other cereal products (g) 79.7 ± 57.6 66.0 * (0–270) 87.4 ± 77.8 65.5 * (0–390) 0.9474

Oil (g) 11.1 ± 10.5 10.0 * (0–55) 8.1 ± 11.3 4.5 * (0–63) 0.0238
Margarine (g) 0.0 0.0 * (0–0) 0.1 ± 0.5 0.0 * (0–3) 0.6938

Nuts (g) 14.8 ± 21.0 0.5 * (0–65) 6.7 ± 11.4 0.0 * (0–64) 0.0455
Mushrooms (g) 1.7 ± 10.2 0.0 * (0–70) 1.8 ± 7.3 0.0 * (0–34) 0.7360

Sugar (g) 0.7 ± 3.4 0.0 * (0–20) 0.6 ± 1.7 0.0 * (0–10) 0.5122
Jam and honey (g) 2.8 ± 9.3 0.0 * (0–50) 2.4 ± 5.0 0.0 * (0–32) 0.0471

Chocolate sweets (g) 10.8 ± 29.6 0.0 * (0–133) 11.7 ± 15.6 1.5 * (0–58) 0.0042
Cakes and cookies (g) 18.5 ± 45.3 0.0 * (0–250) 34.1 ± 44.8 20 * (0–234) 0.0006

Alcoholic beverages (g) 4.3 ± 20.7 0.0 * (0–120) 10.7 ± 45.3 0.0 * (0–33) 0.5517
Sweetened beverages (g) 10.3 ± 63.2 0.0 * (0–470) 40.3 ± 143.8 0.0 * (0–1167) 0.0589

* Nonparametric distribution (verified using the Shapiro-Wilk test; p < 0.05); ** compared using the t-Student test
(for parametric distributions) or the U Mann-Whitney test (for nonparametric distributions).

Table 10. Comparison of other products intake per 1000 kcal in groups of junior health professionals
from Poland and Croatia.

Polish Group Croatian Group
p **

Mean ± SD Median (Range) Mean ± SD Median (Range)

Vegetables (g) 215.7 ± 168.2 198.3 * (0–839.0) 144.8 ± 119.3 109.1 * (8.4–622.3) 0.0035
Legumes (g) 11.2 ± 45.4 0.0 * (0–361.8) 5.4 ± 18.4 0.0 * (0–144.4) 0.7360

Fruits (g) 133.7 ± 102.2 116.1 * (0–604.9) 128.8 ± 97.7 107.8 * (0–482.9) 0.6203
Potatoes (g) 20.2 ± 43.0 0.0 * (0–165.4) 45.6 ± 49.2 34.4 * (0–217.0) <0.0001

Bread (g) 45.0 ± 40.2 39.8 * (0–158.6) 46.6 ± 30.0 43.1 * (0–131.0) 0.4278
Other cereal products (g) 53.6 ± 36.3 45.5 * (0–206.4) 54.1 ± 39.6 45.6 * (0–187.6) 0.8124

Oil (g) 7.5 ± 7.0 7.1 * (0–36.8) 4.8 ± 5.8 3.2 * (0–20.8) 0.0114
Margarine (g) 0.0 0.0 * (0–0) 0.1 ± 0.4 0.0 * (0–2.7) 0.6938

Nuts (g) 9.2 ± 12.1 0.5 * (0–44.8) 4.6 ± 8.4 0.0 * (0–45.9) 0.0419
Mushrooms (g) 1.1 ± 6.5 0.0 * (0–40.8) 1.4 ± 5.5 0.0 * (0–26.9) 0.7360

Sugar (g) 0.5 ± 2.1 0.0 * (0–11.4) 0.3 ± 0.9 0.0 * (0–4.4) 0.5231
Jam and honey (g) 1.7 ± 5.4 0.0 * (0–31.8) 1.7 ± 3.6 0.0 * (0–21.5) 0.0425

Chocolate sweets (g) 6.5 ± 17.6 0.0 * (0–82.3) 8.2 ± 11.6 0.9 * (0–53.6) 0.0041
Cakes and cookies (g) 10.8 ± 25.3 0.0 * (0–141.8) 21.2 ± 25.1 15.1 * (0–132.5) 0.0004

Alcoholic beverages (g) 1.9 ± 9.3 0.0 * (0–52.7) 5.9 ± 24.7 0.0 * (0–184.2) 0.5530
Sweetened beverages (g) 6.7 ± 40.9 0.0 * (0–298.9) 18.1 ± 47.2 0.0 * (0–311.7) 0.0599

* Nonparametric distribution (verified using the Shapiro-Wilk test; p < 0.05); ** compared using the t-Student test
(for parametric distributions) or the U Mann-Whitney test (for nonparametric distributions).

Comparison of the estimated prevalence of inadequate intake of chosen nutrients, while compared
with the reference values [61], in groups of junior health professionals from Poland and Croatia is
presented in Table 11. In the analyzed group, for folate (p = 0.0023), in the Polish group there is a lower
risk of inadequate intake, while compared with the Croatian one.
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Table 11. Comparison of the estimated prevalence of inadequate intake of chosen nutrients, while
compared with the reference values [61], in groups of junior health professionals from Poland
and Croatia.

Nutrient *

Polish Group Croatian Group

p **Respondents with
Inadequate

Intake—n (%)

Respondents with
Adequate

Intake—n (%)

Respondents with
Inadequate

Intake—n (%)

Respondents with
Adequate

Intake—n (%)

Calcium 42 (60%) 28 (40%) 51 (64%) 29 (36%) 0.7616
Iron 15 (21%) 55 (79%) 18 (22%) 52 (78%) 0.6901

Folate 28 (40%) 42 (60%) 53 (67%) 27 (33%) 0.0023
Vitamin B12 9 (13%) 61 (87%) 13 (16%) 67 (84%) 0.7226
Vitamin D 66 (94%) 4 (6%) 79 (99%) 1 (1%) 0.2876

* The following reference values were applied: calcium (800 mg), iron (8.1 mg), folate (320 μg), vitamin B12 (2 μg),
vitamin D (10 μg), [61]; ** compared using the chi2 test.

4. Discussion

While comparing the nutritional value of the diets and the intake of products between groups
of junior health professionals from Poland and Croatia, a number of differences cropped up.
While comparing the estimated prevalence of inadequate dietary intake of chosen nutrients, such
differences were stated only for folate; however, in both groups, a number of respondents were
characterized by an inadequate dietary intake of other nutrients. It should be mentioned that such
a situation results from following an improperly balanced diet [63]. As shown by the Food and
Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO) [64], in a properly balanced diet that is based
on nutritional recommendations, a healthy individual can easily obtain the recommended intake of a
majority of nutrients. Consequently, an inadequate intake of specific nutrients may be treated as an
indicator of an improperly balanced diet. FAO [65] further emphasizes that a healthy diet associated
with an adequate intake of nutrients may be obtained from various combinations of food products.

4.1. Potential Influence of Health Professional Dietary Habits on Their Patients

While analyzing the nutritional value of the diets of junior health professionals, it must be above
all emphasized that they will educate the Polish and Croatian populations about recommended
nutritional behaviors in the future. Consequently, their nutritional inadequacies may generate
nutritional inadequacies for a number of individuals and may contribute to dietary health risk factors.
This is based on the association between personal dietary habits and attitudes toward preventive
counseling, which was observed in a group of physicians and medical students [66]. Furthermore, their
own improper dietary behaviors may generate a lack of confidence in the ability to counsel patients
regarding lifestyle that is commonly observed [67].

Some patients perceive their dietitian as a role model and focus on both the presented
recommendations and the body size or shape; therefore, a number of dietitians are aware that
they should also follow the same dietary recommendations that they present to their patients [68].
Furthermore, these educators who include information about they themselves following recommended
dietary habits are perceived by patients to be not only healthier, but also more believable and motivating
than others [69]. Similarly, the review by Lobelo and Quevedo [70] reported that healthcare providers
who are physically active are more likely to provide physical counseling for their patients compared to
others. Furthermore, they stated that healthcare providers can play an important role by becoming
early adopters of physical activity and diet behaviors and, in turn, become role models for their patients
and communities [71].

As the presented study was planned to assess the dietary intake of female junior health
professionals, their diets were also analyzed from the point of view of future female patients and the
diet-related diseases common in this group were analyzed.
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4.2. Dietary Risk Factors for Anemia

According to the WHO [72], anemia, in industrialized countries, is diagnosed for one in ten women
and for one in four pregnant women. However, the systematic analysis of population-representative
data by Stevens et al. [73] indicated, based on hemoglobin concentration, a higher frequency of 29% in
nonpregnant women and 38% in pregnant ones. This problem may lead to significant health-related
consequences such as increased mortality [74].

In the presented study, a higher intake of iron and folate was observed in the Polish group
compared to the Croatian group. Also, such an observation was noted in case of intake of vitamin B12

per 1000 kcal. A higher iron and vitamin B12 intake for Polish women was observed despite a higher
intake of cold cuts (which are within their sources) in Croatian women. However, the frequency of
inadequate intake was rather high for both countries. Moreover, a higher frequency of inadequate
intake for folate was stated more commonly for Croatian women than Polish ones, that may have
resulted from the lower vegetable intake in Croatian women. The observations correspond with
the results of other studies indicating inadequate intake of iron, for Polish [75] and Croatian young
women [76], as well as of folate, for Polish [77] and Croatian young women [76].

Based on the assessment of intake adequacy, the risk of anemia for young women in both countries
is quite high. Furthermore, for Croatia, it may be even higher than that for Poland despite a higher
intake of cold cuts. Although the intake of traditional meat products is high in Croatia, corresponding
to high intake of cold cuts reported in this study, it mainly results in high fat intake [78]; however,
it may not influence iron intake significantly.

4.3. Dietary Risk Factors for Osteoporosis

Osteoporosis is another disease that is commonly more observed in women than men because it is
estimated that one in two women, but only one in three men, will experience osteoporotic fractures [79].
However, the prevention of osteoporosis is especially important because progressive bone mass loss is
observed after the age of 30 [80], contributing to the high risk for osteoporosis [81].

In the presented study, a higher intake of calcium per 1000 kcal was observed in the Polish group
compared to the Croatian group. This may have been associated with a higher cottage cheese intake in
Polish women. However, a very low intake was observed for vitamin D in both groups; therefore,
for both countries, the frequency of inadequate intake was high. The observations correspond with
inadequate intake of calcium, observed for Polish [82] and Croatian young women [83]; however,
some studies reported higher intake of calcium in Croatia [84]. Furthermore, the inadequate intake of
vitamin D is commonly stated for both Polish [85] and Croatian [86] young women [47].

Based on the conducted assessment of the adequacy of intake, it must be stated that the risk of
osteoporosis for young women in both countries is high and comparable, resulting primarily from the
inadequate intake of vitamin D. Moreover, as the vitamin D status both in Poland [59] and Croatia [60]
is commonly not adequate, due to insufficient sunshine exposure, it must be emphasized that the
inadequate vitamin D intake probably is not compensated by the endogenous synthesis. Taking it
into account, even if the inadequate intake of calcium is not so common, the risk of osteoporosis must
be stated.

Taking into account, that it is stated, that health professionals commonly do not have proper healthy
lifestyle behaviors that impact chronic diseases, they are often not prepared properly for preventive
counseling with their patients, and do not present dietary recommendation to their patients [86],
so the necessary actions should be taken to obtain a properly balanced diet following. It may be
stated, that adequate nutritional education is needed, in order to improve their nutritional behaviors,
embolden them to educate their patients, and increase the number of patients being counseled.

Although the present study provided new insight for identifying potential dietary health risks
for women in Poland and Croatia, some limitations must be noted. For further studies, it would be
valuable to conduct similar assessments in groups consisting of other nutritional knowledge providers
(including physicians); male educators should also be analyzed. It should be emphasized that, both in
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Poland and Croatia, nutritional faculties are not present only in capital cities, so including specialists
from other regions would allow us to gain a broader perspective.

5. Conclusions

A number of differences in the nutrients and food products intake between the Polish and the
Croatian group of junior health professionals may result in various dietary health risks for women in
these countries. For anemia, compared to Polish women, a higher risk may be indicated for Croatian
women because of lower iron, folate, and vitamin B12 intake, and more common inadequate intake of
folate. For osteoporosis, similar risks may be indicated for Polish and Croatian women because of very
low vitamin D intake in both countries. Therefore, adequate nutritional education of junior health
professionals is necessary.
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Abstract: The efficiency of the local government health expenditure (GHE) in China determines
the level of public health services. However, the local government does not pay much attention
to that efficiency, though the scale of local GHE is increasing. In this paper, first, we use the data
envelopment analysis (DEA) method to measure the static overall efficiency of the local government
health expenditure (GHE) in each region of China from 2007 to 2016. Then, based on the spatial
statistical theory, global and local spatial Moran’s I value is utilized to investigate its spatial correlation
and spatial agglomeration phenomenon. Finally, the spatial spillover effect (SSE) of the static overall
efficiency of local GHE in each region is measured by constructing a spatial Durbin model (SDM). It is
demonstrated that there are significant differences in the efficiency of the local GHE between different
regions of China. In addition, it is shown that Moran’s I value of the static overall efficiency of the local
GHE from 2007 to 2016 is positive. It passed the test of the 5% significance level, indicating that there
is a positive spatial correlation between the efficiency of the local GHE and a spatial spillover effect.
On the other hand, the decomposition of the SDM reveals that the proportion of GHE to financial
expenditure, gross domestic product (GDP) per capita, and population density have a positive effect
on the efficiency of the local GHE. Hence, their growth will improve the GHE efficiency in the local
region and neighboring regions. In contrast, the proportion of urban population, illiteracy, and fiscal
decentralization have a negative effect. Thus, their growth will decrease the GHE efficiency in the
local region and neighboring regions. The results are discussed and suggestions are given based
on the analysis in this paper. The main contribution of this work is to consider the spatial spillover
effect in terms with realistic meaning. The results obtained can be used as a reference for optimizing
the structure and improving the efficiency of government health inputs. It breaks the government’s
GDP-only theory-based assessment system and helps to improve it by assessing the GHE efficiency.

Keywords: government health expenditure (GHE) efficiency; data envelopment analysis (DEA)
method; Moran’s I value; spatial spillover effect (SSE); spatial Durbin model (SDM)

1. Introduction

For a long time, China has been committed to building an efficient and sustainable social public
health system (SPHS). Relevant policies are proposed by the government to improve efficiency
and sustainability. Lots of science founding are established to make a substantial contribution to
the improvement of public health. In addition, we know that the efficiency of government health
expenditure (GHE) and healthcare sustainability can affect each other. However, the current Chinese
medical and health services cannot meet the new requirements, that is, the people’s growing demand
for healthcare, the high quality of health services, and the wide coverage of the medical insurance.

Sustainability 2019, 11, 2469; doi:10.3390/su11092469 www.mdpi.com/journal/sustainability
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It is also very difficult to achieve the goal of an equal and sustainable healthcare service. Thus, it is
important to study the GHE efficiency.

Nowadays, it is difficult and expensive to see a doctor in China, which is an outstanding social
issue, and the relationship between doctors and patients is becoming terrible. In this context, the
scale and efficiency of the government’s social public health services supply have received much
attention in all sectors of our society and they also constitute a hot research topic. On the one hand,
it is an important perspective for local governments in exploring the causes of the imbalance in the
national wealth and livelihood. On the other hand, local governments’ insufficient input in social
public health services or high-input-low-output (HILO) will also affect its supply efficiency. At present,
many scholars have empirically analyzed that local governments have a policy bias toward ignoring
public service expenditures in the process of fiscal expenditure [1,2]. However, there is little researche
on the HILO problem. With the constraint of the relative lack of public service input in China [3],
we need to determine how to improve the efficiency of local government’s public service supply, in
order to improve the output effect with an equal input, since this plays a decisive role in improving
the efficiency of the Chinese public service. In particular, with the increase of local government social
public health service input, a slight change in supply efficiency will have a great influence on the
achievement of the set goals [4].

In view of this, this paper intends to use the mainstream methods of health economic supply
theory and empirical research to analyze the input and output of the government’s social public health
service. Then, we measure the government’s health expenditure efficiency in different regions of China,
based on the spatial correlated test and spatial panel measurement model. According to the results of
the empirical analysis, some suggestions are proposed to help design the government’s new health
input mechanism, which can accelerate the construction of a healthy China, improve the national
health policy, and deepen the reform of the medical and health system.

2. Literature Review

Since the data envelopment analysis (DEA) method was proposed by Farrell in 1957 [5], and
developed by Charnes, Cooper, and Rhodes (CCR) in 1978 [6], the quantitative evaluation theory and
empirical research methods of local government social public health service supply efficiency have
made great progress in the past 30 years. For example, Afonso and Fernandes (2006) used the DEA
two-step analysis method to study the efficiency and influencing factors of local GHEs in Europe and
Portugal [7]. Hadad et al. (2013) used the DEA estimation model to estimate the efficiency of the
healthcare system and found that, in the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development
(OECD) countries, the number of stable healthcare systems is higher [8]. On the other hand, many
Chinese scholars have also conducted some related research. Han and Miao (2010) used the DEA-Tobit
two-stage analysis framework to measure the efficiency and influencing factors of GHEs in various
provinces or cities in China [9]. Luo (2012) used the DEA-Bootstrap two-stage analysis framework to
measure the efficiency of Chinese local fiscal expenditures and their influencing factors [10]. Guan
et al. (2014) used the DEA four-stage analysis framework to measure the efficiency of the social
public healthcare input in 30 provinces in China and the results show that the provincial social public
health expenditure has an annual efficiency loss of 29.5% [11]. Jin and Song (2012) used the DEA and
Malmquist productivity index to analyze the differences in government health expenditure efficiency
among different regions in China [12]. Thus, in terms of evaluation methods, DEA solves the difficulty
by integrating the efficiency of different project units and multiple-input-multiple-output (MIMO), so
that it is easy to compare the efficiency values of different projects.

There is no typical academic and practical method to simply measure the supply efficiency of
the government public health service. The most important thing to do is explore how to improve
the efficiency of government health expenditure. It is found from the existing literature that scholars
mainly pay attention to the evaluation of social public health expenditure efficiency, ignoring the
research on the efficiency of regional public health expenditure. However, the level of economic and
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social development among different regions is obviously different. We need to consider the regional
disparities in the calculation of the expenditure efficiency of different regions. In 2009, as a Chinese
policy goal, the improvement of the utilization of health resources in the new healthcare reform was
clearly proposed. Nowadays, with the increasing convenience of social transportation, the sharing of
health resources among different regions is more convenient and the spatial nature of medical and
health services is more obvious. This makes it more practical to study the efficiency of healthcare
utilization and we can propose some policy suggestions to improve government supply efficiency
based on this study.

Some scholars have studied the spatiality of government health expenditures and most studies
show that the allocation of health resources in China is spatial. Wang et al. (2015) pointed out that
the efficiency of health resources is a multi-dimensional and comprehensive problem closely related
to factors, such as the economy, population, and regional development [13]. At the same time, the
combination of traditional statistical methods and spatial statistical methods can better reveal the
advantages and disadvantages of the health field, with a spatial distribution [13]. Han et al. (2016)
believed that the total allocation of health resources in Chinese provinces or cities is basically consistent
with the economic development of the regions [14]. Gu (2014) pointed out that when we study the
allocation of health support areas, we should not only investigate the characteristics and needs of local
areas, but also consider the influence of neighboring areas [15].

On the one hand, many scholars have conducted research on the output indicators in studying
the efficiency of GHE. Retzlaff-Roberts (2004) [16] and Hadad et al. (2013) [8] selected life expectancy
and infant mortality (survival) as output indicators. Liu et al. (2014) [17] selected the number of health
institutions, health personnel and beds as intermediate output indicators. The number of outpatients
and inpatients, emergency mortality, and observation room mortality were considered as final output
indicators. Xiao al. (2014) [18] selected maternal mortality and infant mortality as output indicators.

On the other hand, scholars have conducted a lot of research on the factors affecting the efficiency
of GHE. Most research starts from the economic, social, and political factors. For example, Tu
(2012) pointed out that the factors that have a great impact on hospital efficiency include the fiscal
decentralization, proportion of GHE, urbanization level, density of medical institutions, and medical
technology level. Among them, only the fiscal decentralization, proportion of GHE, and medical
technology level were considered to be the major factors affecting the efficiency of primary healthcare
institutions [19]. Li and Wang (2015) conducted a study on the efficiency of local GHEs. The results
showed that there were obvious regional differences in the efficiency of local GHEs during the sample
period. The main factors affecting efficiency include the fiscal decentralization, household registration
system, healthcare reform, urbanization level, economic development level, population density, and
education level [20].

Among the existing research, many scholars have conducted fruitful research on the efficiency
of GHE. Relevant research has a strong reference effect in the improvement of the supply efficiency
of local governments’ public health services in China. However, the characteristics of social public
health services make it difficult to measure local governments’ supply. Thus, it has not yet formed
a comprehensive, consistent, and general evaluation system, methods, indicators, and research
conclusions. In addition, the existing literature has the following limitations:

First, the discussion on the efficiency of GHE in the existing literature is relatively simple, if the
low efficiency, caused by the uneven allocation of health resources, is not considered.

Secondly, due to the difficulty associated with accurately evaluating government health inputs and
outputs, most scholars choose life expectancy and child mortality as output variables in studying the
efficiency of GHE. However, health resources, such as the number of institutional beds and technicians,
are the most direct outputs of GHE.

Finally, the spillover effect of health resource utilization efficiency has not been considered in the
existing literature in studying the efficiency of GHE. Therefore, due to the special nature of public
health services, there are still no comprehensive, consistent, general evaluation systems, methods,
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indicators, and research conclusions, though many scholars have conducted a lot of research on the
efficiency of GHE.

3. Methods and Materials

3.1. Study Settings and Potential Data Sources

The research object of this paper was 31 provinces, municipalities directly under the central
government and autonomous regions in China. The relevant indicator data of each region from 2007 to
2016 were obtained from the China Statistical Yearbook [21], China Health Statistical Yearbook [22]
and China Financial Yearbook [23]. The geographical distance between provincial capitals and cities in
different regions was drawn from Wikipedia.

3.2. Variable Selection

3.2.1. Input Variable Selection

In this paper, the local GHE in 31 provinces (municipalities, autonomous regions) of China were
selected as the sole input variable. Considering the comparability of the economy and data, Hong
Kong, Macao, and Taiwan were not included in the calculation.

Figure 1 shows the local GHE in China from 2007 to 2016. From Figure 1, it can be seen that the
local GHE in China had a rapid growth trend, from 199.58 billion Chinese yuan in 2007 to 1306.76
billion Chinese yuan in 2016, with a 650% increase. Among them, the largest absolute growth was
in 2014, up 188.34 billion Chinese yuan from 2013. While the local government has increased health
expenditure year by year, the problems in China, including it being difficult and expensive to see
a doctor, are still serious. In addition, we often need to consider the spatial correlation when there
is spatial distribution in the economic subjects, however, the traditional econometric models often
neglect spatial correlation because of the irrelevance in the regional data. Spatial econometrics, as a
branch of econometrics, incorporates the spatial weight matrix into the regression model, which is
widely used in regional science, urban economics, geoeconomics, and development economics. Spatial
econometrics studies how to deal with spatial heterogeneity (spatial structure) and spatial correlation
(spatial interaction) in regression models. This paper will measure the efficiency of the local GHE and
its spatial spillover effect. The selection of output and influencing factor variables are given as follows.

 
Figure 1. Chinese local government health expenditures from 2007 to 2016.
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3.2.2. Output and Influencing Factor Variables Selection

The basic goal of GHE is to achieve the optimal supply of public health services under the
condition of limited health resources in order to obtain the maximum health output. From this point of
view, we can divide the target of GHE into an intermediate target and a final target (see Figure 2).

Figure 2. Government health expenditure (GHE) target.

Therefore, according to the final goal of the local GHE, this paper chooses the following seven
indicators to show the inputs and outputs of local governments in the field of health services: (1) Severe
malnutrition rate among children under five years old and the mortality rate, reflecting the health level
of residents; (2) the number of outpatient visits and the medical expenses per capita of outpatients
and inpatients, reflecting public health services; (3) infectious disease incidence rate of Class A and
B statutory reports and infectious disease mortality rate, reflecting the residents’ diseases control;
and (4) hospital bed utilization rate, reflecting the quality of healthcare services. The output of local
government public health services from 2007 to 2016 is shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Outputs of government-invested public health service from 2007 to 2016.

Indicator Name Maximum Minimum Mean
Standard
Deviation

Outpatient consultation (100 million) 2.56 0.53 1.88 0.75
Infectious disease incidence rate of Class A and B statutory reports (%) 302.00 232.13 262.89 25.37
Outpatient and inpatient medical expenses per capita (Chinese yuan) 5077.44 9141.66 7225.28 1388.96
Bed use rate (%) 76.52 89.00 85.03 3.50
Severe malnutrition rate among children under 5 years old (%) 1.33 2.06 1.56 0.26
Population mortality rate (%) 5.83 6.07 5.95 0.09
Infectious disease mortality rate (%) 0.89 1.26 1.11 0.12

Based on the existing research results, this paper will consider the urban and rural, cultural,
economic, and demographic factors, which may have an important impact on the spatial spillover
effect of the local GHE efficiency. Therefore, the proportion of urban population, illiteracy rate, the
GHE accounting for the proportion of fiscal expenditure, gross domestic product (GDP) per capita,
fiscal decentralization, and population density are selected as explanatory variables, which are shown
in detail in Table 2.

Table 2. Selection of influencing factors of spatial measurement model.

Indicator (Unit) Calculation Method

Proportion of urban population (%) Regional urban population/region permanent resident population * 100%
Illiteracy rate (%) Number of illiterates over 15 years old/total population over 15 years old * 100%
Proportion of government health expenditure to
financial expenditure (%) Local government health expenditure/local fiscal expenditure * 100%

GDP per capita (Chinese yuan/person) Gross regional product/regional resident population
Fiscal decentralization (%) Local finance general budget expenditure/important fiscal expenditure * 100%
Population density (person/km2) Regional permanent population/region total area
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3.3. Method

3.3.1. DEA Method

The DEA method, occasionally called frontier analysis, was developed by Charnes, Cooper, and
Rhodes (CCR) in 1978 [6]. DEA models are classified into the model of Banker, Charnes, and Cooper
(BCC) [24] and the CCR model. The BCC model is an output-oriented model and the CCR model is an
input-oriented model. This paper chooses the output-oriented BCC model to study the efficiency of
the local GHE. The specific model is shown as follows.

Assuming that the DEA model has J decision-making units (DMUs), DMU j( j = 1, 2, · · · , J), each
DMU has M input items, Xj = (x1 j, x2 j, x3 j, · · · xMj), and N output items, Yj = (y1 j, y2 j, y3 j, · · · yN j).
Thus, the overall efficiency of j0-th DMU can be obtained from the following linear programming.

max η j0 =

N∑
n=1
αn ynj0

M∑
m=1
βmxmj0

s.t.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

N∑
n=1
αn ynj

M∑
m=1
βmxmj

≤ 1 ( j = 1, 2, · · · , J)

αn ≥ 0 (n = 1, 2, · · · , M), βm ≥ 0(m = 1, 2, · · · , M)

(1)

where η j0 is the desired overall efficiency and αn and βm are the weights for the outputs and inputs,
respectively.

The purpose of this paper is to study the input of local governments in the field of public health
services and to maximize the output of medical and health services with a certain amount of scale
of health resources. Thus, this paper chooses the BCC model to calculate the efficiency of the local
GHE in China. Furthermore, with the increasing convenience of social transportation and the more
convenient sharing of health resources among different regions, the spatial spillover effect of public
health services in different regions will be more obvious. In view of this, we continue to explore the
temporal and spatial correlation and evolution trend of the local GHE efficiency in order to obtain
a deeper understanding of the efficiency of the local GHE in China, which has great significance for
optimizing the results of financial expenditure and improving the GHE efficiency.

3.3.2. Spatial Econometric Model Method

(1) Morland Index

The First Law of Geography asserts that everything is related and the closer the things are, the
higher the degree of correlation will be [25]. We record the geospatial data of n regions as

{
xi, xj

}n
i=1, j=1

,

where i and j represent region i and region j, respectively. The distance between region i and region j is
recorded as wij, which can be defined as a spatial weight matrix as follows.

W =

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
w11 · · · w1n
...

...
...

wn1 · · · wnn

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠, (2)

where the elements on the principal diagonal are equal to 0, i.e., w11 = · · · = wnn = 0 (the distance of
the same region is expressed as 0). It should be noted that the commonly used spatial weight matrix is
the spatial adjacent weight matrix, which can be expressed as follows:

wij =

{
1, regions i and j are neighbors
0, regions i and j are not neighbors

. (3)
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As we know, the spatial measurement method can be used when there is spatial correlation
among the data. If there is no spatial correlation, the general measurement method is used. “Spatial
autocorrelation” means that regions have similar values of variables to other similar regions. Spatial
autocorrelation can be divided into positive spatial correlation and negative spatial correlation. The
most widely used method to measure spatial correlation is the Moran index, which is given as follows.

I =

n∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

wij(xi − x)(xj − x)

s2
n∑

i=1

n∑
j=1

wij

, (4)

where s2 =

n∑
i=1

(xi−x)2

n is the sample variance and
n∑

i=1

n∑
j=1

wij is the sum of all spatial weight matrixes.

The value range of the Moran index is [−1,1]. If the Moran index I is greater than 0, there is
a positive spatial correlation among different regions. If I is less than 0, there is a negative spatial
correlation. If I is close to 0, the correlation among different regions is weak. The Moran index can
be decomposed into the global Moran index and the local Moran index. The global Moran index
represents the overall correlation, while the local Moran index decomposes the Moran index of each
region in a certain year, which indicates a clustering phenomenon in this region. The Moran index can
be regarded as the correlation coefficient between the observed value and its spatial lag.

The global Moran index is decomposed to obtain the Moran index value of each sample individual.
The spatial dependence of each sample individual and its adjacent individual can be judged by plotting
the value of each sample individual and its spatial adjacent individual as a scatter plot. Generally, four
quadrants are obtained using scatter plots of the local Moran index. Each quadrant corresponds to a
spatial structure, representing a set of special relationships between the value of individual variables
and the mean value of adjacent individual variables, and each sample individual is grouped into a
quadrant. Specifically, the value of individual variables in the first quadrant is high (H) and that of
adjacent individuals is also high (H) and is expressed as HH, which is a common spatial expression
pattern of a high-high cluster. The value of individual variables in the third quadrant is low (L), and
the value of variables in adjacent individuals is low (L) and expressed by LL, which is a typical low-low
cluster. The number of individuals in the second quadrant and the fourth quadrant is relatively small,
where the value of individual variables is low, with high-value neighboring individual variables, and
the value of individual variables is high, with low-value neighboring individual variables; this can be
expressed by the LH and HL clusters, respectively. Furthermore, positive spatial correlation refers to
the high-high or low-low cluster, while negative spatial correlation refers to the high-low or low-high
cluster. There is no spatial correlation among the HL or LH cluster regions with random distribution.
In this way, we can find the identity of the population and economic clusters in China by identifying
the Chinese provinces using the HH and LL characteristics and the local Moran index.

(2) Spatial Econometric Model

� Model Selection
First, the spatial autoregressive model of the panel should be examined. The specific formula is

as follows.
yit = ρw′i yi + x′

it
β+ μi + εit, (i = 1, · · · , n; t = 1, · · · , T), (5)

where w′i is the i-th row of the spatial weight matrix W, w′i yi =
∑n

j=1 wijyjt, wij is the (i, j)-th element
of the spatial weight matrix W, and μi is the individual effect of region i. If μi is related to xit, it is a
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fixed effects model; otherwise, it is a random effects model. The usual Hausman test can be used to
determine whether a fixed-effect or a random-effect model should be used and it is shown as follows.

{
yit = τyi,t−1 + ρω

′
i yt + xitβ+ d′i Xtδ+ ui + γt + εit

εit = λm′iεt + vit
, (6)

where yi,t−1 is the first-order lag of the interpreted variable yit, di
iXtδ is the spatial lag of the explanatory

variable, di
t is the i-th row of the corresponding spatial weight matrix D, γt is the time effect, and m′i

is the i-th row of the disturbance item space weight matrix M. The following items explain how to
distinguish the spatial autoregressive models [26].

(a) If λ = 0, it is a Spatial Durbin Model (SDM);
(b) If λ = 0 and δ = 0, it is a Spatial Autoregression Model (SAR);
(c) If τ = 0 and δ = 0, it is a Spatial Autocorrelation Model (SAC);
(d) If τ = ρ = 0 and δ = 0, it is a Spatial Error Model (SEM).

� Decomposition Mechanism of the Special Spillover Effect
The spatial Durbin model can decompose the explanatory variable-spillover effect using the

partial differential method proposed by LeSage and Pace in 2009 [27], considering the total, direct,
and indirect effects. Among them, the direct effect is the influence on the local region caused by the
explanatory variables, while the indirect effect is the influence on the result of the explanatory variables
in the neighboring regions. The specific calculation method is given as follows.

Y = (In − �W)−1αln + (In − �W)−1(Xtβ+ WXtθ)αln + (In − �W)−1ε, (7)

which can be rewritten as

Y =
k∑

r=1

Sr(W)xr + V(W)lnα+ V(W)ε, (8)

where we have Sr(W) = V(W)(Inβr + Wθr), V(W) = (In − �W)−1 and In is an n-order identity matrix.
In addition, the above equation can be converted into a matrix form, shown as

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

y1

y2
...
yn

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
=

k∑
r=1

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

Sr(W)11 Sr(W)12 · · · Sr(W)1n
Sr(W)21 Sr(W)22 · · · Sr(W)2n
...

...
. . .

...
Sr(W)n1 Sr(W)n1 · · · Sr(W)nn

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

x1r
x2r
...
xnr

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
+ V(W)lnα+ V(W)ε, (9)

Thus, the total, direct, and indirect effects are obtained as

M(r)ATI = n−1InSr(W)In
, (10)

M(r)ADI = n−1traceSr(W), (11)

M(r)AII = n−1
{
InSr(W)In

− traceSr(W)
}
. (12)

4. Results

4.1. Efficiency Analysis of Local Government Health Expenditure

In this paper, we used the output-oriented BCC model and Deap 2.1 software to process the input
and output data in order to obtain the efficiency of the local GHE from 2007 to 2016. The results are
shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Overall efficiency of Chinese local government health expenditures from 2007 to 2016.

Figure 3 shows the changing trend of the static overall GHE efficiency of 31 regions from 2007 to
2016. During these 10 years, it can be seen that the overall efficiency increased from 0.62 to 0.73.

As shown in Figure 4, we used the average overall efficiency of the local GHE from 2007 to 2016
as a representative to analyze the differences in the total efficiencies among different regions. From
Figure 4, we can see that the lowest overall efficiency is in Guizhou and the highest is in Ningxia.
Among them, the overall efficiencies of 22 regions are under 0.8, for example, in Guizhou, Inner
Mongolia, and Heilongjiang. There are nine regions whose overall efficiencies are greater than 0.9.
Furthermore, it is not difficult to see that the overall efficiencies of the eastern region are generally
higher, while those of the northeast and central regions are generally lower.

 
Figure 4. Ranking of the average overall efficiency of Chinese local government health expenditures
from 2007 to 2016.
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4.2. Spatial Spillover Effect Analysis of Local Government Health Expenditure

4.2.1. Global Moran Index Calculation

The efficiency of GHE is a multi-dimensional and comprehensive problem closely related to
factors such as the economy, culture, population, and regional development. Moreover, factors such as
economic development, population cluster, and other factors in neighboring regions may also have an
impact on the efficiency of the local GHE. Therefore, theoretically speaking, the efficiency of the local
GHE has spatial correlation. In order to verify this hypothesis, this paper used the Moran index.

In this paper, we used Stata software to test the global spatial autocorrelation of the static overall
efficiency of the local GHE from 2007 to 2016. The results are shown in the following Table 3.

Table 3. Global spatial correlation test of static overall efficiency of government health expenditure.

Year Moran’s I Value p-Value

2007 0.201 0.021
2008 0.22 0.016
2009 0.256 0.007
2010 0.22 0.017
2011 0.246 0.009
2012 0.255 0.008
2013 0.292 0.003
2014 0.336 0.001
2015 0.32 0.001
2016 0.315 0.002

Table 3 shows that the Moran’s I value of the static overall efficiency of the local GHE from 2007
to 2016 is positive. Moreover, from the test of the 5% significance level, the efficiency of the local GHE
is shown to have a positive spatial correlation in the past 10 years, that is, the efficiency of local GHE is
spatial agglomeration. At the same time, we can see from the changing trend of the Moran’s I value
that the spatial correlation degree of the Chinese local GHE became stronger and stronger from 2007 to
2014 and slightly declined from 2015 to 2016.

4.2.2. Local Moran Index Calculation

The results of the global Moran index show that the efficiency of the local GHE has a positive
spatial correlation from 2007 to 2016. However, it cannot reveal which regions are in high-cluster
areas or low-cluster areas. In view of this, this paper chose the three years when China completed
five key tasks of deepening the reform of medical and health systems from 2009 to 2011. We used
Stata software to calculate the local Moran index of the local GHE efficiency, in order to further show
whether there was a local spatial agglomeration phenomenon for the efficiency of the local GHE. In this
paper, Arcmap 10.2 software was used to describe the distribution of Moran scatter plots. The results
are shown in the following figures.

Figures 5–7 show that the positive spatial correlation regions are mainly concentrated in the
northeastern, eastern, and western regions of China. Among them, the low-low cluster areas are mainly
concentrated in Inner Mongolia, Liaoning, Jilin, and Heilongjiang in Northeastern China and Sichuan,
Yunnan, Chongqing, Guizhou, Guangxi, etc. in Western China, belong to the low GHE efficiency
regions. The high-high cluster areas, mainly concentrated in Beijing, Jiangsu, Shanghai, Zhejiang, etc.
in Eastern China and Tibet and Qinghai in Western China, belong to the high GHE efficiency regions.
Henan had a negative spatial correlation agglomeration in the past three years, showing high-low
clustering phenomenon, which indicates that the GHE efficiency of its neighboring region is very low.
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Figure 5. The spatial agglomeration of Chinese local government health expenditures overall efficiency
in 2009.

 
Figure 6. The spatial agglomeration of Chinese local government health expenditures overall efficiency
in 2010.
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Figure 7. The spatial agglomeration of Chinese local government health expenditures overall efficiency
in 2011.

4.2.3. Spatial Econometric Model Analysis

After verifying the spatial correlation of Chinese local GHE efficiency, we built a spatial panel
econometric model to further analyze the impact of the proportion of urban population, illiteracy rate,
the proportion of government health expenditure to fiscal expenditure, GDP per capita, and population
density on the efficiency of the local GHE.

In this paper, the idea in [28] was used as a reference in choosing a spatial model, that is, an
SDM model without any constraints was firstly estimated and then whether the SDM model can be
simplified was tested. According to Equation (6), the SDM model estimation was first selected, then
we processed the data using Stata software. Finally, Wald and likelihood ratio (LR) tests [29] were
carried out to verify whether the SAR model and SEM model were nested in the SDM model. The
results are shown in Table 4.

Table 4. Global spatial correlation test of static overall efficiency of government health expenditure.

Indicator Name SDM Model Fixed Effect SDM Model Random Effect

Proportion of urban population 0.0110 ** −0.00109
Illiteracy rate −0.00698 * −0.00628
Proportion of GHE to fiscal expenditure 0.0165 ** 0.0177 **
GDP per capita 0.00000243 0.00000306 *
Fiscal decentralization 0.473 * 0.373
Population density 0.000984 *** 0.000132
rho 0.519 *** 0.517 ***

Hausman test 0.000

Wald test chi2(5) = 18.3 Prob > chi2 = 0.0000

LR test chi2(5) = 25.96 Prob > chi2 = 0.0001

AIC BIC

SDM model −687.2068 −634.8948
SAC model −841.149 −811.2564

Note: *, **, *** indicate significant levels at 10%, 5%, and 1%, respectively.
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From Table 4, the results of Wald and LR tests show that the hypothesis of τ = 0 and δ = 0 or
τ = ρ = 0 and δ = 0 is negated. The SAC model and SDM model were further tested to see which
was more suitable. The results showed that the absolute values of the Akaike information criterion
(AIC) and Bayesian information criterion (BIC) of the SDM model were less than those of the SAC
model, so the SDM model was more suitable for this paper. The Hausman test of the SDM model had
a p-value of 0.000 < 0.05, which indicated that the random effect model hypothesis was rejected at the
5% significance level. Therefore, the fixed effect model of SDM was more suitable.

On the other hand, we can see that the spatial lag coefficient (rho) of explanatory variables is not
significantly zero according to the estimation results of SDM. LeSage and Pace (2009) proposed that
there will be systematic errors in measuring the spillover effect using the coefficient of SDM when the
spatial lag term coefficient of the explanatory variables is not significantly zero [27]. In this case, the
spatial effect of SDM should be further decomposed to accurately reflect the direction and extent of the
impact of each explanatory variable on the GHE efficiency in the local and neighboring regions [27].
In view of this, this paper decomposed the SDM to obtain the total, direct, and indirect effects of each
explanatory variable, as shown in Table 5.

Table 5. Spatial spillover effect decomposition with SDM Model.

Indicator Name Total Effect Direct Effect Indirect Effect

Proportion of urban population −0.0032115 *** −0.0019761 *** −0.0012354 ***
Illiteracy rate −0.0016742 *** −0.0010302 −0.000644

Proportion of GHE to fiscal expenditure 0.0078264 *** 0.0048158 *** 0.0030106
GDP per capita 1.33 *** 8.21 *** 5.13 ***

Fiscal decentralization −0.115438 *** −0.0710317 −0.0444063
Population density 0.0000458 *** 0.0000282 *** 0.0000176 ***

Note: *, **, *** indicate significant levels at 10%, 5%, and 1%, respectively.

From Table 5, we can see that the total, direct, and indirect effects of the proportion of the urban
population are significantly negative among the factors affecting the local GHE efficiency. It is also
shown that, with the increase of the proportion of the urban population, both the local and neighboring
GHE efficiencies decrease. The reason is that, with the increase of the urbanization proportion, people’s
healthcare needs increase correspondingly. However, with the increasingly convenient transportation
and health services, people choose much more developed regions or countries for their healthcare
service, which leads to a decline in the GHE efficiency.

The total, direct, and indirect effects of the illiteracy rate are all negative, but the direct and indirect
effects have not passed the significant level test. This shows that the increase of the illiteracy rate will
lead to a decrease of the local GHE efficiency, but the influence of spatial decomposition effect on the
local and neighboring regions is very small. This may be due to the lower cultural quality of residents,
because they know less about the transmission and prevention of some common diseases and are more
likely to get sick. Moreover, the lower the education level of residents, the more difficult it will be to
communicate with hospitals, ask for medical and health services, choose the right medical institutions,
and obtain accurate healthcare information when they are sick. In addition, it will have some influence
on people’s awareness of the need to cooperate with the government’s healthcare supervision, which
will also decrease GHE efficiency.

The total and direct effects of the proportion of GHE to fiscal expenditure are significantly positive,
while the indirect effects are negative and do not pass the significant level test. This shows that the
increase of the proportion of GHE to fiscal expenditure will have a positive impact on the local GHE
efficiency. The greater local governments’ input in the field of healthcare, the higher the GHE efficiency
will be. The reason is that, with the increase of local government input in the field of healthcare, it will
be possible to provide better health services and thus improve the GHE efficiency.
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The total, direct, and indirect effects of GDP per capita are all significantly positive, which indicates
that the improvement of GDP per capita will improve the local GHE efficiency. This influence is
reflected not only in improving the local GHE efficiency, but also the significant promotion effect on
neighboring regions. This can be explained by the fact that residents in rich regions have a higher
demand for high-quality health services, which may put more pressure on local governments to
improve their health expenditure efficiency by increasing the health service level.

The total effect of fiscal decentralization is negative and has passed the significance level test,
while the direct and indirect effects are negative but not significant. This indicates that the greater
the degree of fiscal decentralization, the less the local GHE efficiency will be improved. This may be
due to government competition caused by fiscal decentralization, which may lead to an inadequate
provision of public goods by local governments and the reduction of the GHE scale, decreasing the
efficiency of health expenditure.

The total, direct, and indirect effects of the population density are all significantly positive. The
higher the population density, the higher the GHE efficiency. We believe that a higher population
density can reduce the cost of government management and supervision and thus help to improve the
GHE efficiency.

5. Discussion

In this paper, after using the DEA, spatial Moran’s I value, and SDM model to measure the GHE
efficiency and its spatial spillover effect from 2007 to 2016, we found that there are obvious differences
in the local GHE efficiency due to the different levels of economic development and the high or low
foundation of medical and health industry among different regions of China. We also found that the
GHE efficiency in China increased year by year from 2007 to 2014, decreased slightly in 2015, and
continued to increase in 2016. Finally, we found that the GHE efficiency has a significant positive
spatial spillover. The proportion of GHE to fiscal expenditure, GDP per capita, and population density
have a positive impact on the GHE efficiency. Their growth will promote the GHE efficiency in the
local region and adjacent areas. Conversely, the proportion of urban population, illiteracy rate, and
fiscal decentralization have a negative impact on the GHE efficiency. Their growth will reduce the
efficiency in the local region and adjacent areas.

The strength of this study is to consider the spatial spillover effect in terms with realistic meaning.
The results obtained can be used as a reference for optimizing the structure and improving the efficiency
of government health inputs. It breaks the government’s GDP-only theory-based assessment system
and helps to improve it by assessing the GHE efficiency. On the other hand, our study makes a
significant contribution to the literature on public health services with spatial spillover effect.

Based on the obtained results and analysis, we have some suggestions and policy recommendations,
which are as follows:

Develop a reasonable health insurance system. In the current context of aging and urbanization,
China should formulate a scientific and reasonable healthcare insurance system, which can not only
minimize the waste of health resources, but also improve the efficiency of the local GHE.

Improve the fiscal decentralization system. China should strengthen the supervision and
management of financial expenditure in various regions, so as to improve the efficiency of the
local GHE.

Reduce the regional unbalance. From the calculation and analysis of the local Moran index of the
GHE efficiency, the GHE efficiency of Beijing, Jiangsu, Shanghai, and Zhejiang in the eastern region
and Tibet and Qinghai in the western region is high, showing a high-high cluster. Conversely, the GHE
efficiency of Inner Mongolia, Liaoning, Jilin, and Heilongjiang in the northeastern region and Sichuan,
Yunnan, Chongqing, Guizhou, and Guangxi in the western region is generally low, showing a low-low
cluster. Henan Province in the middle region shows negative spatial correlation, which is a high-low
cluster area. The central part is located in the east–west junction grounding zone, which is driven,
to a certain extent, by the developed areas in the east, but the development is still lagging behind.
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Therefore, the overall economic development pattern of China is not coordinated and is unbalanced
among different regions. Correspondingly, the GHE efficiency is also unbalanced in terms of regional
development. In order to maximize the GHE efficiency, we should vigorously implement the strategy
of regional coordinated development, strengthen the health construction in the central and western
regions, improve the level of health efficiency, and induce regional spillover of the GHE efficiency.

Strengthen the health cooperation. It is very important to strengthen the overall coordination
among different regions and cross-administrative health cooperation. We should standardize
inter-regional health rules and policies, improve the formulation and implementation of inter-regional
environmental policies, reduce vicious competition in health expenditure efficiency and avoid blind
competition and excessive competition. For the eastern region, which is in a high-high cluster area,
regional exchanges and cooperation can be promoted to achieve coordinated development and common
progress among regions. In order to reduce the efficiency of health expenditure and improve the
“free-rider” behavior, it is necessary to establish standardized and unified health regulations and
standards for the western and northeastern regions in low-low cluster areas.

Utilize the spatial spillover effect. Chinese GHE has a significant spatial spillover effect. In order
to promote the coordinated development of the regional economy, the government should guide the
flow of health resources in the region through fiscal and tax policies and optimize the layout of regional
health centers. On the other hand, the government can fully utilize the spatial spillover effect of the
health expenditure efficiency through the rational layout of regional health centers in order to promote
regional development. In addition, we can use the spatial spillover effect to break down administrative
barriers. Local government health services should break down the administrative barriers between
regions, to make it convenient for people to enjoy the healthcare services in different places. At the
same time, we need to strengthen the healthcare exchanges and cooperation with neighboring regions
and make full use of regional spillover effect mechanism in order to better realize the effective supply
of local basic healthcare services.

Optimize the urban population structure. China should rationally optimize the urban population
structure, promote population aggregation, and play its role in improving the efficiency of health
expenditure in local region and adjacent areas. Moreover, we need to accelerate the balanced
development of the regional economy. From the analysis results concerning the spatial measurement
of the health expenditure efficiency in China, the impact of Chinese economic development on the
efficiency of health expenditure is obviously unbalanced. The growth of economics and the proportion
of GHE to financial expenditure have promoted the efficiency of health expenditure in local regions
and adjacent areas, while fiscal decentralization has inhibited it. The government can further adjust
the proportion of GHE to financial expenditure to maintain economic growth and promote health
expenditure efficiency. In order to comprehensively promote the construction of social education and
improve people’s cultural quality, the government needs to further promulgate policies to promote the
development of Chinese education. The efficiency of health expenditure can be significantly improved
if the illiteracy rate is reduced.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, the DEA and spatial regression models are used to measure the local GHE efficiency
and its spatial spillover effect in 31 provinces (municipalities and autonomous regions) of China from
2007 to 2016. The conclusions are summarized as follows.

Due to the different levels of economic development and the high or low foundation of the
medical and health industry in various regions of China, there are obvious differences in the local
GHE efficiency.

As far as individual regions are concerned, the overall efficiency of local GHE in Shandong,
Zhejiang, Guangdong, Shanghai, Qinghai, Tibet, Hainan, Tianjin, and Ningxia is higher than 0.8.
However, the overall efficiency of other regions is generally not high, which indicates that there is a
large waste of GHE in these regions.
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The results of the global Moran index calculations show that there is a positive spatial correlation
between the local GHE efficiency from 2007 to 2016, that is, the efficiency of the local GHE is a spatial
agglomeration. At the same time, we can also see from the trend of the Moran index that the spatial
correlation degree of the local GHE from 2007 to 2014 shows an upward trend, while the spatial
correlation degree between 2015 and 2016 slightly declines. At the same time, from 2007 to 2016, the
proportion of the urban population, the illiteracy rate, the proportion of GHE to fiscal expenditure,
the GDP per capita, fiscal decentralization, and population density are the main factors affecting the
efficiency of the local GHE and they are all spatially correlated.

The calculation results of the local Moran index show that the positive spatial correlation regions
are mainly concentrated in the northeast, east, and west of China. Among them, the low-low cluster
areas are mainly concentrated in Inner Mongolia, Liaoning, Jilin, and Heilongjiang in the northeast
region and Sichuan, Yunnan, Chongqing, Guizhou, Guangxi, etc. in the western region. High-high
cluster areas are mainly concentrated in Beijing, Jiangsu, Shanghai, Zhejiang, etc. in the eastern region
and Tibet and Qinghai in the western region. Henan is a spatial negative correlation cluster region,
showing a high-low clustering phenomenon.

The results of the spatial econometric model in this paper show that, from the perspective of
total, direct, and indirect effects, the proportion of GHE to fiscal expenditure and GDP per capita are
two important indicators representing economic factors and the population density represents the
population factors. They have a positive impact on the health and financial expenditure efficiency
of local government and their growth will improve the efficiency of the local and neighboring
regions, while the three indicators of the proportion of urban population, illiteracy rate, and fiscal
decentralization have a negative impact on the health and financial expenditure efficiency of local
governments and their growth will reduce the efficiency of local and neighboring regions.
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Abstract: (1) This study aims to examine the prevalence of depression and its correlation with
Acculturative Stress and Social Connectedness among domestic and international students in an
international university in Japan. (2) Methods: A Web-based survey was distributed among several
classes of students of the university, which yielded 268 responses. On the survey, a nine-item tool from
the Patient Health Questionnaire (PHQ-9), the Social Connectedness Scale (SCS) and Acculturative
Stress Scale for International Students (ASSIS) were used together with socio-demographic data.
(3) Results: The prevalence of depression was higher among international than domestic students
(37.81% and 29.85%, respectively). English language proficiency and student age (20 years old)
showed a significant correlation with depression among domestic students (β = −1.63, p = 0.038
and β = 2.24, p = 0.048). Stay length (third year) also displayed a significant correlation with
depression among international students (β = 1.08, p = 0.032). Among international and domestic
students, a statistically significant positive correlation between depression and acculturative stress,
and negative associations of social connectedness with depression and acculturative stress were also
found. (4) Conclusions: The high prevalence of depression, and its association with Acculturation
stress and Social Connectedness, among the students in this study highlight the importance of
implementing support programs which consider the role of Acculturation and Social Connectedness.

Keywords: depression; acculturation stress; social connectedness; international students; university
students; ASSIS; Mindsponge; multicultural

1. Introduction

The rapid spread of globalization has made countries worldwide increasingly interconnected in
many aspects, including in education. The number of globally mobile students increased by 25.3%
from 2012 to 2017 [1]. Understanding the mental health condition among international students will
help sustain the development of the social public health system, especially in countries with a high
number of international students.

Depressive disorder is a major public health concern which affects 322 million people globally.
In 2015, global depression prevalence was 4.4%. Together with HIV/AIDS and heart disease,
depression was projected to be one of the three leading causes of burden of disease until 2030 [2].
If becoming too severe, depression can lead to suicide—the second leading cause of death for people
aged 15–29 [3].

High depression prevalence (4.2%) is a serious problem to the sustainable public health
development in Japan [3]. In 2008, depression entailed a substantial burden to the Japanese economy
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by costing approximately $11 billion [4]. Depressive disorder was also among the top causes of suicide
in Japan [5,6].

Depression is more prevalent in university students compared to the general population [7],
even in Japan. Major depressive disorder prevalence among first-year university students in Japan
was reported at 20.7%, 53.4%, and 23.3% according to three different measurements [8]. Another paper
found that around 30% of university students in Japan had depressive state [9]. As the number of
international students in Japan increased rapidly by 45% in the last 3 years (from 184,155 in 2014
to 267,042 in 2017) [10], the mental health of international students has become a major concern.
The prevalence of depression of international students in Japan was 41% [11]. A proportion of 34%
of students visiting the mental health service at Tsukuba University health center informed being
depressed [12].

Studies of factors contributing to depression in university students vary among countries
regarding their findings [13–19]. For instance, a study in Kenya showed significant correlations
between higher depression and year of study, academic performance, religion, age [14], while another
study in Malaysia indicated significant associations of depression with age, gender, and economic
status [15].

There were several studies on the predictors of depressive disorder in Japan. For instance,
personality traits, such as self-directedness and harm avoidance, were significantly correlated with
major depressive disorder in Japanese university students [20]. Negative automatic thought was found
to be positively corelated with depression [21]. University life satisfaction and lifestyle (irregularity
of meal and wake-up time) also contributed to depression among Japanese students. Meanwhile,
gender, course category, and residential arrangement significantly correlated with depression among
international students in Japan [11]. Overall, few studies about predictors of depression among
domestic and international students in Japan have been conducted.

The results of cultural and psychological changes from moving to a foreign country or living
in a new cultural environment are known as acculturation [22]. As international students start
living in a new environment, intercultural contacts can cause acculturative stress, so they need to
adapt to harmonize potential conflicts. Findings of many studies showed a significantly positive
correlation between acculturative stress and depression [23–26]. Knowing more how acculturative
stress is linked to depression in an international university will help improve the support systems
for student’s mental health. Findings of research about acculturation are mostly about acculturative
stress, psychological adjustment, social belonging, depression, and anxiety [27]. While there are plenty
of studies about acculturative stress in general immigrants [23,25,26] and international students in
the US [28–30], the amount of studies on students in an international university in other country is
still limited. University students have a worse quality of life [31]. The mental health condition of
international university students needs special attention, especially considering the challenges they
need to overcome when living in a new environment.

Social connectedness reflects an individual’s opinion of themselves in relation to other people
within a social context [32]. When the sense of connectedness of a person declines, that person starts to
feel distant and different from other people and recall where it belongs [32]. Social connectedness is
a predictor of depression among college students [33] and acculturative stress among international
students [34]. International students who leave their home country to study in an entirely new
environment become disconnected with their old relationships and connections. These losses
might pose threat to student’s mental health, such as depression. However, studies regarding the
association between social connectedness and depression among students at an international university
remain limited.

An international university is where students and faculties from different societies and cultural
background are placed together. According to the Times Higher Education, the international outlook of
a university is assessed based on three factors: the proportion of international students, the proportion
of international staffs, and its international collaboration [35]. As a result, the greater the proportion of
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international students and faculties from various countries and regions is, the more multicultural the
international university becomes.

It is worth nothing that studying in an international university is a double-edged experience.
On the one hand, individuals being in a multicultural environment might receive many positive
outcomes, for example, having a higher degree of cultural additivity [36] and behaving appropriately
under multiple cultural contexts [37]. On the other hand, living in a multicultural environment
could lead to problems of acculturation, such as feeling being rejected from multiple cultural
contexts [38]. Not only international but even domestic students might experience difficulties in
adjusting to the environment of international university. This is why it is important to understand
the impact of acculturation and an individual’s sense of connectedness on depression level in an
international university.

To our knowledge, there was no comparative study concerning depression, acculturative stress,
and social connectedness among domestic and international students in Japan. Since the literature
about depression prevalence and the association of depression with acculturative stress and social
connectedness in an international university is still limited, this study aims to examine: (1) the
prevalence and predictors of depression and (2) the hypotheses of associations of depression with
acculturative stress and social connectedness among domestic and international students at an
international university. On the basis of the examined literature, the study seeks to answer the
following research questions (RQ1 and RQ2) and hypotheses (H1 and H2) based on data collected
from an international university in Japan:

RQ1: What is the prevalence of depression among domestic and international students?
RQ2: What are the socio-demographic predictors of depression among domestic and international

students?
H1: Acculturative stress will be significantly positively associated with depression in both

domestic and international students. Students in an international university were expected to have
higher depression levels due to extensive conflicts during acculturation process.

H2: Social connectedness will be significantly negatively associated with depression in both

domestic and international students. A greater sense of connectedness with others will make
individual feel more comfortable and confident within a social context, which will prevent depression.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Study Site

In this study, we selected Ritsumeikan Asia Pacific University (APU), which is situated at Beppu
City, Oita Prefecture in southern Japan, as our study area because it is Japan’s first truly international
university and is currently the most diverse university in Japan in terms of international faculty and
student [39]. As of 2017, the number of international students and faculties on APU campus consisted
of 50.1% of total 5,887 students and 49.4% of 166 faculty members, respectively [40]. The diversity
of this university is not only limited to the proportion of students and faculties but also their variety
of origins. According to official statistics of the university in 2018, international students came from
86 countries and regions, while the faculty members are from 22 different countries and regions [41].
The diversity of APU made an appropriate site for studying students in a multicultural environment—a
subject found to be limited within the extant scholarship.

2.2. Participants

The study collected web-based questionnaires (Google Forms) of 268 students from a variety of
countries who are currently studying at APU. A proportion of 75% of the number of participants were
international students (N = 201), while domestic students accounted for 25% (N = 67). Among 201
international students, the highest percentages of students were from South East Asia (75%), including
Vietnam, Indonesia, Thailand, and Malaysia. Students originating from East Asia, which consists of
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China Korea, and Taiwan, accounted for 25%. Students from South Asia and other areas accounted for
9% and 5%, respectively.

Participants consisted of 170 females (63.4%) and 98 males (36.6%), with half of them being
freshmen or who had been staying in APU within one year (see Table 1). As for language proficiency,
around 76% of international students could speak English with high proficiency, whereas most of the
native students acquired medium English proficiency and only 20% of them could use English fluently.
The rate of international students able to speak the Japanese language fluently was quite low with only
12.6%, and almost half of them informed acquiring low Japanese proficiency. More than half of the
participants, both domestic and international students, reported that they had no intimate partner at
the time of filling the questionnaire (seven participants failed to report whether they had an intimate
partner). The number of international students reported being religious was higher than that domestic
students (37.31% compared to 23.88%).

Table 1. Socio-demographic characteristics of domestic and international students.

Domestic Students International Students

Total
(N = 67)

Weighted %

Male
(N = 25)

Weighted %

Female
(N = 42)

Weighted %

Total
(N = 201)

Weighted %

Male
(N = 73)

Weighted %

Female
(N = 128)

Weighted %

Age
17–19 28.36 20.00 33.33 35.82 31.51 38.28

20 25.37 40.00 16.67 16.92 10.96 20.31
>20 46.27 40.00 50.00 47.26 57.53 41.41

Length of stay
Freshman 29.85 24.00 33.33 47.26 45.21 48.44

2 years 19.40 24.00 16.67 19.40 16.44 21.09
3 years 34.33 28.00 38.10 22.89 23.29 22.66

>3 years 16.42 24.00 11.90 10.45 15.07 7.81
English

Proficiency
Low 22.39 20.00 23.81 3.48 2.74 3.91

Average 58.21 60.00 57.14 20.40 15.07 23.44
High 16.42 16.00 16.67 58.71 67.12 53.91

Native 2.99 4.00 2.38 17.41 15.07 18.75
Japanese

Proficiency
Low 1.49 4.00 − 45.27 41.10 47.66

Average 5.97 8.00 4.76 42.29 42.47 42.19
High 1.49 4.00 − 11.94 16.44 9.38

Native 91.04 84.00 95.24 0.50 − 0.78
Intimate partner

Yes 40.30 40.00 40.48 37.81 30.14 42.19
No 59.70 60.00 59.52 58.21 60.27 57.03

Religion
Yes 23.88 24.00 23.81 37.31 45.21 32.81
No 76.12 76.00 76.19 62.69 54.79 67.19

2.3. Instruments

2.3.1. Measures of Depression

The PHQ-9, a nine-item tool from the Patient Health Questionnaire (PHQ), was used to measure
Depression. The questionnaire consists of 9 questions based on the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual for
Mental Disorders—4th edition (DSM-IV) criteria for diagnosis depression. With only nine questions,
the PHQ-9 can be used for dual purposes, being the diagnosis of depressive disorder and grade
depressive symptom severity [42]. By asking the participants about the frequency of various symptoms
over the past two weeks, the study then categorized the respondents as having major depressive
disorder or other depressive disorder. The respondents are diagnosed positive to major depressive
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disorder or other depressive disorder if 5 or 2 depressive symptoms respectively present at least “more
than half of the days” over the past two weeks, and one of the symptoms needs to be depressed mood
or anhedonia [43]. Notably, the symptom “thoughts that you would be better off dead or of hurting
yourself in some way” is counted regardless of the duration. To estimate the severity of depression,
the DSM-IV criteria are scored as “0” (not at all) to “3” (nearly every day) in the PHQ-9, and thus the
depressive severity score ranges from 0 to 27. The severity of depression is also categorized into five
levels (minimal depression, mild depression, moderate depression, moderately severe depression, and
severe depression) based on the score 1–4, 5–9, 10–14, 15–19, and 20–27 accordingly.

The validity of the PHQ-9 was tested for correlation with diagnosis by many mental health
studies [44,45]. In the original study, Spitzer et al. acquired the validation of sensitivity and specificity
at 73% and 98%, respectively, for significant depression among primary care patients [46]. The PHQ-9
was used to measure depression of not only patients but also a wide range of populations, including
international students [44,45,47,48]. The Cronbach alpha measured in this study were 0.81 and 0.80 for
international and domestic students respectively, which were acceptable.

2.3.2. Measures of Social Connectedness

The measure of Social Connectedness in this research was the Social Connectedness Scale (SCS)
developed by Lee and Robbins to evaluate an individual’s emotional distance or connectedness
between themselves and other people [32]. The Social Connectedness Scale consists of 8 items
representing three aspects of belongingness: Connectedness (4 items), Affiliation (3 items),
and Companionship (1 item). Each item is rated on a 6-point Likert scale ranging from 1 (Strongly
Disagree) to 6 (Strongly Agree). A sample is “I feel disconnected from the world around me”. The total
score is the sum of 8 items, with higher scores indicating higher social connectedness. The potential
score of Social Connectedness ranges from 6 to 48.

In the original study of Social Connectedness scale, the internal reliability or coefficient of
Cronbach’s alpha estimated was 0.91 [32], whereas alpha coefficients in other studies ranged from
0.83 to 0.93 [34,49–52]. The Alpha Coefficient in this study of international and domestic students was
similar with 0.95. The construct validity was also supported by a negative association with anxiety,
a positive association with self-esteem [53], and a negative correlation with acculturative stress [34].

2.3.3. Measures of Acculturative Stress

This study measured acculturative stress using the Acculturative Stress Scale for International
Students (ASSIS) developed by Sandhu and Asrabadi [54]. The ASSIS, a 36-item questionnaire about
acculturative stress of international students, covers 7 major factors: Perceived Discrimination (8 items),
Homesickness (4 items), Perceived Hatred (5 items), Fear (4 items), Culture Shock (3 items), Guilt (2
items), and Miscellaneous (10 items). Each item is scored on a 5-point Likert scale ranging from 1
(strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree). The sum of all 7 major factors represents the total score of
acculturative stress. The higher the total score, the higher the degree of acculturative stress international
students undergo. However, since this study was conducted in an English-speaking campus in a
country where English is not the native language, the survey was modified suitably for the study area.
Specifically, based on the item “I feel nervous to communicate in English”, there was on additional item
related to student’s Japanese proficiency: “I feel nervous to communicate in Japanese.” On the other
hand, as the factor related to social connectedness was covered in the SCS, the item “I feel intimidated
to participate in social activities” was omitted to keep the total score from 36 to 180.

In other research, the alpha coefficient for acculturative stress total score ranged from 0.92
to 0.95 for international students [28,29,34,50]. In this study, the alpha coefficient was 0.95 for
both international students and domestic students, indicating a high average inter-item correlation.
The construct validity of ASSIS was supported by the positive correlation with depression [28,29] and
mental health [55], and the negative correlation with condom-use intentions [55].
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2.4. Procedure

The questionnaire was approved by the Ethical Committee Board of APU. Google Forms was
selected as the platform to conduct the questionnaire because it is common and easy to manage. After
a brief explanation of the project, the link to the questionnaire was distributed in several classes and
among the APU Vietnamese community from the end of 2018. We chose the Vietnamese community
as two authors are originally from Vietnam. After the announcement, survey was available online
and students had the chance to answer the survey at their convenience (campus, home, library, etc.).
The total response rate was 40.05% (268/669).

Informed consent was obtained from each participant: after following the survey link, each
participant read the informed consent text together with an explanation on the research’s goals (based
on APU regulations), below which the participants had the choice to participate or not by choosing
“Agree” or “Not agree.” The participants had an option to quit survey by choosing “Not agree” or any
time later, just by not submitting the survey. In the case of agreeing to participate, each participant was
shown the list of questions to which he/she needs to answer.

2.5. Statistical Analysis

The statistical analysis of the research consists of two main parts. The first part is for estimating
the prevalence of depression and potential socio-demographic predictor of depression, whereas the
second part is to test the association of two predictors (social connectedness and acculturative stress)
with the severity of depression.

The correlations between depression and socio-demographic factors, such as, gender, age, length
of stay, language proficiency, e.g., were examined to find out potential predictors of depression.
People who suffered from major or other depressive disorder were considered as being depressed.
Dichotomous logistic regression was used as a statistical analysis tool for testing the potential
socio-demographic predictor, because of three main points: (1) predetermined number of variables
was comprised in the model making it show each variable’s significance more clearly; (2) the model
can indicate all odd ratios simultaneously between dependent variable and other categories [56]; and
(3) binary logistic regression was widely used in other studies with the same topic [45,57–59]. Thus,
the examined model of being depressed as dependent variables was presented as follows:

ln ( p
1−p )depression

= ln (Odd Ratios)depression

= α + β1jgender1j + β2jage2j + β3jstay3j + β4jEng4j + β5j Jap5j
+ β6j partner6j + β7jreligion7j + e,

with

p: the probability of being depressed
α: intercept
β: coefficient which is the logarithm of Odd Ratios
j: categorical factor of independent variables
gender, age, etc.: independent variables
e: error term.

The binary logistic model was applied to both domestic and international students for comparative
purpose. However, as no domestic students reported low Japanese proficiency and very few reported
average Japanese proficiency, Japanese proficiency variable was omitted when the model was employed
on the data set of domestic students.

Pearson Correlation Coefficient (PCC) analysis was first employed to look at the correlation
among main variables used in the study for two reasons: (1) PCC indicates the strength of linear
relationship of two variables [60]; and (2) PCC was widely used in studies in the same field [61–64].
According to the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality, PCC (r) has a value of between −1 and +1, where +1
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indicates total positive linear correlation, 0 indicates no linear correlation, and −1 shows total negative
linear correlation [65]. Next, to test the two hypotheses H1 and H2, multiple regression analysis was
conducted to explore the contribution of main variables on predicting depression severity. Multiple
regression analysis has been widely used in many other studies of the same field [23,25,66].

Raw data were cleaned in MS Excel and saved as CSV files. The data were then transferred
into the database of STATA statistical software (version 15.1) to run statistical analysis. STATA
statistical software was used for running dichotomous logistic regression, Pearson Correlation
Coefficient, and multiple regression analysis. Additionally, robust statistics was also comprised in the
dichotomous logistic regression model to omit outliners [67]. The p-value indicated the significance of
independent variables in the models. It is conventional to choose p-value < 0.05 as a required statistical
significance [68].

3. Results

3.1. Descriptive Results

According to the PHQ-9, 37.81% of international students and 29.85% of domestic students were
found to be positive with depression (see Table 2). The proportion of depressed international students
was higher than that of domestic students by almost 8%. While international students possessed
a lower rate of major depressive disorder (14.93%) than other depressive disorder (22.89%), major
depressive disorder (17.91%) was more significant than other depressive disorder (11.94%) among
domestic students. Among the depressed domestic students, there was not much difference between
males and females. On the other hand, international female students (39.84%) had a higher rate of
depression than male international students (34.25%).

Table 2. Prevalence of depression.

Domestic Students International Students

Total
(N = 67)

Weighted %

Male
(N = 25)

Weighted %

Female
(N = 42)

Weighted %

Total
(N = 201)

Weighted %

Male
(N = 73)

Weighted %

Female
(N = 128)

Weighted %

Type of depression 29.85 28.00 30.95 37.81 34.25 39.84
Other depression 11.94 8.00 14.29 22.89 19.18 25.00
Major depression 17.91 20.00 16.67 14.93 15.07 14.84

Level of depression 100.00 100.00 100.00 100 100 100
Minimal depression 20.90 24.00 19.05 25.37 34.25 20.31

Mild depression 38.81 32.00 42.86 40.30 36.99 42.19
Moderate depression 29.85 32.00 28.57 26.37 20.55 29.69

Moderately severe depression 5.97 8.00 4.76 5.47 4.11 6.25
Severe depression 4.48 4.00 4.76 2.49 4.11 1.56

Among international students, the percentage of students being depressed varied according to
their regions of origin. International students who were originally from South East Asia had the
highest percentage of depression (39.34%), while students from South Asia possessed the lowest rate
of depression (27.78%), which was even lower than domestic students (29.85%). Students from other
regions had relatively similar rates of depression at 38%. Similar to domestic students, students from
South Asia suffered from major depression (16.67%) more than other depression (11.11%).

Of the 67 domestic students and 201 international students, more than half of them only reported
minimal depression or mild depression. More domestic students (40.3%) indicated suffering moderate
depression or higher, compared to international students (34.33%). A higher percentage of moderate
and more severe depression was reported in domestic male students (44%) than in domestic female
students (38.09%). On the contrary, the number of international female students (37.5%) undergoing
moderate to severe depression exceeded the number of international male students (28.77%)

Based on the PHQ-9, ASSIS, and SCS, the average total scores of each concept was presented in
Figure 1. As can be seen, domestic students (8.61) had higher average stress level compared to that of
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international students (8.04), but the difference was negligible. Domestic and international students
shared a relatively same level of social connectedness. The result also indicated that acculturative stress
was perceived more strongly among international students (75.56) than domestic students (62.88).

 
Figure 1. The total scores for depression, social connectedness, and acculturative stress among
international and domestic students.

3.2. Main Analysis

3.2.1. Binary Logistic Regression Analysis

The results of the dichotomous logistic regression with the dependent variable “depression” on
the independent socio-demographic variables were displayed in Table 3. In Table 3, there are also the
estimated coefficients and the p-value of each variable for both domestic students and international
students (with the coefficient being the logarithm of Odd Ratio).

The results showed multiple socio-demographic characteristics predicting the depression in
domestic students at p-value < 0.05, whereas only one potential predictor can be found in international
students. Domestic students in the age of 20 were more likely to have depression than those with ages
from 17 to 19 (β = 2.24, p = 0.048). Another predictor of depression among domestic students was
English proficiency. Domestic students speaking average English had a lower rate of being depressed
than those who acquired low English proficiency (β = −1.63, p = 0.038). On the other hand, the only
predictor for international students was the length of stay. International students living in Japan for
three years suffered from a higher risk of being depressed than first-year students (β = 1.08, p = 0.032).
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Table 3. Coefficient (β) and p-value for predictors of depression.

Domestic Students International Students

β p-Value β p-Value

Gender: Male
Female 0.24 0.721 0.05 0.879

Age: 17–19
20 2.24 0.048 * −0.87 0.129

>20 2.24 0.104 −0.59 0.216
Length of stay: Freshman

2 years −1.46 0.190 0.80 0.103
3 years −2.63 0.063 1.08 0.032 *

>3 years −2.87 0.096 1.04 0.106
English Proficiency: Low

Average −1.63 0.038 * −0.03 0.968
High −1.33 0.112 −0.27 0.720

Native − − 0.40 0.621
Japanese Proficiency: Low

Average − − −0.04 0.910
High − − −0.25 0.638

Native − − − −
Intimate partner: No

Yes 0.42 0.549 0.20 0.55
Religion: No

Yes −0.91 0.255 −0.45 0.180

Note: * and *** are statistically significant at 0.05 and 0.001, respectively.

3.2.2. Pearson Coefficient Correlation Analysis

In pairwise correlation analysis (see Tables 4 and 5), all relationships were found to be statistically
significant at p-value < 0.001 for both international and domestic students. According to the finding,
our hypotheses were confirmed that social connectedness significantly negatively correlated with
depression in both domestic and international students (r = −0.6 and r = −0.54, respectively), and that
acculturative stress significantly positively corresponded with depression in international students
(r = 0.41). In other words, students with high social connectedness would be more likely to have higher
depression levels, while international students with higher acculturative stress levels reported higher
depression levels.

Table 4. Correlational relationship among Depression, Acculturative Stress, and Social Connectedness
(Domestic students).

Pearson Correlation (Domestic Student) 1 2 3

1. Depression 1.00
2. Acculturative stress 0.45 *** 1.00

3. Social Connectedness −0.60 *** −0.55 *** 1.00

Note: * and *** are statistically significant at 0.05 and 0.001, respectively.

Table 5. Correlational relationship among Depression, Acculturative Stress, and Social Connectedness
(International students).

Pearson Correlation (International Student) 1 2 3

1. Depression 1.00
2. Acculturative stress 0.41 *** 1.00

3. Social Connectedness −0.54 *** −0.58 *** 1.00

Note: * and *** are statistically significant at 0.05 and 0.001, respectively.
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The finding also indicated a significantly negative relationship between social connectedness and
acculturative stress in international students (r = −0.58). International students suffering from high
acculturative stress reported lower sense of connectedness with surroundings. Additionally, there were
statistically significant correlations of acculturative stress with depression and social connectedness
estimated among domestic students (r = 0.45 and r = −0.55, respectively). The decrease of acculturative
stress corresponded with the decrease of depression among domestic students, whereas the growing
feeling of being connected to others correlated with less stress occurring during acculturation.

3.2.3. Multiple Regression Analysis

The normality of the dependent variable was first evaluated using the Skewness and Kurtosis
normality test to make sure the variable was normally distributed. The Skewness and Kurtosis of
international students were 0 and 0.06, respectively, indicating a normal distribution. On the other hand,
those of domestic students were 0.14 and 0.41, indicating a mild nonnormality [28]. Therefore, we used
square-root transformation for the dependent variable of domestic student [69]. After transformation,
the Skewness and Kurtosis of domestic students were 0 and 0.15, indicating a normal distribution
similar to those of international students. The transformed dependent variable of domestic students
was used in the remaining of the analysis.

Domestic students. Regressing two main variables on transformed depression, results showed
that the model accounted for 35.7% (R2 = 0.357) of the variance (see Table 6). The F value of the
model, F (2,64) = 17.77 was statistically significant at p-value < 0.001. Both of the main predictors had
statistically significant association with depression. Social connectedness was negatively correlated
with depression (β = −0.044, p-value < 0.01). This indicated that people with stronger feeling of
connectedness were likely to have lower severity of depression. Meanwhile, acculturative stress had a
positively significant relationship with level of depression (β = 0.014, p-value < 0.05). In other words,
domestic students with higher acculturative stress would likely suffer from more severe depression.

Table 6. Multiple regression analyses.

Domestic Students International Students

β p-Value β p-Value

Social connectedness −0.044 0.001 ** −0.241 0.000 ***
Acculturative stress 0.014 0.026 * 0.033 0.037 *

R2 0.357 0.303
F (df) F (2,64) = 17.77 *** F (2,198) = 43.15 ***

Note: * and *** are statistically significant at 0.05 and 0.001, respectively.

International students. The regression analysis of the international student sample showed similar
results to the domestic student sample. The goodness of fit of the international sample (R2 = 0.303)
was smaller than that of domestic samples, while the F value was still significant at p-value < 0.001
with F (2,198) = 43.15. All two main variables significantly predicted depression level. International
students feeling connected to surrounding people were more likely to have low depression level
(β = 0.033, p-value < 0.001). Higher acculturative stress could also predict more serious depression in
international students (β = 0.033, p-value < 0.05).

The results from both domestic and international students implied the impact of social
connectedness and acculturative stress on depression. According to the correlational results from the
PCC test, social connectedness and acculturative stress were negatively correlated, social connectedness
and acculturative stress might have not only direct impacts but also indirect impacts on the level of
depression. Social connectedness could possibly directly affect depression levels and indirectly increase
depression levels through escalating acculturative stress, and vice versa for acculturative stress.
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4. Discussion and Conclusions

By collecting questionnaires from both domestic and international students at APU, the current
study presents a primary investigation on depression, social connectedness, and acculturative
stress in a multicultural environment. In the cross-sectional questionnaire of 67 domestic students
and 201 international students, the study found that 29.85% of domestic students and 37.81% of
international students were positive to major depressive disorder or other depressive disorder.
In addition, the findings also highlight several socio-demographic predictors (age, English proficiency,
and length of stay) and main associations (social connectedness and acculturative stress) of depression.
The Mindsponge concept [70] was used to explain the findings.

4.1. Prevalence of Depression

According to this study, 30% of domestic students at APU had depression. This figure is quite
common among studies of depression prevalence of students in Japan. In a study using The Center for
Epidemiologic Studies Depression Scale (CES-D), one third of the total 105 students reported having
mild depression and higher [9]. Based on The Zung Self-Rating Depression Scale (SDS), a study in
2011 also showed 30% of 2197 of Japanese dental college students having symptoms of moderate or
severe depression [71]. As can be seen, the depression rate of Japanese college students was around
30%, which was close to the prevalence of depression among university students (30.6%) reported in a
systematic review of 11 countries [7].

The depression prevalence of international students in this study was 37.81%, while 34%
of international students who visited a mental health service at Tsukuba University health care
were found to be depressed [12]. Another study employing the Center for Epidemiologic Studies
Depression Scales reported 41% of 480 international respondents to be depressed [11]. In all cases,
the situations of international students were more serious than those of domestic students, which
required policy makers, schools, or anyone in charge to pay more attention to the mental health of
international students.

The fact that more international students suffer from depression than domestic students can be
the consequence of multiple sources. First, international students at an international university
received higher level of acculturative stress (see Figure 1), which elevated the risk of being
depressed [28–30,55]. Second, international students have lower access to mental health support
than domestic students [44,72]. Third, international students have fewer choices of help-seeking
sources than their domestic counterparts. For example, it is difficult for international students to seek
help from parents and relatives due to the geographical distance [73].

Compared to the depression of students in other countries, the depression prevalence at APU
and in Japan, in general, was not high. For example, a study in India employing the University
Student Depression Inventory (USDI) showed 53.2% of students being positive to depression [13].
Using Depression Anxiety Stress Scale-21 (DASS-21), 60.8% of Egyptian students, 37.2% of Malaysian
students, and 33% American students reported being depressed [15,19,74]. A web-based questionnaire
among 4330 students using BAPI depression scale showed that 28.25% of Turkish students exhibited
symptoms of depression [17].

Different levels of prevalence among countries are attributable to several reasons. Different
types of questionnaire were used to measure depression (PHQ-9, The Center for Epidemiologic
Studies Depression Scale (CES-D) [9], The Zung Self-Rating Depression Scale (SDS) [71], the University
Student Depression Inventory (USDI) [13], Depression Anxiety Stress Scale-21 (DASS-21) [15,19,74],
and BAPI depression scale [17]). Moreover, the difference might also result from macro-scale,
micro-scale, and personal-scale factors. Among the macro-scale factors, depression can be influenced
by a socio-economic background in which the university is located, such as income inequality and
cultures [75], while the micro-scale factors, which include the living arrangement on campus and
academic environment, might play an essential role in driving depression [13]. Apart from that,
personal activities, beliefs, and issues might also be crucial contributors to depression [13,75].
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Different levels of prevalence by gender were also noted. In both international and domestic
students, a higher proportion of female students was found to be depressed than that of male.
This difference might be explained by the fact that female students seem to have higher emotional,
physiological, and behavioral reactions to stressors [76].

4.2. Socio-Demographic Factors Associated with Depression

In this study, socio-demographic data such as age, gender, length of stay in a new environment,
and language proficiency, e.g., were selected to examine the association with depression using
dichotomous logistic regression. Compared to another finding of the depression among international
students [11], the results here confirmed that age and Japanese language proficiency were not
potential predictors of depression among international students in Japan. On the other hand, studies
of international students in the United States [77] revealed English proficiency as a predictor for
depression. Along this note, the current study did confirm English proficiency as a predictor
of depression among the Japanese students. A high percentage of foreign staffs and students,
and mandatory English-based subjects for domestic students might be the answers.

Apart from English proficiency, the results also showed two other statistically significant
predictors for depression among domestic students. First, age was a significant predictor for depression.
Domestic students aged 20 reported having higher rate of being depressed than students with ages
between 17 and 19. This finding was consistent with the findings in Kenya and Malaysia [14,15], while
the fact that depression did not vary according to age was pointed out in another study in the U.S. [78].
Thus, it might depend on the cultural and social context of the study site to say whether age can be a
predictor. In this case, Japanese teenagers were afraid of becoming adults [79], and when Japanese
teenagers become 20, they will be considered as adults after the Coming of Age Day (Seijin no Hi). As a
result, depression might be more likely to occur among 20-year-old Japanese students.

Another notable result in this study was that third-year international students had a higher chance
of being depressed than first-year students. There are several possible explanations: (1) third-year
students at APU need to take major courses which are more difficult than the introductory and basic
courses in the first and second years; (2) the end of the third year is the period that students have to
think about their career paths, and career indecision was positively correlated with depression [80,81].

Findings that age and length of stay were contributors to depression provided some insights of
emerging adulthood theory [82] in an Asian country, a topic that has not been explored much. Some
people in their late teens to their mid-to late 20s experience serious mental health problem as they
do not want to take adult responsibilities and obligations [82,83]. Additionally, facing difficulties
and lacking educational information when entering into the labor market might be very stressful for
emerging adult students [84,85]. In general, depression related to the fear of being an adult or career
indecision during the emerging adulthood period does not happen only in Western countries, but also
in the Asian settings.

4.3. Mindsponge Theory as an Explaination for Depression, Social Connectedness and Acculturation

Findings of the current study confirmed the two main hypotheses that (H1) acculturative
stress was significantly positively associated with depression, and (H2) social connectedness was
significantly negatively correlated with depression among both domestic and international students.
The Mindsponge concept [70] could serve as an explanation for the underlying mechanism among
depression, social connectedness, and acculturation among students from a multicultural aspect.

Mindsponge is a concept designed to illustrate the mechanism of how a person absorbs and
integrates new cultural values into a his/her own mindset and the reverse of ejecting inappropriate
core values (see Figure 1 in the work of Vuong & Napier [70]).

Acculturative stress. This study found a positive correlation between acculturative stress and
depression among domestic and international students. This judgement was supported by similar
findings from other studies [23–26,28,29]. Acculturative stress happens during the acculturation
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process as a result of an individual facing various unfamiliar aspects in his/her daily life while
trying to adapt to the new environment. Here, students studying in a new environment are prone
to acculturative stress, especially those living in a multicultural environment (e.g., climate, food,
language, race, landscape, culture) [86].

Living in different environments means facing different cultural and ideological values. Studying
in a multicultural environment, students are more likely to be exposed to many new cultural values,
which requires adjustment and adaptation. However, it is not easy to for the mindset to integrate and
absorb new values. From the external environment to the core value, new cultural values need to get
through points of filter. During the filtering process, old and new values are evaluated, connected,
and compared [87] to integrate, synthesize, and incorporate values that are compatible or eject waning
values. The filtering process is also where the acculturative conflict takes place and causes acculturative
stress [22].

The extent to which an individual trusts a new value to be compatible with his/her mindset is the
key in the filtering process. Living among new cultural values that an individual has not yet trusted
will lead to sustained stress, which may cause brain dysfunction (certain types of depression) [88].
As the conflict becomes more serious, similar to the natural resistance of a human body, the filtering
membrane of an individual might receive signal from the mindset to grow thicker to protect the
old core values. This, in turn, makes the core values become even more distant with the external
values, which greatly raises the level of distrust, intensifies the stress level, and eventually escalates the
depression level. For example, low language proficiency makes an individual unable to communicate.
Without communication, new cultural values cannot be interpreted, which may lead to distrust of new
values, conflict and stress. Eventually, that may give rise to depression.

Social connectedness. The negative association between social connectedness and depression
was found in the current study. In other words, social connectedness may help lessen the negative
impacts of depression in a multicultural context. The social connectedness reflects “one’s opinion of
self in relation to other people” in term of emotional distance [32]. When students start to live in a
new environment, their social networks begin to change. Living in a new environment where the
ideological setting and surrounding people are different, students have to adapt and make new friends.
This process can also be explained by the Mindsponge concept.

Assuming the self of an individual is also his/her own mindset. Making new friends is equivalent
to accepting new values, so it requires a point of filter. At that point, a friend’s personality, perception,
and opinion will need to get through a filtering process to make sure whether a self/mindset trusts its
new friend/value. If a new friend/value is trustworthy, it can possibly come closer to the self/mindset.
This is when a student has a high sense of connectedness. On the other hand, if a new friend/value is
in conflicts with the self/mindset, it will be considered as untrustworthy. Functionally, the filter will
become thicker, increase the emotional distance from self/mindset to a new friend/value. In other
words, feeling difficult to have new friends, students may have no sense of connectedness which may
result in strong feeling of hopelessness [89,90] and gradually contribute to loneliness [91]. As loneliness
is among the top predictors of depression [91–94] and hopelessness is also positively correlated
with depression [95], the lower social connectedness, the higher depression will be. This way of
explanation may also be compatible with the association between social connectedness and depression
in other population.

In addition, social connectedness under a multicultural context may also have a buffering effect
on acculturative stress [34]. As discussed, the mindset increasingly distrusts new value, the distance
between mindset and new cultural value is widened due to the rising acculturative conflicts. Social
connectedness may contribute to enhance trust of mindset toward new cultural values, which
may facilitate the acculturation process. Eventually, since acculturation happens more smoothly,
acculturative stress decreases, depression is less likely to happen.
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5. Recommendations for School Policy

Based on the above findings, the study suggested some recommendations to have a healthier and
more sustainable educational environment in international universities.

• Having a warmer, more close-knit, and friendly education atmosphere is good to enhance trust
among students, staffs, and university. By doing so, students will feel more connected to new
environment and suffer less from acculturative stress.

• Empowering community-based activities is a potential bottom-up approach for increasing social
connectedness, as well as reducing difficulties from acculturation.

• Depression during the emerging adulthood period might be indispensable [82]. Thus, providing
appropriate mental and physical supports is necessary. Consultancy or seminar integrating
scientific findings [96–98] on the matter of emerging adulthood could be added.

6. Limitation and Recommendation for Further Research

This paper has some limitations. In the data collection process, the team used sampling
and needed to modify the model questionnaire slightly. In addition, findings were based on
self-reported measures.

Regarding of the results on depression, the comparison with the prevalence in other studies
might not be precise due to different types of questionnaire used in each study. The questionnaire
was collected between November and January, when winter signs were apparent, so depression
might be affected by seasonality, primarily when a large number of students originated from tropical
areas. The impacts of seasonality on depression were confirmed in other studies [99,100]. Besides
that, the current study had higher proportion of females than males, while depression among female
students was more prevalent than among male students. The gender disparity in sampling might,
therefore, leads to a higher percentage of depression.

The imbalances between the numbers of international and domestic students might be a limitation
of this study. Besides that, different proportions of students from different origins might cause the
results to have a regional bias among the surveyed international students.

There is a need to find out cause-effect relationships among the correlation, as well as for
qualitative studies to provide more in-depth information. The study also recommend a meta-analysis
for the mental health of international students in Japan like the following work [101]. This will increase
the integration and synthesis of mental health research in Japan. Moreover, the Mindsponge concept
was recommended to explain results in mental health study.
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Abstract: This study focuses on the association of sex differences and psychological factors with
periodic general health examination (GHE) behaviors. We conducted a survey in Hanoi and the
surrounding areas, collecting 2068 valid observations; the cross-section dataset was then analyzed
using the baseline category logit model. The study shows that most people are afraid of discovering
diseases through general health examinations (76.64%), and the fear of illness detection appears to be
stronger for females than for males (β1(male) = −0.409, p < 0.001). People whose friends/relatives have
experienced prolonged treatment tend to show more hesitation in participating in physical check-ups
(β2 = 0.221, p < 0.05). On the ideal frequency of GHEs, 90% of the participants agree on once or
twice a year. The probability of considering a certain period of time as an appropriate frequency for
GHEs changes in accordance with the last doctor visit (low probability of a health examination every
18 months) and one’s fear of potential health problems post-checkup (no fear raises probability of
viewing a health examination every 6 months by 9–13 percentage points). The results add to the
literature on periodic GHE in particular and on preventive health behaviors in general.

Keywords: periodic general health examination; fear of illness detection; sex; Vietnam

1. Introduction

1.1. On General Health Examinations

Periodic general health examination (GHE) is expected to be an effective method of helping
people improve their health [1,2]. One of the first mentions of periodic health examination was by
Dobell in 1861: he advocated for such examinations as a method of following up on the health status
of tuberculosis patients [3]. From the 1920s until the 1970s, many medical institutions in the U.S
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systematically encouraged and advised citizens to take periodic health checkups [4,5]. In earlier
surveys, over 90% of participants thought they should check their blood pressure, heart, lungs and
stomach regularly [6]. Many studies have suggested more efficient use of healthcare resources on the
grounds that periodic GHEs may help reduce the actual mortality rate [1,7–10].

Yet, it is important to note that this practice is not widely followed across the world. This study
looks at the case of Vietnam, a developing country with a per capita income of approximately USD2000
and a large population facing diverse health issues [11]. In terms of periodic GHE, Vietnam’s healthcare
lacks sustainability on both the institutional and individual levels. First, there is little regulation in
this area. Most governmental efforts focus on health insurance, namely the expansion of insurance
coverage, the positive effects of which have been debated and refuted [12]. Otherwise, health-related
programs mostly concern health communication—often at a rather rudimentary level such as education
on basic hygiene—and improvement of infrastructure. This mostly applies to rural areas in order to
compensate for the fact that the health system is still largely centralized, with many rural patients
risking destitution to travel to larger cities to receive treatment [13]. This could result in overpopulation
of central hospitals in large cities, especially during disease outbreaks, which clogs the flow of patients
and leads to lower treatment quality—characteristics of an unsustainable health system [14].

Second, on the individual level, employers are required to organize at least one GHE every six
months for heavy manual workers and every year for other employees [15]. People are, however,
skeptical about the quality of these enforced check-ups [16] and for a good reason: no regulations exist
regarding GHE, creating legal loopholes for employers to cut down on costs by organizing inadequate
check-ups. This means that the only health checkups that should “count” are those taken by people on
their own initiative. Yet most people only willingly perform health examinations when they suspect
they have a health-related condition, which may lead to late discovery of illness and higher treatment
costs later, exacerbating the risk of financial difficulty for individuals from rural areas.

1.2. Sex and Psychological Differences Involved in Health Behaviors

Although there are doubts over the relationship between gender and periodic health
examination [17], numerous reports provide evidence that women have more healthy habits and
use health services more often than men do [18–25]. In the U.S, several survey results have concluded
that men have higher mortality rates [26–28] despite overestimating their own health status [29]. This
behavior was also observed among male university students in Canada, the majority of whom rated
their health status as “very good”, whereas female students admitted their health to be just “good”, or
lower [30].

While several reasons ranging from personality to actual health conditions could account for such
behavior, the differences of the sexes undoubtedly provide some explanation [17,19,31]. Women may
be more sensitive and able to perceive more subtle signals from their own body [32]. With a positive
attitude towards healthcare and diseases prevention, women tend to detect health problems early on,
while men mostly perform medical examinations when obliged to, such as for work purposes or during
the process of acquiring insurance [33,34]. Aside from the biological differences of the two sexes,
social factors might also explain the diverging behaviors of men and women regarding healthcare.
For instance, in traditional views, men tend to (falsely) think of themselves as less susceptible to
injuries or illness [29,35]. This mentality may be rooted in traditional gender roles: A man is the
family’s breadwinner and usually accepts higher workplace risks while a woman has a higher priority
for health matters of the family, which includes that of her own [30,36]; nevertheless, perceptions of
healthcare might vary under the effects of marriage [37]. Considering the influence of family members’
health status on the decisions regarding GHEs, there is evidence showing that women tend to spend
less money on GHE than men and will consider GHE fees before deciding to participate [7,38–42]. But
if a family member is seriously sick or dying, women’s anxiety over health status will significantly
increase and affect their healthcare decisions [43].
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The survey of related literature shows a considerable difference in healthcare decision-making
between the sexes. However, it is still not clear, for example, how the differences in men and women’s
GHEs participation are associated with psychological factors such as a family member suffering from
prolonged treatment or the fear of finding out one’s own illness.

1.3. Psychological Factors and GHEs Participation

The voluminous literature on health beliefs has long explored the complex relationship between
psychological factors and healthcare behaviors [44,45]. For example, a study finds people who
feel healthy at the moment as one of the reasons for not attending GHEs [46], another shows that
non-attenders tend not to value health as strongly, have low self-efficacy, feel less in control of their
health and be less likely to believe in the efficacy of health checks [47]. In contrast, it is known that those
with a relatively good health condition, taking medical examinations and receiving advice from health
experts about diseases prevention tend to improve their health status, helping to reduce the number of
visits to health professionals [48]. In addition, as periodic GHEs only perform a number of standard
tests for early symptoms, they should not cause a build-up of psychological hesitations [12,17,49].

Studies confirm that spending money on preventive health practice such as general physical
examinations is a complicated decision, in particular when psychological factors are taken into account.
However, the literature seems to overlook the influence of the fear of finding out one’s own illness and
the experience of having one’s family members or close relatives going through long-term medical
treatment. This study will (i) demonstrate the correlation among the sexes, the health status of
relatives/friends and people’s reluctance to take health checkups due to worries over potential
discovery of illness; and (ii) provide empirical evidence on the association between the time gap since
the last health checkup and the fear of uncovering any health problems with the propensity of taking
up GHEs.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Sample

The dataset of the study was collected in various clinics, hospitals, companies, schools and
households in Hanoi and its surrounding areas. It was conducted by the Vuong & Associates research
team during the last quarter of 2016, under the ethical standards and institutional approval numbered
V&A/07/2016 (12 September 2016), following which a statement of research ethics is provided at the
end of each questionnaire (the participants will be anonymized; all information collected will be used
for only research purposes; the participants are free to leave the interview at any point of their own
choosing). Overall, the survey team approached 2479 people; one out of six declined to take part in the
study. The time for each interview was 10–15 min/questionnaire. In the end, the final sample size was
2068 subjects. The data descriptor of the final dataset has been approved by Nature Research [50,51]
and it was deposited at both Open Science Framework and Harvard’s Dataverse [51] according to the
principle of open data and scientific transparency [52].

2.2. Procedures

Raw data are entered in MS Excel then converted into CSV. Data treatment and categorical
structuring for multi-way contingency data tables are performed in R 3.3.1. The actual estimating of
statistical coefficients, and computing relevant test statistics, employs the baseline-categorical logit
(BCL) model, enabling the exploring of possible relationships among the concerning variables through
different specifications depending upon choices of response and predictor variables [46]. The following
passages give an overview of the descriptive statistics.

Among 2068 respondents, the percentage of young people (<30 years old) accounts for the majority
(63.15%), and the proportion of respondents aged 50 or more (≥50 years) is very small, only about
5.67% (Table 1). It is worth noting that 64.08% respondents were female, which was significantly
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skewed compared to the man-to-woman ratio of 97.5:100 for the entire country and 96.7:100 for
Hanoi (2017 preliminary statistics provided by the General Statistics Office of Vietnam—citation later).
Women appear to have accepted interviews more often than men; this observation shall be further
discussed later in this article.

Table 1. Descriptive statistics.

Characteristics N Percentage (%)

Age
<30 1306 63.15
30–49 643 31.09
≥50 119 5.76

Sex (“Sex”)
Male 728 35.2
Female 1340 64.8

Hesitation due to possible discovery of diseases (“DiscDisease”)
Yes 483 23.36
No 1585 76.64

Time since the most recent visit to doctor (“RecExam”)
Less than 12 months 1373 66.39
From 12 to 24 months 200 9.67
Above 24 months 125 6.05
Unknown 370 17.89

Having friends under long-term treatments (“AcqTrmt”)
Yes 917 44.34
Never 1151 55.66

Perceived suitable periodic GHE frequency (“SuitFreq”)
Every 6 months 1238 59.86
Every 12 months 638 30.85
≥18 months 192 9.28

More than 3/4 of the survey respondents said they were not concerned about participating in
periodic GHEs due to possible disease detection but rather due to other causes: too time-consuming
(51.69%), financially costly (37.23%), low confidence in the quality of service (26.78%), or feeling that
GHEs aren’t urgent or important (51.89%).

Notably, about 2/3 of the respondents had their most recent check-up less than 12 months
ago (66.39%) with the main reasons being early symptoms of a health problem (35.30%) and at the
request of the employers (35.11%). The remaining reasons are due to public rumors or unofficial
information about some epidemic or disease outbreaks (4.74%), and self-perceived needs of health
checkups (24.85%).

Concerning health status of relatives/friends of the participants, 44.34% had friends or relatives
who had been or were currently under long-term treatment, while the remainder had relatives/friends
in good health and who had never received long-term treatment. In addition, over 90% of those
interviewed said that if they had enough time and money, GHEs should be taken once or twice a
year. Still 9.28% thought that attending GHEs should take place every 18 months or even longer. The
hesitation toward GHE due to possible discovery of diseases in relation to the appropriate examination
time is described in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Relationship between fear of illness detection and perceived suitable GHE frequency
(date from Table S1).

In Figure 1, it can be seen that the proportion of people afraid of detecting illnesses through
periodic GHE (“yes”) at the appropriate time of 6 months (“m6”) is the highest, and this percentage
decreases as the time gap since the participant’s most recent GHE increases.

2.3. Measures

Specifically, in this article, two kinds of probability will be measured:

(i) The probability of a person hesitant to take periodic general health examination due to fear of
discovering one’s disease (coded as “DiscDisease”) against sex (“Sex”) and whether their friends
or family have gone through long-term treatment (“AcqTrmt”);

(ii) The probability of perceived appropriate periodic GHE frequency (6 months, 12 months,
≥18 months) (“SuitFreq”) against the time since their last visit to a doctor (“RecExam”) and the
fear of diseases detection (“DiscDisease”).

2.4. Analysis

The baseline-categorical logit model has been employed in order to investigate the probability of
the dependent variable against both independent variables simultaneously.

The estimated coefficients in multivariable logistic models are used to calculate the empirical
probabilities. The statistical significance of predictor variables in the model are determined based on
z-value and p-value (p); with p < 0.05 being the conventional level of statistical significance required
for a positive result. The general equation of the baseline-categorical logit model is:

ln(πj(x)/πJ(x)) = αj + βj
Tx, j = 1, . . . , J−1.

in which x is the independent variable; and πj(x) = P(Y = j|x) its probability. Thus πj = P(Yij = 1) with
Y being the dependent variable [53].

In the logit model, the probability of an event, among a distribution {πj(x)}, is computed as:

πj(x) = exp(αj + βj
Tx)/(1 + J−1∑(h−1)exp(αj + βj

Tx))
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with ∑jπj(x) = 1; αJ = 0 and βJ = 0; in which n is the number of observations in the sample, j the
categorical values of an observation i, and h a row in basic matrix Xi. Estimated probabilities can be
used to predict the possibilities of Y in different conditions of Xi [13,50,51,53,54].

Applying the regression model, first, the relationship between hesitation towards GHE due to
fear of disease discovery associated with sex differences and health status of friends/relatives. The
dependent variable is “DiscDisease” (hesitation due to possible disease detection) with two categories
“Yes” and “No”. The dependent variables are “Sex”, having values of “Male” and “Female”; and
“AcqTrmt” (the status of the respondents having friends/relatives undertaking a long-term medical
treatment), which can be true (“Yes”) or false (“Never”). The results give statistically significant
(p < 0.0001) coefficients which help to establish an empirical relationship as provided in Table 2.

Table 2. Estimation results of the response “DiscDisease” and the predictor “Sex” and “AcqTrmt”.

Intercept
“Sex” “AcqTrmt”

“Male” “Yes”

β0 β1 β2

logit(yes|no) −1.155 ***
(−14.573)

−0.409 ***
(−3.602)

0.221 *
(2.110)

Significance codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’; z-value in square brackets; baseline category for: “Sex” = “Female”; and
“AcqTrmt” = “Never”. Log-likelihood: −12.89 on 1 degree of freedom (d.f.). Residual deviance: 0.68 on 1 d.f.

From the results above, the regression equation (Equation (1)) is derived.

ln(πyes/πno) = −1.155 − 0.409 × male.Sex + 0.221 × yes.AcqTrmt (1)

According to Equation (1), in order to calculate the probability of a man being afraid of GHE and
having friends/relatives experiencing long-term treatment, the following formula is employed:

πyes = e−1.155−0.409+0.221/(1 + e−1.155−0.409+0.221) = 0.207

Next, periodic GHE behaviors are assessed through the dependent variable—the perceived
suitable frequencies of GHE (“SuitFreq”): every 6 months (“m6”), every 12 months (“m12”), and
every 18 months or more (“m18”). The first factor that is supposed to have an impact on the people’s
behavior is the fear of diseases, represented by the variable of “DiscDisease”, having one of the
two categorical values: “Yes” and “No”. The second factor, the time since a respondent’s most
recent medical examination (“RecExam”), is also taken into account and divided into four categories:
<12 months (“less12”), 12–24 months (“b1224”), more than 24 months (“g24”), and forgotten/never
attending (“unknown”). Actual estimations for logistic regression models report that almost all
estimate coefficients are highly significant with <0.01. Detailed results are presented in Table 3.

Table 3. Estimating the response “SuitFreq” against the predictor “RecExam” and “DiscDisease”.

“RecExam” “DiscDisease”

Intercept “less12” “g24” “unknown” “Yes”

β0 β1 β2 β3 β4

logit(m6|m18)
2.026 ***
(7.495)

0.854 **
(2.937)

−0.588
(−1.620)

−1.085 ***
(−3.741)

−0.838 ***
(−4.862)

logit(m12|m18)
1.793 ***
(6.540)

0.277
(0.937)

−0.865 *
(−2.307)

−1.553 ***
(−5.170)

−0.594 **
(−3.276)

Significance codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1; z-value in square brackets; baseline category for:
“RecExam” = “b1224”; and “DiscDisease” = “No”. Log-likelihood: −44.58 on 6 d.f. Residual deviance: 10.73 on
6 d.f.
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The equations of Equations (2) and (3) below help to quantify the influence of the time since the
participant’s most recent doctor visit and psychological concerns to diseases on perceivably appropriate
GHE frequency.

ln(πm6/πm18) = 2.026 + 0.854 × less12.RecExam − 0.588×g24.RecExam
− 1.085 × unknown.RecExam − 0.838 × yes.DiscDisease

(2)

ln(πm12/πm18) = 1.793 + 0.277 × less12.RecExam − 0.865×g24.RecExam
− 1.553 × unknown.RecExam − 0.594 × yes.DiscDisease

(3)

Modifying Equations (2) and (3), we can obtain πm6 on the conditions of “RecExam” = “less12”
and “DiscDisease” = “Yes” according to the following formula:

πm6 = e2.026 + 0.854−0.838/(1 + e2.026 + 0.854−0.838 + e1.793 + 0.277−0.594) = 0.589

3. Results

3.1. Fear of Disease Detection in GHE Decisions

Other conditional probabilities are computed likewise, with the empirical results being reported
in Table 4.

Table 4. Probability of hesitation toward GHE due to disease detection as influenced by the sex and
health status of friends or relatives.

“DiscDisease” “Yes” “No”

“AcqTrmt”|”Sex” “Male” “Female” “Male” “Female”

“Yes” 0.207 0.282 0.793 0.718
“Never” 0.173 0.240 0.827 0.760

It is clear from Table 4 that both men and women are significantly more likely not to be afraid of
finding out their own health problems through GHEs (from nearly 72% to 83% probability) whether
they have friends or family members who go through long-term medical treatment or not.

For people afraid of discovering their own diseases, women are about 7–8 percentage points
more likely to be reluctant to attend a health exam. By contrast, the probability of being afraid of
disease detection in GHE is lower in men. It is of interest to observe the calculated coefficients as they
evaluate the extent to which psychological factors affect participants’ hesitation toward periodic GHE
(Equation (1)). Notably, the coefficient of the variable “Sex” at “male” is negative (β1 = −0.409 with
p < 0.001), meaning that πyes of male participants is smaller than that of females. This is also confirmed
by the probabilities in Table 3. However, the difference between men and women is not too large.

Table 3 also reveals that those who have friends or relatives who used to suffer from long-time
treatment are more likely to fear disease detection as a reason to their hesitation toward periodic
GHE. For example, if a woman has relatives or friends who have experienced long-time therapy, the
probability of her hesitating to take periodic GHE is 28.2%, but this figure will drop to 24% if her
friends or relatives have good health.

3.2. Correlates of Perception on the Appropriate GHE Frequencies

Table 5 below shows the probability of selecting the appropriate periodic GHE frequencies
controlling the time since the most recent doctor visit and the fear of detecting diseases
through check-ups.
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Table 5. Probabilities of periodic GHE frequencies perceived as suitable based on the time since the
participant’s most recent doctor visits and the fear of detecting disease through check-ups.

“SuitFreq” “m6”

“DiscDisease”| “RecExam” “less12” “b1224” “g24” “unknown”
“yes” 0.589 0.432 0.432 0.394
“no” 0.666 0.520 0.544 0.530

“SuitFreq” “m12”

“DiscDisease”| “RecExam” “less12” “b1224” “g24” “unknown”
“yes” 0.334 0.437 0.331 0.250
“no” 0.296 0.412 0.327 0.263

“SuitFreq” “m18”

“DiscDisease”| “RecExam” “less12” “b1224” “g24” “unknown”
“yes” 0.077 0.131 0.237 0.356
“no” 0.038 0.068 0.129 0.207

Table 5 shows that participants are most inclined to attend a regular health check every 6 months
regardless of having fear of finding out their own health problems or visiting the doctor recently
(from 39.4% to 66.6%). Opinions on a checkup every 12 months appear neutral, fluctuating from 25%
to 43.7%. By contrast, the frequency of every 18 months marks the widest range of probability, from
3.8% up to 35.6%.

Looking at the finer details, one can see that regardless of the fear of discovering one’s own illness,
those who have visited the doctor within the last two years tend to have a very low probability of
seeing 18 months as an appropriate frequency for GHE uptake (3.8–13.1%).

The probability of a person seeing every six months as an appropriate frequency for GHE is
shown to increase from 9 to 13 percentage points if the person is not afraid of discovering one’s own
illness. The pattern reverses for the 12 months and 18 months frequency.

When it comes to people’s behaviors toward periodic GHEs, from Equations (2) and (3), it can be
seen that apart from intercepts, the coefficient at “unknown” of “RecExam” has the largest absolute
value (β3 = −1.085 with p-value < 0.001 at Equation (2) and β3 = −1.553 with p-value < 0.001 at
Equation (3)). Thus, out of all the time values since the patient’s most recent doctor visit, it is in
reality the “unknown” variable that has a significant impact on the likelihood of people believing
that periodic GHE should be taken every 6 or 12 months. Figure 2 depicts the impact tendencies of
“RecExam” and “DiscDisease” on participants’ perception of suitable GHE frequencies.

Figure 2a depicts changes in the preferred periodic GHE frequencies of those who last visited
doctors two years ago. It can be easily observed that the line of “m6” goes upward and “m18”
downward as they move from “yes.DiscDisease” (afraid of detecting disease) to “no.DiscDisease”
(not afraid). In other words, people without the fear of detecting their own illness through GHE are
more likely to perceive every six months as the appropriate frequency for the service and less likely
to perceive every 18 months as appropriate. For the frequency of every 12 months, the line “m12”
lays nearly horizontal, showing that both ready patients and hesitating patients have nearly the same
propensity to take periodic GHE every 12 months.

Figure 2b presents the changes in suitable periodic GHE frequencies as perceived by those who are
afraid of figuring out diseases through periodic physical exams. It can be remarked that when moving
from the point “less12” to “unknown”, the probability line of “m6” goes downward from nearly 60%
to almost 40%, whereas the “m18” has an opposite slope from 7.7% to nearly 36%. In particular, the
“m12” line is broken at the point “b1224” but then continues going down. In summary, the longer the
time since the last doctor visit, the less likely that a person would accept attending periodic GHE every
six or 12 months.
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(a) (b) 

Figure 2. (a) Changes in preferred periodic GHE frequencies of those who last visited doctors 2 years
ago; (b) Changes in preferred periodic GHE frequencies as perceived by those who are afraid of figuring
out diseases through periodic GHEs (data from Tables S2 and S3).

4. Discussion

This study has shown the high probability of a person, regardless of his or her sex, not to be afraid
of finding out his or her own health problems through GHEs (from nearly 72% to 83% probability),
regardless of having friends or family who go through long-term medical treatment. This result is not
surprising given that most people often cited reasons of a practical nature for not attending health
examination, such as a lack of time or hindrances at work [46,47]. However, reluctance toward regular
health checks doesn’t only stem from concerns over a lack of resources, such as time or money [55];
psychological factors, such as the fear of discovering a potential negative health condition, as this
study has shown, could also influence people’s decision-making regarding the services. Among the
notable results, the probability of hesitating to take GHE due to the fear of discovering diseases is about
7–8 percentage points higher in women, while the pattern reverses for men. In other words, women
are more likely than men to be reluctant to take GHE due to the fear of potential illness detection.
This behavioral pattern is attributable to the viewpoint that in a society such as Vietnam, women
are traditionally viewed as more vulnerable. However, the literature in Western countries seems to
show women to be more likely to use health screening services [19,20,47,51], thus suggesting the result
obtained in this study might only be generalizable in patriarchal cultures.

Another counter-intuitive result is the hesitation toward periodic health check-ups among those
whose friends or relatives used to suffer from long-term treatment. One would expect someone who
knows how taxing illnesses can be through witnessing experiences of their closed ones to be more
careful and inclined towards having periodic GHE. This behavior, driven by the fear of detecting one’s
potential illness, might be explained by a number of factors: the trauma caused by witnessing the
long-term medical treatment of family friends, or perhaps, the financial constraints when the ill person
happens to be dependent on a respondent to some degree [6,10,55–57].

The study also confirms that the average person is most likely to see “every six months” as an
appropriate frequency for GHE, regardless of their fear of finding out their own health problems, and
of the length of time since their most recent doctor visit. However, when looking at more details, the
probability of a person seeing “every six months” as an appropriate frequency for GHE is shown to
increase slightly if the person is not afraid of the potential of detecting an illness. This pattern is the
opposite for the 12 months and 18 months frequency. That means having fear of facing the possibility
of discovering illness through GHEs is associated with a higher probability of delaying GHE and
widening the gap between each check-up. This procrastination is interesting given the literature on
the subject tends to focus on the binary choice of attending or not-attending [8,19,31,47]. In fact, this
touches upon a new dimension of the quality and effectiveness of periodic GHE that had not been
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discussed in the extant literature, which is its frequency. This is especially important as some countries
have regulations concerning periodic GHE and its frequency while others might not.

Regarding how the time since the most recent doctor visit is associated with the perceived
appropriate frequency of GHE, those who have visited the doctor within the last two years tend
to have a very low probability of seeing every 18 months as an appropriate frequency (3.8–13.1%).
This might just be because they are still being monitored by professional healthcare personnel, either
in treatment or post-treatment recovery. But their higher level of concerns over health matters can
also be due to their past experience with being ill: they pay more attention to healthcare because
they understand the importance of having check-ups regularly. In other words, they have “learned
their lesson,” and are much more willing to take GHE on a regular basis. This result is intuitive and,
interestingly, in stark contrast with the behavior of those who have witnessed friends or relatives cope
with diseases. It seems that for more sustainable health behaviors such as more frequent GHE, firsthand
experience with illness is more motivating factor compared with merely witnessing health struggles.

Although this study has offered some insights into the behaviors and psychology of GHE
decision-making, it is not without limitations. First, regarding the sample itself, the survey is limited
to the vicinity of Hanoi, Vietnam, thus, the results presented here should be interpreted with care.
The sample is also skewed in regards to biological sex, with over 64 percent participants being
female, hence, this skewness’s effect on the representativeness should be taken into account when
conducting any analysis of the dataset. Second, there are other psychological factors that are involved
in health-related behaviors that the paper has not been able to examine. For example, there can be
certain misconceptions about the utility and purpose of the health check-up [2,5,6] that might make
people less inclined to take up the service. There can be a central role for the view of a person on
uncertainty in the decision of attending a GHE or not [51]. Finally, it is arguable that health behaviors
are influenced by cultural factors, for example, people in different cultures might have different
patterns in spending, reasoning or procrastinating, etc. [58]. Hence, future studies should take into
account cultural differences in health behaviors.

5. Conclusions

This paper has presented a statistical analysis using the baseline-category logit model to explore
how the factors of sex differences and having family members/friends going through a long-term
medical treatment are associated with the fear of discovering one’s own illness through GHEs. Results
confirm that the majority of participants do not hesitate to take periodic GHE out of fear of discovering
illnesses. However, being a woman and having family members or friends going through a long-term
medical treatment are factors that are shown to increase the probability of reluctance towards periodic
GHE due to that fear. This clashes with the extant literature dominated by studies done in developed
Western countries as well as with rationality and perhaps implies that it is a feature unique to Vietnam
and similar countries.

The paper also investigates how the fear of discovering one’s own illness and the time since the
most recent doctor visit are associated with the perception of appropriate frequency for GHE. The
most notable result is that fear of illness discovery will increase the probability of widening the gap
between each GHE. In addition, having had a doctor visit within two years is associated with a very
low probability of perceiving a large time gap between general health check-ups as appropriate. The
results are shown to add to the literature on GHE decision-making, which seems to dominantly focus
on the binary choice of participation or non-participation in GHE and still has a gap regarding the
associated psychological factors in preventive health behaviors.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/2071-1050/11/2/514/
s1, Table S1: Distribution of patients against psychological hesitation towards periodic GHE due to diseases
discovering and perceivably suitable periodic GHE frequency (Data used for Figure 1), Table S2: Changes in
probability of perceivably suitable periodic GHE frequency of those having the last doctor visit 2 years ago
(Data used for Figure 2a), Table S3: Changes in probability of perceivably suitable periodic GHE frequency of
those who have hesitation towards GHE due to disease identification (Data used for Figure 2b).
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Abstract: The main purpose of the present study was to explore the associations of sleep duration
and sleep quality with self-rated health. In this cross-sectional study, participants were 894 elderly
individuals. Self-rated health, sleep duration, and sleep quality were self-reported. The associations
were examined using multiple logistic regression analyses.After adjusting for sex, physical activity,
smoking consumption, alcohol consumption, psychological distress, socioeconomic status, and
chronic disease/s, sleeping <6 h (OR (Odds ratio) = 3.21; 95% CI (95 percent confident interval) 1.61 to
6.39), 6–7 h (OR = 2.47; 95% CI 1.40 to 4.36), 8–9 h (OR = 3.26; 95% CI 1.82 to 5.83), and >9 h (OR = 3.62;
95% CI 1.57 to 8.34) and having ‘poor’ sleep quality (≥5 points; OR = 2.33; 95% CI 1.46 to 3.73)
were associated with ‘poor’ self-rated health. When sleep duration and sleep quality were entered
simultaneously into the model, the same associations remained. Our findings provide evidence that
both ‘short’ and ‘long’ sleep and ‘poor’ sleep quality are associated with ‘poor’ self-rated health.
Thus, interventions that promote healthy sleep hygiene in the elderly are warranted.

Keywords: sleep hygiene; health; old people; association; logistic regression

1. Introduction

Sleep duration is an important factor that contributes to overall health status [1]. It has been
reported that extreme values of sleep duration (both short and long sleep) are associated with higher
levels of mortality rates [2,3] and increased incidence of cardiovascular [4] and metabolic [5] diseases.
Along with sleep duration, sleep quality is also a part of sleep hygiene that is remotely associated
with health [6]. Specifically, a study by Hulvej Rod et al. [7] showed that men and women with sleep
disturbances were more likely to develop cardiovascular and metabolic diseases, yet men with ≥3
types of sleep disturbances had a higher risk of committing suicide.

Self-rated health has become an increasingly common tool for measuring a subjective perception
of health [1]. Previous studies have shown that self-rated health serves as a good predictor of objective
health status [8] and is associated with health outcomes [9].

Associations between sleep duration and self-rated health have been well-documented in
young [10,11] and general populations [12,13]. In both groups, studies have shown a U-shaped
association between sleep duration and self-rated health, that is, both short and long sleep are
associated with ‘poor’ self-rated health. Only a handful of studies examined the same associations
in the elderly [6,14] and showed similar results, where both ‘short’ and ‘long’ sleep duration were
associated with reporting ‘poor’ self-rated health. However, studies examining the associations
between sleep quality and self-rated health are lacking, especially in the elderly population.

In general, the elderly experience many physical and psychological changes, of which sleep
duration and sleep quality play an important role [15]. Studies have also shown that sleep
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disturbances increase with age [16] and the prevalence of such disturbances is higher than 50%
in community-dwelling elderly people [17]. On the other hand, self-rated health in the elderly is
driven by numerous factors, of which sleep hygiene is an important determinant of such perception.
That being said, it is necessary to explore the associations of both sleep duration and sleep quality with
self-rated health in the elderly in order to create effective strategies and policies that would leverage
good sleep hygiene and lead to higher levels of health.

Therefore, the main purpose of the present study was to explore the associations of sleep duration
and sleep quality with self-rated health. We hypothesized that both ‘short’ and ‘long’ sleep duration
and ‘poor’ sleep quality, entered separately and simultaneously into the models, would be associated
with ‘poor’ self-rated health in elderly individuals.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Study Participants

In this cross-sectional study, participants were elderly individuals (mean age 80±3 years; 56.0%
of women) from the city of Zagreb. In the city of Zagreb, there are in total of 10 nursing homes with
approximately 4000 users. At the first stage, we randomly selected five out of ten nursing homes,
with 2000 users. At the second stage, we contacted principles, head nurses, and social workers of
each home to help us organize the protocol. At the time this study was conducted, each nursing
home had 250–300 users and the univariate analysis revealed no statistical differences in the size of
the nursing homes (p = 0.897). Data collection in each home was done in groups of 15–20 people.
The criteria for selecting participants were: Age ≥65, free of cognitive disabilities, and physically
independent. First, we explained the main purpose of the study and possible reasons for conducting a
study. Second, we briefly explained the risks of the study. Out of 2000 users, we collected the data
from 1187 users. However, by checking the data, we extracted those with missing data (N = 153) and
those who did not want to participate in the study (N = 140). Our final sample was based on 894
(894/1187; 75% response rate) elderly individuals from all five nursing homes. All the procedures
were anonymous and in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki and approved by the Institutional
Review Board of the Faculty of Kinesiology. Additionally, before the study began, each participant had
given their written informed consent to participate in the study and the approval to use the obtained
data for scientific contribution. All the data will be provided to others by reasonable request from the
corresponding author.

2.2. Outcome Variable

We used oneitem question to assess self-rated health: ‘How would you rate your health’? Answers
were arranged along a Likert-type scale as follow: (1) Very poor, (2) poor, (3) fair, (4) good, and (5)
excellent. We dichotomized the outcome variable into ‘good’ (fair, good, and excellent) vs. ‘poor’
(poor and very poor) self-rated health. Previous studies have shown that self-rated health is a reliable
measure to assess overall health status and is associated with mortality [18].

2.3. Independent Variables

Sleep duration was assessed by asking participants the following question: ‘On average,
how many hours of sleep do you get in a 24-h period’? The response was a numerical variable.
Finally, we categorized the response into 5 groups for the current analysis: ≤6 h, 6–7 h, 7–8 h, 8–9 h,
and >9 h.

To assess sleep quality, we used the Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index (PSQI) [19]. It is composed of
19 questions, which create 7 major components [19]. All seven components are then summed up to
create a scale from 0 to 21 points. Buysee et al. [19] proposed that the score of <5 denoted ‘good’ sleep
quality, while ≥5 denoted ‘poor’ sleep quality.
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2.4. Covariates

To assess PA (Physical activity) in the last 7 days, we used the adapted version of the International
Physical Activity Questionnaire-short form, a reliable and valid instrument designed to measure
physical activity in respondents aged ≥65 [20]. The questionnaire provides information about the
time and number of days spent in light, moderate, and vigorous intensity physical activity. For each
participant, we calculated the time spent in moderate and vigorous physical activity. According to
the World Health Organization [21], elderly people aged ≥65 should participate in ‘at least 150 min of
moderate-intensity aerobic PA throughout the week or do at least 75 min of vigorous-intensity aerobic
PA throughout the week or an equivalent combination of both’. Thus, we categorized the participants
who met the aforementioned recommendation as ‘sufficiently’ active compared with the participants
who did not meet the recommended levels as ‘insufficiently’ active. Smoking status was categorized as:
(1) Nonsmoker/former smoker vs. (2) present smoker. Alcohol consumption was used as a covariate
and was assessed by one question: “In the past week, did you consume an alcoholic drink?” with ‘Yes’
and ‘No’ answers. Psychological distress was assessed using Kessler’s six-item questionnaire [22]. The
questionnaire has been described elsewhere [22]. Each question is scored from 0 (none of the time)
to 4 (all of the time). Scores of each question are summed up between 0 and 24, with a lower score
indicating a lower level of psychological distress. Kessler et al. [22] showed that responses <13 points
vs. ≥13 points discriminated participants without and with psychological distress. Internal consistency
for the questionnaire in our study was satisfactory (Cronbach’s alpha = 0.76). Socioeconomic status was
assessed by oneitem question: ‘How would you perceive your socioeconomic status’? Responses were
arranged along a three-item scale as follows: (1) Below average, (2) average, and (3) above average.
The presence or absence of a chronic disease was asked by oneitem question: ‘Have you ever been told
by a doctor, that you suffer from any kind of chronic disease?’ with ‘Yes’ and ‘No’ answers. Sex (men
and women) was entered in as a covariate.

2.5. Data Analysis

Basic descriptive statistics of the study participants are presented as frequencies (n) and
percentages (%). Differences between categorical variables were analyzed using the Chi-square
test. To examine the associations of sleep duration and sleep quality with self-rated health, we used
multiple logistic regression analysis by using subcommand contrast. Additionally, we tested the
variables for multicollinearity using variance inflation factors (VIF), normality of residuals using the
normal probability plot, and histogram of residuals and heteroscedasticity using the standardized
residuals versus predicted plot. The VIF ranged between 1.10 and 1.63, showing no multicollinearity,
and other assumptions were also met. In model 1, we examined the association between sleep duration
(7–8 h as referent value) and ‘poor’ self-rated health. In model 2, we examined the association between
sleep quality (‘good’ as referent value) and ‘poor’ self-rated health. Finally, we entered sleep duration
and sleep quality simultaneously into model 3, to examine the associations with ‘poor’ self-rated health.
All three models were adjusted for sex, physical activity, smoking consumption, alcohol consumption,
psychological distress, socioeconomic status, and chronic disease/s. Significance was set at α = 0.05
and it was two-sided (2-sided). All the analyses were performed in the Statistical Package for Social
Sciences Software, V.22 (IBM Corp, Armonk, New York, NY, USA).

3. Results

Basic descriptive statistics of the study participants are presented in Table 1. In general, a higher
percentage of individuals sleeping 6 h, 6–7 h, 8–9 h, and >9 h reported having ‘poor’ self-rated health
(p < 0.001). Also, a higher percentage of individuals who reported ‘poor’ sleep quality had ‘poor’
self-rated health (p < 0.001). Among the covariates, ‘insufficiently’ active participants who did smoke
or consume alcohol and who had ‘high’ psychological distress reported ‘poor’ self-rated health. Finally,
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those individuals with the presence of chronic disease/s more frequently reported having ‘poor’
self-rated health, compared to those with no chronic disease/s (p < 0.001).

Table 1. Basic descriptive statistics of the study participants (N = 894).

Study Variables
Total

(N = 894)
‘Poor’ Self-Rated Health

(N = 132)
‘Good’ Self-Rated Health

(N = 762)
p-Value *

N (%) N (%) N (%)

Sleep duration
<6 h 76 (8.5) 23 (17.4) 53 (7.0)
6–7 h 150 (16.8) 29 (22.0) 121 (15.9)
7–8 h 486 (54.4) 38 (28.8) 448 (58.8)
8–9 h 132 (14.8) 31 (23.5) 101 (13.3)
>9 h 50 (5.6) 11 (8.3) 39 (5.1) <0.001

Sleep quality
Poor 483 (54.0) 102 (77.3) 381 (50.0)
Good 411 (46.0) 30 (22.7) 381 (50.0) 0.001

Sex
Men 393 (44.0) 50 (37.9) 343 (45.0)
Women 501 (56.0) 82 (62.1) 419 (55.0) 0.130

Physical activity
Insufficiently 505 (56.5) 97 (73.5) 408 (53.5)
Sufficiently 389 (43.5) 35 (26.5) 354 (46.5) <0.001

Smoking
consumption

Yes 281 (31.4) 60 (45.5) 221 (29.0)
No 613 (68.6) 72 (54.5) 541 (71.0) <0.001

Alcohol
consumption

Yes 227 (25.4) 44 (33.3) 183 (24.0)
No 667 (74.6) 88 (66.7) 576 (76.0) 0.030

Psychological
distress

High 124 (13.9) 56 (42.4) 68 (8.9)
Low 770 (86.1) 76 (57.6) 694 (91.1) <0.001

Socioeconomic
status

Low 33 (3.7) 7 (5.3) 26 (3.4)
Middle/high 861 (96.3) 125 (94.7) 736 (96.6) 0.313

Chronic Disease/s
Yes 115 (12.9) 44 (33.3) 71 (9.3)
No 779 (87.1) 88 (66.7) 691 (90.7) <0.001

* Chi-square test

The associations of sleep duration and sleep quality with ‘poor’ self-rated health are presented in
Table 2. In model 1, sleeping <6 h (OR = 3.21; 95% CI 1.61 to 6.39), 6–7 h (OR = 2.47; 95% CI 1.40 to 4.36),
8–9 h (OR = 3.26; 95% CI 1.82 to 5.83), and >9 h (OR = 3.62; 95% CI 1.57 to 8.34) was associated with
‘poor’ self-rated health. In model 2, ‘poor’ sleep quality (OR = 2.33; 95% CI 1.46 to 3.73) was associated
with ‘poor’ self-rated health. When sleep duration and sleep quality were entered simultaneously into
model 3, sleeping <6 h (OR = 2.60; 95% CI 1.29 to 5.23), 6–7 h (OR = 2.04; 95% CI 1.14 to 3.64), 8–9 h
(OR = 3.18; 95% CI 1.77 to 5.74), and >9 h (OR = 3.59; 95% CI 1.53 to 8.41) and having ‘poor’ sleep
quality (OR = 2.06; 95% CI 1.26 to 3.38) remained associated with ‘poor’ self-rated health.
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Table 2. The associations of sleep duration and sleep quality with ‘poor’ self-rated health in the study
participants (N = 894).

Study Variables Model 1 Model 2 Model 3

OR (95% CI) OR (95% CI) OR (95% CI)

Sleep duration
<6 h 3.21 (1.61 to 6.39) *** 2.60 (1.29 to 5.23) **
6–7 h 2.47 (1.40 to 4.36) *** 2.04 (1.14 to 3.64) *
7–8 h Ref. Ref.
8–9 h 3.26 (1.82 to 5.83) *** 3.18 (1.77 to 5.74) ***
>9 h 3.62 (1.57 to 8.34) ** 3.59 (1.53 to 8.41) **

Sleep quality
Good Ref. Ref.
Poor 2.33 (1.46 to 3.73) *** 2.06 (1.26 to 3.38) **

Sex
Men Ref. Ref. Ref.
Women 0.81 (0.52 to 1.27) 0.94 (0.61 to 1.46) 0.85 (0.54 to 1.35)

Physical activity
Sufficiently Ref. Ref. Ref.
Insufficiently 1.80 (1.12 to 2.90) ** 1.61 (1.01 to 2.56) * 1.70 (1.05 to 2.75) *

Smoking consumption
No Ref. Ref. Ref.
Yes 1.70 (1.09 to 2.65) * 1.65 (1.07 to 2.56) * 1.65 (1.06 to 2.57) *

Alcohol consumption
No Ref. Ref. Ref.
Yes 1.55 (0.97 to 2.46) 1.59 (1.00 to 2.53) * 1.65 (1.03 to 2.64) *

Psychological distress
Low Ref. Ref. Ref.
High 5.89 (3.67 to 9.48) *** 5.09 (3.18 to 8.14) *** 5.08 (3.12 to 8.26) ***

Socioeconomic status
Middle/high Ref. Ref. Ref.
Low 0.77 (0.27 to 2.19) 0.97 (0.36 to 2.67) 0.75 (0.26 to 2.14)

Chronic disease/s
No Ref. Ref. Ref.
Yes 3.57 (2.16 to 5.89) *** 3.95 (2.42 to 6.43) *** 3.51 (2.12 to 5.81) ***

Model 1: Examine the association between sleep duration and ‘poor’ self-rated health adjusted for sex, physical
activity, smoking consumption, alcohol consumption, psychological distress, socioeconomic status, and chronic
disease/s.; Model 2: Examine the association between sleep quality and ‘poor’ self-rated health adjusted for sex,
physical activity, smoking consumption, alcohol consumption, psychological distress, socioeconomic status, and
chronic disease/s; Model 3: Examine the associations of sleep duration and sleep quality with ‘poor’ self-rated
health adjusted for sex, physical activity, smoking consumption, alcohol consumption, psychological distress,
socioeconomic status, and chronic disease/s; * p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01; *** p < 0.001.

4. Discussion

The main purpose of the present study was to explore the associations of sleep duration and sleep
quality with self-rated health. Our study shows that both ‘short’ and ‘long’ sleep duration and ‘poor’
sleep quality were associated with ‘poor’ self-rated health, after adjusting for numerous covariates.

Previous studies have also shown that ‘short’ sleep duration is associated with ‘poor’ self-rated
health in the populations of young adults [11], adults [12,13], and the elderly [6,14]. Contrary to
our findings, Steptoe et al. [10] showed that only ‘short’ sleep duration was associated with ‘poor’
self-rated health in a sample of 17,456 university students. Even no association between sleep duration
and self-rated health was found [23]. In general, evidence shows that both short and long sleep
duration are associated with increased rates of mortality [2,3] and higher incidence of cardiovascular
and metabolic diseases [4,5]. Additionally, short and long sleep duration impair mood and cognitive
functioning [24], increase daytime fatigue [25], and are associated with numerous negative health
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outcomes, such as impaired glucose intolerance [26] and increased risk for chronic diseases [4,5]. One
previous study proposed an inverse association, that is, ‘poor’ self-rated health led to ‘short’ and ‘long’
sleep duration [12]; yet we are unable to make such a conclusion, due to the cross-sectional nature of
our data. However, it is possible that the association between ‘short’ and ‘long’ sleep duration and
‘poor’ self-rated health is bidirectional.

Our results also showed that ‘poor’ sleep quality was associated with ‘poor’ self-rated health,
independently of ‘short’ and ‘long’ sleep duration. When sleep duration and sleep quality were
entered simultaneously into the model, both variables remained associated with ‘poor’ self-rated
health. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, this is the first exploration of the associations of both
sleep duration and sleep quality with self-rated health in a sample of elderly individuals. Since this
is the first of such studies, our results were explained in the highlights of similar studies [27,28].
Specifically, Paunio et al. [27] and Rissanen et al. [28] showed that ‘poor’ sleep quality was associated
with ‘poor’ life satisfaction in the general population. Our results could be explained by the fact that life
satisfaction was strongly associated with self-rated health in previous studies [29]. Moreover, previous
studies have shown that both ‘poor’ self-rated health and ‘poor’ life satisfaction’ are associated with
negative health outcomes [30]. Thus, although we did not use the same variables, our study shows a
strong association between ‘poor’ sleep quality and ‘poor’ self-rated health in a relatively large sample
of elderly individuals.

This study has several strengths. First, we randomly selected five nursing homes and conducted
a study among a relatively high number of individuals (N = 894), minimizing the risk of measurement
bias. Second, we used previously validated questionnaires to assess PA, sleep duration, and sleep
quality. Third, all three models were adjusted for sex, physical activity, smoking consumption, alcohol
consumption, psychological distress, socioeconomic status, and chronic disease/s.

However, our study has several limitations. Due to a cross-sectional design, the associations
between sleep duration and sleep quality with self-rated health must be interpreted with caution.
It is possible that ‘poor’ self-rated health led to both ‘short’ and ‘long’ sleep duration and ‘poor’
sleep quality. Although we used validated questionnaires, our second limitation was the usage
of self-reported measures. Third, we were lacking in collecting information about physiological
parameters and daylight exposure, even though daylight exposure has a beneficial effect on well-being
and psychological functioning [31]. Fourth, we based our sample only on elderly individuals situated
in nursing homes in the city of Zagreb. However, free-living individuals might have had different
levels of self-rated health and sleep, leading to different associations. Future studies should use
objective methods (accelerometry, polysomnography) and follow-up methodology in order to better
capture and understand the causality between sleep hygiene and self-rated health.

In conclusion, our study shows that ‘short’ and ‘long’ sleep duration and ‘poor’ sleep quality
were associated with ‘poor’ self-rated health in a sample of elderly individuals living in nursing homes.
Thus, special policies and strategies that promote sleep hygiene in order to increase self-rated health
are warranted.
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Abstract: Being ranked among the most sedentary countries, Vietnam’s social public health is
challenged by the rising number of overweight people. This study aims to evaluate factors associated
with the regularity of exercise and sports (EAS) among Vietnamese people living in the capital city of
Hanoi, using data collected from a randomized survey involving 2068 individuals conducted in 2016.
Physical exercises and daily sports are considered a major means for improving the Vietnamese social
public health system by the government, families, and individuals. Applying the baseline-category
logit model, the study analyzed two groups of factors associated with EAS regularity: (i) physiological
factors (sex, body mass index (BMI)) and (ii) external factors (education, health communication,
medical practice at home). Females with a university education or higher usually exercise less
than those with lower education, while the opposite is true for males. The study also shows
that those with a higher BMI tend to report higher activity levels. Additionally, improved health
communication systems and regular health check-ups at home are also associated with more frequent
EAS activities. These results, albeit limited to only one location in Vietnam, provide a basis for
making targeted policies that promote a more active lifestyle. This, in turn, could help the country
realize the goal of improving the average height of the population and reducing the incidents of
non-communicable diseases.

Keywords: physical exercises and sports; sex; educational background; social public health;
health communication

1. Background

Physical exercises and daily sports are considered a major means for improving the social public
health system all over the world, including that in a developing country such as Vietnam. According to
the first national estimates of physical activity for Vietnam, which used data (14,706 subjects) from a
national population-based survey of risk factors for non-communicable diseases in SVietnam between
2009 and 2010, around 70% of adults aged 18–64 years meet the World Health Organization (WHO)
recommendations for physical activity, but mainly from work activities [1]. The study also found the
highest proportion of participation in leisure activity among Hanoi residents, who at the same time,
spend the most time sitting [1]. In 2017, a team at Stanford University published a global study that
analyzed daily step recordings on smartphones from over 717,000 anonymous users from 111 countries.
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The results showed that Vietnamese people are among the most sedentary worldwide, with their daily
steps averaging 3643—significantly below the global mean of 4961 steps [2,3]. Meanwhile, the amount
of overweight individuals (body mass index (BMI) ≥ 25) has grown in Vietnam, especially in urban
areas, over the past decade as the overall income levels rise [4–6].

Against this fact, Vietnamese society, as Craig pointed out in “Familiar Medicine”, one of the
first medical ethnographies to be written on contemporary Vietnam, has been very concerned with
healthcare. The tropical climate in Vietnam, which brings about six months of hot and humid
weather and another three of drizzle, and cold and dry spells, has contributed to the development
of “a rich popular discourse and practice of everyday health and medicine” [7]. The local medical
practice is strongly influenced by traditional Chinese medicine, but is also rooted in local ingredients,
self-management, household care, and the inheritance of oral traditions and home-remedy recipes [7].

Given this background and previous studies that have described the lack of physical exercise
among Vietnamese people, this study seeks, for the first time, to examine factors associated with the
self-reported regularity of a specific form of physical activity, that is, exercise and sports (EAS), among
people living in Hanoi, using a 2016 cross-section dataset. EAS is defined as leisure time physical
activities ranging from moderate to vigorous intensity such as aerobics, walking, running, cycling,
dancing, martial arts, and football, among others. The study chooses leisure time activities instead
of work-related activities because most studies on the correlations of physical activity are focused on
high-income countries or look only at activities associated with transport and occupation in developing
countries [8]. With a population of 92 million and a low per capita gross domestic product (GDP) of
approximately $2000, Vietnam is a developing country at the middle-income level. Thus, the study
hopes to fill the gap in the literature.

Factors associated with the frequency and magnitude of an individual’s physical training are often
complex and diverse. Several studies have looked at the association between physical activity and a
host of socio-demographic and lifestyle factors such as aging; sedentary behavior; nutrition; or the use
of drugs such as cigarettes, alcohol, and others [8–11]; environmental components such as noises or
availability of facilities are shown to affect physical activities [12–14]. This study takes another approach
by applying a baseline category logit model to assess two groups of factors specifically associated with
the self-reported regularity of physical exercise in Hanoi, namely (i) physiological factors (sex, body
mass index or BMI) and (ii) external factors (education, health communication, medical practice at
home). Understanding why the Vietnamese, particularly those in its urban center, are more prone to
EAS participation could inform public health workers in places with a similar background.

2. Literature Review

The benefits of EAS have been examined by a large range of studies. Not only do EAS help
maintain the body’s fitness as well as physical health, but they also improve mood, self-esteem, and
social skills [15,16]. The activities are proven to have preventive effects among healthy individuals
and treatment effects among patients of various illnesses [17–19]. EAS are beneficial to those
with hypertension; they reduce the risk of obesity, heart disease, diabetes, and colon cancer; they
lower premature mortality rates; and they enhance osteoarthritis function in older people [18,20–22].
Moreover, regular engagement in EAS is also related to improved respiratory function, is helpful
in cases of chronic kidney disease or osteoporotic fractures, and leads to a possible reduction in
inflammatory biomarkers [19,23].

This section provides an overview of the scholarship on the two groups of factors, namely
physiological (sex, BMI) and external (education, health communication, and home medicine), and
their association with regularity in physical exercise.

Sex differences in EAS participation happen as a result of the changing body size and composition
between male and female from late childhood, through puberty, and into adolescence [16]. Particularly,
as the endocrine changes with development, girls would accumulate more fat than boys, while boys
would see their fat-free mass climb at a much higher rate than girls [16]. Studies have confirmed
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that not only do boys and girls not vary much regarding body size and composition until puberty,
but with training, both sexes experience similar changes in body composition, “as determined by
total energy expenditure during training” [16]. Yet, it is clear that while both sexes enjoy taking part
in calisthenics, cycling, swimming, and bowling, males tend to prefer weightlifting, golf, volleyball,
soccer, and handball, and females are more attracted to walking, aerobics, and dancing [16,24,25].
The choices are attributable to other factors, such as parental behaviors, muscle structure, lung size,
respiratory mechanisms, and fat rates specific to the body of each gender [23,24]. Indeed, even when
researchers found no comparable differences in sedentary behaviors between male and female adults,
there remained differences in terms of changes in the physical activity behavior over time. For instance,
a study on the elderly Swedish population noted that men decreased their total physical activity, but
women increased their time in moderate- or higher-intensity physical activity [26]. For the purpose of
quantitative analysis, the sex differences in EAS are often examined through the BMI figure, which is
linked to the fat rate and thus indicates the body’s level of obesity [25]. BMI is calculated using the
formula BMI = weight/(height × height).

BMI, apart from varying by sex and ethnicity, also changes according to physical training and
educational background [27–29]. Studies on the association between BMI and educational attainment,
though they appear to be outdated, did point out the general influence of educational level on the
BMI of males; for females, the only lower educational level is shown to be related to higher BMI [30].
The higher educated women seem to exercise more regularly, so they have stronger muscles compared
with the less educated [30–32].

Health communication is another factor that could influence EAS regularity, because not only
does health information changes people’s behaviors, it also changes in line with sex and educational
background [33]. In practice, it is difficult to separate the influence of sex and gender on human
behaviors in healthcare. For instance, sex can modify testosterone, to the case of aggressive behavior
being associated with risk-seeking and neglecting personal health, while gender-behavior such as
lifestyle choices, exposure to stress, and environmental toxins, can have a certain impact on biological
factors [34]. Concerning gender, studies over the years have often shown men to be unwilling and
uninterested in seeking out health-related information both in times of stressful life events and
generally in everyday life [35–38]. A Finnish study in 2013 on how gender affects health information
behavior in people aged 18–65 years found that, compared with men, women paid more attention to
health-related information and potential worldwide pandemics, as well as to how the purchase of daily
goods affects their health [38]. The study noted that Finnish women also reported receiving far more
informal health-related information from close family members, other kin, and friends/workmates
than men did. Other studies did confirm that family members and friends are factors positively
associated with people’s healthcare [39,40].

As for the association between medical practice at home and EAS regularity, there has been no
study explicitly linking the two. By medical practice at home, this study means simple health checkup
such as measuring eyesight, weight, height, blood pressure, and using the common first aid kit.

Based on the above findings, we evaluate the reality of engagement in EAS in the Vietnamese
population. The levels of EAS regularity are analyzed in relation to sex, educational background, BMI,
health communication quality, and regular health check-ups at home.

3. Materials and Methods

3.1. Materials

The data of this study was collected as part of an interview-based survey of behavior and attitudes
toward general health examinations (GHEs) in Hanoi and Hung Yen, Vietnam. The area has about
10 million people and is about 4300 km2; the data were collected from the more urban places in this
area. The data resulting from this study were deposited in the Open Science Framework [41] and
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Harvard Dataverse [42], according to the principle of open data and FAIRsharing [43,44]. The details
of how the survey was carried out and how the variables are coded can be viewed in the work of [45].

The survey was executed adhering to ethical standards under the license of V&A/07/2016
(15 September 2016). It was conducted in places such as schools, hospitals (Hospital 125 Thai Thinh in
Dong Da District, Hanoi, and Vietnam–Germany Hospital in Hoan Kiem District, Hanoi), companies,
government organizations, and randomly selected households in Hanoi. All residents in survey
locations were invited to answer the questionnaire; the participants were randomly approached.
The interviewers were required to wear an identification badge and had to give the participants
information about the organizations responsible for the research, as well as the aims and methods of
the research, and obtain a written agreement from the participants before starting the interview.

Overall, the study approached 2479 people; an average of one out of every six people invited to
the interview refused to answer. Participants took roughly 10–15 min to complete the questionnaire.
In the end, the final sample size was 2068 observations.

3.2. Methods

Specifically, this study examines and computes the probabilities of different levels of physical
exercise in relation to gender, BMI, educational background, medical practice in the family, and
perception of health communication quality. These variables are explained below:

“EvalExer” is the dependent variable, and stands for the level of EAS regularity. The participants
were asked, “How much time do you spend on sports and physical exercise?” To which there were
four options: “Comsuff” (completely sufficient), “Relsuff” (relatively sufficient), “Little” (do exercise
but little), and “Trivial” (rarely do exercise). Thus, this variable is essentially about the self-reports of
people on whether they feel their level of EAS is regular or not.

The predictors are:

– “Sex” includes two categories, “Male” and “Female.”
– “Edu” is short for educational background, which includes two groups: “Highschool” (the people

with high-school education or less) and “Graduate” (the people with a university education or higher).
– “BMI”, or body mass index, has five categories: <18.5 (Underweight), 18.5–22.99 (Normal), 23–24.99

(Pre-obese), 25–29.99 (Obese level I), and >=30 (Obese level II). During the survey, the subjects were
asked to provide their most recent measurements of height (in cm) and weight (in kg), based on
which their BMI was calculated using the following formula: BMI = weight/(height × height).

– “ExamTools” is short for habitually checking health status in the family with common medical
tools. The question was, “Does your family regularly take simple medical measurements (blood
pressure, eyesight, weight, etc.)?” There were two options, “Yes” and “No.”

– “HealthCom” is short for the perception of the participants towards the quality of mass
communication on periodic GHEs; it is rated in a scale from 1 to 5, with 1 being the lowest
and 5 being the highest.

The data are then structured in a CSV file and processed in R (3.1.1). The estimations are computed
using the baseline category logit model (BCL), according to the work of [46]. The general equation of
the BCL model is as follows:

ln
πj(x)

πJ(x)
= αj + βT

j x, j = 1, . . . , J − 1

where x is the independent variable, and πj(x) = P(Y = j|x) is its probability. Thus, πj = P
(
Yij = 1

)
,

with Y being the dependent variable.
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The estimated coefficients attained in multivariable logistic models are used to calculate the
empirical probabilities according to the following formula:

πj(x) =
exp

(
αj + βT

j x
)

1 + ∑J−1
h=1 exp

(
αh + βT

hx
)

where ∑j πj(x) = 1; and there are n observations in the sample, j represents the categorical values of
an observation i, and h is a row in the matrix Xi. Estimated probabilities can be used to predict
the possibilities of Y under different conditions of Xi [42,45,47]. The statistical significance of
independent variables in the model is determined based on z-value and p-value; with p < 0.05
being the conventional level of statistical significance required for a positive result.

4. Results

This section is divided by subheadings. It provides a concise and precise description of the
experimental results, their interpretation, as well as the experimental conclusions that can be drawn.

4.1. Descriptive Statistics

Out of a total of 2068 observations obtained in the final sample, the majority of participants were
young people (<30 years old) (63.15%), with the proportion of middle-aged and elderly participants
(>= 50 years old) only accounting for 5.76% (Table 1). More females than males took part in the survey;
females accounted for 64.08%.

Table 1. Descriptive statistics of the sample. BMI—body mass index.

Characteristics N Percentage (%)

Age
<30 1306 63.15

30–49 643 31.09
≥50 119 5.76
Sex

Male 728 35.20
Female 1340 64.80

Educational background
High school or less 558 26.98
University or above 1.510 73.02

BMI
<18.5 (Underweight) 408 19.73
18.5–22.99 (Normal) 1242 60.06
23–24.99 (Pre-obese) 279 13.49

25–29.99 (Obese level I) 128 6.19
>=30 (Obese level II) 11 0.53

Checking up health at home regularly (blood pressure, weight, eyesight, etc.)
Yes 1242 60.06
No 826 39.94

The level of exercise and sports regularity
Completely sufficient 132 6.38
Relatively sufficient 591 28.58

Little 863 41.73
Trivial 482 23.31

It can be seen from Table 1 that the majority of respondents are highly educated, with nearly
three-quarters of participants having a university education or a higher degree (73.02%).
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Concerning BMI, about 60% the participants are within the normal range, and the rest are
distributed evenly between being thin or overweight. The average BMI is also in the normal range,
at 20.85 (95% CI: 20.73–20.97) (Table 2). Most participants (60.06%) habitually receive simple health
checks at home, including measurements of blood pressure, height, weight, and eyesight, as well as
tracking of symptoms.

The level of participation in exercise and sports can be observed in Table 1 and Figure 1.
Most survey participants self-reported that they did not regularly engage in physical activities.
Those who felt they had a completely sufficient level of EAS represented the smallest group, with under
6%. The largest proportion (41.73%) claimed they did a little exercise, while those who felt their exercise
and sports level are relatively sufficient and trivial accounted for 28.58% and 23.31%, respectively.

Figure 1. Distribution of respondents towards the level of exercise and sports (EAS) regularity, and
by sex.

Figure 1 shows that the number of males and females is distributed unevenly at different activity
levels. While more males claim to exercise at a completely sufficient level than females (3.4% versus
2.9%, respectively), females represented a higher proportion in all other levels of EAS regularity.

Also, the perception toward the quality of mass communications on healthcare also plays an
important role. In the questionnaire, the study divided this factor into five levels of quality, which
corresponds to a scale of 1 to 5, with 1 being the lowest and 5 the highest. The collected data showed
that the participants perceived that the healthcare communication they received was only of average
quality (2.83 points, 95% CI: 2.79–2.87) (see Table 2).

Table 2. Descriptive statistics for continuous variables.

Characteristics Min Max Average SD CI

Age 18 83 29.17 10.09 28.73–29.60
BMI 14.48 37.20 20.85 2.69 20.73–20.96

Health communication quality perception 1 5 2.83 1.170 2.79–2.87
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4.2. EAS Regularity Associated with Sex, Educational Background, and BMI

Firstly, the probability of sex and education associated with EAS regularity was considered.
The regression model was constructed with the dependent variable being “EvalExer” (the level of
EAS regularity), classified into four levels: “Comsuff” (completely sufficient), “Relsuff” (relatively
sufficient), “Little” (do exercise but little), and “Trivial” (rarely do exercise); and two predictor variables
were “Sex” and “Edu” (educational background). “Sex” includes “Male” and “Female”, while “Edu”
has two categories, “Highschool” (the people with high-school education or less) and “Graduate” (the
people with a university education or higher). The estimation results follow in Table 3/subTable 3a.

Table 3. Exercise and sports (EAS) regularity associated with sex, educational background, and BMI.

(3a)
Intercept

“Sex” “Edu”

“Male” “Highschool”

β0 β1 β2

logit(trivial|comsuff) 1.846 ***
[12.065]

−1.437 ***
[−6.926]

−0.071
[−0.338]

logit(little|comsuff) 2.387 ***
[16.134]

−0.808 ***
[−4.256]

−0.536 **
[−2.686]

logit(relsuff|comsuff) 1.805 ***
[11.818]

−0.315
[−1.623]

−0.491 *
[−2.394]

Significant codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1; z−value in square brackets; baseline category for
“Sex” = “Female” and “Edu” = “Graduate”. Log-likelihood: −36.94 with 3 degrees of freedom. Residual

deviance: 4.17 with 3 degrees of freedom.

(3b)
Intercept

“Edu”
“BMI”

“Highschool”

β0 β1 β2

logit(trivial|comsuff) 4.006 ***
[5.297]

−0.14
[−0.677]

−0.127 ***
[−3.586]

logit(little|comsuff) 4.158 ***
[5.837]

−0.568 **
[−2.860]

−0.100 **
[−3.025]

logit(relsuff|comsuff) 1.919 **
[2.658]

−0.514 *
[−2.510]

−0.012
[−0.366]

Significant codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1; z−value in square brackets; baseline category for
“Edu” = “Graduate”. Log-likelihood: −2533.25 with 6195 degrees of freedom. Residual deviance: 5066.50

with 6195 degrees of freedom

(3c)
Intercept

“ExamTools”
“HealthCom”

“Yes”

β0 β1 β2

logit(trivial|comsuff) 2.563 ***
[7.566]

−0.622 **
[−2.867]

−0.297 **
[−2.976]

logit(little|comsuff) 2.973 ***
[9.144]

−0.616 **
[−2.960]

−0.236 *
[−2.497]

logit(relsuff|comsuff) 2.205 ***
[6.600]

−0.464 *
[−2.171]

−0.132
[−1.358]

Significant codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1; z−value in square brackets; baseline category for
“ExamTools” = “No”. Log-likelihood: −2546.62 with 6195 degrees of freedom. Residual deviance:

5093.25 with 6195 degrees of freedom.
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At p < 0.05, most of the estimated coefficients are statistically significant. The estimation equations
representing the correlations are presented as follows:

ln
πtrivial

πcomsu f f
= 1.846 − 1.437 × MaleSex − 0.071 × HighschoolEdu (1)

ln
πlittle

πcomsu f f
= 2.387 − 0.808 × MaleSex − 0.536 × HighschoolEdu (2)

ln
πrelsu f f

πcomsu f f
= 1.805 − 0.315 × MaleSex − 0.491 × HighschoolEdu (3)

From that, the probability of a man with a high-school education or lower that reports exercising
relatively sufficiently is as follows:

πrelsu f f =
e1.805−0.315−0.491

e1.805−0.315−0.491 + e2.387−0.808−0.536 + e1.846−1.437−0.071 + 1
= 0.341

Likewise, the remaining probabilities can also be calculated.
Next, the association of BMI with EAS levels was considered. In this BCL estimation, the

dependent variable is still “EvalExer”, and the predictors are “Edu” and “BMI.” The results are
reported in Table 3b. From the results, it can be concluded that a relationship between these factors
exists. The estimation equations are displayed in Equations (4)–(6).

ln
πtrivial

πcomsu f f
= 4.006 − 0.140 × HighschoolEdu − 0.127 × BMI (4)

ln
πlittle

πcomsu f f
= 4.158 − 0.568 × HighschoolEdu − 0.100 × BMI (5)

ln
πrelsu f f

πcomsu f f
= 1.919 − 0.514 × HighschoolEdu − 0.012 × BMI (6)

4.3. EAS regularity Associated with Perception on Health Communication Quality and Habitual Health Checks
at Home

The physiological factors have been examined above. Now, some other external factors, including
perception on healthcare communication about periodic GHEs and habitual health checks at home, are
taken into account. Again, the response variable is “EvalExer”, and the two predictors are “ExamTools”
(habitual health checks at home with common medical tools), including two options, “Yes” and
“No”; and “HealthCom” (perception on the quality of health communication about periodic GHEs),
scored from 1 to 5, with 1 being the lowest and 5 the highest. The estimation results are given in
Table 3/subTable 3c.

At p < 0.05, the correlations between the above variables are confirmed, with eight out of nine of
the estimated coefficients being statistically significant. The empirical relationships are presented in
Equations (7)–(9).

ln
πtrivial

πabssu f f
= 2.563 − 0.622 × YesExamTools − 0.297 × HealthCom (7)

ln
πlittle

πabssu f f
= 2.973 − 0.616 × YesExamTools − 0.236 × HealthCom (8)

ln
πrelsu f f

πabssu f f
= 2.205 − 0.464 × YesExamTools − 0.132 × HealthCom (9)
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4.4. Interpretation of Estimation Results

The regression results partly show preliminary assessments about the association of the variables
and people’s EAS levels. The following discussion will give more details about both the degree and
tendency of each factor. The figures were built using conditional probabilities (see Appendix A).

4.4.1. Physiological Factors

Figure 2a depicts the EAS tendency between males and females with high school education
or less. It can be seen that for females, the probability of EAS at the trivial or little level is above
70%, and it drops dramatically to below 30% when associated with relatively or completely sufficient
level of physical exercise. In contrast, for males, the probability of EAS at the trivial or little level
is just above 50%, but it drops slightly to just slightly below 50%. The different slopes of the two
lines demonstrate this tendency. These analytical results show that males tend to be more active than
females in both groups of educational background, with the difference amounting to as much as 18.9%
(Figure 2a). This is easily explained by the fact that males are generally conceived as the strong genus,
as tending to prefer physical activities to females, and as having to do hard work more often. On the
other hand, women might think that they often do housework, shopping, and taking care of children,
which already require a significant amount of mobilization, so they do not necessarily participate
in additional pure sports activities [15]. Moreover, the majority of female participants in the survey
said they did not have enough time for themselves, as their official work and housework took up all
their time.

  
(a) (b) 

 
(c) (d) 

Figure 2. Probability lines represent EAS regularity levels towards physiological and external factors:
(a) between males and females; (b) differences of intensivity levels between people with different
education backgrounds; (c) activity levels against BMI; and, (d) association of perceived health
communication value and exercise activity.
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Meanwhile, Figure 2c helps clarify the trends of changes in activity levels in association with
BMI. From this, it can be seen that when BMI increases from 18 to 23 (within the normal range),
the “trivial/little” line (the probability of not exercising or training at negligible level) goes down,
and the “rel/comsuff” (the probability of exercising relatively and absolutely sufficiently) goes up.
This shows that people with a larger physique tend to exercise more. In particular, those with the
largest BMI (BMI = 37.2) have a likelihood of exercising regularly as high as 74%, whereas this figure
for the thinnest person (BMI = 14.48) is only slightly above 21% (Figure 2c). This can be explained
by the fact that those who are overweight tend to choose exercise and sports as an effective and safe
method to lose weight. Also, in the case of Vietnam, the higher average BMI of males compared with
females could also be an explanation. The relationship between BMI and sex leads to the correlation
between BMI, sex, and activity levels.

4.4.2. External Factors

Concerning the lines showing EAS level changes in relation to educational background, in
Figure 2b, it can be observed that the lines of “trivial” and “comsuff” have the same downward trend,
moving from the association with “highschool” to “graduate”. Meanwhile, in contrast, the “little” and
the “relsuff” lines both go up. An interpretation here is that Hanoi people with a university education
or higher tend to feel they spend relatively sufficient or little time doing exercise. In contrast, Figure 2b
also showed that those with a low level of education had two distinct trends, either reporting to engage
in much more or much less exercise compared with those with higher levels of education.

Previous studies have shown the influence of the media on health care quality assessment, as
well as on medical care [33,44]. This paper continues to show the media’s association with EAS
regularity. The evidence suggests that the “trivial_little” line goes down and the “rel/comsuff” goes
up when the communication quality scored from 1 to 5 (Figure 2d). In other words, those who assess
health communication quality as being at the highest level are 12% more likely to exercise frequently
than those who assess it as being at the lowest. This means that when the communication quality
is improved, people are more conscious about sports training, and this figure can be up to 45% (in
the case of the regular check-ups at home being “yes”). The reason for this is that keeping track of
healthcare information may prompt people to worry more than usual, which means more attention
will be paid to their health [21,22]. Such information helps people understand the importance and
benefits of habitual physical exercise, and, as a result, they will engage in more EAS.

In a similar vein, the study revealed that those who examine their health frequently also tend
to attend sports activities more regularly. The above position of the lines representing relatively and
completely sufficient exercise of those who usually practice common health checks in their home
(“YesE.rel/comsuff”) compared with which of those who do not (“NoE.rel/comsuff”) provides support
for this argument.

5. Discussion

5.1. Policy Implications

By evaluating the association of the self-reported regularity of leisure time EAS with two group
of factors: (i) physiological factors (sex, body mass index or BMI) and (ii) external factors (education,
health communication, medical practice at home), this study has filled in the gap in the literature on
EAS correlations in a developing country of the middle-income level. The new insights can be used for
forming policy related to social health; this section will discuss the implications.

In October 2017, the ruling Communist Party of Vietnam issued Resolution 21 on population
works in the new era, which sets the target of bringing up the average Vietnamese height by 4 cm by
2030, representing a major goal in improving social public health status. Particularly, a Vietnamese male
aged 18 years should reach 168.5 cm and females 157.5 cm over the next decade [48]. By comparison
with regional countries, the height of Vietnamese youth is on par with that of Indonesians and
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Philippines, but is below that of Singaporeans, Japanese, Thai, and Malaysians [49]. By showing the
connection between EAS regularity and certain groups of factors, this study is instrumental in helping
policymakers realize the above goal.

For example, the study found that the probability of females with a university education or higher
feeling that they spend little or insufficient time exercising is 70%. Public health workers could use this
information to target and promote more EAS participation among this group. Regarding BMI, because
people with a larger physique tend to report exercising more (Figure 2c), a policy promoting EAS
should take into account the population with a leaner physique. Most importantly, the study found an
association between positive perception of health communication and people’s engagement in EAS.
Thus, this result suggests campaigns aimed at better health information coverage could encourage
more Vietnamese people to exercise more regularly.

Another implication is that as knowing the factors associated with physical inactivity, which are
increasingly seen to be among the causes of non-communicable diseases (NCDs) in countries of low
and middle income [4], could improve evidence-based planning of public health interventions for
NCDs. This is especially important for Vietnam, where NCDs, principally cardiovascular disease,
diabetes, cancers, and chronic respiratory diseases, cause 73% of all deaths (more than 379,000) each
year, according to WHO data [50]. Therefore, although the dataset covers only one location of Vietnam,
the analysis results are no doubt useful for policy interpretation in other developing countries.

5.2. Limitations

The study is not without limitations. First of all, as the survey is exclusively based in Hanoi and
its nearby areas, it poses a major geographical limitation. In order to investigate regional differences as
well as shifting in behaviors and attitudes, it is necessary to conduct a nationwide survey, which would
require resources beyond our current capacity. Hence, the findings in the study cannot be generalized
to other regions in Vietnam, especially the rural or mountainous areas. Future research could improve
upon this limitation by increasing the diversity of socio-demographic factors.

Secondly, the study is limited to the subjective perception of participants on whether or not they
feel the amount of time they spend exercising is sufficient. The data were collected on a self-report basis,
and thus the results are prone to subjective interpretation. Future research directions could refine the
questionnaire by explicitly defining the amount of time one exercises that is sufficient or insufficient.

6. Conclusions

Overall, the above analyses drew links between EAS regularity and two groups of factors, the
physiological ones (sex, BMI) and the external ones (education, health communication, and health
checkup at home). Particularly, people with higher BMI are more inclined to do more EAS, perhaps
because they want to work out to get fitter. The findings also show that those with a low level of
education show two distinct trends, either reporting to engage in much more or much less exercise
compared with those with higher levels of education. On the contrary, the people with higher
education tend to stick with what they feel is a relatively sufficient or little but non-trivial amount of
time exercising.

Furthermore, for females, those who graduate from university or have a higher degree usually
claimed to exercise less than those with lower education, perhaps because of their job’s attributes
and their different routines. The study also found an opposite propensity among males, even if the
differences in both sexes are negligible.

As for people’s perception of health communication quality, the study found that as this perception
got better, people were also more likely to report spending relatively or completely sufficient time
doing sports and physical exercise. It seems that better-perceived quality of health information tends
to make people more aware of their health status, so they actively take measures to care for themselves.
The findings also indicate that those who habitually conduct simple health checks at home tend
to self-report to be more active. Also, when considering the impact of media quality and regular
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monitoring of health status in comparison, the latter seems to have a greater influence, with the
absolute value of the estimated coefficients being significantly larger.

Finally, although this study could be improved through surveying a larger demographic and
defining which level of exercise is sufficient, it has provided a perspective from a developing country,
and the information obtained through the empirical analyses is shown to have valuable implications
for policy-makers and public health workers.
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Appendix A

a. Probabilities of EAS regularity towards gender and education.

“EvalExer” “trivial” “little” “relsuff” “abssuff”

“Edu”|”Sex” “male” “female” “male” “female” “male” “female” “male” “female”
“highschool” 0.176 0.347 0.357 0.375 0.341 0.219 0.126 0.059
“graduate” 0.128 0.261 0.411 0.448 0.376 0.250 0.085 0.041

b. Probabilities of EAS regularity towards BMI.

“EvalExer”

“bmi” “edu” “trivial” “little” “relsuff” “abssuff”

14.48
“highschool” 0.370 0.415 0.167 0.049
“graduate” 0.286 0.493 0.188 0.033

20
“highschool” 0.292 0.381 0.249 0.078
“graduate” 0.224 0.447 0.277 0.052

37.20
“highschool” 0.086 0.179 0.531 0.204
“graduate” 0.066 0.209 0.589 0.135

c. Probabilities of EAS regularity towards health communication quality and usual medical practice in

the family.

“EvalExer”

“HealthCom” “Examtools” “trivial” “little” “relsuff” “abssuff”

1
Yes 0.265 0.427 0.256 0.051
No 0.283 0.454 0.234 0.029

3
Yes 0.222 0.403 0.298 0.078
No 0.241 0.437 0.277 0.045

5 Yes 0.180 0.370 0.336 0.114
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Abstract: Marital happiness is an important symbol of social harmony and can help promote
sustainable economic and social development. In recent years, the rapid rise of the divorce rate in
China, a country where the divorce rate had previously been low, has attracted wide attention.
However, few articles have focused on the popularization of information and communication
technology's impact on China’s rising divorce rate in recent years. As a first attempt, the provincial
panel data during the period 2001–2016 is applied to study quantitatively the relationship between
mobile phone penetration and the divorce rate. In order to get more reliable estimation results, this
paper uses two indicators to measure the divorce rate, and quantile regression is applied for further
analysis. Additionally, one-year to five-year lag times of the mobile phone penetration are used as
the core explanatory variables in order to analyse the lagging effect of mobile phone penetration on
divorce rate. The result shows that the correlation between the mobile phone penetration and the
divorce rate was statistically positive significant in China during the period 2001–2016. Furthermore,
the paper also finds that mobile phone penetration had the greatest impact on divorce rate in central
China, followed by eastern China, but it was not obvious in western China during this period. From
a technological perspective, this paper provides some possible explanations for the rising divorce rate
in China in recent years, and further enriches the relevant research on the impact of the development
of information and communication technology on societal changes.

Keywords: mobile phone penetration; divorce rate; marital happiness; well-being

1. Introduction

The quality of marriage is an important guarantee of well-being [1–5]. In China’s traditional
marriage culture, “a woman follows her husband no matter what his lot is” is a commonly held belief,
and divorce is often seen as a stigma [6]. However, China’s divorce rates have appreciably risen in the
21st century. As shown in Figure 1, since 2001 the crude divorce rate (the number of divorces per 1000
population) increased from 0.98� to 3.02� in 2016 [7]. The increasing divorce rate in China, a country
that has been heavily influenced by traditional marriage concepts, has attracted extensive attention
from scholars in recent years [8–10].

Some scholars attribute the rising divorce rate in China to the rapid urbanization, marketization,
industrialization, modern education development, and economic growth, etc., during the past 40 years,
and those factors may contribute to changes in people's attitudes and beliefs, which can lead to shifts
in family structure, functioning, and relationships [11,12]. However, these factors do not explain why
China’s divorce rate remained low and did not change much in the 1990s (as shown in the Figure 1).
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Figure 1. The crude divorce rate in China between 1990 and 2016. Data sources: China National Bureau
of Statistics.

The main purpose of this paper is to explain the rising divorce rate in China from the perspective
of the increasing mobile phone penetration in recent years. With the development of information
and communication technology (ICT) in recent decades, the mobile phone has become a major
communication tool [13]. Since 2005, the global mobile-cellular telephone penetration grew from
33.9% to 103.5% in 2017 [14]. The rapid spread of mobile phones has brought the world into a digital
era, which has had a profound impact on economy, culture, and politics [15,16], and has greatly
expanded the scope of interpersonal communication [17]. The rise in the mobile phone penetration
may have the following effects on China’s divorce rate:

(1) The popularity of mobile phone, whether for unmarried or married people, can greatly reduce
the cost of searching for romantic partners. With the development of smart phones, mobile phone
functions have become more and more diverse, which has had a significant impact on people’s
dating behaviours. Various social platforms and mobile phone applications, such as WeChat (Tencent,
Shenzhen, China) and QQ (Tencent, Shenzhen, China), can closely connect individuals with common
interests, offer a convenient condition for extramarital affairs, and increase the possibility of divorce. (2)
The popularity of mobile phones has affected people’s interpersonal relationships and the relationship
between couples. (3) The spread of mobile phones has accelerated the spread of modern marriage
concepts in China. Nowadays, especially for young people, mobile phones have become one of the
most important tools for connecting to the Internet in order to find whatever information is needed.
More and more people use mobile Internet to search for laws and regulations related to marriage,
especially for couples experiencing marriage crises who may use mobile Internet to communicate with
more people in common situations. As a result, people may be more daring to say goodbye to a failed
marriage than to think that divorce is a shameful act.

The main contribution of this paper is embodied in the following three aspects. First of all,
previous studies have tended to ignore the impact of advances in information technology on divorce
rate, and the few relevant studies that have previously been published have mainly been based
in developed countries. As a first attempt, this paper examines the explicit relationship between
mobile phone penetration and divorce rate based on China’s macro data at the provincial level, thus
expanding on previous established research. Secondly, China is committed to the construction of
a “harmonious society”, and marital happiness is considered to be an important embodiment of a
“harmonious society”. Simultaneously, divorce may potentially result in negative effects on both
health and well-being [18]. Therefore, this paper has many implications for Chinese public policy
in the future. Furthermore, many countries in the world regard ICT as an important driving force
for the promotion of the sustainable development of economy and society and the improvement of
people’s welfare [19]. Given the increasingly prominent role of mobile phones in people’s daily lives,
understanding their influence on individuals and families is crucial [20–22]. Thirdly, in this paper,
the robustness and endogeneity of the model are considered rigorously and fully, which makes the
conclusion more reliable.
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The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. Section 2 briefly reviews the existing theory
and literature. Section 3 presents the econometric model and data description. Section 4 provides the
empirical results and relevant discussions. Finally, the Section 5 summarizes the conclusions drawn
from this research.

2. Brief Review of the Literature and Theoretical Analysis

2.1. Theory Related to Marriage and Divorce

Unlike traditional marriages, divorce rates are high in modern marriages [23], which has led many
scholars to become interested in the reasons why people choose to divorce after a period of marriage.
Becker [24] was an early researcher on marriage and family behaviour. In considering mainly an
economics perspective, Becker thought that each person tries to find the best mate available to them in
the marriage market. Becker believed that when the expected utility of marriage is greater than that
of being single, people will get married. When the expected utility of being single or remarrying is
greater than the loss of utility from divorcing (including the separation from family, the separation of
family property, legal expenses, and other losses), the married person will terminate their marriage.
Similar to this theory, Weiss and Willis [25] considered that a marriage would end when the other
partner meets a better match, whereafter Becker et al. [26] stressed the important role of “search costs”
both before and after the marriage. In this theory, the individual selects firstly or sets the retention
value (or threshold value, which is a minimum acceptable quality level) for a future matcher, and then
restores the search within the accessible crowd. When an individual finds an individual that exceeds
the retention value, she or he will get married. When the search cost is high, the retention value of the
individual will generally be lower. Otherwise, the individual will give up the benefit of marriage for
an unacceptably long period.

Many other studies also focused on the explanation factors for divorce from other perspectives.
Societal transition was widely regarded as an important factor for the rise of divorce rates. Over the
past two decades, egalitarian beliefs have been spread worldwide, which has profoundly influenced
the nature of family relationships. Especially with the improvement of the status for women and
children, the traditional patriarchal system based on blood and hierarchy has been greatly challenged,
and family relations are constantly changing [27–30].

Economic factors are also cited as important reasons for divorce. Amato and Beattie [31] studied
how unemployment affects divorce rates by studying data from the United States during the period
from 1960 to 2005. They found that the relationships between unemployment rate and divorce rate
changed over time. Rainer and Smith [32], Battu et al. [33], and Klein [34] all found a close relationship
between house prices and divorce rate.

The social-economic growth hypothesis theory emphasizes that urban society will first exhibit
low marital stability, such as that commonly observed in the middle class, which typically lives
in a more affluent environment [35–38]. For example, Sandström [39] found that the divorce rate
in rural, single-provider family, low-income households was significantly lower than that in urban,
dual-provider family, high-income households through an analysis of the divorce behaviour in Swedish
from 1911 to 1974.

Some scholars have begun to pay attention to the impact of population mobility on marriage.
Glenn and Supancic [40], Landale and Ogena [41], Frank and Wildsmith [42], and Gautier et al. [43]
all found that the divorce rate is usually high in areas with high migratory and floating populations.
Caarls and Mazzucato [44] found that the likelihood of divorcing is higher when a wife (without her
husband’s escort) works abroad, but lower when the husband (without his wife’s escort) works abroad.

2.2. Mobile Phone and Mobile Internet

With the rapid development of mobile communication, especially smartphones, and Internet
technology, the number of mobile Internet (MI) users has increased rapidly [45]. In the past, the main
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function of mobile phones was communication (i.e., voice calls and text messages). However, more and
more mobile phone users have conducted information searches, online shopping, social entertainment,
and other activities through the mobile Internet in the last few years [46]. According to the 41st China
Internet Development Statistics Report, as of December 2017, the number of mobile Internet users in
China reached 753 million, and the proportion of netizens using mobile phones to surf the Internet
increased from 95.1% in 2016 to 97.5% [47]. Mobile phones have become the main channel for residents
to access the Internet. The tremendous impact of mobile phones and mobile Internet on people’s life
has attracted wide attention from scholars [48]. On the one hand, the relevant studies examine the
impact of mobile phones and/or mobile Internet on the economy or personal income and employment
from both micro and macro perspectives. For example, at the micro level, Bertschek and Niebel [49]
analysed date from a German firm and found that mobile Internet access was able to significantly
improve labour productivity. Islam et al. [22] found that mobile phone use had a significant promoting
effect on performance of a microenterprises in Bangladesh. At the macro level, there is a broad range
of literature showing a significant positive relationship between mobile phone and/or mobile Internet
use and the economic growth in a region or country [50–53].

On the other hand, the impact of mobile phones or mobile Internet on social development or
individual well-being has also received extensive attention from scholars [19]. There is quite an
extensive amount of literature showing that mobile phone and/or mobile Internet use can reduce
corruption [54,55], improve institutional quality [56], affect individual social networks [57], increase
search convenience [46,58], etc. However, other studies have also found that excessive use of mobile
phones can cause “technostress”, which has negative effects on users’ mental and physical health and
work efficiency [59–61].

As can be seen from the above literature review, although existing literature has conducted
research on the impact of mobile phones and mobile Internet on economic growth and social
development, there is a lack of studies that discuss the impact of mobile phone penetration on family
interpersonal relationships, such as marriage stability. However, from the perspective of personal
well-being, sustainable economic development, and social harmony, it is of great practical significance
to discuss the impact of mobile phone penetration on divorce rate. This article attempts to fill this gap.

2.3. Theoretical Analysis of the Possible Impact of the Mobile Phone Penetration on the Divorce Rate in China

In traditional Chinese society, marriage usually follows the principle of “arrange a match by
parents’ order and on the matchmaker’s word”. The right of young men and women to freely choose
their spouses is greatly restricted. Freedom to marry or divorce between men and women was frowned
upon by public opinion. Moreover, in traditional Chinese society, interpersonal communication is
often based on blood relationship, which greatly reduces the chance of finding a suitable partner for
both men and women. Although China has achieved great economic and social development in recent
decades, the traditional marriage concept still has far-reaching influence, which is an important reason
why the divorce rate in China has remained low [6].

However, the emergence of new media tools, such as the Internet and mobile phones, are changing
the way that people produce and live, and people’s attitudes and beliefs are changing drastically.
These changes can also affect the traditional forms of interpersonal communication between men
and women, and people’s social networks, all of which can ultimately affect the stability of marriage.
Scholars and institutions have previously considered the impact of new media on marital stability.
Merkle and Richardson [62] and Rosen et al. [63] all found that online dating is a unique way to pursue
romance. Valenzuela et al. [64] found that the use of social networks sites has negative effects on
marriage quality, and is positively associated with individuals thinking about divorce. The spread of
mobile phones may have a positive effect on divorce rate for the following reasons:

Firstly, mobile phone use can affect people’s social networks [65] and reduce the cost of a married
person searching for a “third party” after marriage [6]. Nowadays, social media networks or apps,
such as WeChat (Tencent, Shenzhen, China), QQ (Tencent, Shenzhen, China), and Microblog (Sina,
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Beijing, China), have become the main ways for Chinese residents to engage in social activities [63].
The use of mobile phones can reduce the cost of searching for partners, expand the range of people
seeking the opposite sex, and increase the substitution of spouses [57,66–69], all of which can reduce
the stability of marriage [70]. Furthermore, if a married person thinks that it will be easy to find a more
suitable partner after marriage, he or she may reduce his/her investment in his/her existing marriage,
such as by choosing to not have children [71], which may ultimately increase the divorce rate.

Secondly, the use of mobile phones can affect people’s interpersonal relationships [72]. There is a
broad range of literature indicating that the excessive use of mobile phones can lead to “dependency”,
“compulsion”, and “mobile phone addiction”, all of which may have negative effects on the health,
psychology, study, and work of individuals [73–75]. Furthermore, for young people today, mobile
phones represent the most common way to access the Internet. However, the “digital world” has
created a virtual environment that may cause couples to distrust each other, thereby potentially
undermining the quality and stability of their marriages. Both of these can ultimately have negative
effects on the relationships of married couples [76–82]. Clayton et al. [83] found that people who
regularly use Facebook are more likely to have negative interpersonal relationship outcomes such as
breakups, divorces, or romantic cheating.

Thirdly, according to the societal transition theory, the increase in the mobile phone penetration
has promoted the spread of democracy and freedom ideology [20,84], which could accelerate the
spread of modern marriage concepts and affect the stability of family and marriage. In addition, the
spread of mobile phones and mobile Internet has also accelerated the spread and improvement of
modern marriage laws and regulations [6]. As a result, more and more Chinese are daring to say
goodbye to failed marriages for the pursuit of happiness. Last but not least, the use of social media
tools, such as mobile phones and the internet, has boosted women’s access to the labour market, raising
the status of women in their families [85–87]. The studies of Spitze and South [88] and Kalmijn and
Poortman [89] found that women’s participation in the labour market increased divorce rates.

From the above analysis, mobile phones reduce the cost of searching for romantic partners, change
people’s marriage concepts, and deeply affect people’s interpersonal communications. Therefore, there
may be a significant positive relationship between mobile phone penetration and divorce rate in China.
Consequently, the Chinese provincial panel data has been used to examine potential relationships
between mobile phone penetration rates and divorce rates for the rest of this paper.

3. Research Methods and Data

3.1. Estimation Model and Methods

In previous studies on divorce, scholars mostly used individual micro data. However, individual
data are prone to problems in that certain (or unobservable) characteristics of a spouse can affect
both divorce and mobile phone use simultaneously. Fortunately, China’s provincial panel data can
solve this problem by adding the provincial fixed effects to control other unobservable variables that
may affect divorce rate. From a few relevant studies using macro panel data, scholars usually use
regression analysis [31,71]. Likewise, this study uses econometric regression models to examine the
explicit relationship between mobile phone penetration and divorce rate. Since data for mobile phone
use at the provincial level in China started in 2001, the dataset uses 496 observations from China’s 31
mainland provinces between 2001 and 2016.

In order to examine the impact of China’s mobile phone penetration on divorce rate, this paper
uses a province effects panel model, which controls for the unobserved heterogeneity among provinces.
Specifically, this research study formulates the following regression model:

Divorceit = a0 + a1Mobileit + CXit + λi + εit (1)

where the subscripts i = 1,2,...,31 index each of the 31 provinces; the subscripts t = 1,2,...,16 index each
of the specific year during the sample period from 2001–2016; and Divorceit is the dependent variable
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in province i in year t. Among the regressions, Moblileit is the core explanatory variable of province i
in the year t. The vector X is defined as a set of controls commonly used in divorce rate literature. λi

represents province dummies, and the εit represents the error term.

3.2. Variable Settings and Data Source Description

Considering the purpose of this paper is to analyse the impacts of mobile phone penetration
on divorce rate, the dependent variable is the divorce rate, and this study uses the mobile phone
penetration rate as the core explanatory variable. Additionally, the control variables X mainly include:
the urbanization level, the average educational year, the total of elderly adult and child dependency
ratio, and a policy dummy variable. More specifically, all the above variables are set as follows:

The divorce rate is denoted by “Divorce”. For ease of calculation, scholars generally use crude
divorce rates to measure divorce rate levels [31]. This paper also adopts this index; the calculation
method is as follows:

Divorce =
The number of divorces in a given year

The total population
× 1000 (2)

For more supplementary analyses (discussed later), this study uses another index to measure the
divorce rate (denoted by Divorce1), which uses the following formula:

Divorce1 =
The number of divorces in a given year

The total population between 15 and 64 years old
× 1000 (3)

This index can accurately measure the divorce rate for marriage-age populations.
The mobile phone penetration is denoted by “Mobile”. This paper uses the number of mobile

phone users per 100 people to measure the mobile phone penetration rate level. The corresponding
calculation formula is as follows:

Moblie =
The number of mobile phone users

The total population
× 100 (4)

The urbanization level is denoted by “Urban”. In accordance with a large number of previous
studies, urbanization level has an important relationship with divorce rate. Urbanization is a trend
that accompanies economic and social development, frequent population movements, and advanced
human civilization. Urban areas, where modern industrial agglomeration occurs and industrial
civilizations are developed, may have higher divorce rates than rural areas [8,43,90]. Therefore, it is
necessary to add urbanization level as a control variable for the divorce rate in China. For ease of
calculation, this study used the proportion of urban residents within the total population to measure
the level of urbanization.

The average educational year is denoted by “Education”. With the improvement of human
civilization, people have more freedom to pursue a high quality marriage or dissolve their marriage,
especially women [91,92]. Many previous studies have found that education has a positive relationship
with divorce rates [93]. In this paper, education level is measured by education years per capita for
people six years old or above. The formula is: Education = (population for primary school education
× 6 + population for junior high school education × 9 + population for high school education × 12 +
population for college degree or above × 16)/population for age 6 or above.

The total dependency ratio is denoted by “Dependency”. The age structure of a population has an
important influence on its divorce rate [94,95]. In recent years, China has fully liberalized the two-child
policy, and China’s aging population has become an increasingly serious issue. Therefore demographic
changes may have had an important impact on the divorce rate. In order to measure the dependency
ratio, the population below the age of 14 and over the age of 65 was divided by the population between
age 15 to 64.
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The policy dummy variable is denoted by “Policy”. The “Marriage Registration Ordinance” of
China, amended in 2003, simplifies marriage and divorce proceedings and may also have an important
impact on the divorce rate [96,97]. For this reason, this paper sets up a dummy variable for marriage
policy. Therefore, the policy dummy variable is measured as follows:

Policy =

{
0 i f year < 2003
1 i f year ≥ 2003

(5)

China’s provincial panel data during the period between 2001 and 2016 is utilized in this study.
The data for divorce rate and the mobile phone penetration rate were cited from China Statistical
Yearbooks. The data for the control variables, including Urban, Education, and Dependency, were all
collected from China Demographic Yearbooks.

3.3. Trends for Core Variables

Figure 2 depicts the changes to the crude divorce rate in 31 provinces. The figure reveals two
major outliers. On the one hand, the crude divorce rate in Xinjiang province was extremely high
during the period from 2001 to 2010 and then it had small drops in the substantially years. On the
other hand, the crude divorce rate in the Tibet was the lowest during the whole period. The religious
beliefs common to these areas can clearly explain the two outliers. The Tibetan area is mainly affected
by Buddhist culture, which does not advocate divorce. The people of Xinjiang Uygur have long been
deeply influenced by Islamic culture, which allows polygamy, and where men typically have absolute
control over marriage. Due to the atypical pattern in Tibet and Xinjiang, this paper also carried out
regression estimation on the samples excluding Xinjiang and Tibet. However, it found that the removal
of Xinjiang and Tibet had no obvious influence on the estimation results, which may be due to our
datasets being weighted by province population, as both Tibet and Xinjiang are underpopulated. The
following regression results are based on samples including Xinjiang and Tibet. Obviously, the divorce
rates in the remaining 29 provinces showed a highly consistent trend. While divorce rates vary widely
among the 29 provinces, almost all provinces follow a similar trend, with divorce rates rising across all
provinces from 2001 to 2016.
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Figure 2. The crude divorce rates for 31 provinces of China: 2001–2016.
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Figure 3 provides a scatter diagram between crude divorce rate and mobile phone penetration,
demonstrating a significant positive correlation between the two factors. However, because other
factors have not been considered, the relationship between divorce rate and mobile phone penetration
needs to be further examination.

 

Figure 3. A scatter diagram of crude divorce rate against mobile phone penetration.

4. Empirical Results and Discussions

4.1. Statistical Analysis of Variables

In summary, the mean, standard deviation, maximum, and minimum values of key variables are
shown in Table 1. Furthermore, this paper conducted multiple collinear tests on the main explanatory
variables before the empirical analysis, and the highest variance inflation factor (VIF) is 4.73. Experience
shows that when VIF is less than 10, multiple collinearity does not have much effect on regression
analysis [98].

Table 1. Summary statistics of the key variables.

Variables N Mean
Standard
Deviation

Min Max Unit

Divorce 496 1.937 1.017 0.303 4.979 �
Mobile 496 56.660 34.746 4.280 189.424 %
Urban 496 49.194 15.528 19.392 89.600 %

Education 496 8.423 1.239 3.738 12.546 Years/per capita
Dependency 496 37.441 7.029 19.267 57.579 %

Policy 496 0.875 0.331 0 1 –

4.2. Estimation Results of the Benchmark Model

Generally speaking, panel data estimation models include the ordinary least squares (OLS), fixed
effects model (FE), and random effects model (RE); F test and the Hausman test were conducted to
select the most appropriate model. Considering the possible heteroscedasticity and the autocorrelation
of the panel model, this paper used the clustering robust standard deviation in all results. The
regression results of the benchmark model are shown in Table 2.
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Table 2. Regression results of the effect of mobile phone penetration on divorce rate.

Variables
Dependent Variable: Divorce

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Mobile
0.020 *** 0.011 *** 0.009 ** 0.011 *** 0.011 ***
(0.001) (0.004) (0.004) (0.004) (0.004)

Urban
0.054 *** 0.050 *** 0.045 *** 0.036 ** 0.033 **
(0.011) (0.016) (0.016) (0.014) (0.015)

Education
0.666 *** 0.187 * 0.356 *** 0.371 ***
(0.149) (0.099) (0.095) (0.094)

Dependency 0.042 *** 0.043 *** 0.048 ***
(0.010) (0.008) (0.009)

Policy 0.158 ** 0.133 **
(0.074) (0.059)

Constant
−8.036 *** 0.815 *** −1.170 * −2.344 ** −5.080 *** −5.321 ***

(1.128) (0.099) (0.611) (0.968) (0.953) (0.910)

F 105.630 86.760 103.720 93.250 112.040 113.000

Hausman
52.750 2.120 22.360 24.950 24.720 22.630
(0.000) (0.347) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000)

Observations 496 496 496 496 496 496

Provinces 31 31 31 31 31 31

R2 0.817 0.772 0.807 0.811 0.840 0.842

Model FE RE FE FE FE FE

Note: *, **, and *** represent 10%, 5%, and 1% levels of statistical significance, respectively. Robust standard errors
are reported in parentheses. The p values shown are according to the Hausman test. FE stands for fixed effects
model, RE stands for random effects model.

As shown in Table 2, Model (1) only considers the influence of control variables on the divorce
rate. Model (2) simply investigates the direct relationship between mobile phone penetration and
divorce rate. Models (3)–(6) add the control variables successively on the basis of Model (2). From
the R2 value of each model, Models (2)–(6) increase by degrees. At the same time, The R2 value of
Model (6) is also larger than that in Model (1), indicating that it is necessary to add the control variables
and that the model is set appropriately. According to the estimation results, it can be seen that:

According to Model (2), the direct influence coefficient of mobile phone penetration on the divorce
rate is 0.02 and is significant at the 1% level. This indicates that a 1% increase in the mobile phone
penetration rate was associated with a 0.02� increase in the divorce rate. The regression coefficient
for the mobile phone penetration in Model (6) reduces, but it is still statistically significant at 1%
level. The result shows that a 1% increase in the mobile phone penetration rate was associated with a
0.011� increase in the divorce rate during this period. As shown in Figure 3, there was a significant
positive correlation between mobile phone penetration and divorce rate.

For the control variables, Model (6) shows that both the urbanization level and the human capital
level have significantly positive coefficients. This indicates that improvements to urbanization and
education levels were important contributing factors for the increase in China’s divorce rate in this
period. As the largest developing country and the most populous country, China has seen rapid
economic development since the late 1970s. However, China has not completed the urbanization
process. China’s urbanization rate was just 57.3% in 2016 according to China’s National Bureau of
Statistics (NBS). Therefore, with the advancement of China’s urbanization process, China’s public
policy should pay more attention to the influence of the rising urbanization level on the concept
of marriage across Chinese society. Additionally, the estimation results revealed that there was a
significant positive correlation between dependency ratio and divorce rate. Perhaps the reason is
that the growth of the dependency ratio significantly increased the cost of living and the stress of life,
which have an impact on marriage. Furthermore, the policy change on divorce had an important
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effect on divorce rate, which means that China’s “Marriage Registration Ordinance”, amended in 2003,
contributed to the increase in divorce rate.

4.3. Mobile Phone Penetration and Divorce Rate: Regional Differences

Considering the big differences for divorce rates and mobile telephone penetrations among the 31
provinces in China, this study further divided the sample into three parts: the eastern, central, and
western regions of China according to the usual methods. As shown in Table 3, Models (1) and (2)
show the results of the eastern provinces. Models (3) and (4) show the results for the central provinces.
Finally, Models (5) and (6) show the results for the western provinces.

Table 3. The effect of mobile phone penetration on divorce rate: regional differences.

Variables

Dependent Variable: Divorce

Eastern China Central China Western China

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Mobile
0.016 *** 0.006 * 0.029 *** 0.030 *** 0.020 *** 0.001
(0.001) (0.003) (0.003) (0.005) (0.003) (0.004)

Constant
0.707 *** −6.554 *** 0.703 *** −3.673 0.973 *** −3.289 **
(0.133) (1.699) (0.135) (2.110) (0.207) (1.651)

F 52.180 76.480 108.910 82.240 119.010 137.020

Hausman
0.640 60.220 1.170 44.750 0.800 2.270

(0.724) (0.000) (0.557) (0.000) (0.670) (0.810)

Control
variables NO YES NO YES NO YES

Observations 176 176 128 128 192 192

Provinces 11 11 8 8 12 12

R2 0.781 0.883 0.882 0.917 0.768 0.880

Model RE FE RE FE RE RE

Note: *, **, and *** represent 10%, 5%, and 1% levels of statistical significance, respectively. Robust standard errors
are reported in parentheses. The p values shown are according to the Hausman test. FE stands for fixed effects
model, RE stands for random effects model. Eastern China has 11 provinces, central China has 8 provinces, and
western China has 12 provinces.

Specifically, from a regional perspective: Model (1) and Model (2) show that the association
between the mobile phone penetration rate and divorce rate was positive and significant for eastern
provinces. According to Model (2), a 1% increase in the mobile phone penetration rate was associated
with a 0.006� increase in the divorce rate during this period. Model (3) and Model (4) reveal that
the association between the mobile phone penetration rate and divorce rate was also positive and
significant for central provinces, with a 1% increase in the mobile phone penetration rate associated
with a 0.030� increase in the divorce rate. For the western region, the influence coefficient of
mobile phone penetration on the divorce rate in Model (5) is significantly positive. However, after
controlling for other variables, Model (6) shows that there is no direct relationship between mobile
phone penetration and divorce rate.

By comparison, mobile phone penetration had the largest effect on the divorce rate in central
China, followed by eastern China, but it was not obvious in western China during this period.
Compared with the central and western regions of China, the eastern region of China has experienced
a relatively fast economic development, a high degree of marketability, and higher average human
capital. Therefore, the modern marriage concept is more popular and deeply ingrained in society.
As a result, despite the high prevalence of mobile phones, the modern concept of marriage has not
been impacted much. In the central regions, the economic development has been relatively slow, the
industrialization degree is low, and the traditional culture and religious culture have a higher influence
on marriage. Therefore, with the popularization of new media tools such as mobile phones, greater
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effects on traditional concepts of marriage and interpersonal communication may be experienced in
the central regions. For western China, there was no direct link between mobile phone penetration and
divorce rates. That may be because, on the one hand, the mobile penetration in western China was
still low. On the other hand, especially for the vast rural areas in western China, traditional marriage
concepts still have a deep impact.

4.4. Robust Analysis

Additional analyses were conducted to assess the stability of our research conclusions. As
discussed above, this paper used the Divorce1 variable (divorce rate for the marriage-age population)
to replace the Divorce variable (crude divorce rate) for additional analyses. The results are shown in
Table 4. It can be observed that the results are substantively identical to the results shown in Tables 2
and 3, which supports the conclusion that there was significant positive correlation between the mobile
phone penetration rate and the divorce rate during the period 2001–2016. Furthermore, the mobile
phone penetration rate had the largest effect on the divorce rate in central China, followed by eastern
China, but it was not obvious in western China during this period.

Moreover, considering our sample contains provinces with different levels of divorce rate, mobile
phone penetration, urbanization, education, and economic development, this paper uses quantile
regression to further test the reliability of benchmark model at the national level. Compared with
the traditional method, which just examines the effect of the independent variable on the conditional
expectation of the dependent variable, the advantage of quantile regression is that it can provide
comprehensive information about the conditional distribution of the dependent variable [99]. In this
paper, quantile regression was mainly used to investigate the effect of mobile phone penetration on
divorce rate at five points including: 0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, and 0.9. The estimation results are shown
in Table 5, and Figure 4 shows the variation in the mobile phone penetration coefficient over the
conditional quantiles.

Table 4. Robust analysis using Divorce1 as the dependent variable.

Variables

Dependent Variable: Divorce1

Whole Nation Eastern China Central China Western China

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Mobile
0.026 *** 0.013 *** 0.021 *** 0.008 * 0.038 *** 0.037 *** 0.026 *** 0.0004
(0.002) (0.005) (0.002) (0.004) (0.004) (0.006) (0.004) (0.005)

Constant
1.161 *** −7.861 *** 0.989 *** −9.297 *** 0.971 *** −6.134 * 1.427 *** −5.222 **
(0.138) (1.189) (0.172) (2.124) (0.162) (2.776) (0.295) (2.211)

F 80.490 123.530 40.190 78.740 86.450 78.60 117.960 148.750

Hausman
3.350 26.650 1.240 67.390 0.650 41.130 0.540 2.430

(0.187) (0.000) (0.539) (0.000) (0.721) (0.000) (0.765) (0.787)

Control
variables NO YES NO YES NO YES NO YES

Observations 496 496 176 176 128 128 192 192

Provinces 31 31 11 11 8 8 12 12

R2 0.747 0.846 0.741 0.878 0.881 0.919 0.745 0.880

Model RE FE RE FE RE FE RE RE

Note: *, **, and *** represent 10%, 5%, and 1% levels of statistical significance, respectively. Robust standard errors
are reported in parentheses. The p values shown are according to the Hausman test. FE stands for fixed effects
model, RE stands for random effects model.
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Table 5. Robust analysis: quantile regression.

Variables

Dependent Variable: Divorce

0.1 0.25 0.5 0.75 0.9

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Mobile
0.004 *** 0.009 *** 0.012 *** 0.011 *** 0.017 ***
(0.001) (0.002) (0.002) (0.003) (0.006)

Control variables YES YES YES YES YES

Observations 496 496 496 496 496

Provinces 31 31 31 31 31

Note: *** represents 1% levels of statistical significance. Standard errors are reported in parentheses. The bootstrap
value was set to 300.

According to the results in Table 5 and Figure 4, the mobile phone penetration has a significantly
positive effect on divorce rate for all quantiles, which is consistent with the benchmark model
estimation results in Table 2. In summary, the above analysis shows that the estimation results
are robust and reliable in this paper.

Figure 4. Variation in the mobile phone penetration coefficient over the conditional quantiles.
Confidence intervals extend to 95% confidence intervals in both directions. Horizontal bold dotted
lines represent ordinary least squares (OLS) estimates with 95% confidence intervals.

4.5. The Lagged Effect of Mobile Phone Penetration on Divorce Rate

Measurement errors, omitted variables, and mutual causal relationships among the independent
variable with the dependent variables may all lead to endogenous problems. In this paper, a mutual
relationship between the mobile phone penetration rate and the divorce rate may exist. With the
increase in divorce rates, the dating behaviour of people (e.g., using mobile phones to meet people) and
the holding rate of mobile phones may possibly change. Generally, two approaches are used to solve
endogenous problems. One way is to use instrumental variables that are highly relevant to mobile
phone penetration rate but do not have direct relationships with divorce rate. Another method is to
add the lag term of endogenous variables. However, it is difficult to find an appropriate instrumental
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variable for mobile phone penetration. As such, this paper adopts the latter method of applying the
lag term of mobile phone penetration. The main logic is that the divorce rate in the current period
has no effect on the lag of the mobile phone penetration rate. In addition, theoretically, there is a time
lag between residents’ use of mobile phones and the possible impact on divorce rates. This paper
successively added the one-year to five-year lag times of the mobile phone penetration; the estimation
results are shown in Table 6. Furthermore, adding different lag terms of mobile phone penetrations is
valuable in order to observe the dynamic impact of mobile phone penetration on divorce rate. Since
the adoption of the lag term of mobile phone penetration would reduce the sample size, this paper
conducts the analysis only at the national level.

Models (1)–(5) are the estimation results with the crude divorce rate as the dependent variable,
and Models (6)–(10) are the estimation results with divorce rate for the marriage-age population as the
dependent variable. As shown in Table 6, there was still significant positive relationships between
the lag term of mobile phone penetration and divorce rate, which is consistent with the process of
“Mobile phone use → Making friends → Having an affair → Having family conflict → Divorce” [100].
It was shown that the mobile phone penetration had a dynamic impact process on the divorce rate. In
addition, according to the R2 value and the mobile phone penetration coefficient of each model, the
mobile phone penetration rate with one lag period has the greatest impact and predictive ability on
the divorce rate.

Table 6. The lagged effect of mobile phone penetration on divorce rate.

Variables
Dependent Variable: Divorce Dependent Variable: Divorce1

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10)

L1.Mobile
0.010 *** 0.012 ***
(0.001) (0.002)

L2.Mobile
0.009 *** 0.011 ***
(0.001) (0.002)

L3.Mobile
0.007 *** 0.009 ***
(0.001) (0.002)

L4.Mobile
0.008 *** 0.009 ***
(0.001) (0.002)

L5.Mobile
0.009 *** 0.010 ***
(0.002) (0.002)

Constant
−4.923 **** −4.660 *** −5.275 *** −5.216 *** −5.269 *** −7.411 *** −7.069 *** −7.920 *** −7.939 *** −8.046 ***

(0.563) (0.584) (0.600) (0.652) (0.661) (0.742) (0.772) (0.794) (0.862) (0.874)
Control

variables YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES

Observations 465 434 403 372 341 465 434 403 372 341
R2 0.839 0.835 0.833 0.825 0.811 0.843 0.839 0.838 0.830 0.820

Model FE FE FE FE FE FE FE FE FE FE

Note: *** represents 1% levels of statistical significance. Robust standard errors are reported in parentheses.
FE stands for fixed effects model, RE stands for random effects model. L represents the lag term. Because of
multicollinearity, policy variable is removed in Models (2)–(5) and Models (7)–(10).

5. Discussion

Marital happiness is of great practical significance to China’s social stability and economic
sustainable development in the future. In traditional Chinese society, interpersonal communication is
often based on blood ties, and men and women are limited in their choice of partners. Furthermore,
traditional Chinese societal values typically look unfavourably upon, which still has a profound impact
on the marriage concepts of modern Chinese residents. However, since the beginning of the 21st
century, the divorce rate in China has risen rapidly compared with that before the 21st century, which
has attracted wide attention from various social institutions. Previous literature has explained the
rising divorce rate in China from various aspects, such as economic development and social reform,
but few studies have paid attention to the possible significant impact of the popularization of mobile
phones on China’s divorce rate. Moreover, this is of great value in explaining why the divorce rate in
China has changed so much since the beginning of the 21st century.

Therefore, this paper attempts to study the relationship between the mobile phone penetration
and the divorce rate in China based on province-level data during the period 2001–2016. The most
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striking conclusion of this study is that there was a significant positive correlation between the mobile
phone penetration and the divorce rate in China during the period 2001–2016. Furthermore, mobile
phone penetration had the largest effect on the divorce rate in central China, followed by eastern China,
but it was not obvious in western China during this period.

In order to get a more robust conclusion, this paper further conducts the robustness test through
two steps. Firstly, two indexes of divorce rate are adopted as the dependent variables. Secondly, this
paper uses quantile regression to further test the reliability of the benchmark model at the national
level. Although no suitable instrumental variables were found to deal with the possible endogenous
problem caused by mobile phone penetration, the one-year to five-year lag times of mobile phone
penetrations are used as the core explanatory variable to deal with endogeneity problem and to analyse
the possible delayed impact of mobile phone penetration on divorce rate. Through the above tests, the
main conclusions of this paper are still reliable and robust.

China is vigorously promoting the construction of a digital economy and trying to promote
the sustainable development of the Chinese economy through information technology. Information
technology has had a profound impact on Chinese society. Although for a long time, the relationship
between social media tools, such as the Internet and mobile phones, and the divorce rate was recognized
by scholars, little research has been done to explain the rising divorce rate in China in recent years
from the perspective of the spread of mobile phones.

In the theoretical analysis part of this paper, three reasons are provided for the mobile phone
penetration contributing to the rising divorce rate in China. First, the spread of mobile phones has
affected people’s social networks and greatly reduced the cost of searching for partners for both men
and women. Secondly, the use of mobile phones can affect people’s interpersonal communication, thus
affecting the relationships between couples. Finally, the popularization of mobile phones promotes the
spread of modern marriage concepts, democracy concepts, and equality concepts.

Why does mobile phone penetration have the largest effect on the divorce rate in central China,
followed by eastern China, but not have an obvious effect in western China during this period?
This paper argues that, compared with central and western of China, the eastern part of China has
experienced a relatively fast economic development, a high degree of marketability, and a higher
average human capital. Therefore, the modern marriage concept is more popular and deeply ingrained
in society. As a result, despite the high prevalence of mobile phones, the modern concept of marriage
has not been impacted much. In the central regions, the economic development has been relatively
slow, the industrialization degree is low, and the traditional culture and religious culture have a higher
influence on marriage. Therefore, with the popularization of new media tools such as mobile phones,
greater effects on traditional concepts of marriage may be experienced in the central regions. For
western China, there is no direct link between mobile phone penetration and divorce rates. That may
be because, on the one hand, mobile penetration in western China is still low. On the other hand,
especially for the vast rural areas in western China, the traditional marriage concept still has a deep
impact on the values and beliefs of residents.

The results are consistent with Valenzuela et al. [64] in that the use of social media tools (mobile
phones in this study) is positively correlated with experiencing a troubled relationship and thinking
about divorce. These findings shall inspire China and other countries in the future. The quality of
marriage is an important guarantee for a happy life and harmonious society. With the development of
the economy in developing countries, ICT will be further popularized and applied. Thus, public policy
formulation should consider the potential impact of ICT on marriage stability in the future. Deciding
how to guide and standardize the behaviour of citizens using mobile phones is an important issue to
be considered in public policy. This paper also further enriches relevant studies on the impact of ICT
on social development.

There are still many aspects that can be further explored in the future. Firstly, future research
may use smaller geographical units (such as cities) and family or individual data, which will be better
able to investigate the relationship between mobile phone use and the risk of divorce for particular
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couples. Secondly, a common issue involving endogenous problems was encountered in this study
due to the lack of suitable tool variables for mobile phone penetration. As such, endogenous problems
are not solved perfectly in this paper. However, future research can address this problem by other
means, such as through approaches using Generalized Method of Moments (GMM) and propensity
score matching (PSM). Finally, future studies can also empirically examine the mechanisms by which
mobile phone penetration affects divorce rate.
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Abstract: Literature review suggests that rural hospitals are in the worst financial conditions due to
several factors: They are smaller, located in remote areas, and they provide less specialized services
due to their problems with employing well-qualified staff. We decided to check whether it is true
in the case of Polish hospitals. Based on the literature review, we have assumed that rural hospitals
have less favorable financial conditions. In order to verify this assumption, we use seven indicators
of financial health as well as a synthetic measure of financial condition. We have found that, in fact,
there is no difference in financial condition between rural and urban hospitals, or even that the
financial health of rural hospitals is better if we employ the synthetic measure. Additionally, we have
found that the form of activity can be a crucial driver of better financial performance. The concept
of rural sustainability is supported by good financial conditions of rural hospitals, which helps to
provide better access to medical services for inhabitants of rural areas.

Keywords: hospital; rural and urban hospitals; healthcare; sustainable rural health; the financial condition

1. Introduction

Sustainability is a model of an economy based on increased social and environmental
responsibility [1]. The environmental dimension means introducing low-carbon green economy,
which decouples economic growth from consumption of natural resources and energy, at the same
time reducing the pressure on the planet by lower emission of CO2 and energy, and resource efficiency.
The social dimension supports the idea of responsible consumption, social justice, and equality
(both inter- and intra-generational). Transition to sustainability is a long-term, multi-level, complex,
and holistic process which involves many actors/stakeholders. The concept of sustainability is tightly
bound with technology changes, innovations, and the general digital revolution. Sustainability
transition is creating an alternative model of the economy, setting new priorities in social development,
and inspiring radical change of attitude towards natural environment, climate, and energy issues [2].

There is a growing recognition that achieving sustainability rests almost entirely on achieving
the balance between economic, social, and environmental aspects of development. It also emphasizes
the crucial role of the social aspect. It is a large-scale societal transition made by many factors as
an agent of change, and the specificity of the concept is associated with public involvement, activism,
participation, and has a holistic character [3]. This is interesting from the point of view of policymakers
because they have to deal with many dimensions of the crisis and the idea of sustainable development
is offering the path to transform the economy, but also to support citizens and the environment [4] to
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achieve a higher quality of life [5]. The problems associated with achieving sustainability of the system
affect particularly rural areas, which are struggling with deficits in almost every area [6].

While health is one of the most important fields of social and environmental change, fair access
to health benefits is one of the most important goals of the health system. According to that,
Fineberg [7] suggests new additional attributes which should characterize a sustainable healthcare
system: Affordability, acceptability, and adaptability. It is relatively difficult to ensure, mostly due to
high information asymmetry [8] and fast technological progress [9,10], or an innovative approach to
health care services [11]. The other hidden factor is health communication, which has the strongest
impact on people’s positive perceptions about healthcare quality [12,13]. Regardless of the above
factors, rural areas, by nature, are less equipped with the health care infrastructure, which is the result
of sparser population density. This means reduced potential access to benefits—patients living in
rural areas, economically more fragile than residents of urban areas, must usually overcome a longer
distance to a doctor or a hospital, which requires transportation as well as engages time and financial
resources. Hence, the closure of rural healthcare providers deteriorates the availability of benefits.

In this study we focus on the hospital sector due to several reasons: It consumes an important
part of financial resources, offers life-saving benefits, and is characterized by high fixed costs. We make
an assumption, that a better financial condition is crucial from the point of view of the continued
existence of a hospital, as well as the quality of provided services. Poor financial conditions force
a change of scope of a hospital’s activity, its commercialization, or even closure. According to that,
the aim of our research is to assess and compare the financial conditions of rural and urban hospitals in
order to examine whether rural hospitals are at higher risk of financial distress. We take into account
the fact that the consequences of a rural hospital’s closure are more severe than in the case of hospitals
located in large cities. A weaker financial condition of rural hospitals might potentially, not only
decrease the access to health benefits, but also lower the quality of the provided services. Due to
that, sustainable development of rural areas requires actions which would strengthen rural entities.
Based on the literature review and previous studies, we propose the following research hypothesis
(H1): Rural hospitals are characterized by poorer financial conditions than urban entities. We assume that
an acceptable level of financial performance can maintain the existence of rural hospital infrastructure.
If in fact, rural hospitals are at higher risk of financial distress, then they should be a subject of a policy
aimed to strengthen their potency to survive.

The paper is organized as follows: After the introduction (Section 1), we briefly present a health
care system in Poland, then (Section 2) we describe the role of rural hospitals as an essential part of
sustainable rural development. Based on the review of the literature, we indicate factors which cause
the poor financial condition of rural hospitals. In Section 3, we describe the design of the presented
study. Next sections are devoted to the description of the data (Section 4) and the methodology
(Section 5). In Section 6, we present results and discussion which are followed by the conclusions
(Section 7).

The data has been obtained from the Emerging Markets Information System (EMIS) Database,
covering the years 2012–2016 and our analysis is supported by Statistica 13.1 and Gretl.

2. Health Care System in Poland—Brief Description

Health care in Poland is organized on the basis of a system of universal health insurance. Insurance
premiums are discharged from all categories of income and the system does not allow the possibility
to substitute the mandatory public insurance with a private one. Financial resources are collected and
distributed by the monopolist payer—National Health Fund (Narodowy Fundusz Zdrowia, NFZ).
One of the main problems is the low level of funding—the current expenditure on health is just 6.52%
(last available data for 2016) of GDP (Gross Domestic Product) and 4.55% GDP comes from public
sources (generally the public insurance scheme). Patients significantly participate in the financing
of health—the out-of-pocket spending is 23% of current healthcare expenditure. The private sector
is strong in the area of outpatient care—a large part of the providers, particularly in primary health
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care are non-public actors. The hospital care sector is dominated by public entities—hospitals are
mainly owned by local government entities for which providing access to inpatient care is one of the
statutory tasks.

Hospitals operate in two basic forms—Independent Public Health Care Institution (SPZOZ) or
companies; regardless of the form of the activity, all hospitals owned by the public sector are non-profit.
Purely private hospitals play a marginal role from the point of view of access to benefits and, as the for
the public ones, they are dependent on public funds. The contracts between hospitals and the National
Health Fund specify a range of benefits and the amount of them. The healthcare services provided
above the predetermined limit are remunerated only partially or not at all, which is often a source of
financial distress. From the year 2018, the network of hospital providers was launched, under which
hospitals are paid a flat rate. There are two main differences between SPZOZ and companies: Hospitals
operating in the form of a company must keep the financial discipline due to the risk of bankruptcy,
but on the other hand, they can benefit from additional sources of income by selling services within
supplementary private insurance schemes or out-of-pocket spending. Hospitals operating as SPZOZ
cannot effectively go bankrupt, but they are forbidden to privately sell the same services like the ones
provided within contracts with the public payer.

Most of the hospitals in Poland struggle with financial difficulties. This applies both to the large
hospitals in cities as well as to small hospitals located in rural areas. However, while large urban
hospitals are supported by wealthier urban local governments, which, as the owners, finance their
investments or supplement the shortage of financial resources, the hospitals in rural areas cannot
benefit from such support. Poorer local governments do not have the ability to finance such hospitals
and are not able to bear the financial responsibility for the debts of their medical entities (due to the
public debt limits). As a result, such local governments seek the possibilities of commercializing or
even privatizing their hospitals to get rid of this responsibility.

3. Rural Hospitals as Part of a Sustainable Health System

Sustainable rural development is crucial to the economic, social, and environmental development
of societies. The discussion on sustainable development emerged in the 1970s and 1980s because
humanity became aware that production and consumption destroy the foundations of their life
through the over-exploitation of natural resources [14]. The concept of sustainable development was
used for the first time at the Stockholm Conference in 1972, in connection with the discussion of
the tasks and goals of global environmental protection. The transfer of this concept to international
documents took place at the UN Conference “Environment and Development” in Rio de Janeiro in
June 1992. The famous Burtland World Commission on Environment and Development in 1987 defined
sustainable development as development that meets the needs of the present without compromising
the ability of future generations to meet their own needs [15]. Existing definitions emphasize three
interconnected aspects of the concept: Environmental, social, and economic. Sustainable development
means managing the use of natural environmental resources and the organization of social life,
which will improve and then preserve a high quality of life [16] maximizing the net benefits of economic
development in the long-term perspective [17]. Other authors note that sustainable development
means the evolution of human society [18,19].

The idea of sustainable development became an important element of political debate and
the priority of development strategies and sectorial policies. It combined the three main pillars of
economic and social development with the protection of the environment and its resources. Sustainable
development as an international political idea defined the concept of sustainable production and
consumption, and sustainable transport. It also encouraged people to mitigate climate change and
strongly emphasized the importance of the problems of poverty, inequality, social exclusion, and the
public-health sector.

The current evolution of the sustainable development concept under the guidance of the United
Nations leads us to the turning point. The United Nations (UN) Member States in 2015 adopted
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the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development with the 17 sustainable development goals (SDGs).
As a result, a new systemic holistic definition of sustainable development was identified with the core
principle of global cooperation and national development [20]. Agenda 2030 is a future, long-term
social contract for the world. Recently, SDGs became a benchmark for countries, local communities,
business, and NGOs, and they are present in many strategies and policies. The core part of the new
approach is social sustainability (exclusion, poverty, inequalities) represented by the sentence “no one
will be left behind”. So, economic and environmental sustainability must be aligned with social
sustainability [21].

The rural and urban areas are facing strong global challenges, especially those related to poverty,
exclusion, lack of justice, inequality, climate, environmental damage, and peace. SDGs address
these issues and formulate a new social, economic, and environmental vision. For example, goal
1: No poverty says that economic growth must be inclusive and promote equality. The next goal
proposed is Zero Hunger and it emphasizes the role of rural areas and agriculture sector in providing
food, stopping hunger, and eradicating poverty. Very important for quality of life goals 3 and 4 are
good health and wellbeing, and quality education—ensuring healthy lives and wellbeing are essential
to sustainable development, and obtaining a quality education is the foundation for improving people’s
lives and sustainable development. Next, the crucial goal for sustainability is to reduce inequalities
(Goal 10). It means that policies should be universal in principle, paying attention to the needs of
disadvantaged and marginalized populations [22]. The new, multidimensional, complex identification
of sustainability is unique because, except all specific goals, it is underlining the importance of
cooperation of everybody with the leading role of the government and its institutions in implementing
just transition to sustainability [23]. The transformations require governance structures and capabilities,
political action, and the formation of actors of change [24].

Therefore, coordinating rural development initiatives that contribute to sustainable social
environment is critical. In different parts of rural Europe, a new paradigm of sustainable rural
development has begun to take hold. There are several main reasons for the emerging new paradigm:
(1) The ‘squeeze’ on European agriculture, (2) new sources of income, (3) changing role of rural areas
from food production to multifunction, and (4) the aesthetic-consumptive functions of places [25].
The environmental aspects of the definition of traditional sustainability mean that agriculture is not only
regarded as an economic sector and food-producing sector but also has to maintain multifunctional
green space and landscape quality as well [26]. Farmers get direct payment to protect the environment
and landscape and develop agro-tourism. On this basis, we define sustainable rural development
as territorially based development that redefines nature by re-emphasizing food production and
agro-ecology and that re-asserts the socio-environmental role of agriculture as a major agent in
sustaining rural economies and cultures [27]. The ‘new rural paradigm’ (NRP) includes a new,
multi-sector, place-based approach to rural development that claims the need for closer cooperation
and synergy between the rural and urban economy, and towards rural development as a way to reduce
exclusion, poverty, and inequalities on the regional and local level more generally [28]. It presents
the emerging tendency of decentralization, re-localization, and self-organization, which is a new
regional paradigm, resulting in new linkages among sectors, businesses, producers, consumers,
and markets [29].

Sustainable development also means a new perspective on health issues, where sustainable
development is perceived as a part of the wider concept consisting of health, wellbeing, economy,
environment, and social justice [30]. According to the social pillar of the traditional definition of the
sustainable development, one of the important roles of the rural hospital is to help the community.
The existence of hospitals in rural areas improves access to health benefits so the rural hospitals’
surviving is a key factor of sustainable rural health [31]. It is very important because rural inhabitants
are less probable to benefit regularly from doctor’s consultation and have weaker access to emergency
services [32], which are usually situated in more urbanized areas. Rural hospitals can leverage their
strong relationships with local communities and patients; they have also a significant positive influence
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on health of the population. When a hospital is closed, patients are forced to seek a new provider,
which sometimes means a break in therapy [33]. A remote location also generates costs of transport,
if it is available at all. This problem can be particularly important in the case of the elderly or persons
suffering from chronic diseases [34]. This prolonged travel time to the hospital also increases mortality
in cases of emergency [35].

According to the economic pillar of the traditional definition of the sustainable development,
all hospitals operate using valuable and scarce resources and they have faced significant changes
over recent decades [36]. Those changes of economic environment resulted in many countries in
massive closures of rural hospitals due to their poor financial condition [37–39], so rural hospitals must
adapt to reach the level of sustainability [31]. In most countries, hospitals located in rural areas are
smaller and deliver less specialized services. Despite this smaller range of services, rural hospitals
play an important role in satisfying the rural population’s health needs [40–43] or just in being part of
local health infrastructure [44], which is so crucial because barriers in access to hospital, or broadly
speaking, health services, impacts rural population’s health outcomes [45]. Furthermore, we consider
health services higher than public and private services. Rural health services have infrastructure and
people that are part of local communities. Health professionals are often important members of their
communities and they are also actively engaged in the social life of the rural communities.

Rural hospitals impact economic rural development through their health care infrastructure,
employment of doctors, dentists, nurses, the quality of medical and health services, and pharmacies.
The localization of rural hospitals and medical services encourage localization of care centers for the
elderly and influence the development of the silver economy. It means that there is the demand for
supply of different services and goods for retired people. In the past two decades, consumer spending
among those aged 60 and over increased 50% faster when compared to those under 30. Rural hospital
infrastructure increases the attractiveness of a community for physicians as well as for retail business
and manufacturing firms. Thus, it might indirectly affect the overall level of community economic
activity [46]. Examples of sectors expected to benefit significantly from the silver economy are cosmetics
and fashion, tourism, smart homes supporting independent living, service robotics, health (including
medical devices, pharmaceuticals, and e-Health) and wellness, safety, culture, education and skills,
entertainment, personal and autonomous transport, banking, and relevant financial products [47].

Finally, it increases the growth of sales, consumption, and taxes for local budget. Rural hospitals
bring in money from the outside, for example from National Health Funds, and they positively support
the prosperity of the local economy [48]. From the economic and social point of view of the traditional
definition of sustainability, the health sector provides significant direct benefits through employment
and growing incomes. The employment of one physician in a rural area can create an additional five
jobs and have an impact on income, retail sales, and sales tax collections. The study concludes that
a physician plays a vital role in the economy of the host community. Many researchers in the US
confirmed that rural hospitals are the second largest employer in rural counties [46].

Based on the literature review, we can indicate factors contributing to rural hospitals’ poor
financial condition. They are:

(1) Smaller size [37,49–57], which seems to be the most important determinant of lower profitability
and poor financial performance;

(2) Lower elasticity and higher sensitivity to changes [58,59];
(3) Lack of skilled professionals [34,44,60–62];
(4) Poor equipment [61];
(5) A small range of benefits [50,53,55,60,63];
(6) Lower bed occupancy [34,41] declining inpatient admissions [60], the lower economy of scale [57,61].

Those risk factors are generally the consequences of the remote location [41] and the small
size of the population covered [54]. Among them, the smaller size seems to be the most important
determinant—this is, at the same time, the consequence of the rural location and the main factor
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determining poor financial condition. Previous findings prove that a smaller hospital is heavily
exposed to financial distress, regardless of the ownership or the aim of activity [51–54]. Bigger hospitals,
despite their rural location, can achieve as good effectiveness as their urban counterparts [50]. So,
to ensure the continuance of such economically sensitive hospitals [64], policymakers should employ
a system of support [54], for example in the form of special rules of payment for the benefits that they
provide [31,65]; this can also help to improve public perception of the organization [66].

Although the hospital’s activity is very specific, however, in economic terms the enterprise
and its financial condition strongly affect the quality of services [67]—higher direct costs are related
to lower readmission rates [68]. Though hospitals in Poland are not-for-profit at the vast majority,
they are obliged to keep the financial balance to continue their activity. This means there is a need to
assess financial health on the basis of the indicators used in enterprises. Some of them are modified by
introducing the specific values characterizing hospitals’ activity, for example a number of beds. Usually,
the following financial indicators are employed: (1) Profitability, (2) liquidity, (3) capital structure,
(4) revenue indicators, (5) costs, and (6) utilization (bed occupancy) [57,68,69]. Most of the previous
studies confirm rural hospitals’ poor financial performance (based on indicators listed above) [37,69,70],
while some results are inconsistent, suggesting that rural hospitals can be as profitable (or efficient)
as their urban counterparts [58,71]. According to the pillars of the environment of the traditional
definition of sustainable development, the efficiency of rural hospitals can help them use their resources
in the best way and to direct them toward their missions of patient care. Due to the nature of the
services they provide, health services use significant amounts of energy and water and generate large
volumes of waste. Thus, their efficiency is fundamental.

4. Data

A major concern in the assessment of the financial conditions of rural hospitals is, in fact,
the definition of rurality, which should take into account the specific character of a given country.
In this study, we cannot directly adopt the definition proposed by the Polish Main Office, which defines
rural areas, as “the areas situated outside the administrative boundaries of cities” (rural municipality,
rural parts of the urban-rural municipalities) [72]. We cannot employ this definition in our study due
to the fact that rural areas, based on this statistical spin, are strongly diversified and some of them
have more urbanized character despite the low population density [73,74]. Due to the lack of a wider
definition of a “rural hospital”, we employ our own definition, assuming that a “rural hospital” fulfills
contemporaneously the following criteria:

(1) Is located in a county town;
(2) The population of the county is lower than 100,000 people.

In practice, it means a rural area with one small urban center where a hospital is located.
As a result, the hospital serves patients not only from the city center but also, and perhaps above all,
from the surrounding villages; then, it can be assumed that the health service provider can be assessed
as a “rural hospital”. The definition of an urban hospital is similarly formulated. Only hospitals
located in cities with a population exceeding 100,000 residents qualified for the analysis. Additionally,
all hospitals located in “Katowice urban area” (highly urbanized part of Poland with population
density above 1500/km2) were qualified as urban hospitals. All hospitals owned by the regional
authorities (NUTS 2), regardless of their real location, were included in the research sample as
“urban hospitals”. Such hospitals, due to their regional nature and more specialized services, usually
serve very large populations.

The research data was collected by hand from the Emerging Markets Information Service [EMIS]
Database, covering the years 2012–2017. Initially, we analyzed 1123 entities classified in the database
as “hospitals” or “hospital and medical activity”. First, 327 entities were excluded due to lack of all
the required data. During the next stage of data construction, based on the detailed analysis of every
entity, we excluded:
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(a) Entities which provide mainly other services than stationary health care;
(b) Hospitals, which provide primarily long-term care (psychiatric hospitals, rehabilitation hospitals,

sanatoriums) because of the specificity of the activities;
(c) Entities, providing mainly ambulatory care and “one-day procedures”, classified in the database

as “hospitals and medical activity”;
(d) Hospitals providing services in only one specialization (for example cardiology or radiology) due

to its specificity.

“Rural hospitals” characterized by annual income higher than 22 million euro and providing
medical services for the regional population regardless of their location in rural areas have also been
excluded from the research sample. “Urban hospitals” with annual income lower than 6 million
euro have also been rejected, in order to exclude small urban hospitals providing a low range
of services, especially “one-day” surgical procedures. Ultimately, the research sample consisted
of 150–199 hospitals, depending on the year (Table 1). Whenever the wording “rural hospital” or
“urban hospital” appears in this paper, it refers to the definitions of “rural hospital” and “urban
hospital” adopted in this study.

Table 1. Number of observations.

Division 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016

Rural 80 80 80 76 98
Urban 70 70 70 85 101

Total 150 150 150 161 199

5. Methodology

According to the literature review, we analyzed four pillars of financial health: Profitability,
liquidity, efficiency, and debt using 7 variables (Table 2) which were selected based on their descriptive
statistics. Profitability seems to be, in the light of previous studies, the most important factor
determining a hospital’s financial health. It can be measured using several financial indicators,
which were selected due to their importance to the assessment of its financial condition in the case of
Polish hospitals. For example, Polish hospitals usually pursue to obtain a positive value of EBIDTA
(Earnings before Interest, Taxes, Depreciation, and Amortization), while EBIT (Earnings before Interest
and Taxes) remains negative. Indicators like ROS (Return on Sales) or total margin, which are the best
synthetic indicators of the profitability on sales [75], could not be employed in this study, because the
hospitals analyzed operate in different organizational forms (public entities, companies owned by
public bodies, private companies) [76]. Additionally, we checked the differences in size (both in terms
of assets and income) between rural and urban hospitals.

The differences between the values of financial indicators for rural and urban hospitals were tested
using the non-parametric Mann–Whitney U test due to the abnormal distribution of all analyzed ratios.

In the second stage of research, in order to provide a more comprehensive assessment of the
financial health, we employed a synthetic measure of a hospital financial condition (M2) created
based on the gradient method. The gradient was based on the determination of taxonomic distances
between examined objects and defined reference points (bottom, top) [77–79] (see also, Appendix A).
The obtained values range is 0–1 [80,81]. In order to build this synthetic measure, we used the selected
indicators of profitability, liquidity, debt, and efficiency employed in the first stage of the study
(Table 3) [82–85].
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Table 2. Financial indicators employed in the research.

Ratio Formula Character Group

OPM EBIT/Sales stimulant profitability
CR Current Assets/Current liabilities nominant liquidity
D% Total debt/Total Assets destimulant debt
CF/Debt (Net Profit + Depreciation)/Total debt stimulant debt
TAT Sales/Total Assets stimulant efficiency
CES Employee benefit expense/Sales destimulant efficiency
ROCF (Net Profit + Depreciation)/Total Assets stimulant profitability
ASSETS Ln Total Assets nominant size
INCOME Ln Revenue from sales stimulant size

Sales—the revenue from provided services, both from contracts with NFZ and private sources (only in the
case of companies)

Table 3. Financial indicators chosen to construct the synthetic measure M2.

Ratio Formula Character Group

OPM EBIT/Sales stimulant profitability
CR Current Assets/Current liabilities nominant liquidity
D% Total debt/Total Assets destimulant debt
TAT Sales/Total Assets stimulant efficiency
CES Employee benefit expense/Sales destimulant efficiency

Where: Nominants and destimulants have been converted into stimulants respectively:
nominants: x_ij:=-|x_ij-avarage(x_i)|, destimulants: x_ij:= -x_ij  

We defined the minimum and maximum values in the sample for the years 2012–2014 using the
following formula:

M2 = 0.29196 ∗ OPM − 0.031242 ∗ CR − 0.84 − 0.031112 ∗ D% + 0.017609 ∗ TAT − 0.066345 ∗ CES − 0.75344 (1)

During the last stage, we estimated three random-effects models with time dummies where
the independent variables were: Legal form (0—public entity, 1—company), size (ln revenue),
and localization (0—urban, 1—rural), and the dependent variable was the M2 indicator. We estimated
models for the whole group and for rural and urban hospitals separately.

6. Results and Discussion

In this study, we form the assumption that hospitals located in rural areas are smaller and
characterized by more difficult financial situations than hospitals in urban areas. The literature review
indicates that the source of this disadvantage may be a smaller size, which enables hospitals to benefit
from the economy of scale, and/or less specialized range of services. Employed measures of the size
better than a number of beds reflect the potential to generate cash flows. Additionally, the value of total
assets approximates the size of a hospital, not only in the physical dimension, but it also reflects the
value of the hospital’s equipment (which also affects the volume of revenue). The operating revenue is
strictly associated with both the volume of provided services and its level of specialization, assuming
that more specialized health benefits are better compensated. Our study confirms that rural hospitals
in Poland are in fact smaller—both in terms of operating revenue and the value of total assets—and
these differences are statistically significant at the level of α = 1% in all analyzed years (Table 4). This is
generally consistent with the characteristics presented in the literature which confirms the smaller size
of rural hospitals [37,41,49,86].
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Table 4. Results of Mann-Whitney U test—differences between urban and rural hospitals.

2012

Ratio Rural Urban p-value

OPM 6149 5176 0.6827
CR 6239 5086 0.4546
D% 5596 5729 0.0948

CF/Debt 6439 4886 0.1333
TAT 6239 5086 0.4546
CES 5718 5607 0.2258

ROCF 6146 5179 0.6911
Ln(Assets) 4610 6716 0.0000
Ln(Sales) 4363 6962 0.0000

M2 6808 4517 0.0038

2013

Ratio Rural Urban p-value

OPM 5926 5399 0.4760
CR 6129 5196 0.9609
D% 5770 5555 0.1933

CF/Debt 6243 5082 0.6320
TAT 6539 4786 0.1107
CES 5725 5600 0.1414

ROCF 6021 5304 0.7230
Ln(Assets) 4529 6796 0.0000
Ln(Sales) 4435 6890 0.0000

M2 6763 4562 0.0147

2014

Ratio Rural Urban p-value

OPM 5868 5457 0.5182
CR 5862 5463 0.5037
D% 5700 5625 0.2009

CF/Debt 6272 5053 0.3832
TAT 6443 4882 0.1295
CES 5812 5513 0.3914

ROCF 5980 5345 0.8226
Ln(Assets) 4493 6832 0.0000
Ln(Sales) 4398 6927 0.0000

M2 6613 4712 0.0310

2015

Ratio Rural Urban p-value

OPM 6034 7007 0.6808
CR 6220 6821 0.8297
D% 6060 6981 0.7464

CF/Debt 5934 7107 0.4532
TAT 6727 6314 0.0534
CES 6290 6751 0.6512

ROCF 5945 7096 0.4760
Ln(Assets) 4502 8539 0.0000
Ln(Sales) 4416 8625 0.0000

M2 6695 6346 0.0682

2016

Ratio Rural Urban p-value

OPM 9659 10,241 0.7294
CR 9882 10,018 0.8410
D% 9673 10,227 0.7555

CF/Debt 9601 10,299 0.6250
TAT 10,695 9205 0.0276
CES 9863 10,037 0.8777

ROCF 9686 10,214 0.7799
Ln(Assets) 7387 12,513 0.0000
Ln(Sales) 7276 12,624 0.0000

M2 10,975 8925 0.0038
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This difference should significantly influence the financial health of a hospital. Higher income
means a higher scale of activity, but it can be also related to a higher intensity of care as a result of
providing more specialized services. Regardless of the source of this difference, it may be associated
with the ability to exploit economies of scale—the median value of assets for urban hospitals is EUR
11.45 million, whereas for rural hospitals it is EUR 4.53 million. The volume of assets translates partially
into the ability to generate revenue—the median of revenue for hospitals located in urban areas is EUR
13.57 million whereas for rural hospitals it is EUR 6.38 million (data for 2016).

The main part of the research, which relates to the H1 hypothesis, consists of testing differences
in the financial health for urban and rural hospitals. We cannot confirm the difference at the level of
the individual indicators—these differences are not statistically significant—however, if we apply the
synthetic measure of financial condition (M2), we can observe that the overall financial condition of
rural hospitals is better than urban of the urban ones in every analyzed year and those differences are
statistically significant for all years (except 2015) (Table 4).

The estimated models (Table 5) confirm that rural hospitals are characterized by better financial
condition (the value of the variable “rural” is positive (0.023) and statistically significant). We also
find that hospitals with higher revenue have better financial health (the variable “Ln Revenue” has
a positive coefficient (0.015) and is statistically significant). Also, hospitals operating in the form of
companies achieve better financial condition than those operating in the form of SPZO—the variable
“Legal_form” has a positive coefficient (0.030) and is statistically significant. The same relationship
can be observed at the level of the whole sample and in the case of urban hospitals, but the increase
in revenue boost the financial condition of urban hospitals is slightly stronger than in the case of the
whole sample.

Table 5. Regression results.

Whole Sample Urban Only Rural Only

Coefficient p-Value Coefficient p-Value Coefficient p-Value

Const 0.53791 (0.05824) <0.0001 0.45424 (0.07920) <0.0001 0.70449 (0.03730) <0.0001
Legal_form 0.03073 (0.00503) <0.0001 0.04280 (0.00763) <0.0001 0.02180 (0.00541) <0.0001
Ln Revenue 0.01571 (0.00588) 0.0076 0.02376 (0.00806) 0.0032 0.00034 (0.00406) 0.9315

dt_2 −0.00099 (0.00218) 0.65 −0.00269 (0.00389) 0.4894 −0.00032 (0.00163) 0.8424
dt_3 −0.00140 (0.00228) 0.5382 −0.00254 (0.00365) 0.4868 −0.00161 (0.00244) 0.5084
dt_4 −0.02517 (0.00904) 0.0054 −0.03622 (0.01338) 0.0068 −0.00656 (0.00636) 0.3019
dt_5 −0.02770 (0.00932) 0.003 −0.03935 (0.01362) 0.0039 −0.00741 (0.00673) 0.2706

Rural 0.0238431 (0.00673) 0.0004

Mean dependent
variable 0.708122 0.69962 0.716214

Sum squared
residuals 1.010879 0.625202 0.35885

Log-likelihood 1558.576 713.1112 874.6649
Schwarz criterion −3063.576 −1384.370 −1707.132

Rho −0.271669 −0.313066 −0.216595
S.D. dependent

variable 0.040083 0.045105 0.032693

S.E. of regression 0.035481 0.04009 0.029621
Akaike criterion −3101.153 −1412.222 −1735.330
Hannan–Quinn −3086.726 −1401.187 −1724.179
Durbin–Watson 1.524023 1.627987 1.421658

When we analyze the model estimated only for rural hospitals, a completely different pattern can
be observed. In the case of these hospitals, only the legal form of activity is statistically significant.
A positive coefficient (0.02) for the variable “Legal form” indicates that the form of a company has
a positive effect on the financial health, although to a lesser extent than in the case of urban hospitals
(0.04) or at the level of the whole sample (0.03). In the case of rural hospitals, the size does not
matter—an increase in revenue does not improve the financial health.

Our hypothesis was constructed on the basis of a literature review. Surprisingly, the presented
results do not expressly support this assumption. The analysis of financial indicators clearly shows
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that there are no statistically significant differences between rural and urban hospitals, or even that the
financial health of rural hospitals is better when we employ the synthetic measure. These results are
inconsistent with those obtained in previous studies [41,49,50,63,76,86,87].

It seems that a smaller size, which in previous studies was seen as a factor increasing the risk of
financial distress [28,34,86], might be even a source of competitive advantage. Large hospitals located in
cities usually have higher assets, which, apart from generating higher revenues, may be associated with
higher costs. Another risk factor indicated in the literature is a smaller range of benefits [50,63,76,87,88].
A smaller range of benefits usually means less specialized procedures. Rural hospitals usually do
not provide highly specialized life-saving procedures (invasive cardiology, transplants). Such highly
specialized procedures are a source of higher income per bed, provided that they are well valued by
the payer. Otherwise, they can lead to the deterioration of the financial situation.

The study identifies other important drivers of rural hospitals’ financial health. We prove that
the form of activity is very important, while it forces the hospital to maintain financial health. On the
other hand, rural hospitals cannot improve their situation by seeking to increase the scale of medical
activity, which can be a source of improvement in the case of urban entities.

7. Conclusions

We studied the economic situation of rural hospitals due to its importance for local communities.
For the majority of the inhabitants of rural areas, the existence of a hospital in short means better
access to benefits. Patients have a chance to maintain close contact with their families, which is
especially important in the case of children and the elderly. However, the hospital is also an enterprise,
though a very specific one. To be able to survive, it must keep financial condition sufficient to finance its
current medical activity. The literature review presented in this research proves that rural hospitals are
smaller and economically more sensitive, but those research results come generally from the American
market. European studies on the financial health of rural hospitals are very few and, in the case of
Poland, this is the first such study. Therefore, our results represent a very significant contribution
to the science. Although our work is based on a relatively small research sample, we can conclude
that rural hospitals, though smaller both in terms of income and assets, are at a lower risk of financial
distress than their larger urban counterparts.

The result suggest that the size is not the main determinant of hospital financial performance.
In the case of hospitals, the form of activity seems to play a crucial role—entities operating in the
form of a company are forced to keep a greater financial discipline. This also explains the process of
transformations into companies which can be observed in recent years. Paradoxically, the increasing
scale of operations (increase in revenue) does not improve financial health—hospitals located in cities
benefit more from such processes (the consolidation of hospitals). On the other hand, the fact that the
level of revenue of rural hospitals does not affect the financial health suggests greater resistance to
changes in the external environment.

This research is an important contribution to the discussion on the role and financial condition of
rural hospitals. In all European countries, there are hospitals located in remote areas, distant from the
large urban centers. As we have demonstrated, hospitals located in smaller centers, although smaller
in terms of revenue and assets, are not characterized by a worse financial situation. Then, they are
in line with the economic and environmental pillars of the sustainable development. Rural hospitals
can use their economic and moral positions within their communities to help them achieve the two
objectives of sustainable development goals related to health as well as sustainability and foster green
economy. We can even hypothesize that smaller size is the source of their competitive advantage,
just like the fact that they often operate as commercial law companies. It seems that our results might
determine the new directions of changes for other European countries—creating networks of small,
flexible hospital units, responsive to the needs of local communities, capable of providing equal and
effective access to health services, in line with the social pillar and respect of rural communities.
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The better, or just sufficient, financial condition of rural hospitals supports the concept of rural
sustainability on many levels (Figure 1). The rural sustainability is focused on the local economic,
social, and environmental development to create conditions for the elimination of poverty and better
quality of life.

Sustainability

The quality of life 
and the public health 

in rural and urban 
areas

Rural and urban 
hospitals

Figure 1. Impact of rural and urban hospitals on society and environment. Authors own elaboration.

The environmental protection and mitigation of climate change support the sustainable
development of agriculture and better quality of food supply, which is important for public health.
The rural health infrastructure and access to basic health services and education create opportunities for
rural areas to develop, and it is critical for sustainability and national wellbeing. The general trend in
the economy is orientated towards decentralization of production, which means also decentralization
and democratization of social activities. Also, urban and local development is playing an important
role in the decentralization process.

Sustainable rural development is also an answer to the crisis of conventional, industrial agriculture
which is changing rural areas. A broader spectrum of risks emerged, especially health risks. The factors
to increase health risk are environmental damage, pollution, soil erosion, and low quality of food.
Redefinition of socio-environmental balance is necessary for better quality of living in the rural and
urban areas. The good financial condition of rural hospitals can result in:

(1) Better access to health services;
(2) Reduction of health risks (climate, environmental, disabilities, aging);
(3) Elimination of poverty by dedicated actions for vulnerable households, in particular, the aged,

persons with disabilities and the unemployed;
(4) Reducing costs of health services for citizens (better access, transport exclusion);
(5) According to the sustainable development goals, it can encourage rural communities, increase

their participation in decision-making, and empower rural leadership;
(6) Reinforce environmental and social resilience in rural areas;
(7) As a result, public health and sustainability issues go together and try to establish a framework

to face many challenges in rural and urban areas. The crucial part of the new approach is
its long-term perspective, responsibility, and complexity. Public health must be aligned with
sustainable development and climate change.
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The primary weakness of the study is the relatively small research sample. We also adopt our
own definition of “rurality”, which can influence the obtained results. In further research, we plan to
verify whether the change in criteria affects the results obtained.
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Appendix A

A gradient method is a taxonomic tool based on determination of taxonomic distances of
the examined objects from defined reference points [78,81]. This procedure allows construction of
a synthetic indicator of different nature, by combining values of variables denominated in different
units, including dummy ones. Variables might be of a financial and non-financial character but must
be stimulant—nominant and destimulant variables should be transformed into stimulant ones.

The method assumes that the matrix X comprises financial ratio values (observations of the
studied phenomenon) denoted as:xij, which can be converted into stimulants (Destimulants and
nominants have to be converted into stimulants) xij where

i = 1,2,3, . . . , m, (a number of analyzed indicators—financial ratios);
j = 1,2,3, . . . , n, (a number of analyzed observations—hospitals);
and xij ∈ R.

In order to measure a taxonomic distance, two points must be determined:
Top: P = [p1, p2, p3, . . . , pm]

Bottom: Q = [q1, q2, q3, . . . , qm]

where pi = max
j

xi,j and qi = min
j

xi,j

As the QP segment describes the axis of synthetic indicator, the PQ vector gradient takes a form
of linear programming function:

Φ(X) = [P − Q]XT and values of this function represent the value of the synthetic indicator,
according to the formula:

ϕ = (pi − qi) ∗ xi,j (A1)

The obtained values of specific indicators, due to their construction, might take potentially very
dissimilar values. In this situation, some indicators would affect a synthetic measure more strongly
than others. To avoid this effect, the obtained values are reduced to the range of 0–1, using the scaling
method. Conversions should be made from matrix X to Z according to the following formula:

f or every i zij =
xij − min(xij)

max
(
xij

)− min
(
xij

) (A2)

As a result, points P and Q take the following form: P = |1 , . . . 1| , Q = |0 , . . . 0|:

ϕ =
m

∑
i=1

zij (A3)

and the measure of development M (M1 and M2) is defined as:

M =
ϕ

m
(A4)
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Abstract: This study investigated whether occupational stress factors moderate the effect of emotional
labor on psychological distress in call center employees. A cross-sectional and descriptive study using
anonymous paper-based survey methods was conducted in a sample of 283 call center employees in
South Korea. Participants completed the Emotional Labor Scale, the Depression Anxiety Stress Scale,
and the Korean Occupational Stress Scale. Moderated mediation analyses were conducted using the
PROCESS macro in order to investigate the relationship among variables. The results showed that
the association between surface acting while having emotional labor and psychological distress was
mediated by emotional dissonance. The mediated effect of emotional dissonance was moderated by
discomfort in occupational climate, suggesting that improving the occupational environment can
lessen the level of psychological distress among emotional workers, and that more attention should
be devoted to the development of an intervention at the organizational level in order to prevent
mental health problems in this population.

Keywords: emotional labor; surface acting; emotional dissonance; occupational stress; moderated
mediation

1. Introduction

With the growth of the service industry, emotional labor and its consequences among front-line
service employees have been receiving a lot of attention in the field of public mental health.
Emotional labor is defined as the process by which workers have to control their feelings in
accordance with the organizational demands and their occupational roles [1–3]. Emotional labor
seems to play a critical role in the development of mental health problems. Previous studies have
reported the association of emotional labor with depression, suicidal thoughts, anxiety disorder, and
somatization [4–9]. Additionally, a recent study investigated the effect of emotional labor on the
symptoms of post-traumatic stress disorders (PTSD) among firefighters and found that emotional
damage from emotional labor while on duty had a moderating effect on the association between recent
traumatic exposure and the level of PTSD symptoms [10].

There are two strategies of emotional labor: surface acting and deep acting. Deep acting
indicates that employees try to create feeling that must be expressed, while surface acting refers
to their merely putting on a mask [11,12]. When there was a discrepancy between felt emotions
and displayed emotions, employees suffered from emotional dissonance, which is an important
component of emotional labor [11]. The previous findings showed that emotional dissonance is
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associated with burnout and mediates between the association between emotional labor and employees’
well-being [13,14]. Therefore, it is possible that emotional dissonance mediates the association of
emotional labor with psychological distress.

The deleterious effect of emotional labor on mental health may be accelerated by work-related
stress in an occupational environment. It has been known that work-related stress is an occupational
hazard with a critical role in the development of mental disorder [15–18], as well as physical health
problems [19–21]. In the field of research on occupational stress, the Job Demand-Control-Support
(JDCS) model predicts that social support can moderate the negative effect of high-strain (high
demand-low control) jobs on the well-being of employees [22]. According to the JDCS model,
occupational support could moderate the association between emotional labor and mental health
among employees who have to do high-strain emotional labor. In fact, previous research has reported
that perceived organizational support influences employees’ performances during emotional labor
and moderates the association of emotional labor with job satisfaction, performance, and emotional
exhaustion [23–26]. Besides organizational support, a variety of stress factors at work, such as the
demands of the job, organizational injustice, and discomfort in the occupational climate, may influence
the consequences of emotional labor. However, few investigations have assessed whether occupational
stress factors affect the association between emotional labor and psychological distress, including
depression and anxiety, or find how this correlation occurs.

The aim of the current study is to investigate whether various components of occupational
stress moderate the effects of emotional labor on the psychological distress including depression,
anxiety, and stress among employees in service work. Based on the findings of previous studies and
theoretical background, we hypothesized that emotional dissonance mediates the association of surface
acting while having emotional labor with psychological distress and that occupational stress factors
moderates the mediating effect.

2. Methods

2.1. Study Design and Ethic

This was a cross-sectional study among employees recruited from a call center of a credit card
company in South Korea, where about 1000 employees work. All participants gave their informed
consent. Approval for the collection and analysis of the data was obtained from the Ethics Committee
of a research institution (IRB #:1044396-201601-HR-005-01).

2.2. Study Population

The study involved a secondary analysis of quantitative data that originally were collected to
investigate the mental health status of the employees of the call center. The initial finding from these
data, which were published earlier [6], focused on the potential predictors of the status of mental
health among the workers at the call center. These initial findings raised new questions concerning
why some employees appeared to be mentally stable while others did not. Thus, we reinvestigated
these data from the perspective of occupational stress since the environmentally-protective factors and
the related stressors affected the employees in different ways. The ages of the participants in the study
ranged from 18 to 55 (Mean = 36.05, SD = 8.17). The participants were 90.8% (n = 257) females and 9.2%
(n = 26) males. High school graduates and those with less education were 33.6% (n = 95) of the total,
32.5% (n = 92) were junior college graduates, and 30.74% (n = 83) were college graduates (Table 1).
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Table 1. Demographic characteristics of the sample (N = 283).

Characteristics N (%) or M ± SD

Sex
Male 26 (9.2)
Female 257 (90.8)

Age (year) (N = 278) 36.05 ± 8.17
Education (N = 270)

High School graduation or less 95 (33.6)
Junior college graduation 92 (32.5)
College graduation or more 83 (30.74)

Note: N = total sample; M = mean; SD = standard deviation.

2.3. Instruments

2.3.1. The Korean Occupational Stress Scale

We used the culture-specific, 24-item, Korean Occupational Stress Scale (KOSS) to measure the
participants’ levels of occupational stress in the workplace [27]. The KOSS was developed and validated
with a nationwide random sample of over 10,000 Korean employees to measure Korean-specific,
job-related stress with seven subscales, i.e., job demands (4 items), insufficient job control (4 items),
interpersonal conflict (3 items), job insecurity (2 items), organizational injustice (4 items), lack of
rewards (3 items), and discomfort in occupational climate (4 items). Each item on the questionnaire
was rated on a 4-point Likert scale from 1 (not at all) to 4 (very much). Scores for each subscale were
calculated based on the scoring method provided by the developers. Possible ranges for each subscale
was 0 to 100, with higher scores representing higher levels of job-related stress. The Cronbach’s
alpha values ranged from 0.51 (occupational climate) to 0.82 (organizational injustice) when they were
determined for Korean employees nationwide [27]. Reliability coefficients in this study ranged from
0.60 to 0.86.

2.3.2. The Emotional Labor Scale

We used the Emotional Labor Scale (ELS) to measure participants’ levels of emotional labor.
The scale consists of nine items with three subscales, i.e., surface action, deep action, and emotional
dissonance [12,28,29]. Each of the surface action and deep action subscales consisted of three items
that asked participants to indicate how they managed their emotions to meet their job demands [28].
The emotional dissonance subscale (three items) measures the extent to which the participants feel
apart from the emotions they express to their customers on the phone [12]; the response categories for
all emotional labor items ranged from 1 to 5, i.e., “not at all” to “a lot.” Summary scores and subscale
scores were calculated by adding the scores for each item. Possible total score of the ELS ranged from
9 to 45, with higher scores indicating greater emotional labor. Cronbach’s alpha for the ELS was found
to be in the range of 0.85 (emotional dissonance) to 0.90 (deep action) for the employees of the call
center [29]. In this study, the value of Cronbach’s alpha for the total score of the ELS ranged from 0.86
to 0.89.

2.3.3. The Depression Anxiety Stress Scale (DASS)

The levels of psychological distress of call center employees in this study were assessed with
the 21-item DASS [30], which measures levels of depression, anxiety, and stress. It consists of seven
items in three different subdomains, each of which has self-rating statements of mental health on a
4-point severity/frequency Likert scale (0 = did not apply to me at all or never to 3 = applied to me
very much or almost always). Based on the instructions in the scoring guidelines, the scores for the
subdomains were calculated by adding the scores for relevant items and doubling those scores. Then,
the scores of the three domains were combined to indicate an overall level of psychological distress.
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The possible range for the total score on the DASS was 0 to 126. Higher scores represent higher levels
of psychological distress. In this study, the Cronbach’s alpha ranged from 0.88 to 0.89.

2.4. DATA Analyses

Descriptive statistics were used to evaluate sample characteristics and the distribution of main
variables (psychological distress, emotional labor, and occupational stress factors). One-way analysis of
variance, and an independent samples t-test were used to evaluate the differences in the psychological
distress based on demographic variables. For the distribution of main variables, we examined
mean with standard deviation, observed score range, skewness, and kurtosis. The analyses of the
normality of the distribution of main variables were carried out using the Kolmogorow-Smirnow test.
The distribution of measures of all scales differed from normal distribution. The correlations between
the main variables were examined using Spearman correlation coefficients.

We performed the mediation analysis to investigate the association of psychological distress with
two factors of emotional labor, surface acting, and emotional dissonance, which were significantly
correlated with the DASS total score in the results of the correlation analysis. A simple mediation
analysis proposed by Hayes [31] was conducted to examine mediating effects of emotional dissonance
during emotional labor on the association between surface acting and psychological distress (Figure 1).
We used 5000 bootstrap samples and determined the mediating effect of the 95% confident interval.
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Figure 1. The mediation model. (A) depicts the direct effect of surface acting on psychological
distress. (B) depicts that the effect of surface acting on psychological distress is mediated by emotional
dissonance. Interaction indexes, a refers to the direct effect of the predictor on the mediator, b refers the
direct effect of the mediator on the outcome variable, c refers to the direct effect of the predictor on the
outcome, and c’ refer to the direct effect of a predictor after controlling the indirect effect of predictor
through the mediator on the outcome.

Next, moderated mediation analyses proposed by Hayes [31] were conducted to investigate
whether occupational stress factors moderate the indirect effect of surface acting on psychological
distress through emotional dissonance. Again, 5000 bootstrap samples and a confidence interval of
95% were selected. Once more, surface acting was entered as predictor, psychological distress as
outcome, and emotional dissonance as mediator. In addition, each of four occupational stress factors,
which were significantly related to psychological distress in the results of a preliminary correlation
analysis, was added as a moderator. Figure 2 illustrates this moderated mediation model.

The data were analyzed using IBM SPSS statistics 22 software (SPSS, Inc., Chicago, IL, USA)
and PROCESS macro v3.3 [31] for SPSS. Statistical significance was defined as a two-tailed p-value
of < 0.01.
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Figure 2. The moderated mediation model.

3. Results

3.1. Preliminary Analysis

The characteristics of the level of psychological distress, emotional labor, and occupational stress
factors in the sample are presented in Table 2. There were no significant differences in the DASS scores
based on demographic variables, such as gender and the level of education (p > 0.05).

Table 2. Descriptive statistics for the DASS, the ELS, and the KOSS-SF (N = 283).

Variables M SD Min Max Skewness Kurtosis

DASS total score 47.60 27.86 0 126 0.53 −0.30
ELS

Surface acting 11.05 2.68 3 15 −0.48 −0.19
Deep acting 8.15 2.82 3 15 0.21 −0.18
Emotional dissonance 8.43 2.95 3 15 0.15 −0.66

KOSS-SF
Job demand 62.60 19.93 25 100 0.02 −0.49
Insufficient job control 68.17 16.53 0 100 −0.20 −0.18
Interpersonal conflict 32.51 17.30 0 100 0.25 1.03
Job insecurity 48.65 20.94 0 100 0.13 −0.10
Organizational injustice 57.21 17.68 8.33 100 0.49 0.02
Lack of reward 59.60 18.52 0 100 0.15 −0.36
Discomfort in

occupational climate 36.51 16.88 0 100 0.22 0.59

Note: M = mean; SD = standard deviation; DASS = Depression Anxiety Stress Scale; ELS = Emotional Labor Scale;
KOSS-SF = Korean Occupational Stress Scale-Short Form.

Table 3 provides the Spearman correlation coefficients between the DASS total score with the
KOSS-SF and the ELS scores. The DASS total scores had a positive correlation with the levels of surface
acting and emotional dissonance due to emotional labor and the occupational stress factors, such as
the demands of the job, job insecurity, organizational injustice, lack of rewards, and discomfort in the
occupational climate (p < 0.001).
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Table 3. Correlation between main variables (N = 283).

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

1 1.000
2 0.295 ** 1.000
3 0.113 0.253 ** 1.000
4 0.442 ** 0.596 ** 0.263 ** 1.000
5 0.395 ** 0.431 ** 0.225 ** 0.424 ** 1.000
6 0.026 0.092 −0.254 * 0.027 0.008 1.000
7 0.052 0.033 −0.097 0.083 0.192 * 0.276 ** 1.000
8 0.241 ** 0.381 ** 0.131 0.349 ** 0.423 ** 0.073 0.198 * 1.000
9 0.318 * 0.236 ** 0.011 0.228 ** 0.417 ** 0.279 ** 0.436 ** 0.392 ** 1.000

10 0.253 ** 0.274 ** −0.151 0.218 ** 0.320 ** 0.423 ** 0.344 ** 0.304 ** 0.646 ** 1.000
11 0.316 ** 0.214 * 0.085 0.281 ** 0.316 ** 0.180 * 0.371 ** 0.356 ** 0.424 ** 0.293 ** 1.000

Note: 1 = DASS total score, 2 = Surface acting during emotional labor; 3 = Deep acting during emotional labor;
4 = emotional dissonance during emotional labor, 5 = job demand, 6 = insufficient job control, 7 = interpersonal
conflict, 8 = job insecurity, 9 = organizational injustice; 10 = lack of rewards, 11 = discomfort in occupational climate;
** p < 0.001, * p < 0.01.

3.2. Mediation Model of the Association between Emotional Labor and Psychological Distress

The results of the mediation analysis are shown in Figure 3. The level of surface acting was
positively related to emotional dissonance, and the emotional dissonance was positively associated
with psychological distress. When statistically controlling for emotional distress, the level of surface
acting was not significantly associated with psychological distress, which indicated that the direct effect
of surface acting on psychological distress disappeared. The bootstrap confidence interval confirmed
that the indirect effect of surface acting on psychological distress through emotional dissonance
(Table 4). These results indicated that the relationship between surface acting and psychological
distress was completely mediated by emotional dissonance.

 p  p 

 p 

’ p 

Figure 3. Mediation model showing that the effect of surface acting on psychological distress is
mediated by emotional dissonance. Change in beta weight when the mediator is present is highlighted
in bold.

Table 4. Bootstrap results for indirect effect.

Mediator Effect SE LL 95% CI UL 95% CI

Emotional
dissonance 2.5569 0.4907 1.6455 3.5765

Notes: SE = standard error; LL95%CI = lower level of the 95% confidence interval; UL95%CI = upper level of the
95% confidence interval.

3.3. Moderated Mediation Models

Table 5 shows the results of the moderated mediation analyses treating emotional dissonance
as the mediator when each of the four occupational stress factors was used as the moderator in the
relationship between emotional dissonance and psychological distress: Job demand was a moderator
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in the model 1; job insecurity in the model 2; organizational injustice in the model 3; lack of reward in
the model 4; and discomfort in occupational climate in the model 5. Emotional dissonance appeared to
be significant mediators, which have already been reported in the previous paragraph.

Table 5. Moderated mediation analysis when assuming each of occupational stress factors as a mediator
(outcome variable = psychological distress).

Variables B SE t p

Moderated mediation model 1 (R* = 0.249)
Surface acting −0.17 0.70 −0.24 0.809

Emotional dissonance 3.22 0.64 5.05 <0.001
Job demand 0.36 0.08 4.32 <0.001

Job demand × Emotional dissonance 0.01 0.02 0.56 0.575

Moderated mediation mode 2 (R* = 0.204)
Surface acting 0.26 0.71 0.37 0.710

Emotional dissonance 3.72 0.64 5.80 <0.001
Insecurity 0.12 0.08 1.57 0.118

Insecurity × Emotional dissonance 0.01 0.02 0.33 0.743

Moderated mediation model 3 (R* = 0.261)
Surface acting 0.30 0.67 0.44 0.657

Emotional dissonance 3.42 0.61 5.54 <0.001
Injustice 0.36 0.08 4.29 <0.001

Injustice × Emotional dissonance 0.06 0.02 2.43 0.016

Moderated mediation model 4 (R* = 0.227)
Surface acting 0.19 0.69 0.28 0.781

Emotional dissonance 3.71 0.62 5.95 <0.001
Lack of reward 0.25 0.08 3.07 0.002

Lack of reward × Emotional dissonance 0.04 0.02 1.48 0.139

Moderated mediation model 5 (R* = 0.254)
Surface acting 0.57 0.68 0.85 0.397

Emotional dissonance 3.31 0.62 5.32 <0.001
Occupational climate 0.31 0.09 3.41 0.008

Occupational climate × Emotional
dissonance 0.06 0.02 2.60 0.010

Notes: B = regression coefficient; SE = standard error of regression coefficient.

In the model 1, the main effect of job demand on psychological distress was significant (p < 0.001),
but interaction between job demand and emotional dissonance was not significant (p > 0.01). In the
model 2, job insecurity did not have significant main and moderating effects on psychological distress
(p > 0.01). In the model 3, the main effect of organizational injustice was significant for psychological
distress (p < 0.001), while moderating effect of organizational injustice was not significant (p > 0.01).
In the model 4, the main effect of lack of reward was significant (p < 0.001), while moderating effect
of lack of reward was not significant (p > 0.01). Finally, in the model 5, the main effect of discomfort
in occupational climate was significant (p < 0.008) and the interaction between emotional dissonance
and discomfort in occupational climate was significant in the model 5 (p = 0.010). Thus, these findings
indicate that the mediation of emotional dissonance on the association between surface acting and
psychological distress was moderated by discomfort in occupational climate.

The association between emotional dissonance and psychological distress was plotted when
the levels of discomfort in the occupation climate was 1SD below and 1SD above the mean.
This represents the simple effect of emotional labor at two levels of discomfort in the occupational
climate (as a moderator) [32]. Figure 4 depicts emotional dissonance moderated by discomfort in
occupational climate.
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Figure 4. Moderating effect of the discomfort in occupational climate on the association between
emotional labor and the severity of psychological distress.

To evaluate the conditional indirect effects of surface actin on psychological distress via emotional
dissonance, as a function of different levels of the discomfort in the occupational climate, we used the
bootstrap method for analysis. Indirect effects at three levels of the discomfort in the occupational
climate (1SD above the mean, at the mean, and 1SD below the mean) were examined by using the
95% CIs of the bootstrap method. As shown in Table 6, the mediating effect of emotional dissonance
changed according to the level of the discomfort in occupational climate and was weakest at 1SD
below the mean of it. These indicate that emotional laborers suffering from emotional dissonance were
susceptible to psychological distress when they felt discomfort in their occupational climate.

Table 6. Conditional indirect effect at specific levels of the moderator when treating emotional
dissonance as a mediator.

Moderator: Discomfort in Occupational Climate Effect SE LL 95% CI UL 95% CI

1SD below the mean 1.45 0.54 0.44 2.58
Mean 2.17 0.47 1.28 3.13

1SD above the mean 2.89 0.53 1.89 3.96

Notes: SE = standard error; LL95%CI = lower level of the 95% confidence interval; UL95%CI = upper level of the
95% confidence interval.

4. Discussion

The current study investigated the relationship among emotional labor, occupational stress, and
psychological distress using the moderated mediation analyses. The questions addressed by this study
were whether emotional labor negatively influences mental health via emotional dissonance, and
whether occupational stress factors moderates the negative effect of emotional labor on mental health.
The main finding of the study was that emotional labor was related to psychological distress such as
depression and anxiety when employees simulate emotions that are not actually felt (surface acting)
and that the relationship was mediated by emotional dissonance which is the discrepancy between felt
emotion and displayed emotion. Furthermore, we found that stress from an occupational environment
moderated the mediating effect of emotional dissonance on the association between emotional labor
and psychological distress. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study to investigate the
moderating role of occupational stress in the relationship between emotional labor and psychological
distress among Korean service workers.

In this study, we obtained two findings about the association between emotional labor and
psychological distress. First, surface acting was positively associated with psychological distress, while
deep acting was not significantly related to psychological distress. Second, the effect of surface acting
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on psychological distress was mediated by emotional dissonance. It was repeatedly reported that
there was the association of emotional labor with burnout and emotional exhaustion [28,33]. Moreover,
a significant partial mediation role of emotional dissonance in the relationship between emotional
labor and emotional exhaustion was revealed in a previous study [34]. Our results incorporate and
confirm the previous findings, and also include new findings that emotional labor influences mental
health through the mediation of emotional dissonance. Also, the finding that surface acting was
negatively associated with mental health is consistent with previous findings that there are more
negative outcome associated with surface acting such as turnover intentions, withdrawal, and job
dissatisfaction in comparison to surface acting [35].

Furthermore, by using moderated mediation models, we found that the level of emotional labor
has a positive association with the severity of psychological distress and that its effect on psychological
distress varies according to the level of discomfort in the occupational climate. In KOSS-SF, which
is the scale assessing occupational stress in this study, the discomfort in the occupational climate
is defined as inconvenience caused by the degree of collectivism among workers, and it also may
generate from dining out after work hours, inconsistency of job orders, an authoritarian culture, and
gender discrimination [27,36]. Thus, the discomfort in occupational climate assessed in this study
could be similar to the lack of organizational support which is perceived by employees in occupational
environments. To our knowledge, our finding is the first to show the moderating effect of occupational
stress on the negative association between emotional labor and mental health. This study suggests
that alleviating discomfort in the occupational climate by constructing a less collectivistic work culture
may make service workers less vulnerable to the psychological distress. Also, it suggests that the role
of lower or middle managers in charge of these cultural factors seems to be important since subjective
discomfort in the occupational climate may be different by the sub-cultures that make up the informal
sector of the company.

In addition, we found that occupational stress factors such as high job demand, organizational
injustice, lack of reward, as well as discomfort in organizational climate, were associated with mental
health problems among call center employees. Occupational stress factors such as lack of support and
discomfort in occupational stress have been found to be the risk factors for depression [36]. Also, job
strain, organizational injustice, and the imbalance between effort and rewards were found to be related
to suicidal ideation among workers [37]. According to the models for occupational stress factors,
such as the demand-control-support model and the effort-reward imbalance model, high workload,
lack of reward, and lack of organizational support could have a significant impact on psychological
distress [38]. Considering the previous findings and hypothetical models of occupational stress, our
finding of significant main effects of various occupational stress factors on psychological distress
were expected.

Limitations should be considered when generalizing the results of this study. First, the
cross-sectional design of the study limited our ability to infer causal relationships among emotional
labor, occupational stress factors, and psychological distress. Future studies need to employ a
longitudinal approach to investigate the causal relationships among the risk factors and psychological
distress among emotional laborers. Second, this study collected data from self-report assessments,
which could be consisted of response bias that affected the results. In future studies, conducting
standardized interviews of employees to determine the states of their mental health and occupational
stress would be better option to provide more accurate and detailed information regarding the mental
health problem among emotional laborers. More than 90% of the workers who participated in this
study were women, which was indicative of the fact that mainly women are working in the customer
service industry in South Korea. The findings of this study cannot be generalized to call centers that
have larger percentages of male employees.
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5. Conclusions

In this study, we found that surface acting while having emotional labor was significantly
associated with psychological distress via emotional dissonance. Furthermore, the discomfort in
occupational climate turned out to be an important moderator of the association between surface
acting and psychological distress. These findings suggest that improving the occupational environment
can lessen the level of psychological distress among emotional workers, and that more attention should
be devoted to the development of an intervention at the organizational level in order to prevent mental
health problems in this population. Given the increases in the service industry and the accumulating
findings of emotional labor as a risk factor of psychological distress, there is a need to investigate
protective factors that can mitigate the negative effects of emotional labor on mental health problems
in service workers.
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